


Come and see 

Marantz at Live '93, 

from the 16th to the 

20th of September at 

Olympia. 

Marantz will be 

showing their range of 

hi fi separate s in the 

Real Hi Fi Village, and 

demonstrating the audio 

visual experience in the 

Dolb y Home Cinema 

Promenade. 

This is your chance 

to talk to Marantz UK 

firsthand, as well as to 

see the new season's 

range of CD players, 

amplifiers, ca s sette 

decks and tuners. 

16-20 September 199 · 
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EDIT POINT 

Award in your ear • • • 

N 
ext month's Choice will be 
something of a first for a 
British hi-fi magazine. We 
will be revealing- exclu

sively- the best hi-fi on sale in 
Europe as judged by members of 
the European Imaging and Sound 
Association, EISA. 

Every year, EISA's European 
Awards Panel draws on the 
expertise of staff members on 
specialist audio and video 
magazines from thirteen Euro
pean countries to select the best 
new photo, audio and video 
products on the market. 

This year, Hi-Fi Choice is 
delighted to join their ranks as the 
only UK hi-fi magazine on the 
judging panel. Back in June, we 
met our colleagues on the EISA 
Audio Panel to deliberate and 
cogitate before arriving at our 
pick of the best hi-fi equipment 
Europe can offer. And what a 
gathering it proved to be. 

With experts from around 
Europe arguing vigorously for 
products that they had rated 
highly, the meeting was a highly 
charged affair. Not for EISA the 
cosy familiarity of like-minded 
reviewers from a single magazine 
gathering to pick old favourites. 

It proved both gruelling and 
instructive, and served to high
light the different emphasis 
placed by other European 
markets on the ergonomics or 
facilities offered by a particular 
product. The minimalist ap
proach favoured by so many 
British specialists, and well-liked 
by UK hi-fi buyers, does not 
always find favour in other 
markets. That's not to say sound 
quality isn't important. It is. But 
the German buyer, for example, 
expects top quality sound with all 
the bells and whistles. 

On balance, though, there was 
a remarkable degree of consensus 
over the final selection of prod
ucts, and the Choice team came 
away happy in the knowledge 
that a fair number of our Best 
Buys had been further endorsed 
by our colleagues on the Euro
pean Awards Panel. As to what 

those products are, you'll just 
have to wait until the October 
issue of Hi-Fi Choice hits the 
shelves on Friday, September 10. 

One of the factors that led to 
Hi-Fi Choice being chosen to 
represent the UK on the EISA 
judging panel is our powerful 
combination of technical and 
subjective product testing. 

Both have their virtues. 
Laboratory measurements serve 
to highlight potential strengths 
and weaknesses in a piece of kit, 
but can never take 
the place of a 
listener's ears
which is why we 
use lots of them in 
our blind listening 
panel tests. Not 
content with one 
person's views, we 
canvas a number 
of opinions to 
assess a product's 
true abilities. 

It's a system 
that works well, as 
is highlighted by 
our giant speaker 
test this month. 
One sample of the 
brand new 
Mission 751 failed 
to impress our 
listening panel, 
while a second 
pair was clearly far 
superior. Thanks 

Simon navies 
previews the 
European lmau
inu and Sound 
Association 
awards. 

to his technical assessment of the 
speaker, Paul Messenger was able 
to identify the problem and 
Mission promptly took steps to 
ensure that it was put right, to the 
benefit of all its customers. 

Without Paul's technical 
measurements, however, our 
listening panel would have been 
disappointed with the new 
Mission 751 without knowing 
why. Mission would in turn have 
felt aggrieved, and below par 
751s would have continued to 
find their way into demonstration 
rooms. You can read the full story 
on page 76, and Paul's own views 
on page 128. Just remember, you 
read it first in Hi-Fi Choice. 
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Figl. L1ve Performance 

BOSE® DIRECT/REFLECTING® SPEAKER SYSTEMS 

With Bose® Speakers. 

Fig 2. Conventional Speakers 

• MORE STEREO 
MORE LIFELIKE 
SOUND 

During a live 

performance most of 

the sound you hear is 

reflected off the walls, floor and 

ceiling (figure 1 ). Only a small 

• WIN A FREE 
WEEKEND IN 
PARIS 

Hear the difference 

Base technology makes 

and you could win a free 

holiday in Paris*. 

No purchase necessary. 

amount travels to you 

directly. Conventional 
When You Listen To Stereo 

Fig 3. Bose�Oirect/Re!lecting'Speakers SpeakerS Send mOSt • FREE HOLIDAY VOUCHERS 

of their sound directly into the room (figure 2), giving 

you full stereo only in a small area between the 

speakers. Base" Direct/Reflecting" speakers recreate 

a natural, lifelike balance of reflected and direct sound 

that conventional speakers cannot match (figure 3). 
You hear full stereo throughout your listening area. 

D:m't Get Sn1ck In One Spot 

For a limited period of time Bose are offering you the 

chance to claim holiday vouchers up to £1 00 in value 

on selected qualifying purchases*. For full 

information on this exciting offer and details on your 

nearest participating dealer call the Bose Freephone 

NOW! Act now and GET MORE from BOSE. 

Ask for a demonstration and details today! 

CALL NOW ON FREEPHONE BOSE 0800-317533 

Copyright 1993 Bose Corporation. 
Covered by patent rights issued or 
pending. 

Better sound through research. 

® 

BOSE (UK) LIMITED, TRINITY TRADING ESTATE, SITTINGBOURNE, KENT ME10 2PD TEL: (0795) 475341 

'Offer ends 
31 si August 1993 
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The Front End 

Update 
The latest hi-� news from around 

the world. plus a chance to w1n a 

VIP day at the races with 

Goodmans. 

Sessions 
Bite size reviews of everything 

from in-car DSP to budget amps. 

Plus a scoop review of Philips' first 

personal DCC player. 

Help! 
Let the Cho1ce agony aunties solve 

your sound system's problems. 

Write On 
Tell us your hi-fi thoughts and risk 

winning an extra large Hl-Fi Choice 
sweatshirt. 

exclusive! Our review of the 
Philips DCC/30 portable DCC 

player starts in Sessions on page 19. 

1 

49 

Columns 

Edit Point 
An introduction to 

next month's EISA 

Awards by Simon 

· --=�-·- ·-1 Davies. 

21st Century Fox 
Barry Fox investigates behind the 

hi-f1 Industry scenes. 

128 Personal Messages 
Paul Messenger reflects on the 

latest trends in speaker design. 

«;,ONTENTS ISSUE 122 SEPTEMBER 1993 

The school of '93. The hopefuls line up for a gruelling 
test in front of the toughest listening panel around. 

56 DUDSPEAKERS 
A guide to finding the right speakers for your system and 

how and where you should use them for maximum effect. 

60 The Reviews 
22 of the latest loudspeakers take to the killing floor to 

fight it out for the ultimate accolades in the hi-fi world. 

91 Conclusions, Hest Buys and 
Recommendations 
The good, the bad and the boring. If you don't want to 

read the reviews, this is the qu1ck way to find a winner. 

Thanks to the listening panel 
As ever, our grateful thanks for all the time and hat·d work put tn by 

the loudspeaker listen1ng panel. This month the ears were provided 

by Alan Sircom (Hi-Fi Cho1ce). Ken Weller (Tannoy), David lnman 

(van den Hul UK). Russell Kauffman (Monitor Audio), Andy Whittle 

(Rogers), Geoff Hill (Goodmans), Brian Smith (Presence Audio) and 

Alan O'Rourke (Ruark). 

38 HAD Competition 
Win a complete NAD system or one of three 304 
amplifiers in our fabulous £2.500 competition. 

24 

30 

54 

51 

12 

35 

94 

Features 

Statements 
Musical Fidelity's F-Series amps and 

the van den Hul Grasshopper. 

Craftsman 
Jason Kennedy visits Zarathustra, 

the Zen tumtable company. 

THX in the home 
A look at the home cinema high

end, including NAD's THX amp. 

Cover Offer 

Save £ 175 on DCC! 
Your chance to claim [ISO off a 

Ph !lips DCC recorder, and £25 

off DCC musicassettes. 

Choice Matters 
Coming Up 
In October, Choice will reveal the 

EISA award winners, feature a 

system support supplement. and 

test cassette decks, budget amps 

and a 'super' DA T player. 

Choice Subscriptions 
Get your copy of Choice delivered 

to your doorstep. 

Reader's Offers 
The latest audiophile recordings 

and most excellent accessories. 

The Directory 

106 T�e Choice 
Directory 
A comprehensive list of all the 

cunrent products that Choice has 

tested, with our own (not the 

manufacturer's) comments. 
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CHOICE NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD 

Tiny Good mans enters the AV arena 
Goodmans has developed a 
brand new speaker, the Arena, 
that measures just eight 
inches tall and is intended for 
use in audio and AV applica
tions which demand high 
quality sound but compact 
dimensions. 

The design uses Goodmans' 
Inductive Coupling Technol
ogy, first seen in car audio and 
stereo TV applications. ITC 
has enabled the company to 
build a full frequency mini
ature with high power han

dling and low distortion 
characteristics. The Arena is a 
crossoverless design that 
features a midrange driver 
with a central tweeter for 
improved directivity. 

The cabinet is injection 
moulded to cut down on 
weight, and the Arena boasts a 
paired-down price as well -
£89.95 a pair when the 
speaker goes on sale in 
September. 

Two larger models have 
also been launched, the £ 160 

Sanyo in-car positions 
itself on the grid 
Sanyo has been busy on the in-car 
front with a tiny multi-disc CD 
changer that is compact enough to 

fit in a glove compartment. 
The £.3 I 0 FXD-C I 00 six-disc 

changer boasts a I -bit DAC and 
eight times oversampling rate along 
with an anti-shock mechanism. 
Another feature is Sanyo's FM 
modulator/CD commander, the 
CD/-/ 00. This acts as a wired 
remote control unit for the changer. 

Sanyo's top radio/cassette units, 
the £.330 FXR-55RD and the £290 

FXR-42RD, feature RDS EON. 
Sanyo also hopes to have a digital 
sound processor, the DSPO I, 

available soon. a (0923) 246 363 

4 Hi-Fi Choice September 1993 

Well, hellooo ... Goodmans hopes to prove size isn't everything 

with the Arena speaker, which promises eight high quality inches. 

Mezzo and £200 Magnum. Both 
models feature polypropylene 
cone bass-mid units ( 160mm 
in the Mezzo, 200mm in the 
Magnum ) and ferro fluid 
damped and cooled 19mm 
metal dome tweeters. Rear 

firing bass reflex ports are 
used to enhance low frequency 
output, and the Magnum's 

bass/mid unit has been 
designed without a crossover 
to further improve bass drive. 
a (0705) 492 777 

300 hits the us shelves 
The Panasonic FZ-1 REAL 300 

Interactive multiplayer, seen at the 
Chicago show and discussed in 
Barry Fox's column last month, will 
go on sale in the USA in October. 

As yet it is not known when this 

games, photo CD and CD player 
(the only competition for Philips' 
CD-i) will be on sale in Britain, or if 
it will be exactly the same as the 
American version. The price of the 
FZ-1 REAL 300 is thought to be 
around $700, although this has yet 
to be finalised. 

Crusader evolution 
To take advantage of tempting 

new components, Ruark has 

upgraded its three way Cru
sader loudspeaker to Mkll form. 

The £1,495 Crusader Mkll 
has two new drivers. The 

tweeter has a 28mm hand

treated fabric dome and an 

aluminium voice coil. The bass 

driver has been modified for 

increased speed, dynamics and 

greater control. Such changes 

necessitated the updating of the 

crossover for improved integra

tion, which now uses air cored 

inductors throughout. The 
Crusader Mkll offers a 6ohm 

load with 88dB sensitivity. 
a (0268) 728 890 



Nakamichi adds on amps and tuners 
Nakamichi has added to its existing 
range of products with two new 
amplifiers and a tuner. Both the 
£650 /A-/ and the £550 /A-2 

integrated amplifiers have full 
remote control which will also 
operate all Nakamichi CD players, 
tuners and cassette decks that are 
connected to the amp. 

The amplifiers can be fitted with 
optional series/parallel adaptors and 
decoding interfaces that allow 
control over virtually all Nakamichi 
products. This will make them 
particularly suitable for multi-room 
installations. 

The /A-/ is capable of SOW per 
channel. lt also has a separate CD 

direct input that sends the signal 
directly to the volume control. 

Offering slightly less power
SOW per channel -the /A-2 is 
similar in other respects to the /A-/. 

Both amplifiers feature Harmonic 
Time Alignment circuitry which 
attempts to get to grips with the 
negative effect that feedback has on 
timing. Nakamichi found that when 
the audio signal and its portion of 
harmonic distortion are correctly 
time aligned, the former masks the 
latter. The company claims to have 

achieved this by using a low and 
constant amount of negative 
feedback. 

The ST-2 FM-only tuner aims to 
provide high quality radio reception 
at a time of increasing congestion on 
the airwaves. Nakamichi claims that 
the tuner is easy to use and 
especially good at picking up signals 
from distant transmissions. Tuning is 
either automatic via seek up, seek 
down buttons, or manual with a 
rotary control. lt can remember and 

digitally display up to 30 pre-set 
stations. 

In its endeavours to minimise 
background interference noise as 
much as possible, Nakamichi has 
designed the ST-2's digital circuitry 
so that it is active only during tuning 
and not during normal listening. 

The ST-2 also inconporates an 
isolation buffer in the output stage 
to prevent high-frequency noise in 
the audio signal. 
e (0903) 750 750 

Nakamichi's /A-/ integrated amplifier is peppered with features. 

Technics' long life personal CD player 
Technics' SL-XP ISO personal 
CD player boasts long battery 
life and sturdy construction. 

The £I 20 model weighs 
265gm without batteries and 
features twin DACs, 24-track 
random access programming 
and a hejit resistant 
polycarbonate resin construc
tion. lt comes with stereo in
ear headphones, hi-fi 
connection cord and a mains 
adaptor/battery recharger. 

Technics has also launched 
the £300 RS-TR777 and £360 
RS-TR979 twin cassette decks. 
Both feature the company's 
auto tape calibration system 
and double speed rewind and 
fast forward. 

The advanced auto tape 
calibration facility ensures the 
best possible alignment for the 
cassette being used. lt does 
this by means of a microcom
puter which uses 64-step 
high resolution calibra
tion to give accurate 
Dolby performance 
and optimal fre
quency response. 

The double speed 
rewind feature 
takes 45 seconds to 
wind from one end 

of a C60 tape to the other. 
When nearing the end of the 
tape, a microprocessor re
adjusts to normal speed to 
prevent the ends of the tape 
from stretching. 

The RS-TR777 features auto 
lift-up eject which pushes the 
cassette towards the hand as 
the drawer is opened. 

Tape editing is possible on 
one deck with the RS-TR777, 
whereas the 979 can record 
and quick auto reverse on 
both decks. Both have end to 
end repeat, 24 hour series 
playback. e (0344) 853 943 

Newcomers from Technics 
include the SL-XP/50 CD 

personal (below) and the RS

TR777 twin cassette 
deck (above). 

In Brief 
equipment supports are to 

be distributed by T ripos Ltd. Made 

by Nelson Metalcraft, it comes as 

no real surprise that the range 

includes the Half Nelson wall mount, 

and the Full Nelson. The stems of 

the stands can be cut to any length 

for just one shelf, of either glass or 

MDF, or long enough to 

accomodate a complete system. 

e (0224) 322 520 

is a speaker designed 

to withstand the elements while 

you enjoy your 8-B-Q, laze by the 

pool or dig the garden. The £60 

speaker has a 30W power rating 

and is encased in a plastic dome 

that can withstand the hazards of 

ultra violet rays or rain. This is on 

top of a pole that can be extended 

to give the speaker a height of 

925mm, or retracted to 600mm. 

The Harmony-30 is available in green 

or white and comes with nine 

metres of PVC insulated cable. 

e (0825) 765 478 

has asked us to point 

out that the Ariston Elite turntable, 

reviewed in last month's Sessions, is 

available through Richer stores 

nationwide as well as via the Hi-Fi 

Direct mail order scheme. 

e (071) 827 9827 

the vinyl flame 

alive by injecting 

some interest in 

the shape of a low 

cost moving 

magnet cartridge, 

the £25 Elektro. 

The cartridge has 

fully enclosed 

is keeping 

mounting lugs. A replacement stylus 

will cost £16. e (0284) 701 101 

in collaboration with 

Quad has released lsis CD004, a 

recording of Henry Purcell Suites 

played by Martin Souter on a 

Tisseran harpsichord from I 700. 

The CD features a rare and 

complete recording of Purcell's 

Choice Collection. e (0865) 726 553 

has just introduced the Allsop 

DCC Cleaning System, one of the first 

DCC cleaning products to hit the 

market- and this when the 

players themselves are still wet 

behind the ears. lt is the only 

cleaning product approved for use 

by Philips in all DCC machines. lt 

uses absorbent felts and soft 

brushes with an IPA based cleaning 

solution to clean the moving parts. 

lt is auto reverse and contains two 

sets of replacement pads. 

e (0494) 441 736 
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Arcam reveals all new Alpha 5 range 
The Alpha 5 Series is the latest 

budget range from Arcam. lt 

consists of three units; the 

£230 Alpha 5 amplifier, £220 

Alpha 5 FM tuner, and £450 

Alpha 5 CD player. Also new is 

the £330 Alpha 6 

amplifier. The slimline 

designs are all modelled 

along similar lines to 

the Arcam Delta 290 

series, so components 

can be mixed and 

matched between the 
two ranges. 

The Alpha 5 inte

grated amplifier 

features high speed 

direct coupled MOSFET 

output stages and has a power 

rating of 40W rms into Sohms. 

lt has six inputs; a moving 

magnet phono stage, four line 

and one tape. Outputs include 

two for tape decks, two sets 

for speakers and a socket for 

headphones. lt has tone 

controls, but these can be 

bypassed. 

The Alpha 6 boasts the 

same circuitry and look as the 

Alpha 5 but warrants the extra 

£I 00 with its higher power 

rating, SOW into Sohms per 

channel, a 25 per cent larger 

the phono input to give an 

extra line input. 

The Alpha 5 CD player 

incorporates Philips' 

TDA 1541 A 16-bit DAC with 

improved layout and compo-

The Alpha 5 CD player is part of a new budget range from Arcam. 

toroidal power transformer 

and a motorised volume pot. 

This allows full remote control 

with handsets that are sup
plied with most Arcam CD 

players or the Arcam System 
Remote Control. A rear panel 

switch can be used to bypass 

nent changes over the Alpha 
Plus that it replaces. The 

fluorescent display can be 

switched off, and the DAC 

circuitry remains permanently 

powered up so that no warm 

up time is necessary. 

1:: (0223) 440 964 

Voyeur-first Video eo action film 
The latest departure in home-leisure 
electronics has evolved from 
domestic karaoke systems. CD 
systems that play specially recorded 
material for karaoke have been 
taken a stage further so that they 
(or slightly modified versions) can 
play feature films. 

The 'Video CD' fonrnat will 

follow an international standard that, 
it is hoped, will be used on modif1ed 

CD players, computers with CD
ROM drives and MPEG 
decoders, and CD-i 
machines with a Full Motion 
Video extension. The disc 
will be compatible with all 
broadcasting standards 
worldwide, and offers 74 
minutes on a standard five 
inch disc. As yet the fonrnat 
is still in the very early 
stages, but with the rate of 
development across the AV 
industry it won't be long 
before modifications for CD 
players are available to turn 
them into picture as well as 
sound machines. In the 
meantime, CD-1 girds its 

Voyeur is the first interactive film 
made specifically for CD-i. lt is a 
thriller along similar lines to 
Hitchock's Reor Window, in which 
the viewer can s1mply watch the 
action play out. as w1th a conven
tional feature film, or choose to 
become a player his/herself The 
plot is based around a presidential 
mansion. and the viewer can click on 

windows to watch different scenes 
that occur in the mansion in real 

time, and the decisions taken by the 
viewer detenrnine the outcome of 
this interactive thriller. With an 
unknown assassin to contend with, 
even the voyeur can be bumped off 
if the wrong decisions are made. 

The film uses real actors. The 
stars are Robert Culp and Grace 
Zabriskie, with the action shot 
against a spec1al effects blue screen 
then combined with 3D computer 
graphics. 1:: (08 I) 689 21 66 

loins for the looming threat of 3DO. Well, hellooo (2) . • .  Voyeur lets viewers interact with the action. 

In Brief 
latest design is the 

Concert 2. The speaker cable is a 

twisted pair of 6N (99.9999 per 

cent pure copper) conductors in a 

12.Smm diameter dark green jacket. 

lt costs £5.95 per metre. 

� (0483) 750 667 

is sponsoring the 

Electronic Image section of the 

British Film Festival, running 4th-

21st November at the National Film 

Theatre. This section of the show is 

a platform for the latest work in 

video and electronic technology. A 

£500 home theatre system from 

Celestion, with speakers and Dolby 

Pro-Logic surround sound 

processor, will be in the festival's 

viewing office. (NFT � (071) 928 

3535; Celestion � (0473) 723 131). 

now has a speaker to 

complement its range of electronics. 

The £800 Orator is a reflex loaded 

design with a sloping front 

baffle. it's a 

stand 

mount, 

free space 

model 

with 

88.SdB 

sensitivity 

and is 

available 

r- �1� : . _._1 
i .. • 11 
' .· : . 

in Black Ash or Walnut 

veneer. 

Orelle has also been busy on the 

CD player front. The CD-160 has 

had a make-over to bring it into line 

with contemporary fashion trends. 

The re-styled I 60 Mk/1 retai Is for 

£800. 

Another new CD player design, 

the £I ,000 CD-260, has been 

launched into the high-end fray. 
1:: (081) 810 9388 

new K/20 
loudspeaker cable is designed and 

made in the UK. lt consists of 56 

strands of 0.3mm diameter copper 

covered in Ti2 PVC insulation, 
available in black or white. The 

cable measures 8.75mm wide by 

5.3mm thick and costs £2.40 per 

metre. 1:: (03552) 26522 

horn-loaded System 
191 places the listener inside the 

mouth of the speaker, as the 

listening room's dimensions 

effectively form the final expansion 

of the horn. 

The /9/ claims a bandwi dth of 

30Hz to 18kHz, is finished in a 

walnut veneer, weighs more than 

I OOkg and stands over a metre tall. 

lt also has a price-tag to match its 

hefty measurements - £5,260. 

� (081) 952 5566 
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JVe goes tor MD and nee 
)VC japan has taken the digital 
recording plunge and is to produce 
both DCC and MD players. lt's in the 
process of introducing a portable DCC 
player, palm top MiniDisc recorder 
and micro component systems 
compatible with both formats 

The X M-D I is a miniature MD 
recorder w1th a pop up display for title 
information (in katakana or roman 
letters, Tokyo-side), bitstream NO and 
DIA conversion and remote control. 
The XM-D I will sell for approximately 
£600 in japan. 

The ZD- I is a portable, non 
recording DCC player offering two and 
a half hours of playback on one 
charge and the ability to play 
analogue cassettes as well. lt will be 
selling for under [ 400 in japan to 
begin with, but it would be surprising 
not to see both these machines over 
here in Autumn. 1!: (081) 450 3282 

Wilson Benesch 's high 
technology tonearm 
Turntable specialist Wilson 

Benesch has finished the £975 
A. C. T. One composite carbon 
fibre tonearm. 

Both the arm and turntable 
subchassis use carbon fibre as 
a main material because of its 
better stiffness to mass, and 
superior damping characteris
tics compared to metals. 

The whole arm, from 

bearing interface to headshell, 
is formed from a single piece 

of this material. The bearing is 

also unusual. Based on the 

principle of Kinematic loca
tion, it is similar to a uni-pivot 
except that it uses balls 
instead of a point, yet has the 
same multi-plane freedom. 

1!: (0742) 830 088 

Sony's contribution to 
improving road safety 
Road safety conscious Sony 

claims its new in-car range is 

easy to operate and features 

surround sound comparable to 
that obtained at 

similar to the 800 but does not 

have DSP. 

An optional £320 XDP
USOD digital sound 

home. -- --------------------�-----· 
--;;-o: ... """- -� 

The top of 

the range £550 
XR-UBOORDS 
features a digital 

signal processor 

� -�-�---- � . 

,.,;,_,;,._,. ____ .__ �.:,}! -

� 
.. ·- . 

- -:--��- (r"'�'" 
. � · · � -------. - - C)Cic::t 

to compensate for the draw

backs of the listening space. 

The ergonomics of the head 

unit take into account the 

difficulties of operation on the 

move with two separate 
displays and control buttons 
that have a rubberised feel. 

The tuner features RDS 

(Radio Data System) that 

displays station name, time, 

programme type and travel 

information, and EON 

(Enhanced Other Networks) 

functions. A joystick remote 
control commands the key 
operations. A more affordable 
alternative in the series is the 

£410 XR-USOORDS, which is 

Part of Sony's new safety 

conscious in-car range: the XR

UBOORDS and joystick remote. 

processor allows the driver to 
choose between ten preset 
surround sound modes and up 
to five adjustable listening 

position presets to provide the 

most balanced sound for any 

passenger. 

Ten-disc autochangers are 

also included in the range. The 

£600 top-of-the-range CDX
U606 features ESP (Electronic 
Shock Protection) which 
ensures uninterrupted music 
even on bumpy rides. 

1!: (0784) 467 000 

Turntables from Akai 
Akai has introduced two new 
turntables for incorporation into its 
mini system range. 

The company believes it is 
important for people to be able to 
play their vinyl record collections, 
rather than forcing them to consign 
LPs to the attic and fork out for 

replacement CDs. 
The AP MX570 turntable is 

available on the MX92T, MX570T 
and MX670T mini systems as an 
option instead of a CD player, or as 
an extra on these systems at a cost 
of£100. 

At the top end of Akai's 
record player range 
is the [ 180 
AP A950 
turntable. 
Designed 1n 
conjunction with 
Rega, to be used with 
Akai's MX 750 and MX 
950 CD mini systems, the 
AP A950 is a manually 
operated belt-driven turntable 

with both 45 and 33 rpm speeds. lt 
features Rega's popular RB-250 one 
piece toneannr with anti-skating bias 
control. The cartridge is based on 
Audio Technica's AT95E. 

A mini stand is available, the RV 
UM5, produced by Alphason 
Specialist Audio for £.1 00, so that 

the deck can be Incorporated into 
the appropriate mini system. 
1!: (08 I) 897 63 88 

Akai has introduced 

Diary dates 
The lnternationale 

Funkausstellung consumer 

electronics exhibition runs 

from 17th August to 5th September 

1993 in Berlin. 

a (071) 486 19SI 

The annual Hi-Fi Show at the 

Heathrow Penta (Ramada) Hotel 

will take place from 9th-12th 

September 1993. One of the main 

attractions could prove to be a 

shoot out between DCC and MD. 

Hourly demonstrations of the two 

formats will take place on Saturday 

and Sunday. f:l (081) 781 6046 

The excitement mounts as Live 

'93 draws ever closer. The largest 

consumer electronics show ever 

seen in this country is to be held 

from 16th-20th September at the 

Grand Hall, Olympia. 

News of who is going to be 

represented at the show is now 

leaking out, along with tantalizing 

snippets of products to be revealed. 

All the big names in hi-fi will be 

there; Base and Kenwood are both 

looking 

towards the 

outdoors 

with an 

environmen

tal speaker 

from the 

former 

and an 

environ

mental 

sound 

system 

from 

Ken-

One to search 

out at Live '93. 

Arcam's slimline 

Series 5 tuner, 

CD player and 

amplifier. 

wood. Others turn their attention 

indoors with many companies 

showing, for the first time, their 

latest home entertainment systems. 

The integration of hi-fi and AV 

moves further along the way with 

Celestion, Rotel and Tannoy among 

the many who will be demonstrat

ing the power of sound and vision. 

I n-ear entertainment provides the 

opportunity for interesting displays, 

with companies like Goodmans 

loudspeakers featuring the new 

Ford Mondeo. 

Telecommunications will form a 

large part of the show and infiltrate 

the hi-fi area in the shape of Linn's 

Keltik-Activ, which cuts the sound 

from the hi-fi every time the phone 

rings. Of course, away from 

innovations and gimmicks, solid 

audiophile equipment will be the 

bedrock of the hi-fi section, with a 

new amplifier promised by Denon, 

and new ranges from Arcam and 

Roksan on display. 

a (07 1) 782 6000 
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OLYMPIA 1 6-20 SEPTEMBER 

HOME 

CINEMA 

THE VISION 

BECOMES 

REALITY 

Come to LIVE '93, The Consumer Electronics Show, and see how 

you can turn your television, video and hi-fi into a movie-going 

experience. 

As you walk through their Promenade, Dolby will show how any 

one of a dozen Surround
® 

sound systems can transform your living 

room into a home cinema - and all without a salesperson in sight. 

And that's not all. LIVE '93 is packed with all the latest 

entertainment technology for you to enjoy - hi-fi, TV, video, home 

computers, video games, in-car equipment, cameras, musical 

instruments, camcorders, cable, satellite - you name it. 

Plus there'll be a vast array of supporting features - the Real Hi-Fi 

Village, the BT Times Tunnel, the Car Stereo & Security 

Concourse, live TV and radio broadcasts, celebrity appearances, 

live music on stage, worldwide satellite links, masterclasses, 

seminars, competitions - all specially designed for 'interactive' 

pleasure. 

So if you want to experience the reality of LIVE '93, call our 

Hotline for tickets on 071-373 8141 now. 

Tickets cost £7 each or£ 16 for a family of two adults and three children. 

(If you're under 16, you need to be accompanied by an adult.) 



Don't miss next month's Special 
Awards Issue of Hi·Fi Choice 

GEniNG IT TAPED 
Does the advent of Digital 
Compact Cassette spell the end 
of the road for conventional tape 
decks? Alvin Gold and Paul 
Miller pitch the new Philips 
DCC-600 against nine top ana
logue tape decks in the ultimate 
test of recording quality. 

BUDGET AMP SHOWDOWN 
One of the most competitive 
areas of the amplifier market is at 
the crucial £200 mark. In the 
October issue, Paul Messenger 
gets to grips with the latest 
contenders including Arcam' s 
Alpha 5, the Marantz PM-44SE, 
the Technics SU-A600 and 
Denon's PMA-35011. 

CELESTION/ADCOM PRIZES 
WORTH OVER £3000! 
Your chance to win a complete 
Adcom/Celestion hi-fi system, 
or one of five pairs of Celestion 
speakers, in a great competition 
you can enter for the price of a 
stamp and a postcard! 

EXCLUSIVE! The 
Hi-Fi Choice/EISA 

Awards 1993 
They're here! The Awards 

you've all been waiting for! 

Next month, Hi-Fi Choice will 

be revealing the best hi-fi 

products in Europe, as judged 

by the European lmaging and 

Sound 

Associa

tion or 

EISA Each 

year, EISA 

....=.� �..,._,.a.ocu.,.. draws on 

the expertise of members from 

13 European countries to pick 

the very best audio and video 

products on the market. Hi-Fi 

Choice has been chosen to 

represent Britain on the EISA 

jury, and in our October issue 

we will be revealing- in an 

exclusive feature - the best 

products in ten different 

categories, including best CD 

player, best amplifier, best 

speaker, best system and most 

innovative new technology. 

Don't miss it! 

'SUPER' OAT GOES UVE 
We've been putting the Pioneer 
D-07 'super' OAT player to the 
acid test and recording some live 
sessions in order to discover just 
how good this latest technical 
innovation from the Land of the 
Rising Sun really is. 

FREE! EQUIPMENT STAND 
SUPPLEMENT 
Are you giving your hi-fi system 
the support it deserves? In our 
FREE 16 

page 
October 
supple
ment, we 
will be 
picking the 
best turntable 
tables, 
equipment 
racks and 

isolation 
platforms that 
money can buy in a mammoth 
Hi-Fi Choice test. 

U's all in the October issue of Hi-Fi Choice, on sale Friday, September 10, 1993. 
(All contents subject to change due to circumstances beyond our control) 
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YOUR REFERENCE POINTS 

FOR THE BEST HI-FI 
Reference Point is a sound partnership between Pioneer and a nationwide network 

of specialist hi-fi dealers, selected because they're the most reputable independent experts. 
Visit any Pioneer Reference Point dealer for the best advice and service. 

AVON GLOUCESTERSHIRE MIODLESEX WILTSHIRE 

Paul Roberts, Bnstot 0272 429370 Hutchinsons, Cheltenham 0242 573012 Musical Images, Edgware 081·952 5535 In· Phase Audio, Sv.indon 0793 520948 

Paul Roberts, Brist� 0272 250760 Robbs, Gk>ucester 0452 419777 Musical Images, Hounslow 081·569 5802 0793 526393 

Paul Roberts, Wes1on·Super·Mare 0934 414423 T.A.S.,Eastcote 081·866 4911 P R Sounds, Melksham 0225 708045 

Radford Hi·Fi, Bnstot 0272 428248 GREATER MANCHESTER T.A.S.,Ruislip Maoor 0895 632217 P R Sounds, Trowbridge 0225 7777ff.J 

Bill Hu1chinson, Manchester 061·839 8800 
BEDFORDSHIRE Cteartone Hi·Fi, Manchester 061·835 1156 NORFOLK WORCESTERSHIRE 
B & B Hi·Fi, lulon 0582 45ff.J15 Hamlets Audio Visual, Ashton·u·lyne061·343 5127 Adcock & Sons,Watton 0953 881248 David Waring Cameras & Hi·fi, W<Jceslff 0905 27551 

Richards Audio Visual, Bedford 0234 365165 Tomorrow Studios, Sale 061 962 4651 Martins Hi·Fi, King's Lynn 0553 761683 

Martins Hi·Fi, N<JWich 0603 627010 YORKSHIRE NORTH 
BERKSHIRE HAMPSHIRE Maxwells, Northallerton 0609 773535 

B & B Hi·Fi, Bracknell 0344 424556 Bryants Hi·Fi, Aldershot 0252 20728 NORTHAMPTONSHIRE Scarborough Hi·Fi Centre, Scartxrough 0723 374547 

B & B Hi·Fi, Maidenhead 0628 73420 Crisfavision, Fareham 0329 288660 H.G. Rapkin,Northampton 0604 37515 Vickers Hi·Fi, Yorl< 0904 629659 
B & B Hi·Fi, Newbury 0635 32474 Now That's Hi·Fi, Portsmouth 0705 811230 
B & B Hi·Fi, Reading 0734 583730 Sinclair Youngs, Basingstoke 0256 28623 NOTTINGHAMSHIRE YORKSHIRE SOUTH 
Frasers Hi·Fi & Video, Sk>ugh 0753 520244 0256 21307 F.l. Smith Electricai,Mansfield 0623 655684 Superti, Sheffield 0742 723768 

Frasers Hi·Fi & Video, Wot<tngham 0734 794998 Southampton Hi·Fi Centre, Southamp1oo0703 228434 F.l. Smith Electricai,Wort<sop 0909 479770 

Forum Hi·Fi, Nottingham 0602 622150 
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE HERTFORDSHIRE Superti, Nottingham 0602 41213-7 YORKSHIRE WEST 
B & B Hi·Fi, Htgh Wycomlle 0494 535910 Chew & Osborne, Bishop's St<Jrtord 0279 656401 Amrik Electronics, Bradford 0274 722530 

David Orton lid, Hitchin 0462 452248 OXFORDSHIRE Amrik Electronics, Leeds 0532 752285 
CAMBRIDGESHIRE Herts Hi·Fi, Hoddesdon 0992 441172 Sound 'n' Vision, Bicester 0869 246491 Bill Hulchinson, Leeds 0532 427777 
Cambridge Hi·Fi, Gambridge 0223 67773 Radiolux, Watlord 0923 229734 Witney Audio Centre, Witney Off.J3 702414 Eric Wiley, Gastleford 0977 553066 
The Hi·Fi Company, Peterborough 0733 341755 0977 556774 
University Audio, Gambrldge 0223 354237 HUMBERSIDE SHROPSHIRE Superti, Leeds 0532 449075 

Superti, Hull 0482 24051 Shropshire Hi·Fi, Shrewsbury 0743 232065 
CHESHIRE 0743 232317 NORTHERN IRELAND 

Hamlets Audio Visual, Cheadle { 
061·428 5278 ISLE OF WIG HT W. Owen,Tellord 0952 613818 
061·428 6367 Russells, Newport 0983 523864 CO. DOWN 

Hamlets Audio Visual, Stockport 061-476 3500 SOMERSET Hi·Fi Experience, Bella� 0232 249117 

Tomorrow Studios, Chester 0244 320414 KENT Paul Roberts, Taunton 0823 270000 LRG Sound & Vision, Belfast 
0232 732452 

Tomorrow Studios, Warringtoo 0925 36215 Howes of Southborough, 0892 528682 0232 451381 

Tunbridge Wells 0892 537288 STAFFORDSHIRE 
CORNWALL Kimberley Hi·Fi, Bexleyheath 081·304 3272 Purkiss Hi·Fi, Hanley 0782 265010 
ETS Elecfricenfres, Hel�on 0326 573285 V J Hi·Fi, Folkestone 0303 56860 Universal Electronics, Gannock 0543 502118 CO. ANTRIM 

ETS Elecfricenfres, Penzance 0736 64274 V J Hi·Fi, Margate 0843 226977 
LRG Sound & Vision, lame 0574 272757 

H.B.H. Woolacotts,Bude 0288 352269 Whitstable Tele·Radio, Whltstable 0227 272028 SUFFOLK Nicholl Bros, Ballymena 0266 49616 

Truro Hi-Fi, Truro 0872 79809 Peter Watts, Bury SI Edmunds 0284 703045 

System Sound, Sudbury 07B7 72348 SCOTLAND 
LANCASHIRE 

CUMBRIA 
Cleartone Hi·fi, Bolton 0204 31423 GRAMPIAN 

Kenneth Gardner, Kendal 0539 721953 
Kenneth Gardner, Lancaster 0524 64328 SURREY 0224 585713 

Norman Audio, Blackpool 0253 295661 Audiolile, Th<Jnton Heath 081·653 3657 Holburn Hi·Fi, Aberdeen 
0224 572729 

DERBYSHIRE 
0772 53057 Cosmic, Addlestooe 0932 854522 

Roy Smith Electrical, Chestertield 0246 234953 Norman Audio, Prestoo 
0772 555769 Tru·Fi, Leatherhead 0372 378780 MIO LOTHIAN 

Stuart Westmoreland, Derby 0332 367546 
P & A Audio Video, Ormskirk 0695 573456 Tru·Fi, Redhill 0737 76612B Bill Hutchinson, Edinburgh 031·667 2877 

Romers Hi·Fi, Blackburn 0254 887799 0737 767404 
DEVON 

Tomorrow Studios, Wigan 0942 37977 Weybridge Audio,Weybridge 0932 851121 STRATHCLYDE 
Bernard Smith, Barnstaple 0271 43503 Bill Hutchinson, Glasgow 041·248 2857 
Radlord Hi·Fi, Exeter 0392 218895 SUSSEX EAST 
Radford Hi·Fi, Plymouth 0752 226011 LEICESTERSHIRE Smythe & Barrie, Eastbourne 0323 29192 TAYSIOE 
Upton Electronics, Paignton 0803 551320 Mays Hi·Fi, Letcester 0533 625625 Sunderland Electronics, Brighton 0273 774113 Robert Ritchie, Montrose 0674 73765 

SUSSEX WEST WALES 
DORSET LINCOLNSHIRE Cristavision, Chichester 0243 775444 
Movement Audio, Bournemouth 0202 529988 Superti, Lincoln 0522 520265 Sunderlud Electronics, Worthtng 0903 201187 

CLWYD 

Movement Audio, Poole { 
0202 730865 Lloyds TV, Video & Hi·Fi,Wrexham 0978 364168 

0202 721983 LONDON 
TYNE & WEAR 

Owens, Colwyn Bay 0492 530982 

Babber Electronics, W13 081·579 6315 
Bill Hutchinson, Newcaslle·upon·Tyne 091·230 3600 

ESSEX Brians Hi·Fi, W1 071·631 1109 GLAMORGAN 
Chew & Osborne, Epping Off.J2 574242 Coven! Garden Records, WC2 071·379 7427 

WARWICKSHIRE 
Quinns Audio Visual Systems, Sw.msea 0792 773644 

Chew & Osborne, Saffron Walden 07ff.J 523728 Hi Spek Electronics, N3 081·349 1 I 66 
Classic Sound & Vision, 

{ 
0702 461634 Hi·Way Hi·Fi,W2 07H02 2441 

Carvelfs of Rugby, Rugby 0788 541341 
GWENT 

So.JiherrJoo·Sea 0702 600130 Kamfa Electronics, Wt 071·323 2747 
The Hi·Fi Company, Leamington Spa 0926 888644 

Hi·Fi Western, Newport 0633 262790 

Hi·Spek Electronics, Brentwood 0277 226303 light & Sound, E6 08H72 1373 
Peter Foulkes, �Chester 0206 767428 Myers Audio, E17 081·520 7277 WEST MIDLANDS GWYNEDD 
Peter Foulkes, Maldon 0621 853148 Spatial Audio, Wt 071·637 8702 Bridge Hi·Fi, Walsall 0922 640456 Owens, Bangor 0248 362951 

Twenty 20 Audio Visual, Wes1 Tlmock 0708 891818 Stereo Regenl Street, W1 071·287 2458 Coventry Hi·Fi, Coventry 0203 440529 

Waters & Stanton, Hockley { 
0702 206835 Superti, NW1 071·388 1300 Naam Hi·Fi Vision, Birmingham 021·633 4944 

0702 204965 Naam Hi·Fi Vision, Coventry 0203 632086 

Waters & Stanton,Hornchurch 0708 444765 MERSEYSIDE Superti, Birmingham 021·631 2675 @PIONEER Woolfmans, Basildoo 0268 285922 Beaver Hi·Fi, Liverpool 051-709 9898 Universal Electronics, Wolverhampton 0902 23741 

Woolfmans, llford 081�514 7231 Tomorrow Studios, Southport 0704 531500 W.M.E.C.,Rowley Regis 021·559 1412 The Art of Entertainment 



The latest products, the best recordings and our own points of view on the most 

interesting developments to hit the hi-fi scene. Concise reports by the Choice team. 

CAR HI-FI 

Alpine Frontera 
A cou pie of months ago, Alpine 
persuaded me to spend a week
end with its impressively en
dowed Vauxhall Fronterasaurus. 

Apart from being an ostenta
tious example of street car de
sire, this automobile contains 
more Alpine audio equipment 
than you can shake a stick at
over six grand's worth of DSP
oriented kit. The complement 
includes three class A power 
amps, a pair of digital crosso
vers and two pairs of reason
ably discreet loudspeakers. 

For all its excess, the system 
doesn't look too much for the 
car's limited interior. The car
tridge-based disc changer is 
pretty accessible behind the 
driver's seat and the removable 
panel on the head unit discour
ages villains. But you don't get a 
stack of electronics, a su bwoofer 
and much else behind the back 
seat of a Frontera Sport, so the 
gear in the boot takes some dis
guising. The Momo steering 
wheel with its built-in controls 
is also a bit of a giveaway. 

Listening to a few in-car fa
vourites in this vehicle was very 
agreeable. It may not have been 
the most natural sounding set
up but it was refined and clean. 
The disc transport seemed to be 
totally jog-proof on rough Lon
don streets, and the system 

VERDICT 
Alpine Frontera 

Q PROS: Good imaging; 
refined sound; street cred. 

0 CONS: Too much kit for 
comfort; joy rider's dream. 

0 £22,000 
SOUND QUALITY 

••••• 
VALUE FOR MONEY 

•••oo 
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Alpine's detachable control 

panel nestles between the 

Frontera's twin sticks. Right: 

the Momo remote wheel. 

could be used at high levels 
without discomfort. 

T say not the most natural 
sound, but that's in comparison 
with esoteric domestic hi-fi. By 
car hi-fi standards it was con
siderably better than average, 
the bass extending adequately 
without getting out of control 
(if the sub was turned down) 
and the mid and treble exhibit
ing only a nuance of class A 
sweetening. Overall, it was an 
impressive sound, the music 
flowing freely. Lynyrd 
Skynyrd's The Last Rebel was 
particularly enjoyable with 
enough kick and sub
tlety to make the 
most of the sys
tem's abilities. 

lfthisis whatDSP 
can do for in-car en
tertainment, I'll cer
tainly be waiting when it 
filters into the real world. 

Alpine Electronics of UK Ltd, 
13 Tanners Drive, Blakeland, 
Milton Keynes, MK14 5BU. 
'a (0908) 611 556 

UNIVERSAL REMOTE 

The One For All 6, a master re
mote able to take the place of up 
to six infra-red hi-fi or A V re
mote control handsets, seems 
like a great idea. Available at 
most high street electrical stores 

for £50, it certainly cuts down 
on thenumberof black boxes 

cluttering up the coffee ta
ble. However, unless 

you live in a house
hold with more than 

one video, as well 
as satellite or ca

ble TV, the One 
For All 6 

overkill. For homes with a lesser 
array of programme sources, 
One For All offers smaller capac
ity versions. 

The One For Al/6 can be used 
to control a TV, video recorder, 
satellite receiver, CD player, 
LaserDisc player, cable con
verter box, amplifier, tuner, cas
sette deck, DAT player, 
turntable-in fact any six prod
ucts operated by an infra-red 
remote control. 

As the One For All is already 
equipped with the operating 
codes for the most popular 
audio, TV and A V products, 
there's no need to use the 
original remote control during 
set up or, indeed, ever again. 
This is a bonus if you want the 
One For All 6 to replace a lost or 
broken handset. 

Set up is very easy. You look 
up the three-digit code for your 
source in the manual, press the 
appropriate 'type' button at the 
top of the remote, followed by 
the ABC function buttons and 
the numeric code. Repeat the 
procedure for up to five other 
items, and you're away. 

An indicator light at the top 
of the remote flashes green when 
a command is sent, or as confir
mation of a new set up. It also 
flashes red during set up and 
source selection, and yellow 
when flummoxed. The indica
tor is useful but it seems unnec
essary for it to be tri-colour. 

Events never go according to 
plan, of course. The first One For 
All6 I looked at refused to work 
and version two had great diffi
culty in coming up with the cor
rect codes for the office CD 
player, a Dual CD 1080 RC. 

There are contingency plans 
in such an event, and I worked 
my way through the lot before 
having to call the One For All 
helpline. This service- based 
in Ohio in the States - is 

The all for one One For All. 
Solidarity to the handset, 

power to the index finger. 



available from 2pm to 3am Brit
ish time, and is manned by op
erators with a multitude of codes 
and combinations to suggest. If 
all else fails, the remote can be 
returned to the manufacturers, 
with a list of the brand names 
and model numbers it is to con
trol, for brainwashing. 

Once these set up problems 
had been overcome, the hand
set proved to be well laid-out, 
with logical operation proce
dures. There is no need to refer 
to the manual again as all the 
functions are straightforward. 
You just have to remember to 
select which device you want to 
operate first via one of the six 
'type' keys on the remote. 

As more products enter the 
home with infra-red sensors, the 
desirability of products like the 
One For All 6 will increase. It 
adds great versatility, such as 
turning the TV volume down 
and switching the CD player on 
while the video rewinds. Its 
convenience and value in a 
home entertainment oriented 
household is unquestionable. 

Lisa Nickson 

Strand Europe Ud, Strand House, 
Black Bush Busine ss Park, Yately, 
Surrey GU17 7GE. 
2 (0252) 861 000 

VERDICT 
One For All6 

PERFORMANCE 
•••oo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••o,_,o 

AMPLIFIER 

Harman Kardon HK14DO 
Upholding the argument of the 
'less is more' audiophiles, Har
man Kardon's new £399 line
only HK1400 amplifier has 
nothing but the bare necessities 
on the front panel. 

Still following H K's ultra
wide bandwidth philosophy, it 
has only a volume control, a -
10dB attenuator button (to 
control a high gain line input), a 
source and a record selector. The 
look is simple and elegant. 

The new project started 18 
months ago, with two identical 

amplifiers on the test bench. 
Although it is based on an exist
ing model, there are so many 
changes that it is essentially a 
completely new amplifier de
sign. Even the volume control 
on the 40W HK1400 has been 
positioned after all the 
preamplifier stages, so that 
preamp noise is reduced at 
lower volume levels. 

H K insists on using speaker 
binding posts at the rear of all its 
amps. These can accept 4mm 
banana plugs, but the plugs fit 
at right angles and are not easy 
to work with. It is suggested, 
however, that these posts are 
safer than 4mm sockets, as there 
is no gaping hole for children to 
push metal objects into. 

I used the HK1400 principally 
with an A VI S2000 MC CD 
player,SilverSounds cablesand 
Rogers Studio 3 speakers on 
Partington Trophy stands, while 
the £350 Nakamichi IA-3 (Rec
ommended in issue 121) was 
pressed into service as a worthy 
benchmark. The HK1400 gave 
stirling service, with superb 
imagery and detail. Both ampli
fiers had a good, neutral tonal 
balance, but where the Nakam
ichi erred on the side of laid
back restraint, the HK1400 was 
vivid and alive, projecting an 
admirably solid soundstage in 
front of the speakers. 

Rhythmically, it was no slug-

VERDICT 
Harman Kardon HK 1400 

Q PROS: Powerful sound; fine 
imagery; clear and detailed. 

0 CONS: Speaker terminals 
only just take 4mm plugs. 

0£399.00 
SOUND QUALITY 

••• •o 
VALUE FOR MONEY 

••••o 

gard, and it possessed a fine 
sense of drive when needed. 
Although on paper the HK1400 
is a 40W amplifier, it had plenty 
of grip and control. It lacked 
some grace and subtlety, but 
was never uncouth. 

This all combines to make it 
a superb amplifier for general 
purpose listening, a! though fans 
of choral music may prefer 
something a little more refined. 

The Harman KardonHK1400 
sounded like an amplifier from 
one of the quality specialists, 
rather than one from a large, 
multi-national electronics com
pany. lt is not the amplifier for 
every system- its 40W output 
and lackof phono stage putpaid 
to that-but with its solid, pow
erful and enjoyable sound, I be
lieve that the H K1400 will be a 
major player in the £400 arena. 

Alan Si ream 

Harrnan Aud io, Unit 2, 
Borehmmuood Tnd Pk, Rowley Lane, 
Borehannuood, Herts, WD6 5PZ. 
2 (08 1) 207 5050 

TUNER 

Meridian 204 
Meridian's604FM tunerproved 
a most effective performer in 

our recent tuner test (issue 120). 
The only problem isthatit's very 
expensive, and much of the 
£1 ,350 price is due to the 
unique analogue
t o - d i g i t a l  

interface which is really for those 
using Meridian's own digital
input active loudspeakers. 

However, Meridian also has 
another tuner, the more com
pact, analogue-only 204, which 
sells for a more realistic £660. 
We reviewed it over five years 
ago (issue 55), but long-life mod
els like this tend to evolve and 
become more refined over time, 
so a return visit was overdue. 

This brief re-encounter 
makes no attempt to cover all 
aspects of the 204' s performa nee. 
Rather, it addresses the burning 
question: how close does the 204 
get to big brother on sound qual
ity, and does it therefore offer 
604 class sound on the cheap? 

The short answer is, unfor
tunately, that it doesn't, but ar
riving at that conclusion wasn't 
quite as simple as writing it 
down. My first impression was 
actually that the 204 had the 
smoother, better integrated and 
more coherent sound, even if it 
was a shade dull with it. 

Direct comparison with the 
604 revealed the superiority of 
the more expensive model in 
terms of dynamics, bandwidth 
and time coherence. The 604 
produced a more expressive and 
invigorating sound. But the real 
difference showed when experi
menting with an embarrassingly 
costly, high quality Siltech 
interconnect. This made little 
improvement over a standard 
cable with the 204, but allowed 
the superior focus and 
coherence of the 604 to shine. 

Ultimately, you do get pretty 
much what you pay for. But the 
204 is still a very tasty little 
device, the more so because it's 
so delightfully neat and com
pact. lt may not have quite the 
same powers of analysis, nor 
the ergonomic slickness, of the 

Following in the family 
footsteps; the neat and 
compact Meridian 204. 



HO 580 

Top of the range 

dynamic headphone 

using new duofoil 

diaphragm which 

virtually eliminates 

sound colouration. 

HO 560 11 

"A detailed and 

open headphone 

with the ability 

to recreate the 

power and depth 

in a piece of 

mustc. 

Hi-Fi Choice 

Oct 91. 

HO 320 

Part of the new 

generation of dynamic 

hi-li stereo headphones, 

the HO 320 has 

ergonomic styling with 

a sound quality that is 

designed to optimise 

transparency and 

clarity, whilst ensuring 

a strong bass 

definition. 

The highest fidelity. 
Naturally. 

Immerse yourself in the music. No distractions. just 

pure sound reproduction. 

Ifs no coincidence that Sennheiser headphones are 

acclaimed again and again in the hi-fi press. 

We set new standards of sound reproduction 

and quality at the leading edge of acoustic 

technology. Supremely comfortable and 

near-unbreakable. the headphones are 

specially designed for easy replacement of parts. 

With accurate. detailed response and rich pure 

tone, recreate the eloquence of the instruments, the 

vitality of the vocals. Whatever your taste in music 

you'll appreciate the transparent natural sound 

quality, balanced by a wide dynamic range. 

Now prove it. Try out our headphones for yourself. 

You'll be convinced. Naturally. 

LZJ SEI\II\IHEISER 

A headphone which 

produces a roomy and 

detailed sound whilst 

incorporating high 

quality in its design 

making it lightweight 

and comfortable to 

wear. 

Sennheiser UK Ltd. Freepost. loudwater, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, HP1 0 8BR. Telephone 0628 850811. Fax 0628 850958 



Choice Sessions 

An appealing CD player for under £300; the feature-full PD-5702. 

more expensive model, but it is 
less critical of the components 
used in the rest of the system. It 
also gives a smooth and homog
enous sound, very much in the 
Meridian tradition. 

Paul Messenger 

Meridian Audio Ltd, 13 Clifton 
Road, Huntingdon, Cambridge
shire, PE18 7EJ. 
e (0480) 434 334 

VERDICT 
Meridian 204 

SOUND QUALITY 

••••o 
VALUE FOR MONEY 

•••o o 

CD PLAYER 

Pioneer PD-S702 
The devaluation of sterling and 
its weakness against currencies 
like the Yen has tended to push 
Japanese CD player prices up. 
But it's still possible to buy a 
good machine for under £300. 
The new Pioneer PD-S702 re
tails for £299.95, and offers a 
neat blend of useful features and 
facilities, excellent cosmetic fin
ish, plus good sound quality. 

Years ago, products grew 
more complex-looking as they 
went up in price- something 
to do with perceived value. Not 
today. The PD-S702 has 39 but-

tons compared to just 11 on the 
more expensive PD-5802. The 
latter has almost all the features 
of its cheaper brother, but only 
accessible via the remote hand
set. Pioneer clearly feels people 
in this market want something 
that looks feature-laden. 

Built around Pioneer's clever 
Stable Platter transport-which 
sits the CD upside-down on a 
turntable- and featuring Pio
neer's unique 1-bit Legato Link 
DAC, thePD-5702 isn't short on 
innovation. It even includes fea
tures like display-off and a set 
of fixed audio outputs for im
proved sound quality. Yet it's 
not aimed at the budget audi
ophile, who'd be better-off 
spending an extra £50 on the 
aforementioned PD-5802. 

The PD-5702 proved very 
satisfying to use.lts track access 
time is fast, and it's clear, logical 
control layout makes for easy 
operation. Your fingers tend to 
find the right button instinc
tively. It sounded pretty good 
too: clean, firm, and very open 
tonally, with a good solid bass 
response. 

The treble was quite bright, 
but not in an unpleasant sense, 
and the balance was lean and 
articulate rather than rich and 
warm. Compared to the more 
expensivePD-5802, the PD-5702 
sounded slightly contained and 
less lively. The bass was deeper 
and firmer on the dearer model, 
giving it a greater sense of au
thority and control. But the PD-
5702 wasn't blown away by any 
means. It was just a little less 
detailed. 

The PD-5702 isn't out to 
shake the world. It's just a sim-

ple, unpretentious and well
designed CD player that's easy 
to use and enjoyable to listen to. 
An excellent blend of price, per
formance and facilities, it should 
appeal to a wide range of users 
- though check out the PD
S802 if funds permit. 

Jimmy Hughes 

Pioneer LDCE Ltd, Pioneer House, 
Hollybush Hill, Stoke Pages, 
Slough 5L2 4QP. 
e (0753) 789 789 

VERDICT 
Pioneer PD-5702 

Q PROS: Well designed; easy 
to use; lots of features. 

0 CONS: Slightly contained 
and subdued sound. 

0 £299.95 

SOUND QUALITY 

•••oo 
VALUE FOR MONEY 

•••oo 

A!V AMPLIFIER 

Marantz PM7DOAV 
I have to admit it. I don't spend 
every evening listening to my 
records. There are times when 
the TV proves too great a 
distraction. The Orb may help 
to unite me with the cosmos but 
Roseanne cannot be missed. 

I've used a pair of speakers 
and stereo amplification to get a 
good sound from the medium 
for some time, but the recent 
availability in these parts of 

proper A V amplification has 
meant that I've gone the whole 
hog and set up a Pro-Logic Sur
round Sound system. 

At the heart of this is the £450 
Marantz PM700AV remote con
trol amplifier, which has a few 
alternative sound distribution 
options (hall, wide, matrix) 
alongside Dolby Pro-Logic. 

In true A V tradition, it has a 
broad range of socketry, includ
ing S-video and phonos for 
video and sound inputs. The 
speaker terminals are a bit poor 
though. You can't use banana 
plugs and there's a profusion of 
nasty spring-clips for the effects 
channels. It's worth noting that 
there's no specific output for a 
subwoofer, so if you want to use 
one it will have to sit in line with 
a pair of satellites. 

I have been using the Ma
rantz with a pair of Castle 
Chesters at the front, a JBL Micro 
for the centre dialogue channel 
and an old pair of AR satellites 
for the rear effects. These work 
reasonably well, though a 
better centre channel and deeper 
bass wouldn't go amiss. 

In Dolby Pro-Logic mode, the 
PM700AV made a decent job of 
most everything I listened to. It 
reveals differences in source 
material quite effectively, and 
never sounds offensive. If any
thing, it is a little safe. 

Compared with a Pioneer A-
400 (£280) it sounds restrained 
and a little waffly in the bass
more comfortable and smooth. 
There has to be some penalty for 

A room full of Roseonne, care 
of the PM700 AV amplifier. 
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all those effects. Compared with 
a YamahaDSP-Al000(£900) AV 
amp, the Marantz lacked sub
tlety and dynamics but, given 
the price discrepancy, it made a 
very good showing. 

Jason Kennedy 

Marantz Hi-Fi UK Ltd, 
Kingsbridge House, Padbury 
Oaks, 575-583 Bath Road, 
Longford, Middlesex UB7 OEH. 
w (0753) 680 868 

Marantz PM700AV 

SOUND QUALITY 
••• 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
•••• 

DCC PERSONAL 

Philips DCC130 
Phi lips' new £400 DCC130 port
able DCC player provides just 
over a gramme's-worth of elec
tronics for every pound spent. 
At a hefty 490gm when loaded 
with its rechargeable battery, the 
DCC130 is a transportable player 
rather than a truly portable one. 

An hour's charging should 
keep the pia yer working for two
and-a-half, Philips claim a fully
charged battery will last three 
hours. Lift up the (flimsy) tape 
lid and you'll see the new, static 
18 channel DCC playback head. 
It gives two-sided bi-directional 
playback without needing to 
rotate, and does away with a 
separate analogue playback 
head. This makes the head sim
plerto manufacture,and should 
improve the quality of analogue 
playback, according to Philips. 

The front panel matrix LCD 
is clear, with a 'scrolling' fea
ture to display track details and 
text. All the essential transport
control buttons are on the front 
panel, too, as well as on a nifty 
remote control built into the 
headphone lead. This has only 
three buttons, but by pressing 
the large one various times, you 
can access almost all of the 

Choice Sessions 

The future of sound on the move? Great- if the price is sliced. 

DCC130's functions. There are 
no input sockets as the DCC130 
is strictly playback only. 

The sound of the DCC130 
creates good first impressions. 
Slip in a copy of U2's Zooropa 
album, and you'll be surprised 
at the size, scale and coherence 
of the performance through 
headphones. Switch to Robert 
Cray's 1 Was Warned, and the 
deck makes a passable scaled 
down attempt at an angry 
FenderStrat andMarshallstack. 

VERDICT 
Philips DCC 130 

Who is prepared to pay such 
a sum for quality sound they 
can use on the move? For the 
present, the DCC130 is a techno
logical wonder, a novelty for 
digital dilettantes. However, 
Philips claim that thanks to 
cheaper manufacturing tech
niques (such as the new head 
and second-generation PASC 
chip incorporated in the 
DCC130) the price of all DCC 
products will halve in 18 
months. So the only conclusion 
must be: watch this space ... 

Stan Vincent 

Philips Consumer Electronics Ltd, 
CityHouse,420-430 London Road, 
Croydon, Surrey CR9 3QR. 
w (081) 689 2166 

AMPLIFIERS 

Denon's diminutive PMA-250/ 
111 is one of the most popular 
integrated amplifiers below 
£200, offering good performance 

at a reasonable price. But it lacks 
punch and dynamics by 
comparison with some bigger 
and more expensive designs. So 
Denon has sought to rectify the 
situation with the new 
PMA-350/Il. 

Costing a very reasonable 
£219.99, and conservatively 
rated at SOW per channel into 
eight ohms, the PMA-350/11 is 
aimed at the serious audiophile 
on a tight budget. Yet it isn't a 
'stripped' minimalist machine. 
It offers a range of facilities 
including tone controls, provi
sion for two tape decks with 
monitoring and dubbing, plus a 
tone-defeat button to give a 
shorter, more direct signal path. 

Also included are a phono 
stage (magnetic cartridges only), 
plus two speaker outputs. 
Internal switching is via audio
grade relays, and the speaker 
selector and head phone socket 
are wired with oxygen-free 
copper. U nusually, for a 
Japanese amplifier, a toroidal 
mains transformer is used 
giving reduced stray hum fields. 

Denon claims that special
ised audio grade components 
are specified in critical areas, 
chosen after careful audition
ing. Signal paths have been kept 
short, and the whole circuit is 
on a single board to reduce the 
need for extra wiring. This 
makes for cheaper construction 
and improves sound quality. 

Certainly the new PMA-350/ 
11 produced a tight, detailed 
sound. Comparing it to the 
cheaper PMA-250/III,and using 
a Pioneer PD-5802 CD player, 

The PMA-35011; good sound, 
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the bigger amp's superiority in 
terms of scaleand dynamics was 
very evident. The bass was firm 
and solid, while the treble 
sounded clean and secure. The 
balance proved fairly forward, 
yet the sound wasn't lacking in 
subtlety or finesse. 

The Denon is also equipped 
with an improved phono stage, 
and on LP the difference was 
the same as with CD, the '350 
sounding noticeably 'bigger' 
and more vivid than the '250. At 
any given volume, the more ex
pensive amp seemed ta be 
slightly louder and more posi
tive; richer and more alive. 

Clearly, the Den on PMA-350/ 
11 is a very good buy at £219.99, 
and difficult to better at the price. 
You'll have to spend perhaps 
£50 more on something like a 
Pioneer A-400 or JVC's AX
A662B.K to gain any improve
ment. It looks like Denon have 
come up with another winner. 

Jimmy Hugltes 

Hayden Labs Ltd, Hayden House, 
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, 
Bucks SL9 9EW. 
s (0753) 888 447 

VERDICT 
Denon PMA-350/11 

0 PROS: Detailed, punchy 
sound; lively and engaging. 

O COKS: Slight lack of 
refinement. 

0 £219.99 
SOUND QUALITY 

••••• 
VALUE FOR MONEY 

••••o 

HEADPHONES 

Beyer IRS 790 
Freedom is what theIRS 790 is 
all about. I began by plumbing 
them into my office TV, and 
could work without tripping 
over head phone wires. With the 
mains powered infra-red trans
mitter perched on top of the TV 
at one end of the medium size 
room, I could move w1restricted, 
only rarely encountering a dead 
spot giving poor reception. 

The lRS 790 is not the cheap
est cordless model, or even the 
most practical. I remember with 
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Headphones that grow on 
you but won't tie yo.J down. 

particular fondness a radio
based model from Ross which 
gave me the freedom of my 
house and garden, not just the 
room in which the transmitter 
was sited. The Beyer, however, 
is easily the best. Most of the 
alternatives in my experience 
either sound worse, suffer atro
cious black spots, or are bulkier. 
In any case, slave transmitters 
for other rooms can be added to 
extend the radius of action. 

The lRS 790 is not beyond 
reproach. It is not the sharpest 
or cleanest head phone around; 
it is on the warm and woolly 
side, with a loss of mid I top pres
ence and articulation that can 

make the sound seem 
rather heavy and dull. 
This said, it is utterly 
without serious vice. 
There are no 
resonances, no edgi
ness, no boom or 
overhang. The treble, 
though recessive, is 
utterly neutral, and 

the bass/mid bal
ance has real poise 
and class. Physi

cally too the Beyer 
is impressive. The 

structure is remark-
ably unmicrophonic, 

and although nominally 
semi-sealed, the felted 

earpads give theIRS 790 a 
sumptuous feel, and do lit
tle to obstruct sound from 
the outside world. 

Just one small vice: the 
headphones are rather 

heavy (two MNlSOO batter
ies are accommodated, as well 
as the other electronics), and the 
inwards pressure on the ears is 
not always enough to prevent 
them falling off altogether. On a 
hard floor, this invariably 
caused the battery covers and 
batteries to make their own way 
under the heaviest piece of fur
niture in the vicinity. Still, no 
permanent damage was done. 

Unimpressive on first expo
sure, the lRS 790 is a product of 
integrity whose appeal I found 
grew with time. 

Alvin Gold 

Beyerdynamic GB Ltd, Unit 14, 
Cliffe Industrial Estate, Lewes, 
Sussex. S (0273) 479 411 

The world on a dial- radios suitable for the international traveller. 

VERDICT 
Beyer IRS 790 

Q PROS: Smooth sound; low 
background noise. 

O CONS: A little heavy 
physically and sonically. 

0 £169.79 
SOUND QUALITY 

••••o 
VALUE FOR MONEY 

•••oo 

WORLD RADIOS 

Sony ICF-SW77 
Grundia Yacht Boy 230 

The joys of a good world radio 
are often forgotten among the 
hi-fi cognoscenti, who feel that 
radio begins and ends with 
stereo FM. Although not hi-fi as 
such, there is a great deal of 
satisfaction in picking up broad
casts from around the world. 
However, with such a variety of 
world radios available, it's easy 
to become confused. 

Take the £79.99 Grundig 
Yacht Boy 230. This is cast in the 
classic transistor radio mould, 
with the minimum of user func
tions, needle tuning and no pre
sets. It has 16 wave band- FM, 
LW, MW and 13 SW bands
covering 2.30MHz-26.10MHz. 
There is also a clock with two 
alarms, which can be set to local 
time zones. This makes it ideal 
for the international tra veil er. 

The £399.99 Sony JCF-SW77 
descends from an entirely dif
ferent breed; the radio-ham's re
ceiver. Far larger and heavier 
than the Grundig, the Sony has 
a sophisticated paged memory 
system which allows time and 
frequencies of broadcasts to be 
stored easily. It also has world 
clock and alarm functions 
which, although more sophisti
cated than the Yacht Boy 230's, 
are a I so more complex to access. 

At first, the Sony is counter
intuitive. Unless you are really 
into receivers of this type, I 
would devote time to studying 
the manual, with the receiver by 
your side. Familiarity with the 
receiver has its rewards, how
ever, as the Sony ICF-S W77 has 
superb pulling power, grabbing 
far-off distant stations and 



cutting through the mush. With 
its bigger speaker, it is also the 
better sounding of the two 
radios, but given the large dif
ference in price this is only to be 
expected. 

If I were stuck on a desert 
island, with a radio and an un
limited supply of batteries, I'd 
welcome the Sony. It would link 
me with the most distant 
corners of the globe. But there is 
something about the simplicity 
of the Grundig that appeals. It 
doesn't intimidate the user with 
technology, and it's accessibil
ity makes it a real winner. 

Alan Sircom 

Grundig International Ltd, Mill 
Road, Rugby, Warwickshire 
CV21 1PR. W (0788) 577 155 

Sony UK Ltd, Sony House, South 
Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 
4PF. W (0784) 467 000 

Grundig Yacht Boy 230 

SOUND QUALITY 
•••o 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
•••oo 

VERDCT 
Sony ICF-SW77 

SOUND QUALITY 
••••• 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
•• 0 

CABLES 

Lieder cables 
Five years ago, if somebody had 
suggested that I recommend a 
set of hi-fi cables that cost as 
much as a return flight to 
America, I'd have told them to 
seek specialist help. Times 
change, however, and today I 

m y s e l f  
i m p r e s s e d  
with the excellent 
solid silver stranded Lieder ca
bles, from the Netherlands. 

There are two speaker and 
four interconnects in the range. 
We tested the most expensive 
Cadens speaker cable, at £125 
per metre, and The Song inter
connects, at £300 for a one metre 
pair, terminated with fancy 
WBT plugs. The distributor, 
Kronos, recommends using the 
£50 per metre Adcante speaker 
cable for bi-wiring, or in less 
than high-end systems. The re
maining interconnects are the 
£199 Le Chanson, the £259 Heit 
Lied and, for those money's no 
object types, the £450 Le Canzone. 

Lied er cable has great clarity 

Codens cable with The Song 
interconnects; their ab

sence is sorely missed. 

sound bass light. 
Otherwise, the 

Lied er cables are excel
lent, the price justified 

by the performance. I 
missed the cables once I 

removed them from my 
'', , ---.,� y;-.:- system and that's high 

· -- - recommendation I can think of. 

and detail 
and when partnered cor

rectly, it is transparent- a di
rect connection between CD and 
preamp, or amp and speaker. 

There is simply no cable 
sound to the Lied er cable. It just 
plays music. Imagery is tight 
and focused, but still with a ca
pacious soundstage. There is no 
sense of dynamic compression 
and the music is as coherent and 
as rhythmic as the equipment 
used with it. Most impressive is 
its ability to unveil the sustain 
and decay of individual notes 
that usually fails to get past the 
phono plug. If there is a quibble 
it's with the tonal balance. This 
can make the wrong system 

Alan Sircom 

Kronos Distribution, 35 Farlough 
Road, Newmills, Dungannon, 
Northern Ireland BT71 4DU. 
w (08687) 48632 

VERDICT 
Leider cables 

0 PROS: Neutral; perfect for 
high-end systems. 

0 CONS: C�n reveal hidden 
nast1es m your system. 

0 £various 

SOUND QUALITY 
••••• 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
•••oo 

RECORDING album. Lasting over 23 minutes, it's 

also the longest. Fennell's perform

ance is hard to beat, though there 

is just a suspicion of the players 

sight-reading once or twice. 

Trittico 
Music by Albeniz. Grieg, Giannini, Joio, and Helhybel Dallas Wind Symphony. 

Frederick Fennell Reference Recordings: RR-52 l2LPsl; RR·52 CD. 

Awesome describes this recording 

of power and sonority. Using RR's 

unique High Definition Compatible 

Digital process (HDCD), it offers 

stunning sanies and a completely 

natural, believable ambience. 

The album gets its name from 

Trittico, a work in three movements 

by Czech composer Vaclav Nelhybel 

written in 1964. it's a colourful 

piece that makes use of piano and 

celesta, winds, brass and percus

sion. The climax at the end of the 

third movement is breathtaking. 

Albeniz' Feast Day in Seville is 

actually a piece for piano taken 

from a suite called Iberia. But al

though marvellous when played on 

the keyboard, the music cries out 

for larger forces. Starting quietly 

with a catchy Spanish tune, it builds 

to a huge climax. Yet the clarity of 

the recording is such that you can 

still hear important woodwind de-

tail below the brass and percussion. 

On CD, the sound hardens slightly at 

peak moments. Only very capable 

equipment will survive the onslaught. 

Norman Delle Joio's Variants on a 

Mediaeval Tune is actually a lot more 

jolly than its title suggests. The tune 

is, in fact, In Dulci Jubilo, and Dell a Joio 

writes five variants 

that emphasize the 

warmth of the con

cert band. Not as 

showy as the previ

ous pieces, the Vari

ants still culminate 

in a powerful finale. 

Grieg's Funeral 

March for Rikord 

Nordrack, rarely 

recorded, could 

hardly have richer sonority than here. 

Vittorio Giannini's four move

ment Symphony No 3 is the most 

serious and ambitious work on the 

As the total programme lasts 

over 62 minutes, Reference has 

wisely spread the music over two 

LPs with sides one and four (Trittico 

and Feast Day) duplicated. Inciden

tally. the set is autocoupled, side 

one is paired with four and so on. 

The LP is taken from analogue 

tapes; the CD is all digital via RR's 

HDCD process. The vinyl is a little 

sweeter and more 

o p e n - s o u n d i n g  

during heavy cli

maxes. But other

wise, the CD wins 

for sheer power 

and dynamics.  

What it sounds 

like played via RR's 

special HDCD de

coder I just can't 

imagine. If it im

proves over replay via a good CD 

player, the effect must be awe

some. Isn't that where we came in I 
Jimmy Hughes 
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STATEMENTS 

Alvin Gold takes a close look at Musical Fidelity valve amps, 

forgets the cause, and is blown away by the effect. 

Musical Fi elity 
F22 preamp/itier & F15 power amp 

T 
here was only one word for it when 
I first saw this preamp and power 
amp in the flesh. Wow! Corny l 

know, but you don't stop to think 
about such things at the time. 

I think l said the same thing the first 
time I heard them running. I was using 
Martin-Logan CLSzll electrostatics, 
though later I was also to use some new 
SD Acoustics speakers, Mission 753s and 
others. I did have one failure. A driver 
transistor blew, a standard part used in a 
standard way and, according to the engi
neer from Musical Fidelity, a one off. For 
the rest of the time, the amps have been 
bullet proof. I worry though. The power 
amp runs very hot, 

F range. But these replacements for the 
long running MVX and the P270 are 
more than just good looking. The £999 
preamplifier, which has six inputs, is 
valve driven, remote controllable (vol
ume and input) and has normal and true 
balanced outputs. In addition, there are 
two add on PC boards to extend its flex
ibility. One is a £100 phono board. The 
other, which I have been using, is a DAC 
board with a standard electrical S/PDIF 
input. It costs £200, which doesn't reflect 
the power supply already built into the 
preamplifier. 

The power amp (£1,899) is equally off 
the wall. It has a tube front end which 

supplies about 80 
and although I un
derstand that the 
self limiting nature 
of the circuit's cur
rent delivery 
means that output 
protection is un
necessary, and 
that protection cir
cuits are undesir
able as they muck 
up the sound, I still 
wonder. 

"This amp is brilliant. I had 
it running along side some 

very exotic amplifiers 
indeed ... costing several 
times as much, and it just 

blew me away:' 

per cent of the 
gain, and a bipo
lar output stage, 
generating 100 
plus watts per 
channel in Class A 
(almost credible 
given how hot the 
amp runs). In 
valve amplifier 
fashion, no more 
is available for 
sub-8ohm loads. 

Musical Fidel-
ity definitely got it right this time with 
the best bit of aesthetic design this side of 
its AI integrated amp. All the main met
alwork, including the incredible power 
amp heat sinks, are custom tooled for the 
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Attempting to 
get some technical background from 
Anthony Michaelson is like trying to 
extract a tooth from a fairy. You know 
what it's like with fairies. You have to 
grip the ruddy thing by the throat, and 

then it slips through your fingers like a 
soap bubble. "Who gives a toss what's 
inside an amplifier?" he said. And why 
spoil a good story with boring old facts? 

Ability before technique 
Except this one: this amp is brilliant. I 
had it running alongside some very ex
otic amplifiers indeed, including Audio 
Research kit costing several times as 
much, and it just blew me away. I tried 
hard to pick holes in its sound, with 
limited success. There is a little more 
'give' than a top rank transistor amp. 
Imagery is not quite as precisely posi
tioned or as stable. The midband has a 
warmth and translucency that says 

\) 



No Fifties kitsch here; it's all silver and 
black with acres of heatsinks. Extremely 
hot property in more ways than one. 

valves, but the bass stubbornly refuses to 
follow suit: it is deep and attractive, but it 
comes on with the 'grip' and tunefulness 
of a good bucket of transistors. The treble 
should have been slightly soft and veiled 
if it was to be true to the breed, but again 
the sound has tremendous presence and 
detail. Most disconcerting. Most unval ve
like, but fantastic to listen to. 

I have reams of notes about specific 
recordings, but what they boil down to)s 
the most astonishingly natural vocal qual
ity and instrumental timbre, and a kind 

of soundstage presence that says 'this is 
really happening.' The amp also has the 
warmth and vivid colour of a valve de
sign, but none of the waste and spread. 

If there is a limitation, I discovered it 
driving theMartin-Logans, which in truth 
are really a plot designed to support the 
US monster amp industry. But the limit 
was purely level related. It went loud. 
Sometimes it even went very loud, but it 
balked when asked to play extremely 
loud. Within its limits though, it was 
utterly at ease, and sounded as though it 
was a part of the speakers, which have 
rarely sounded less mechanical and 
smooth. The trace of upper mid band glare 
that I had grown to accept as part of the 

Martin-Logan package just vanished. 
I found the preamp the more impres

sive of the two, because there are so few 
first rank preamplifiers around. The real
ity is that they're well matched and are 
equal contributors to the whole. 

The digital board was very interest
ing. This is also a high class circuit. It is 
different in character to the rest of the 
preamp though. It has a more stable and 
literal sound, with less grace and polish, 
and some of that glare crept back into the 
picture. At £200, though, it's a snip, and 
could make sense if you have a CD player 
with a good transport and a duff con
verter. Or even quite a good converter. 

There are things I don't like. The 
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Together, they've certainly made 
the critics take note. 

"NAD 502 CD Player, 302 amplifier and 802 loudspeakers ••• For all round 

performance we'd have to go for the NAD System ••• Best facilities ••• Best for Rock 

••• Best value for money ••• Best sound quality overall ••• you'd have to try hard to 

beat the NAD System ••• 100% rating for value ••• NAD has done it again with 

a superbly cost-effective set-up ••• Detailed, involving sound, stunning value 

for money." What Hi-Fi- March 1993 

THE 302 AMPLIFIER AND 502 CD PLAYER FROM NAD 

BRITISH BY DESIG:-1 

��sA� ""'m? 

NAD MARKETING LTD. ADASTRA HOUSE, 401-405 NETHER STREET, LONDON N3 10G. TELEPHONE 081-3433240 



unused power amp input should be fully 
isolated, and the case fixing screws are 
too soft and ready to burr. More signifi
cantly, extra preamplifier gain or input 
sensitivity on the power amp would not 
go amiss with low sensitivity speakers 
(Musical Fidelity's own are quite high 
sensitivity). But that's about it. 

Musical Fidelity's objective was a 

STATEMENTS 

valve preamp that everyone could use, 
and the truth is that you could use it for 
years and not know it was powered by 
valves. The uncompromisingly modern 
lines and massive heatsinks make it look 
even more like a transistor amp than 
most transistor amps. It's surreal. Every
one and his mother are climbing on each 
other's shoulders to make their valve 

amp look more like a classic Fifties valve 
amp. With the Musical Fidelity you just 
can't tell what makes it tick. "We just 
wanted a black box." Anthony told me, 
and that's what he got. With bells on. 

Musical Fidelity Ltd, 15-16 Olympic Trad
ing Est, Fulton Road, Wembley HA9 OTF. 
m (081) 900 2866 

van den Hul Grasshopper Mk Ill GLA 
jason Kennedy discovers the beauty of live recordings courtesy of van den Hul's most 

recent Grasshopper cartridge incarnatton. 

N 
ot many high-end components have the 

staying power of van den Hul's Grasshop

per cartridge. it's been in production 

now for nine years and has remained an 

established reference over that time, only its 

price shading it from the limelight. lt bears 

comparison with exclusive motor cars such 

as the Ferrari F40; both are hard to come by 
and offer the state-of-the-art at a punishing 

price. The Grasshopper Mk Ill GLA version 

looked at here costs £3,200. Not a sum to 
trifle with, but as it should run for two and 

half thousand hours {three and a half years at 

two hours a day, every day) between 

services, it's a lot cheaper to run than a 

Skoda, let alone an F40. The cartridge's GLA 

suffix indicates its low output (0.425mV) and 

the fact that alnico magnets are used - a 

material it shares with my usual choice of 

transducer, the Audio Note 10. 
The Grasshopper is an unusual looking 

beast. Its skeletal appearance, apart from 

being the inspiration for the name, means 

that there's no excess material to resonate. 

The drawback with this approach is that it 

makes what is already a very delicate 

instrument even more unapproachable. 

Setting it up is a nerve racking experience. 

Stories of other reviewers having broken 
them in the process run through your mind, 
as you realise that it doesn't have a stylus 
guard. However, with the aid of a trusty SME 

IV the job isn't that bad, and once you 

manage to attach the leads and set the low 
tracking weight (between 1.35gm and I .Sgm 

for this high compliance design) it's possible 

to sit back and wait for it to run in. 

As a result of the over damped suspen

sion that the Grasshopper starts life with, it 
takes about 50 hours to run or burn it in 
properly. According to its maker, the 
Grasshopper works well into impedances 
from 40ohms to 47kohms depending on the 

material you are listening to. In classical 

terms, the smaller the group of musicians, 

the lower the impedance should be. Which 

is hardly a practical way of going about 
things. I've only come across one step-up 
transformer/phone stage which can be easily 
adjusted over a wide range of impedances, 

the Audio Note AN-S7c, and found that with 

my largely non-classical collection, a 25ohm 

impedance worked well. This said, the input 

impedances of transformer and active stages 

don't always tally as far as sonic results go. 

The Grasshopper was not an easy 

cartridge to get on song. Much fiddling was 

required and several phone stages were 
experimented with, but it was worth the 

effort. The sonic reward that it produced 

was quite remarkable. lt excelled in virtually 
all respects; timing, coherence, imaging and, 

most particularly, bandwidth. Rarely have I 

heard a source component 

that could plumb the depths 

and scale the heights like the 

Grasshopper. The bass took on 

power and dynamics that 

made the alternatives seem 

lightweight. Its resolution of 

high frequency ambience 
made such an excellent job of 

the atmosphere on live 

recordings that I found myself 

digging out as many examples 

of the type that I could find. 

I started to hear what Paul 

Messenger loves in the Little 

Feat's Waiting for Columbus 

and got totally engrossed in 

Mr Zappa's Helsinki concerts 
(YCDTOSA vel 2) to name 

but two. Paul has often 

enthused about the superior
ity of live over studio albums, but it wasn't 

until I heard this sort of extension and 

power that I fully appreciated why. Hope
fully, something else will come along to show 
me more, but I can't imagine it will be soon. 

There were times when the treble could 
sound a little over exposed, but I am as 

inclined to blame the tonearm and tweeters 
in my system as I am the cartridge. The 
Grasshopper was a problem in this respect. 

The potential for outclassing its ancillaries 

made accurate criticism very difficult. 

There were times when it seemed to lack 
a sense of three dimensionality and palpabil
ity but equally, times when these factors 
were presented in full architectural glory. lt 

is not a tolerant device- you can't get 

away with scratched records as easily as 

with an 10- but if it's going to resolve high 

frequencies this well it can't ignore noise. 

The power and drive that it injected into 

substantial pieces was unusually effective, 

giving the music so much drama and 

foundation that one feared for the structure 
of the house. lt is an extremely agile 

cartridge with impressive instrumental 

separation and a wide tonal palette. The 10 
may be easier to live with, but the Grasshop

per could prove impossible to live without. 

The Grasshopper Mk Ill GLA rolling 
through the years; a classic cartridge. 
Once heard, it's hard to live without it. 

The van den Hul Grasshopper Mk Ill GLA is 
undoubtedly one of the finest cartridges built 
today, and in the context of a Voyd it can 
extract more music from the grooves of an 
LP than one would credit. The price is 

potentially problematic, it has to be said, but 

compared with state-of-the-art CD players 

it's not so outrageous. What's more, it isn't 
going to be superseded next year. 

van den Hul UK, PO Box 304, Maidstone, Kent 

ME 16 BTS. m (0622) 721 636 
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WIDE IMAGING STEREO 

What good's a vvi 
So you' ve got your new big screen. And a big movie to show it off to full effect. And 

everything's just great. But hang on ... what's up with the sound? Is it out of sync? Is 

everyone in the film a ventriloquist? No ... it's your speakers. Because conventional box 

speakers - however good, however numerous - only deliver true stereo to a very 

limited central "hot spot�' Anyone outside that spot receives a 

sound image biased towards one or other of the speakers. Which 

is bad enough when you' re listening to hi-fi, but is downright 

weird if your brain is seeing a central image on a screen 

and expecting the sound to appear from the same source. 



ide screen ��still� narra.v soo001 
So what's the answer? Wide lmaging Stereo'M speakers. As purveyed exclusively 

by Canon. Prices start at under £180 a pair. If you want to get technical about it, you'll 

have to send for our free information pack. But essentially what they do, is use an 

acoustic mirror to reflect sound out in a tightly controlled curve, giving a much wider 

hotspot and maxi·mising the stereo effect for 

everyone in the room. Sounds good? You bet it 

does.ln fact, when you' re talking about installing 

home cinema, you ought to give them a listen. 

Canon 
'VVI DE 

I IV\ A. C3 I t---1 C3 

STERE<=:> .. 
l 0 U D $ P I ,t, K E fl S 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE TO CANON AUDIO LTD .. UNIT 6. GENESIS BUSINESS PARK, ALBERT DRIVE, WOKING. SURREY GU21 SRW. TEL: 0483 740005 





THE CRAFTSMAN 
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Zarathustra turntables are more than JUSt record players, they are audio 

embodiments of Zen. jason Kennedy seeks the path. 

w 
ay back in issue 72 (July 1989), I 
reviewed a finely made Brit
ish turntable with a stylish 
Dutch tonearm. That deck 

was the Zarathustra 54, and the 
ann was a Pluto SA. The latter 
is no longer represented in 
this country, but Simon 
Yorke- pictured left in 
the workshops of his 
company, Zarathustra 
Designs- is going strong 

and has recently completed 
a new flagship model. 

Britain's only Zen turntable manu
facturer is based in what was once a min
ing village near Durham. Simon Yorke is 
a philosophical chap who is as much in
terested in Zen and art as he is in hi-fi 
equipment. He founded the company in 
1984 in Durham, since when it has been 
established in Scotland and Germany. 

Simon's firstZarathustra turntable was 

called the Series One which gradually 
evolved through Series Two and Three 
variations into the Series 5, which was 
produced for Mark Levinson's Cello 
brand in the United States. The Series 4 
was, and still is, a more affordable ver
sion of that. It currently sells for £3,000, 

including outboard power supply. 
ToSimon Yorke, theZarathustra is not 

just a turntable- it's a work of art. Just 
as some artists use oil paint, perspex or 
wood, his mediums are stone, slate, glass 
and stainless steel. Instead of producing 
art which is purely aesthetic, he makes art 
which is functional. 

Zen,Zand,Zend 
The sculptural aspects of Simon Yorke 
designs are nowhere more distinct than 

The first 
Zarathustra Series 6. 
Note the twin drive 
motors, chunky suspension 
columns and turquoise stone. 

What is Zen? 
Technically, Zen is a Japanese school of 

Buddhism. lt teaches that contemplation of 

one's essential nature to the exclusion of 

all else is the only way of achieving pure 

enlightenment. 

When I asked Simon to explain what 

Zen is, he was initially nonplussed by the 

scale of the question. He eventually honed 

it down to: "Zen is direct pointing to 

reality. If you see life exactly as it is, 

devoid of any preconceptions, you won't 

have any problems." So it's more of a 

personal philosophy than a technique of 

building turntables. lt gives him a holistic 

approach to design and construction. 

in the substantial Series 6, with 
its tailor-made slate
topped table. Simon has 

used what's known as 
the golden ratio (an 
aspect ratio for a rec

tangle where the 
longer side is 1.618 

times the length of the 
shorter side) to give this 

deck and its support an 
elegance and presence 

that will, so he claims, en
hance the pleasure of lis

tening to records played 
on its platter. 

The Series 6 is certainly a 
tour de force of engineering 

and artistic excellence. The 
first model has been built spe

cifically for Chinese Cana
dian Albert Fok and is 

inscribed with his name and the 

name he chose for the turntable- Zend. 
(This apparently means 'commentary', 
or 'interpretation' if you take its Persian 
root - Zand). The deck is essentially 
custom made, Simon working through 
the design with Albert via a fax machine. 
It uses two free-standing motors that drive 
an idler bearing, which in turn drives the 
18kg platter. 

The three chunky suspension towers 
house equally substantial springs that are 
tuned to a cut off frequency of 1.8Hz, 
giving it a lovely slow bounce, and a good 
chance of eliminating any low frequency 
energy that gets through the stand. 

The suspension is connected to the 
composite subchassis which supports the 
armboard and bearing. As one might ex
pect, there has been no compromise on 
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THE CRAFTSMAN 

"All of his designs have a quality that sets them apart from the norm, but 
the S6, with its slate-topped table, has a distinct presence:' 

the bearing, which is of substantial pro
portions and made to extremely fine tol
erances. The whole design, including 
power supply, is finished in a fine matt 
silver, an effect achieved by sand
blasting the stainless steel that is used 
extensively throughout the design. 

The support table is worth a second 
look as well. Each leg contains a piston
style damping system, and the cross mem
bers are totally decoupled from the up
rights with rubber bushes. The lack of 
metal to metal contact means that you 
effectively have four independent sup
ports for the Italian slate platform. 

The art of engineering 
When we listened to the 56, it was 
equipped with one of Simon's uni-pivot 
arms and a Denon OL103 cartridge. Al
though the latter proved something of a 
limitation in such exalted company, there 
was no denying the extraordinary sense 
of an instrument, or instruments, in the 
room. The sheer tangibility of the sound 
was very convincing. Rarely does one 
hear such articulate and open bass com
ing from a pair of ageing Spendors. 

The tonearm, with its turquoise stone 
set into the tip, is one of many variations 
on a theme that Simon has been develop
ing. As well as uni-pivot arms he intends 
to make linear tracking models which 
will probably be a rolling chassis rather 
than air bearing type. Such variety is be
cause each has its particular strengths; 
the linear design is well suited to high 
compliance cartridges, while the uni-pi vot 
is more capable at low frequencies and 
can cope with the high energy of low 
compliance designs. 

Simon works on the designs in his 
electronic and engineering workshops, 
drawing up parts for others to make with 
a CAD (computer aided design) system 
or, preferably, his trusty drawing board. 
The components are then precision made 
by engineering companies nearby in Sun
derland and Scotland. He finishes the 
parts and completes all the assembly work 
himself. 

Form and function 
Simon Yorke is dedicated to the art of 
analogue audio but that's not all. "I'm 
very much into Zen," he told me. "Zen is 
about pragmatism. It's about solving 
problems. You can pursue something into 
the stratosphere but if it's not practical 

what's the point?" He also has a strong 
creative urge. ''I'm an artist first and fore
most and I got into engineering and elec
tronics to satisfy the needs I have as an 
artist, not the other way round." 

He believes strongly that function 
should follow form. "You look at a Krell 
amplifier. A Krell amplifier screams ma
chismo at you. It's got handles on it which 
are completely useless because you have 
to lift it from underneath, great big barbed 
heat sinks, and slotted steel plates- it's 
military hardware. What the Krell is all 
about is stonking amounts of current." 
Simon's turntables look pretty substan-

tial too- but elegant with it. They are all 
about delicacy and power and combine 
both elements in their design. 

While neither Zen nor art would ap
pear to be critical elements of audio prod
ucts, it's not hard to see their influence on 
Zarathustra designs. What's more, the 
results I achieved with the 54, and the 
discoveries! made during my visit, would 
seem to vindicate the approach. Simon 
thinks that, "the equipment itself is capa
ble of changing the way you feel about 
the music you're hearing." Whether it's a 
case of flashing lights or matt silver golden 
ratios, he's definitely got a point. 

Zarathustra - definitely not made by robots 
A look at the component parts as, step by step, they are carefully crafted 

into the unique Zarathustra turntables. 

I. Skeletons in the cupboard 

The stock cupboard. These shelves contain 

the parts for forthcoming 54 and 56 

turntables. Ash composite subchassis sit 

bubble wrapped 

on the top. 

They will have 

stainless rods 

inserted into 

their sides 

which are 

connected to 

the suspension 

housings, and 

bearings and armboards bolted on. 

Elsewhere you can see motors, bearings, 

and a couple of 56 idlers. 

2. The production line 

This is about as close to a production line 

as you'll find at Zarathustra; five finished 

power supplies await their turn on the test 

bench. Simon is not only concerned about 

aesthetics and sound. Reliability is of great 

importance too. Everything is rigorously 

tested before leaving the workshop. 

3. Tonearm testing 

A tristar 54 makes a good test bed for 

new tonearm designs. Here. we see a 

couple of variations on the uni-pivot 

theme 

equipped 

with Decca 

and Denon 

cartridges. 

The deck on 

the right is a 

new, large 

spring 

variation on 

the 54 theme that has recently been 

introduced as a result of development on 

the big 56 turntable. 

4. The finished article 

The refined and simple lines of a Simon 

Yorke uni-pivot tonearm. Note the SME

fit armbase and the neat little turquoise 

stone at the 

tip. The 

cartridge 

mounting is 

also unusual, 

offering an 

extra plane 

of adjust

ment for 

the truly 

dedicated. 
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Yes, it's almost official. The price of a subscription 
will be going up in next month's budget*. As of the 
next issue, it will cost you £26.95 to have a copy of 
your favourite hi-fi magazine delivered directly to 
your door. However, we a�e nice, generous people, 
so we are going to give you one last chance to 
subscribe at the old price of £22.95. 

This represents a saving of no less than £12 on the 
normal cover price of the magazine, and, of course, 
you'll get a copy delivered to your own door, 
enclosed in a tasteful plastic wrapper. 

This offer is only open until September 30th 1993, 
so if you've been meaning to subscribe and just 
haven't got around to it, fill in the form today and 
save yourself a fortune. 

*The budget we refer to is our annual business plan 
budget, not to be confused with the ramblings of No 
11. Unfortunately, the price has to go up to cover 
ever increasing production costs. 

BY TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL 

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER YOU GET: 

• A saving of over £12 on the 
normal cover price 

• Free delivery to your door 
• Special reader oners 

SUBSCRIPTIONS HOTLINE (071) 580 8908 

SEND YOUR COMPLETED FORMS TO: 

UK SUBSCRIB ERS: 

Post to HI-FI CHOICE SUBSCRIPTIONS, F R EEPOST WD7, 

Market Harborough, Leicestershire LE87 4AU. 

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS: 

Post to HI-FI CHOICE SUBSCRIPTIONS, Tower House, 

Sovereign Park, Market Harborough, Leicestershire 

LEI6 9PG 

r------------
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Either: 

Your bank details: 
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Name of Account Holder ............................................................................................. .. 

Account number ............................................................................................................. .. 

Your instruction to your bank and your signature 
+ 1/We instruct you to pay direct debits from my/our account at the request of Dennis Publishing Ltd. 
+The amounts are variable and may be debited on various dates. 
•1/We understand that Dennis Publishing Ltd may change the amounts and dates only after giving me prior 
notice. 

I + 1/We will inform the Bank in writing if 1/We wish to cancel this instruction. 
• If any direct debit is paid which breaks the terms of these instructions the bank will make a refund. 

Your signature(s) ................................................................... Date ................................ . 

Originators identification number 724680 
NB: BANKS MAY REFUSE TO ACCEPT INSTRUCTIONS FROM SOME TYPES OF ACCOUNT. 

Ol· 
I enclose a cheque/postal order for £.. .................... made payable to Dennis Publishing 

Ltd. 

Please charge my Access 0 Visa 0 

Account number 

0000 0000 0000 0000 

Expiry Date .......................................... . 

Signed........................................................................ Date .............................. . 

ADDRESS TO WHICH YOU WISH YOUR MAGAZINES TO BE SENT 

Mr/Mrs/Ms Surname ..................................... First name .................................... . 
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Daytime telephone number ........................................................... .............................. . 

Please tick the subscription you require: 
0 UK, £22.95 0 Europe/Eire, £32.95 0 Rest of the world, £49.95 

0 Please tick here if you do not wish to receive further details of any special offers 
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Music never felt this good before. 

You are alone w ith the music 

of your mood. Its sound 

takes you onto a higher 

plane, into another world. 

This is music as it's meant 

to be heard. T h e  KEF 

exp er ie n c e. Su p erb 

loudspeakers; beautifully 

constructed for unerringly 

faithful reproduction. And 

the only colouration is of 

your feelings. 

Featuring KEF Uni-0 tech

n o l ogy t h e  Ref e r e n c e  

Model 105/3 creates the 

p e rfect  t o n a l  ba l a n c e ,  

wherever you are in  the 

room. 

The experience of sound 

KEF Audio (UK) Limited, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP. 
For further information please telephone 0622 672261 





Three runners-up will each receive a NAD 304 amplifier. 
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In this month's great competition, you've a chance to win a 

complete NAD system, or one of three runner-up prizes of a 

superb NAD amplifier- all for the price of a stamp! 

First prize in this month's competition is a superb NAD system built around the 

new £220 NAD 502CD player. The 502, as Recommended by Choice(issue 119), 

uses a MASH chipset for top quality sound. lt is paired with the £200 602 
cassette deck that features adjustable play trim to make the most of 

prerecorded cassettes. A £320 10005 preamplifier, sporting both phono and 

XLR outputs for balanced operation, and an £800 THX-compatible 208 power 

amplifier drive the system with a massive 250W into an eight ohm load. A pair 

of 804 floor-standing loudspeakers, worth £320, complete the package. 

Three runners-up will each win a NAD 304 amplifier, worth £230. This 50W 

integrated design was described as 'cracking' in our most recent amp test 

(issue 121 ), where it achieved a firm Best Buy rating. 

How to enter 
Write your answers to the five 
questions, along with your name and 
address, on the back of a postcard or 
sealed-down envelope. 
Send your completed entry to: AD 
Competition (HFC/993), Hi-Fi Choice, 

PO Box 249, London WC2H OHS. 
Entries must be received by first post 
on Monday, September 20, 1993. 

Competition rules 
The Editor's decision is final and no 
correspondence \·vill be entered into. Winners vvill 
be notified by post. The competition is not open to 
employees of Dennis Publishing Ltd, NAD 
Electronics Ltd, their suppliers, agents or 
associates. The competition is open to UK residents 
only. No cash alternative will be offered. 
Submission of entry will be taken as acceptance of 
the rules. Proof of posting cannot be accepted as 
proof of receipt. Please notify us if you do not wish 
to be informed of any special offers or promotions. 

Questions 
1. How many watts does the 208 power 
amplifier deliver into an 8ohm load? 
a) 150 b) 250 c) 350 
2. What chipset is used in the 502 CD 
player? 
a) MASH b) PDM c) 16-bit 
3. Which NAD product was called 
'cracking' in a recent Hi-Fi Choice group 
test? 
a)304 b)335 c)504 
4. Which well-known film maker has 
put his name behind THX? 
a) Steven Spielberg b) George Raft 
c) George Lucas 
5. 'Play trim' optimises the 
performance of the 602 cassette deck to 
suit what? 
a) blank tapes b) prerecorded tapes 
c) preamplifiers 
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SHE HAS A TOY 

BOY, TRAVELS ·oN 

CONCORDE AND 

KEEPS A SUITE AT 

THE ROYALTON. SHE 

TOOK THE FERRARI 

AND LEFT ME THE 

LINN HI-FI. NOW SHE 

SEES AN ANALYST 

T W I C E A W E E K. 

Systems from £22,000 to £1,500. Available worldwide, only through Linn -authorised hi-fi 

LI N N HI FI specialists. Call Linn free on 0500 888 909 or fax 041 644 4262, for a full information pack. 

. f. l ' f. @) 
L in n Pr o J u c t s Limit e J, F I o or s Road, Wate r foot, G 7 6 0 E P, U K. ffiUSZC JOT ZJe 



Every month we're giving away a 

set of !soda interconnect cables to 

the writer of the most interesting 

letter. If you've got any queries 

send them to: Hi-Fi Choice (Help!) 

Dennis Publishing Ltd, 19 Bolsover 

Street, London W I P 7HJ. 

Density problems at 
the top table 

Q 
I listen to classical music on 
an SME Model 20 turntable 

with an SME V arm and Kiseki 
Black Heart cartridge. This is con
nected to a DPA 50S pre/power 
combination and Quad ESL-63 
Professional loudspeakers, using 
DPA Black Slink and lOOS cables. 

I feel that the system produces 
a dense and non-transparent tone 
scale, which creates the feeling 
that there is no breath of air. When 
you add the marvellous detail and 
almost physical presence of the 
instruments, the result is near to 
brutality and pain. 

It may sound like a paradox, 
but 1 actually like the cartridge 
itself. All things considered, the 
SME manifests its qualities in a 
ruthless manner, despite experi
ments with damping control and 
arm height. Therefore, I've con
sidered buying a new turntable, 
in roughly the same class, to com
bine with the Kiseki, DPA and 
Quad. 

l am after a combination with 
the same overwhelming realism, 
but with more air, subtlety and 
nimbleness. Do you think that a 
Zarathustra S4/Pluto 5A is near 
to that goal? 

Ivailo Yordanov, 
Sofia. 

A 
We don't really think the fault 
lies with the SME. However, the 

addition of a Townshend Seismic 
Sink would be of great benefit to its 
overall performance. Although rnany 
feel that the DPA/Quad combination 
was one of the world's finest, the 
sheer detail can be overbearing. If 
that is the case, it doesn't rnatter 
what turntable you use. The 
sound will be broadly sirnilar. 

Instead of the DPA com.bi
nation, try the Co111·ad
johnso11 PVl] /MV125 pre/ 
power duo we tried in last year's 
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OUR EXPERTS SOLVE YOUR HI-FI QUERIES 

Query of the month 
How to do bass properly 

Q 
Please help me with my dilemma. My system 
comprises an Arcam Alpha Plus CD player, 

Linn Jntek amplifier and Epos ESll speakers on 
dedicated stands. The room is four by three 
metres with a chipboard floor. 

The problem is too much bass extension. I 
have experimented at some length with speaker 
positioning, using both Blu-tack and spikes, with 
limited success. Speaker cable is Mission Solid 
Core, and it is the only one I have used so far which 
significantly dam pens bass response. 

I am now resorting to foam bungs to block the 
speaker's reflex ports. These were supplied by 
Epos as a possible solution and represent the 
biggest improvement so far. However, I am con
cerned I may be upsetting the balance of the 
speakers in some way, as they were clearly de
signed to operate best with the ports unplugged. 

Funds do not permit me to change any compo
nents at this time. TheCD player and amp worked 
fine with my old Mordaunt-Short speakers, but I 
felt an upgrade would improve the sound fur
ther. Please help me to enjoy my music again. 

David Sangster 
Hertford, Herts. 

A 
The foam. bungs sup pi ied for the Epos speakers are 
designed to eliminate overbearing bass caused 

when these speakers are placed against a load-bearing 

wall. It is not a pe1ject solution, but 
it is a step in the right direction. 
Although such a modifica
tion alters the tonal 
balance of the speakers, 
it is not so dramatic that 
it completely under
mines the positive 
qualities of the ESlls. 

However, your full 
bass is probably due to 
some kind of room 
anomaly. Such problems 
are most likely to cause trou-
ble at low frequencies. In 
designing, building and furnishing 
rooms, we are all gifted acousticians, but only in the 
frequency range which matches that of the human voice. 
Outside this range, all manner of difficulties occur. 

Without changing major components in the system, 
few options exist. Soft furnishings are remarkably effec
tive at soaking up stray low frequencies. The RoomTunes 
system should also work in this case, and a set of 
CornerTunes and EchoTunes are less intrusive than 
heavy furnishing. Finally, if you have not already done 
so, it is worth rearranging the speakers so that they are 
as far as possible from the rear wall.lf you can, try firing 
them across, instead of down, the room. 

Collection, or even the same PV11 
preamp with something like the 
Quicksilver Si! ver Mono power a m
plifiers, untested in Choice, but oft 
recornmended as tile ultilnate part
ner for the Quad Electrostatic in the 
American magazines. 

battery-powered ph ono stage into an 
Audio Research preamp and a pair of 
Krell m.onoblocks - he uses Quad 
speakers too. 

Bring on the 
penguins 

Q
G'day Hi-Fi Choice. I've got a 
problem and 1 was hoping you 

could help. My system consists of 
a Marantz CD52 CD player, a Ma
rantz CV-55 Laser Disc player and 
a Sony DTC-55ES OAT player. 
These are linked to a QED passive 
preamp and a Rote! RB-960BX 
power amp. This is connected, 
via AIR UTZl and Sony 1177 ca
bles, to a pair of Stax Signature/ 
SRD7SBmkli headphones and a 
pair of Sensei party loudspeak
ers. The latter were purchased at 
the age of 12, so please don't dis
own me! 

You may like to consider the a1nps 
used by the SME turntable designer, 
Alistair Robertson-Aikman: an LFD 

The Basis Ovation is well worth 
considering as an option for the 
full Perrier effect. 

if, after hearing this, your feelings 
about the sound remain the sa1ne, 
then the turntable may be at fault 
after all. The Zarathrustra cornbina
tion you mention, together with de
signs like the Voyd Reference, the 
Basis Ovation (also tested in last 
year's Collection), or the as yet un
tested Kuzma Reference or VPJ T T 
11, would be worth auditioning. 

I need something better. 1 as
sume these amps should only be 
used as bed warmers and the 
speakers suck and suck bad. I'm 
just afraid of the large amounts of 
cash I will have to spend for better 
components. Please suggest the 
amps,speakers and cables needed 



to improve this system, for $5,500. 
Or should I just get the valve 
energiser from Stax? 

I am trying to bolt down the 
path to audiophile heaven by fol
lowing the principles of a passive 
preamplifier, to reduce noise and 
interference, with separate chan
nel power amps, for more power 
to the headphones. 

Bash me with some positive 
news please, or I'll be swimming 
with the penguins down on Philli p 
Island if things can't be improved. 

Clive David Hill 
Melbourne, Australia. 

A 
Tf you don't look at theCD player 
before chaugiug the amps, you 

may want to start learniug to speak 
penguin, as the sound of the system is 
largely govemed by the quality of the 
front end. Even chauging over to a 
Rote/ RCD-965BX will make a sig
nificant differwce, aud one that will 
improve as tl1e rest of the equipment 
improves. 

AI though a passive pream p is a 
good option, there is 110 reason why a 
well-designed line driver amplifier 
will not work as well. What you lose 
in absolute clarity is made up for with 
the higher gain and the ability to 
drive longer pre-to-power amp ca
bles. An obvious optiou here is the 
Audio/ab SOOOC preamp, partnered 
with a stereo SOOOP amplifier or a 
pair of8000M monoblocks, although 
good quality products in your price 
range also exist, from companies such 
as Audio lnuovation.s, Naim and Ex
posure. However, the Audio/ab rnono
bloks would work well with a passive 
preamp, such as the Audio Syuthesis 
Passion, if your heart is really set on 
that road. 

Loudspeakers to suit the system 
depend on what system you decide 
upon! Try looking at models like the 
Audio Note AN-E, the Castle Win
chester, the Heybrook Sextet . KEF's 
104/2, Linn's Kaber, the 
Magneplanar MG1.4, Naim's SBL, 
the Shahinian Arc and the TDL Stu
dio 1 M. All very good, they each 
produce music slightly differently. 

We appreciate that this is a very 
long list, but your location and the 
final system will automatically halve 
it in practice. Finally, we are not sure 
of the intemational availability of 
our Recornmended cables, such as 
Silver Sounds. Furukmva cables are 
likely to be available, and the FS-
2T35P speaker cable, and FD-1010 
interconnects for CO and FA-2010 
for analogue surces would work very 
efficiently. Hopefully, this will pre
vent the Peugniu option. 

HELPI 

Pick up a Rotel RCD-965BX CD player instead of a penguin. 

The Rega RB300 is ultimately more suitable for today's cartridges. 

New life in the old 
system? 

Q
l have a Rega Planar 3 turn
table, Arcam Alpha CD player, 

original Nairn Nait amplifier and 
a pair of elderly single-wired Linn 
Kau speakers on their original 
stands. Aside from the Alpha CD 
player, the system has remained 
unchanged for many years. 

Recently, I had my Rega RlOO 
stylus replaced. The salesman 
suggested that I should upgrade 
my turntable shortly, by replac
ing the old S-shaped arm with the 
new RB300 arm. Also, he recom
mended changing the stands over 
to the ones for the Kan 11. Do you 
think the changes suggested are 
worthwhile? As the products are 
ageing, would it be prudent to 
put the money toward upgrading 
the whole system? l listen to 
mostly classical music. 

T Lawrence 
Northampton. 

A 
There is nothing wrong with 
keeping the system thnt you cur-

rently own. There is little to break 
down in. the Rega that cannot be 
rep/need. Unless your original ann 
has bearing damage, we can see no 
real reason to replace it with a new 
RB300, though this is slightly better, 
and ultimately more suitable for the 
cartridges in use today. But if you are 
happy with the silver S-shnped arm I 
R100 combination, stick with it. 

Changing the stands over is a 
different matter. The latest speaker 
stands are considerably rnore rigid 
than the original Kan stands, and 
have been known to transform rnany 
nn early Kan, showing just what the 
speaker is capable of. Such a change 
is rnore than justified. 

Low cost upgrade 
without tears 

Q
I have a basic Arcam Alpha 
CD player, connected directly 

to a Linn Intek amplifier. l see that 
Arcam offers an upgrade to A/pha 
Plus performance for £100 and 
would be grateful for your ad vice 
as to whether or not this gives a 

Consider low cost upgrades to improve the Arcam Alpha CD player. 

worthwhile improvement in 
sound quality. Also, would fit
ting by the dealer be included in 
the price and, if not, is it likely to 
be expensive? Finally, would it 
make more sense to keep the 
player in its present basic form 
and put the money into some
thing else such as a starter-level 
DAC, or a second-hand preamp 
at around £200? 

Chris Daly 
Hatch End, Middlesex. 

A 
Although Arcam offers an up
grade to tl1e Alpha, it is not as 

fundamental as the upgrades to the 
Delta CD player, and we would sug
gest leaving the player as is. it does 
make the player fractionally smoother, 
however, and if you feel that will 
improve your system then go for it. 

With regards to other low-cost 
upgrades, try a pair of Towns!Jend 
Seismic Sinks or even Mana tables 
before looking at adding a 0/A con
verter. This is because the Alpha is a 
very good integrated player, but is 
not well-known for its success with 
after-market DACs. If you must add 
a DAC, try the Audio A/cherny ODE, 
as its perforlllnnce seems to suit both 
the CD player and amplifier. 

Just the same with a 
different name? 

Q 
Since I became a Hi-Fi Choice 
reader, I've fallen into a dark 

pit of confusion. Not to say that 1 
haven't been enlightened and 
elated by some of your issues. 

Unfortunately, I'm a hi-fi neo
phyte, lost in the world of equip
ment. T find your Directory a mine 
of useful information, but l have a 
problem: are the UK models dif
ferent from those in Canada, or 
do companies only change the 
model number - such as the 
Conrad-johnson PV-10 preamp, 
changed tothe CanadianPV-10a? 

Michael Csernak 
Quebec, Canada. 

A 
Although some companies pro
duce 'badge e11gineered' products 

for different countries (to avoid 
clashes of product names or 'imfortu
nate' translations), and the bigger 
companies cm1 afford to make prod
ucts aimed at specific markets, the 
majority of products differ I i ttle ncross 
intemational boundries. However, 
with the variety of different mains 
voltages and safety regulations from 
country to country, subtle changes 
do occur in a product. Generally, 
though, the differences are not large 
enough to warrant significant study. 
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hz the case you mention, the 
Conrad-Johnson PV-lOa is the latest 
version of the sucessful PV-10 
preamp, which has changes far be
yond mere cosmetics. We hope to be 
looking at the product in the near 
futz.tre, but private listening tests 
suggest that it is every bit as good as 
its predecessor. 

Does car cable dull 
system sound? 

Q
My present system consists 
of a Rote! RCD-965BX CD 

player, Audiogram MBl ampli
fier and B&W LMl speakers, the 
latter sited on top of some old 
speakers. I use the interconnect 
supplied by Rote! and the speaker 
cable is Monster Auto Hotwires. 
There aren't any supports in
volved, as the amp is sitting on 
thetop ofthe CD player. My room 
is eight by five metres. 

lam satisfied with this system, 
but it is obvious that it can be 
improved a lot. I tried some ca
bles, but could not hear any seri
ous improvements. I think my 
system lacks drama and a Jot of 
bass. I would like the bass to be 
tight and well-controlled. 

My budget is £600 for the 
speakers only, but would reach to 
£1,000 if the improvement is worth 
it. Any suggestions on cables and 
supports are also welcome. 

Kostas Topaloglou 
Platamonas, Greece. 

A 
If you are after really tight bass, 
the Audiogram is not the ampli

fier for you. Its strength is its pleas
ing soft-focus presentation with a 
full, but loose and bloomy, bass. How
ever, your first problem is the speaker 
cables. The Monster cable is designed 
for in-car use, as it has a small surface 
area for short lengths. Use of such a 
cable in a domestic system is not 

' 
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An Audio 
Innovations Series 700 will tame 
aggressive sounds and have enough welly. 

recommended, as it is unlikely to 
work well in long cable runs. We 
suggest a cable with a more powerful 
bass, such as van del Hul The Wind, 
especially when used in combination 
with The Source interconnects. 

Changing the B&W speakers for 
Epos ES14s would be an obvious next 
step, although they have a reputation 
for system dependancy. On the other 
hand, the floorstanding Linn Keilidh, 
with optional ceramic plinth, has the 
same bass depth, but is less system 
sensitive. At the next level, speakers 
like the TDL Studio lM or the 
Heybrook Sextet would be a good 
choice. Finally, it is worth consider
ing dedicated tables or even isolation 
platforms, which will add the 
fil-zishing touches to the system. 

Toning down the 
brightness 

Q
My system consists of a 
Philips CDSSO CD player, 

Onix OA21S integrated amp and 
Ruark Talisman speakers. I like 
the clear, open sound and espe
cially the tight, well-controlled 
bass produced by the speakers. 

However, sometimes the tre
ble is too aggressive, particularly 

on brass and speech. Assuming 
that I want to keep the speakers 
(whichistill like very much), what 
amplifier would you recommend 
to slightly reduce the brightness? 
I am tempted by a valve ampli
fier, but are they powerful enough 
for a big symphony? 

I also want to improve the 
sound of my CD player, but I do 
not want to replace it. Which DAC 
would you recommend? 

Liew Choon Kiong 
Singapore. 

A 
Although adding a valve ampli
fier to your system may seem like 

a fine idea, if you like to listen to big 
orchestral works at high volumes, it 
may not have enough power to drive 
your speakers properly. However, an 
amp like the Audio Innovatio11s Se
ries 700 should be powerful enough 
in most cases, though we would pre
fer to see it partnered with a speaker 
like the Audio Note AN-J or AN-E. 

If you want to stay with the speak
ers and don't mind being transistor
ised, then check out the Exposure 
range of pre/power amplifiers. 

Adding a DAC to the CD850 
may not be the panacea you seek, as 
the transport may be the weakest link 
in a good system. There are two op-

A Yamaha DSP-E200 decoder is an early step down the road to a full house home entertainment system. 

lions; either go for a cheap and cheer
ful converter, like the QED Digit or 
the Audio Alchemy DDE, or opt for a 
high-quality DAC which reclocks the 
signal from the transport, such as the 
Pink Triangle Ordinal. The latter 
would be a good match for theCD850. 

AV - the final 
frontier 

Q 
My system comprises a Sony 
CDP-X339ES CD player, with 
a Audiolab SOOOC/P pre/ 

power amplifier and a pair of 
Rogers Studio 1t loudspeakers. I 
also have a new 28inch Sony tel
evision and a Sony video recorder, 
both of which are Nicam devices. 
I wish to link the TV and video to 
the hi-fi, and would like to add 
surround sound to the system, 
possibly at a later date. 

What is the difference between 
all the Dolby systems and THX? 
Are they all inter-compatible and 
do you need a special video re
corder? Both the TV and video are 
rented, so I do not want to do 
anything that could damage 
either unit. 

P Stewart 
Edgebaston, Birmingham. 

A 
The simplest way to get in to A V 
is to connect the phono outputs 

of the video recorder into a spare line 
input of the Audio/ab preamp. Re
mernber to place the TV in between 
the speakers, but keep the speakers far 
enough apart to avoid the colour prob
lems created by the unshielded speaker 
magnets. Generally, the distance used 
to separate speakers for good stereo is 
enough to avoid fringing effects. If 
possible, remem.ber to rem.ove the 
speakers in the television, or at least 
mute the on-board speakers when 
using the hi-fi. Otherwise, good stereo 
image location will be impossible. 

The next stage is to add a decoder 
with built-in amplifiers, such as the 
Yamaha DSP-E200, plus centre and 
rear channel speakers like the Mar
daunt-Short HE Pro Logic package. 

There are three basic A V systems; 
Dolby Surround, Dolby Pro Logic 
and THX. Dolby Surround has been 
largely surpassed by Pro Logic, which 
uses a cen Ire speech channel and more 
sophisticated electronics. THX is a 
similar system to Pro Logic, but with 
rigidly specified and standardised 
componmts that are licenced to carry 
the Lucasfilm/THX banner. Cur
rently, there are no complete THX 
systems in the country, and the THX 
licenced components available are 
good, but very expensive. 
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THE ULTIMATE IN 

SOUND ADVICE 

Tony Kleiser 
Uxbridge Audio 
1 09 Ghiswick High Road 
Ghlswick 
London W4 2ED 

22nd June 1993 

Dear Sir, 

TURNTABLE 
Since l!�RVJCE 

15 We have I 00 Lino t 
so d over urntabJ serviced h es and 

If You need Und
.
reds more. serv1ce the expe . - We have nence. 

Nigel Harradine 
West London 

I am writing to you, to inform you that I have recently purchased several items 
from your Ghiswick shop. 

The reason for this letter is that I have never had such freedom and pleasure 
buying anything in my life. 

Your staff are all friendly and very helpful. One person in particular has put 
himself out to help me non stop. That person is Gordon, it is because of his help, 
that you can be assured of seeing me in your Ghiswick shop very soon, ready to 
sit, listen and purchase any new items I may like the sound of. 

I would also like to thank you for giving me the chance to improve my system 
without having to feel as though I'm being forced to buy because it's there. 

Thank you once again for your help and staff. I would appreciate it if you showed 
Gordon this letter, as I'm looking forward to my next listening session and cup of 
coffee. 

Yours gratefully, 

� �� 
Nigel Harradine 



Each month we're giving away a 

fabulous Hi-Fi Choice sweatshirt 

worth £ 15 to the writer of the 

most interesting letter published. 

Get scribbling and send in your 

views on anything to do with hi-fi 

and music to: 

The Editor, Hi-Fi Choice, 19 

Bolsover Street, London W I P 7HJ, 

or send a fax on (071) 323 3547. 

Explain how to do 
what you do, to me 
Apart from reviews, I would like 
to see more articles in Hi-Fi Choice 
dealing with how to use 
equipment. In particular, l feel 
pictures would help explain more 
clearly how you set up equipment 
for hi-amplifying. A list of 
amplifiers that are suitable for use 
in bi-amp mode would also be 
most useful. 

A series of 'how to' articles, 
coupled with pictures and help
ful diagrams, would go down well 
with a lot of us mere mortals who 
aspire to better sound quality. 

Mr Jasat, Bately, 
West Yorkshire. 

We agree whole-heartedly, Mr fa sat, 
and future issues of Hi-Fi Choice 
will be featuring more easily under
stood guides to getting the most 
out of particular items of hi-fi 
equipment. Ed. 

Making the most of 
the airwaves 
I read with interest the tuner re
views published in the July 1993 
issue of Hi-Fi Choice. I became 
even more interested when I real
ised that the listening tests had 
been carried out in Brighton, as I 
live in the area and own one of the 
tuners being tested - the Rote] 
RT-950BX. I was therefore able to 
make some real comparisons 
with the comments made by Paul 
Messenger. 

My Rote! tuner can receive all 
the stations listed in your review 
in full stereo. I don't want to com
ment upon your review of this 
tuner specifically, but I would like 
to make the general point that the 
aerial array used for the tests was 
probably not appropriate for its 
situation. 

When living in a hilly area such 
as Brighton, if you want to listen 
to fairly low power transmitters 

' 
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TELL US WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT HI-FI AND MUSIC 

Letter of the month 
Off the peg hi-fi 
As a hi-fi rookie, can I suggest that you run more features on what 
I call 'off the peg' systems. It would be a welcome change from 
hi-fi separates, most of which cost the earth- in my opinion. 

Though I've always been a music lover, 
mainly reggae and classical, I had 

to make do with an ageing Akai 
ghettoblaster until earlier this 

year, when I happened to 
hear a few hi-fi systems 
being demonstrated. In a mat

ter of minutes, I had the hi-fi bug. 
From January to April I did 

nothing but read hi-fi magazines 
and listen to systems, including sepa

rates. My budget was £500 and whatever I 
bought it had to have a cassette deck, as I have 

a large collection of tapes. The knowledge I had gleaned from your 
fine magazine and my own ears made me choose the Technics SC
CH550 system. 

I've had it for two months now, and I'm very happy with it. I've 
placed the speakers on small home-made plinths of solid wood, 
with some self-tappers screwed through so that they sink into the 
floor. I've also changed the bog standard speaker cables to Sound 
Lab multi-strand audio cable. 

Overall, these simple additions have tightened everything up, 
and all my old cassettes sound brand new again. I never knew 
there was so much music on them! 

Mr C S May, Scunthorpe, 
South Humberside. 

We make a point of evaluating separates and 'off the peg' systems, Mr 
May. Our last test of CD rnini systerns, for example, was in issue 113. 
However, our tests also reflect market trends, and top separates systems 
offer such good value at the moment that many traditional 'off the peg' 
system buyers are mixing 'n' matching their own combinatio11s of 
equipment. We'll be looking at this development more closely in a future 
issue of Choice. Ed. 

about 80km away, one expects to 
need a tuner such as the Rote!. 
However, a few more pounds for 
an extra element on the aeria I must 
also be worthwhile. The case for 
using such an aerial is even 
stronger with the more esoteric 
equipment. These comments 

apart, reading Hi-Fi Choice re
mains a high point of my month. 

Francis Griffin, Brighton. 
Our tuner reviews i nc/u.ded two quite 
different forms of listening test. Tl1e 
Brighton 'air c/1eck' tests de/iberntely 
used a modest aerial in a difficult site 
in order to assess each Inner's 

The Rotel RT-950BX needs a large aerial to sound good in hilly areas. 

capabilities in digging out weak, dis
tant signals and distinguishing them 
from much stronger local ones. The 
main 'sound quality' assessments 
were done at a much 'c!ea/1.er' site 
from an RF point of view, usi11g a 23-
element antenna to give an impecca
ble quality signal from the main 
Wrotham transmitter. 

The Rotel RT-950BX's strength 
is its sound quality ratl1er than its RF 
discrimination, so I would certainly 
agree that most Brigl1tonians will 
need to feed it from a large aerial to 
get good reception frorn London 
transmitters. Paul Messenger. 

So many speakers, so 
little time 
Early last year I needed to 
upgrade my loudspeakers, and [ 

was looking at models in the £500-
£650 range. I was introduced to 
the KEF 103/4s and bought them, 
though T'd not seen any reviews. 

I found them to have good 
imagery, uncoloured vocals and 
clear treble. Since then, I've read 
two reviews- one in an Ameri
can audio magazine and one in a 
British hi-fi journal. 

Naturally, I was pleased to 
read that other people appreciate 
the quality of these speakers too. 
Since you saw fit to include the 
105/3s in last year's Collection, I 
would be interested in your 
comments on the 103/4s. 

This aside, having been a 
regular reader of Hi-Fi Choice for 
over three years, I would like to 
say that the magazine just keeps 
on getting better. My only 
criticism, like Mike Jenkin's letter 
in issue 119, concerns Aspirations: 
could you please choose systems 
which are a hi-fi enthusiast's 
dream. By that l mean genuine 
high-end equipment instead of 
mid-price gear in a luxury or 
unusual setting. 

Colin Hickson, 
Wargrave, Berkshire. 

The KEF103/ 4s have not been tested 
in Choice, so we ca11not comme11t on 
their performance. 

As to the Aspirations feature, we 
can only repeat that if people make us 
aware of interesting systems, we will 
do our best to feature them. Tf you 
have a set-up worthy of considera
tion, write to The Editor, Hi-Fi 
Choice, 19 Bolsover Street, London 
WlP 7HJ and mark yonr envelope 
'Aspirations'. Ed. 
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"Wow! That bass is powerful. You must have 

been to 
• All the latest auto Hi Fi 

equipment, security and 
on-road technology. 

• National Sound 
Challenge - 150 
contestants with £1/2 
million worth of 
equipment on display. 

• Kiss FM Roadshow. 

• Live installations, free 
technical advice and 
information. 

Everything is 
sound and secure at 

INTERNATIONAL IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT, 
SECURITY AND COMMUNICATION SHOW 

WEMBLEY EXHIBITION CENTRE. SEPTEMBER 4TH & 5TH, lOAM- 6PM 



21ST CENTURY FOX 

The shape of things to come 
I 

walk past George Martin's superb new Air Lyndhurst 
recording studio every day. So how could I miss the 
sign which was steering record industry executives 
and engineers in to a demonstration of Super Bit Map

ping (SBM) arranged by Sony? And how could I resist 
signing in and sitting down? 

The Sony experts were there to make the recording 
industry people an offer they will find hard to refuse. 
Sony is offering free licences to record companies which 
want to use SBM, to improve the sound of CDs, without 
breaking the existing Red Book standard for CDs and CD 
players. Sony won the day by bravely running compara

Harry Fox takes a 
sneaky listen to 

Super Bit mapping 
from Sony and 

comes away 
impressed. 

tive tests for balance 
engineers, and answering 
all technical questions 
frankly and fully. 

Can this be the same 
company that did such an 
unconvincing job of 
launching Mini Disc? No. 
The SBM sessions were 
run by Sony's profes
sional and broadcast di
vision from Basingstoke, 
not the consumer market
ing people from Staines. 

The CD standard 
specifies that the digital 
code on all discs must use 
16-bit words, running at 

44,100 words per second. 

All CD players conform 
to this standard. But mod
ern studio recorders code 
sound into 18 or 20-bit 
words. Decca uses 18-bit 
recorders, of its own de

sign. Mitsubishi sells a 20-bit stereo tape deck for around 
£15,000. Most studios are waiting for the launch, later 
this year, of a 20-bit stereo recorder from Sony which 
uses a magneto-optical disc. This will cost around £25,000 

pounds. Multitrack 20-bit record
ers will follow, at even higher prices. 

Until recently, most studios 
down-converted to 16-bits by trun
cating, or throwing away, any extra 
bits. This adds a hissy noise to the 
sound on the CD. Several compa
nies have proposed better ways of 
down-converting, to minimize 
noise, but some are not fully com

patible with existing CD players. 
Sony's SBM is fully compatible 

with existing 16-bit CD players. 
After 20-bit recording, a converter 
box in the studio re-shapes the noise 
caused by losing 4-bits of code when reducing to 16-bits, 
to take advantage of the human ear's natural deficien-

cies. The raw noise is 'white', with equal energy at all 
frequencies. But the human ear is more sensitive to quiet 
sound in the speech frequency band, between 3KHz and 

5KHz. So the SBM noise shaper converts noise energy in 
this frequency to noise energy at higher frequencies, 
where the ear is less sensitive. 

Sony's tests used the sound of music, and subtle 
effects like water dripping on metal, in three ways. 
Sound was played from an original 20-bit recording, 
after crude truncation to 16-bits and with sound noise 

shaping. Without exception, every engineer present in 
the packed studio judged the noise-shaped sound to be 
very close to .the 20-bit original, and far clearer than the 

truncated sound. 
Sony has filed patents, and trademark applications on 

the technology and SBM logo. Record companies can 
now apply to Sony for a free licence to use the trademark 
on CDs made using Sony's SBM down converter. They 
need not mention the name Sony. In the short term, Sony 
gains only from the sale of a relatively few SBM convert
ers to recording studios, at £10,000 each. But in the long 
term, Sony gains by turning the industry onto the idea of 
20-bit recording, because Sony is the major supplier of 
20-bit studio recorders and these sell for much higher 
prices than the converter. 

Watch out this autumn for a big bit battle between 
Sony's SBM and something called 4D with High Bit and 
Authentic Bit Imaging from Deutsche Grammophon 
(DG). In the continuing absence of any coherent 
technical information from DG, it is hard to unravel 

exactly what 4D/ ABI/HB is, what it does, and how it 
differs from SBM and from what DG's sister company 
Decca has been quietly doing at West Hampstead for 
many years. 

The DG people, who rather grandly call themselves 
Tonmeisters, could have learned a lot from doing as I did 
and going along to Sony's show. Although I had to 
gatecrash, DG was invited but didn't turn up. The Ger
man company's parent, Polygram, did attend, though. It 
will be fascinating now to see whether Polygram uses the 
Tonmeisters' system, or SBM. 

The recording industry awaits the launch of Sony's 20-bit 
recorder, the PCM-9000, with baited breath.lt's on sale soon. 
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R I R s I D E 

Plug into Riverside Hi-Fi • • • 

W h e n  y o u  d r o p  in a t  
RIVERSIDE HI-FI, East 
Twickenham, you'll soon 
know that you are at the 
home of hi-fi professional
ism. We are aware how 
mind-blowing it is looking for a hi-fi system or just 
upgrading a component and so we offer you a 
friendly atmosphere in which you are welcome to 
browse and chat. We are open 6 days a week 
Monday to Saturday 1 Oam-5.30pm, Thursday till ?pm. 

Our staff are EXPERIENCED and interested in the products that we stock and in 
ensuring that our customers receive a personal service. 

We have a LARGE DISPLAY area where you can see selected products from 
most of the better hi-fi manufacturers. We also have FIVE COMFORT ABLE 
DEMONSTRATION ROOMS, of which three are devoted to AUDIO as well as 
VIDEO and two other rooms that are for hi-fi listening in private where you can 
JUDGE FOR YOURSELF which sounds best. (Early booking is recommended 
particularly on Saturdays.) Customers are encouraged to bring pieces of equip
ment they may wish to retain or upgrade and also music of their own preference. 

The magazines only give guidelines, the best judge of your system is you, not a 
reviewer or even us. Our job as a dealer is to DEMONSTRATE the DIFFERENCE 
between products in order to help you make your buying decision, to present you 
the customer with products that are different not only in sound quality but also in 
build and finish, e.g. different wood finish speakers that may better suit your 
individual environment and personal taste. Not only do we supply the hi-fi 
equipment but also all the necessary accessories needed to achieve the best from 
your system. 

We offer a FULL INSTALLATION service and can also advise about MULTI
ROOM LINKING. 

o Acoustic Research OMicromega 

o Arcam OMission 

oAudio Innovations o Monitor Audio 

oAudiolab oMusical Fidelity 

oAura oNAD 

oB&W oNakamichi 

o Bang & Olufsen oPioneer 

oBose oQED 

oConrad Johnson oQuad 

ocastle oRevox 

oDali oRogers 

oDenon oRotel 

oDual oSpendor 

oExposure oSnell 

OJPW oSystemdek 

oKEF oTannoy 

oMeridian OTDL 

oMarantz oWharfdale 

oMichell oYamaha 

MICHELL GYRODEC £922 
Bronze with RB-300 (Arm) 

QUAD 67CD £790 

MISSION 760iSE £150 

Come along and see our 
showpiece. We now have 
a Ford Popular in our 
showroom that lets YOU 
take the driving seat 
whilst listening to the 
very best of In Car Hi-fi. 

e 081-892 7613 
or Fax us on: 081-892 7749 

RIVERSIDE HI-FI 

422 Richmond Rd, East Twickenham, Middlesex TW1 2EB. 





SAVE £150 WITH 
EXCLUSIVE OFFER FOR 

'HI·FI CHOICE' READERS 
Don't miss this opportunity to acquire the latest 
hi-fi technology at a huge discount. Your free 
passport on the front of this magazine contains a 
voucher entitling you to £150 off the price of a 
Philips DCC600 Digital Compact Cassette Deck. 
So bring it to Dixons without delay. 

PI.US SAVE £25 
Your passport also contains 
vouchers entitling you to £25 off 
the price of pre-recorded DCC 
music cassettes. Choose from 
over 450 superb albums, at 
Britain's leading music retailers. 

Please note: tlie Hi-Fi Choice Exclusive 
DCC offer must end 30th September 1993. 

CD QUALITY SOUND 
Records from CD to blank DCC 

cassettes with no loss of sound 
quality, using optical digital link. 

NORMAL CASSETTE 
COMPATIBLE 

Fully compatible with your existing 
collection of music cassettes. 

OVER 450 TITLES 
Huge range of top album titles 
available on DCC, from Beethoven 
to Bryan Adams, with hundreds 
more coming soon. 



PH ILl PS DCC600 
DIGITAL COMPACT CASSETTE DECK 
Thanks to the very latest hi-fi technology, you can now enjoy superb 
GO-quality sound on tape! The incredible new Digital Compact 
Cassette Player from Philips is now available at Dixons- the UK's 
largest retailer of DCC. Come and hear it for yourself today! 

• Digital tape technology for brilliant GO-quality sound 
e Over 450 top album titles now available 
• Also plays your existing cassette collection 
e Comprehensive tape control from the comfort of your 

armchair using remote control 
• LCD text display of album title, artist and track 
e Auto-reverse and Dolby B and C. 

In-store Price £499.99 

EXCLUSIVE OFFER PRICE 

AROUND 360 BRANCHES NATIONWIDE. TEL: 081-200 0200 FOR YOUR NEAREST BRANCH 
*Written quotations from Dixons, Dept. MK, 54-58 High St, Edgware, Middlesex HAS 7EG. Dixons are licensed credit brokers. 

Other terms apply in S. Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire, Uncolnshire, Hampshire and Isle of Wight. Ask in-store for details. 

In the Sixties, Philips invented 
the Compact Cassette, making 
music playback and recording 
easy. Then, ten years ago, 
Philips invented Compact Disc, 
with its pure sound and great 
convenience. Now, Philips 
proudly presents its latest 
invention: Digital Compact 
Cassette (DCC). This new 
invention is the marriage of 
Compact Cassette to Digital 
Audio. it combines perfect 
sound with high convenience, 
recording capability and 
portability. 

WITH 
YOUR 
PASSPORT 

.99 
EASY WAYS TO PAY I 

� Instant Credit available with Dixons Budget 
t::::::::;j Account, subject to status. Applicants must be 

fiPiiill 18 or over. 5% deposit typical APR 29.8% 
� (Variable) for payments by direct debrt*. 

� Dixons welcome all major credit cards including Access, 
� Visa, Master Card, Style, American Express and Diners Club. 

I LOWEST PRICES I GUARANTEED u 
r-;:;;-J If you buy a product from us and within 7 days from the date of � purchase the same item tS advertised cheaper in a National � advertisem

_
ent and is

. 

available locally, we will refund the difference 
on production of your receipt and a copy of the advertisement. 

This offer excludes nationally advertised products for supply by mail order. 



HOME CINEMA 

Experience the extraordinary with Lucasfilm THX home cinema. Alvin Gold explains how the system works, 

how to create it at home, and reviews NAD's excellent 208 THX compatible amplifier. 

I
n stark contrast to the plethora of ear
lier multi-dimensional systems - in 
particular QS and CD4, which briefly 
flowered and then died in the Seven

ties- THX can deliver sound of 
breathtaking realism. You 
will be overwhelmed by the 
almost palpable threat of the 
water all around in The Abyss, 
and of the awful nuclear cata
clysm of Terminator 2. Or, as 
the editor prefers it, THX is 
so amazing you can hear the 
rust breathe on the hull of 
Red October as it charges be
neath the ice pack. 

To those raised on tradi
tional two-channel high fi
delity, however, home theatre generally, 
and THX in particular, are a nightmare. 
Dol by Stereo (the engine of home theatre) 
is a technical dog's dinner that can't even 
encode a direction in space unless it lies in 
the room's front quadrant. It doesn't even 
pay lip service to the ideals of accuracy 
that are every hi-fi designer's goal. 

Some suspicion of THX is therefore 
understandable, but there's no escaping 
the fact that people become excited in the 

presence of a good THX demonstration, 
which can far exceed the standard of pres
entation at 99 per cent of commercial 
cinemas. THX makes noises so captivat
ing that I have seen some of my most 

B&W addresses the problems ofTHX home 
cinema with a dedicated speaker system. 

cynical colleagues emerge from demon
strations slack-jawed in awe and surprise. 
In short, THX really does work. 

Created by George 'Star Wars' Lucas' 
Lucasfilm Ltd, THX is based closely on 
Dolby Pro Logic, both designed to repro
duce Dolby Stereo material. However, 
THX is more tightly specified than Pro 

Logic, and it introduces techniques that 
play no part in Dolby. 

The grand idea behind THX is decep
tively straightforward. It is to reproduce 
at the listening position the sound heard 

by the film director at the 
final sound production 
stage. This means a tight 
control over all the impor
tant variables effecting 
sound, including speaker 
placement and tonality, dis
tortion, bandwidth, noise 
levels, headroom and more. 
Implicit in the standard is 
that the sound pressure lev
els achieved on playback 
match those heard at the re

cording stage, which translates into a 
maximum specified 105dBA. 

The THX system design aims to elimi
nate as many uncontrolled variables as 
possible, including the sound of that final 
acoustic. Looking just at domestic THX 
(though cinema THX is very similar in 
principle) sharp directivity is important 
in the front quadrant of the room centred 
on the screen, which is covered by three 
speakers- left, centre and right. 

How to create THX cinema sound at home 

I In an ideal world, using a 2 The centre, or dialogue, 3 Arguably, the most 4 Subwoofers should be 5 A typical complete THX 
front projection TV, the main speaker generally sounds satisfactory arrangement for difficult to locate by ear. system. The equipment rack 
front speakers would be best used just above and THX surround speakers Central positions are still best (shown at the rear of the 
positioned just outside the slightly behind the TV screen, involves using a single pair of though, and two subwoofers room, on the right) consists 
edge of the screen, which with the tweeters pointed at dipolar (that is, THX are better than one. of a THX processor, a signal 
should be 60 inches or more the listener's ears. The approved) side/surround Positioned at different source (LaserDisc is 
wide. In practice though, centre speaker should be speakers, positioned on the distances from the nearest preferred because of its 
position as with normal hi-fi similar in sound to the side wall but well above ear level, walls, resonances tend to superior quality) and a 
speakers, with the tweeters front main speakers, and roughly opposite the main cancel each other out, giving a minimum of three stereo or 
at ear level. should not be used in pairs. listening area. smoother bass response. six mono amplifiers. 
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To allow several people to watch at 
once, horizontal dispersion is wide, but 
vertical directivity is sharply curtailed to 
avoid room resonances and colorations, 
and to reduce the level of early reflections 
from the ceiling (carpeted floors 'muffle' 
reflections) w hlch would impair dialogue. 
Re-equalisation, which involves gentle 
treble roll-off, is applied to the front chan
nels to produce a spectral balance that 
conforms to the THX standard. 

The side and rear speakers are also 
much more stringently specified than is 
the case with plain vanilla Dolby Pro 
Logic. A THX side speaker is dipolar in 
construction, radiating forwards and 
backwards with a figure of eight pattern 
along the sides of the room. The effects 
speaker is then positioned at the sides of 
the listening room, and what the listener 
experiences is a diffuse soundfield. 

The signal is bandwidth limited and 
equalised, to give an 'aural fingerprint' 
-this is also known as 'timbre matching' 
- that is similar to the front speakers. 
'Decorrelation' applies small random 
pitch shifts separately to the left and right 
hand versions of the mono surround chan
nel, so that no central image forms at the 
centre or rear of the listening room. One 
or two subwoofers are normally used 
with THX systems to give the required 
low frequency response. 

In the end though, THX works 
because it fulfils a basic purpose; it 
recreates what the film maker intended 
as closely as possible, leaving aside such 
imponderables as the realism of the 
original recordings. The formats 
mentioned earlier, such asSQ, were hard
ware solutions to a barely understood 
problem, foisted on the market by 
vendors who had a poor appreciation of 
the abilities and limitations of their 
inventions. Ultimately, THX is attracting 
real interest because it is a software driven 
standard which is entirely subservient 
to the intentions of the film director. 

What to play on a THX system 
You will look in vain for THX software at 

your local record shop. You may. however. 

find some Dolby Stereo or Dolby Surround 

titles, such as the RCA Classic Film Scores 
series featuring Charles Gerhardt and the 

National Philharmonic Orchestra. These 

work well through a THX system. 

Television is an embryonic but 

increasingly significant source of Dolby 

recorded material. Northern Exposure is 

made in Dol by Stereo (I'm counting the 

months), as is the latest Star Trek series. 

Many others will, hopefully, follow suit. 

The main source for most THX 

systems, however, is the 5,000 plus 

catalogue of Dolby encoded films made 

since Star Wars. A few titles are labelled as 

THX movies, which usually means the title 

was mixed by Lucasfilm at the Skywalker 

Ranch in California, but all Dolby Stereo 

(or Surround) material is suitable for THX. 

HAD 208 THX approved amplifier 
Full THX certification is only granted to 

amplifiers that deliver a specified power 

output, with a defined sensitivity and 

absolute phase. Frequency responses, signal

to-noise ratios and stability also have to 

meet targets, but all compatible with the 

normal demands of high fidelity. 

The NAD 208 stereo power 

amplifier promises to fulfil the 

THX requirements without 

costing an arm and a leg. For 

just £800, you get a handy 

250W per channel (count 

'em) with a disproportion

ately high short-term peak 

voltage current yield, to 

cope with musical peaks 

and difficult loudspeaker 

loads. The NAD can be 

operated at full output into sub-

one ohm loads, which means it should 

be quite happy driving some shorted-out 

loudspeaker cables! 

High power at low cost has been 

achieved by a technique that NAD employs 

in a number of its amplifiers. lt involves 

using two sets of output MOSFETs, with 

different voltage supplies, the larger of 

which is used to fill in at high levels only, 

with short-term power supply backing. The 

circuit is sophisticated in concept and 

execution, but where corners can be safely 

cut, they have been. Component quality is 

excellent, and the amp is protected by a 

complex 'envelope' circuit, designed to 
prevent damage through abuse without 

effecting sound quality or power output. But 

little has been wasted on the case design or 

the (still substantial) heatsinks. 

Facilities include balanced and unbal

anced inputs (the latter is the more dynamic 

sounding). soft-clipping and a bridging circuit 

to turn the amp into a SOOW monoblok 

with a monstrous I.SkW of short term 

'dynamic' power into eight ohms. 

If the 208 doesn't quite fulfil its promise, 

it never put a foot wrong at any volume 

level on test, no matter how difficult the 

load was electrically, or revealing sonically. 

lt sounded sharp and clear-a little too 

sharp at times -though in a THX system, 

re-equalisation tends to draw attention 

away from this. The level of detail was high 

and dynamics forceful, and not just at high 

levels, where power output became the 

dominant factor, but at relatively low 

listening levels too. 

The bass was powerful and 

well damped, and although it 

was a little lean in charac

ter, THX system require

ments come to the rescue 

once again, as the trend is 

to have a heavy bass with 

typical subwoofers. 

Good as it is, the 208 
lacks the musical wherewithal 

of high-end amplifiers which, it 

seems, it is meant to emulate. lt lacks 

the authority and range of a Krell, the well

rounded analysis and finesse of an Audio 

Research, and most of all, hasn't got the 

smoothness or the transparency of either. 

The NAD has a slightly manipulative air. 

Stereo perspectives seem to subtly, almost 

imperceptibly, alter as the music changes, 

and it is slightly too breathless and pushy 

compared with other truly powerful 

designs. But it doesn't cost silly money, and 

in value terms the 208 is pretty impressive. 

VERDICT 

PROS: THX compliant; cheap for the 

specification level; balanced input option; 

basically decent sound quality. 

CONS: Rather lean in character, a little 

sharp and unatmospheric; can occasionally 

sound synthetic. 

£799.95 

SOUND QUALITY 

••••o 

VALUE FOR MONEY 

••••• 
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LOUDSPEAKERS 

Paul Messenger gets to grips with 22 loudspeakers in his quest for the 

ultimate final link in the hi-(1 chain. 

L 
ast link in the hi-fi chain, 
apart from the listening 
room itself, is a pair of 
speakers. Every h.i-fi 

system needs at least one pair 
to make itself heard. This 
much is obvious; 

actually quite straightforward 
(and a whole lot simpler than 
a TV set). Sound consists of 
vibrations carried to the 
listener by molecules of air. To 
turn the electrical version of 

the music signal which the hi
fi system amplifier delivers, 
into sound which the ears can 
hear, requires a vibrator/ 
motor system (voice coil in 
magnetic field) connected to 

trouble is, nobody 
wants speakers 
which take up 
precious lounge 
space, so all too often 
they end up tucked 
away in the wrong 
places and half 
hidden behind 
furniture. 

This is dumb. You 
don't put the telly 
behind the sofa 
because that makes it 
difficult to watch. 
Much the same 
applies to hearing 
proper stereo sound 
from a pair of 
loudspeakers. These 
display sound just as 
the telly shows 
pictures, and it's just 
as important to put 
them in the right 
place. 

It all comes down 
to how and why they 
work, which is 

How the listening 
tests were done 

A crucial part of Hi-Fi Choice reviews is the blind, panel 

listening test, so-called because the panel is unaware of 

the identity or price of the model under audition. 

The speakers are installed a pair at a time behind an 

acoustically transparent curtain on sites predetermined 

from the measurements to give optimum in-room 

balance. They undergo half-hour presentations, covering 

as broad a range of music and speech as possible and 

split evenly between vinyl and CD sources. 

Care is taken to try and match the relative volume 

of each loudspeaker, though differences in frequency 

balance, bass extension and room drive unavoidably get 

in the way. Grilles are removed if possible to take 

account of the mild influence of the black net curtaining. 

The main drive system comprises Naim amplification 

(NAC52 and NAP 135), backed up by Linn and other 

alternatives. Vinyl disc sources include Linn Sondeks 

with Naim ARO and Linn Ekos tonearms, Linn Arkiv and 

Audio Note /0 cartridges. CD replay comes courtesy of 

Linn Karik/Numerik and Naim COS players. 

Bookshelf speakers were mainly used on Linn Kan, 

Foundation Designer, Heybrook HBSI, Epos ES If and 

Slate Audio stands. Most of the work was done with 

multi-strand Naim NACA5 cable. 
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some form of 
diaphragm (usually 
a cone or dome) to 
shake the air- that 
is, a loudspeaker. 

For hi-fi purposes, 
this should ideally 
respond evenly to all 
the frequencies the 
ear can hear, from 
the deepest sub-bass 
of around 20Hz (20 
vibration cycles per 
second) up to the 
highest audible 
frequencies that 
approach 20,000Hz 
(20kHz). A single 
loudspeaker drive 
unit will either have 
difficulty moving 
enough air to give 
decent bass power, 
or be unable to move 
fast enough to give 
decent treble output. 

Most commercial 
hi-fi speakers 
therefore use two 
drive units: a main 

open-back cone type for the 
bottom two-thirds of the 
audio range, and a smaller 
sealed-back tweeter unit for 
the treble (the top third). A 
crossover network of elec
tronic components divides the 
input signal between the two. 

At the bass end of the band, 
it's essential to keep the 
vibrations coming from the 
front of the cone separate from 
those coming from the back, 
so the whole thing is wrapped 
up inside an enclosure. This 
can be sealed, or may contain 
a port, which helps to rein
force bass output (at some 
expense to phase coherence). 

That's the thumbnail 
loudspeaker, but for stereo 



sound you need two. The 
stereo effect is fragile, relying 
on 'phantom' images created 
by both speakers working 
together. They need to be 
identical, and, if possible 
sitting in very similar acoustic 
surroundings. Getting solid 
stereo images is a major 
reason for using a proper pair 
of stands which provide the 
necessary stable platform. 

Loudspeakers show much 
greater variation and range of 
choice than other hi-fi compo
nents, so choosing the right one 
to suit your pocket or purpose 
represents a bit of a challenge. 
You can spend a thousand 
pounds on an exquisite little 
miniature, or half that on a huge 

boom box. Most people settle 
for something in between. 

The choice may be enor
mous, but most of the con
tenders tend to fall into a few 
typical stereotypes, as re
flected in the cross-section 
r.epresented by our test group. 

As far as sales are con
cerned, the least 

dozen such tinies for this 
group test, and several are by 
no means budget. These 
usually need to be quite close 
to a wall to help reinforce the 
limited bass. They don't go 
really deep anyway, or 
particularly loud. But the little 
main driver and enclosure 

also offer some 

expensive are 
inevitably the 
most popular, 
which means 
the small 
budget 'mini
atures', typi
cally seven 
litres in volume. 
We've gathered 
about half a 

Ratings 
positive advan
tages over 
larger designs. Excellent ••••• 

Very good ••••o 

Good •••oo 

Average ••ooo 

Poor •oooo 

These ratings are a simple 
guide to the sound quality and 

value for money of each 
loudspeaker. 

Next size up 
is the 14 litre 
(approximately) 
'bookshelf' 
model, which 
accounts for 
another ten or 
so of our test 22. 

Like the miniature, this also 
requires decent stands to work 
properly, but usually needs to 
be kept a foot or two out from 
the wall to avoid midbass 
boom, and consequently 
benefits from less midband 
coloration. Sensitivity and 
loudness capability are both 
improved over the miniature. 

Five of the candidates are 
(broadly speaking) compact 
floorstanders, the latest 'type' 
to become a force in the 
market. These are larger and 
more expensive that the seven 
and 14 litre types, but not 
necessarily by as much as one 
might expect. This is because, 
in the first place, part of the 
box is sometimes blocked off 
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LOUDSPEAKERS 

(allowing mass/damping 
material like sand to be 
added) and, in the second 
because there's no need to 
find a further £100 for stands. 
The performance can be 
similar to the bookshelf 
model, or rather greater, 
depending on which configu
ration is chosen. 

Whichever type of speaker 
suits best, it will be available 
in a wide range of prices, 
depending on the quality of 
engineering, presentation and 

finish. To some extent you do 
get what you pay for, in terms 
of content at least, though the 
whole is always rather more 
than the sum of the parts. The 
range of choice will offer 
substantial variations in 
performance across a wide 
range of parameters. A good 
pair of speakers is an essential 
component in the hi-fi chain, 
but bear in mind that the 
better the speaker, the better it 
will show up imperfections 
earlier on in the chain. 

What the Laboratory Reports mean 
Every speaker has a distinct frequency balance which says much about 

the way it will sound. This, and the relative voltage sensitivity, is 

measured in the same room as the listening tests, using a far field 

technique averaged across seven microphone positions (after 

Colloms). The disadvantage of adding the room characteristics to 

those of the speaker is offset by true relevance to the real world 

situation. 

A single isolated in-room response has little value, but consistency 

over several years has built up a large database of comparative 

information. Measurements are made with the speaker close against a 

rear wall and a metre out into the room; intermediate positions 

produce intermediate degrees of midbass reinforcement. 

A perfectly flat straight line is not expected, since low frequencies 

are heavily modified by reflections and room modes. Nevertheless, 

the ideal balance should be as flat and smooth as possible. Gentle 

variations are preferable to sharp discontinuities; prominences are 

more irritating than dips; and a gentle high frequency roll-off usually 

sounds perfectly acceptable. 

CORRECT PHASE 
Conventional single wired connection 

between an amplifier and bi-wirable loudspeakers, with 

bridges across the speaker terminals. it is important to make 

sure that the positive output on the amp is connected to the 

positive terminal on the speaker in order to maintain 

absolute phase. 

SI-WIRING 
Bi-wired connection 

between an amplifier and 

bi-wirable loudspeakers, with two cables 

connected to each terminal on the amp going to the 

individual bass (LF) and treble (HF) sockets on the speaker. 

Again, it is important to connect positive to positive and 

negative to negative to maintain absolute phase. 

How loud will a loudspeaker uo7 
If you really want to annoy 

the neighbours and rattle 

a few window panes, the 

natural temptation is to 

look for a speaker capable 

of handling loads of watts. 

Which is exactly the 

wrong way to go about it. 

The sensitivity rating of 

the loudspeaker is actually 

much more the key to the 

loudness capability of a hi

fi system. 

A 3dB increase in 

sensitivity, say from 86dB to 89dB, means that the speakers will 

sound twice as loud for the same volume control setting of the same 

amplifier. (Note that all our ratings are conservative, comparative 

and averaged across the bass and midrange.) 

The snag is the impedance. A 4ohm loudspeaker actually draws 

twice the current (and hence power) as an 8ohm design for the 

same volume control setting, so its true sensitivity in terms of 

conversion efficiency is actually 3dB less. The other trick which can 

be used to enhance sensitivity is simply to let the bass roll off a bit 

early, which of course is a shame. 

Why you need stands 
Fact: a £I 00 pair of miniatures on a £I 00 pair of stands will sound 

better than a pair of £200 speakers stuck on a convenient bookshelf. 

Whatever its specific sonic character and interaction with the 

speaker, stands ensure that both speakers are at the right height, 

and that both have identical mechanical support. 
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Celestion 3 

N 
ot the first Celestion speaker to 

carry the 3 logo, this latest £ 130 

version looks superiicially very simi

lar to its successful predecessor, 

Recommended way back in issue 78. lt is, 
however, a very different design, featuring 
a reflex parted enclosure in place of the 
sealed box loading of the original. 

A more recent point of reference is 
the relatively new I, which rated a Best 

Buy at the beginning of this year (issue 
I 04) but which is, in fact, a somewhat less 

expensive package, and clearly aimed at a 

rather different kind of customer. 

The 3 is certainly larger than some 

miniatures, and feels more beefily built 
besides. The drivers follow current Celes

tion practice and use a moulded plastic 

frame, which makes sure the baffie cos
metics look nice and tidy if the grille is left 
off The gnlle itself is an innocuous affair. 

UNDER £ISO LOUDSPEAKERS 

The main driver has a pretty substan

tial magnet to drive a small I OOmm paper 

cone with a wide, soft surround. The 

tweeter has a 25mm silver dome, prob

ably of plastic, with protection and phase 
compensation provided by three horizon
tal bars. Coarse but well-tightened 
woodscrews fix the drivers to the I 2mm 
chipboard box. Parted at the rear, the 
single terminal pair feeds a fairly simple 

hardwired crossover that connects to the 

drivers using tag clips. 

Sound quality 
Although one listener was happy enough 

with the sound of the 3, the rest of the 

panel was decidedly underwhelmed by its 
generally uninspiring performance. 

The lack of obvious specific colora
tions and the good overall balance and 
smoothness are points in this speaker's 

favour. There's also a fair measure of 

weight for a modest size model. But these 

plus points can't make up for the stodgy 

lack of liveliness and indifferent timing. 

factors which make listening through the 
presentation of the sound into the music 
itself distinctly hard work. 

Conclusion 
it's hard to believe that both the I and the 
3 emanate from the same company and 

design team. Whereas the former sounded 
lively and entertaining in its rather cnude 

way, this larger. more upmarket model is 

more sophisticated in the tnue and un

complimentary meaning of the word. it's 
even-handed to a fault, and can only really 
be recommended for insomniacs. 

Celestion International Ltd, Foxha/1 Road, 
Ipswich IP3 B)P. m (0473) 723 131 

Laboratory Report 
Given the change in the bass loading technique, comparison with the original 3 is 

particularly interesting. The newer version certainly has more midbass output, which 

is welcome enough, but has also managed a marginal increase in sensitivity too. What's 

more, the design team has accomplished both of these without sacrificing an inherently 

benign and easily driven impedance that is unlikely to embarrass even the least able 

amplifier. 

Whereas the original 3 demanded close-to-wall siting, this new model is much less 
critical and is actually very tolerant of location. The responses are pretty smooth for 

a budget speaker, especially close to the wall where the gently down-tilted overall 

trend from bass to treble tends to resolve into three distinct steps. The net effect is 

likely to be a conservative and laid back sound. 

Size (hxwxdl 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
Large room/space LF roll-off 
(-6dB rei midband) 
large room/walllf roll-off 
(-6d8 rei midbandl 
large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

Verdict 
Well engineered; 
could make up 
for an aggressive 
system. 

So laid back and 
boring it's in 
danger of falling 
over or asleep. 

£129.00 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••ooo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
•••oo 

30.5x18.5x22cm 
4kg 

20-BOW 
lftfromwall 

±5dB 

50Hz 

48Hz 

below -15dB 
87dB 

very good 
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Placed clear of walls the mid is smooth but bass is 

light and treble a bit dull 
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Close-to-wall siting gives smooth but determinedly 

down-tilted overall balance 

Impedance stays at or above 6ohms, and represents 

an easily driven load 



UNDER £.ISO LOUDSPEAKERS 

Goodmans Maxim 

T 
he original Maxim first appeared 

nearly 30 years ago, stunning the hi
fi world by showing what could be 

achieved from a tiny box. The name 

was then revived in 1986 as the Maxim 2. 
Its Maxim 3 replacement entered the 
commercial equation only last year (re
viewed in issue I 06) but was arguably less 
successful than its predecessor, which partly 
explains its relatively short lifespan. 

In fact, this new Maxim owes a great 
deal to its predecessor, despite a few 

obvious cosmetic changes. 

The tough little box is the same shape 

as before, with the same baffe treatment 

that tucks the drivers up neatly under a 

fabric laminate, but renders the reviewer 
unable to assess build without creating 
cosmetic mayhem. The box has changed 

in detail, the ported IS mm chipboard rear 
panel being inset to help stiffen the now 

unbraced 12mm wrap, while the baffe 

appears to be ISmm MDF. 
The driver complement looks the same 

too (although it's not, see later), with a 

90mm plastic main cone driven from a 
respectable magnet. alongside a small 
20mm metal dome tweeter. Both are 
hardwired to a simple cr-ossover with 
some better than basic components. 

Sound quality 
Although the Maxim didn't repeat the 

giant-killing act canried out by two of the 

cheapies in this report, it did respectably 

enough in an overall group context, fa

vourably impressing half the panel. 
Measurements notwithstanding, the 

bass doesn't really seem to canry any more 
weight or power than others of its ilk. The 
smoothness and low coloratron help es
tablish an accurate and precise soundstage 

with little boxiness, but there's some lack 

of life and overall time coherence. it's a 

neutral and self-effacing sound which of

fers plenty of detail, but which is also 
somehow rather ungenerous and lacking 

in vigour and enthusiasm. 

Conclusion 
Smoother than its predecessor and with 
more bass, this latest Maxim looks a good 

proposition for those willing to forego the 

pleasure of high ultimate loudness.lt's not 
one of those occasional miniatures that 

performs way out of its price class. But it 

does offer a well-balanced set of strengths 

and few weaknesses considering its price, 
sufficient to retain Recommendation. 

Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd. 3 Ridgeway, 
Havant, Hants P09 IJS. 
1:1 (0705) 492 777 

Verdict 
Small budget 
design; smooth 
sound, with 
extended bass. 

Sounds small 
and ungenerous; 
needs a decent 
amplifier. 

£119.95 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
•••oo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 

•••oo 

Laboratory Report 
This may look very like the Maxim 3, but the measurements show it is a quite different 

loudspeaker- much smoother and with more bass. The bass driver takes significantly 

more current (and hence power) from the driving amplifier than before. Since the 

overall sensitivity remains a relatively modest 85dB, the consequences are a 

substantial improvement in both bass output and extension. Further clues are seen 

in a slight reduction in the fundamental driver/box resonance (from 95Hz down to 

85Hz), probably due to a rise in cone mass, and a re-tuning of the port output to 

around 45Hz (down from 65Hz). 

The very positive net result is unusually good extension for a miniature, good 

tolerance of positioning and a most impressively smooth overall balance, albeit with 

a gentle mid-to-treble down-tilt. 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
large room/space LF roll-off 
(-6dB rei midband) 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
1-SdB ref midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

26x17 x20cm 
3kg 

20-70W 
q u ite clos e to waif 

±4dB 

30Hz 

30Hz 

below-13dB 
85dB 

quite demanding 

, .. CJ:WifiJ I "')�fi11 1 :FFIHt Ill 
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Nice even balance but a bit bass light when clear 

of walls 

Close-to-wall placement helps to fill out the bass a 

bit; good extension for box size 

Impedance lower than earlier Maxims; amp ought to 

have reasonable 4ohm drive capability 
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It costs the same 

to get it right 

as it does to get 
• 

It wrong. 
You don't have to be a complete Hi-Fi nut to 

appreciate great sound, and contrary to popular myth, 

you don't have to spend a fortune on it. 

After all, even a stacking system that you can pick 

up anywhere will set you back a few hundred pounds, 

and you can really hear the difference between one of 

these and one of our systems! 

At The Listening Rooms, we pride ourselves on 

matching your needs with exactly the right equipment, 

(even on a budget), and because we also stock the best, 

that's what you get. 

What you'll also get is sound professional advice 

and a chance to relax and listen to some of the world's 

finest Hi-Fi equipment. 

What you won't get is any pressure. 

35 years combined experience. 

Two fully equipped listening rooms. 

Home installation service. 

Multi-room design and installation. 

2 years Parts and Labour Guarantee. 

Home cinema surround-sound. 

LtNN • QuAD • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • ARCAM • AuotOLAB • AcousTIC ENERGY • SME • Auoto REsEARCH • KRELL • CLASS£ Auom • WADIA • THETA • MtcROMEGA 

APoGEE • MARTIN LoGAN • SoNus FABER • KoETSU • MusiCAL FmELITY • REvox • RacERS • PtoNEER • TANNOY • STAX • SvsTEMDEK • PtNK TRIANGLE • MICHELL 

MoNITOR Auo1o • Y AMAHA • MARANTZ • KEF • BosE • CELESTION • EPOs • MtssiON • DENON • NEAT PETITE 

listening 
f OOlll S 

The Listening Rooms Ltd., 161 Old Brompton Rd. London SW5 OLJ. Tel: 071- 244 7750/59. Fax: 071.-370 0192. 

Visa, Access, American Express. Export and credit facilities. Monday- Saturday !Oam-6pm. Nearest Tu�: South Kensington or Gloucester Road. 



JPW Mini Monitor 

I 
was quite reluctant to include this JPW 

model in the test. simply because it's 

manufactured exclusively for a single 

retail chain, Richer Sounds. it's a suc

cessful chain, with shops around the coun

try and a mail order operation. But its 

reputation is based on sales per square 

foot and competitive pricing, rather than 

real enthusiasm for demonstration. 

However, independent retailers aren't 

particularly interested in £60 speakers 

anyway, never mind taking the t1me to 

demonst1·ate such a low profit item. Be

sides, JPW's budget speakers have im

pressed in the past. so I was intrigued to 

see how this ultra-small and light con

tender could stand up to the competition. 

Small dimensions and lightwe1ght con

struction are by no means disadvanta

geous characteristics for a loudspeaker. 

Although bass extension and weight are 

inevitably lacking, the small front panel 

promotes good stereo. 

Componentry could hardly be other 

than very basic. The main driver has a 

9Smm doped paper cone in a pressed 

frame, while the tweeter is a version of the 

inexpensive but very well-respected Audax 

unit that has been used in many successful 

miniature speakers. 

The black textured finish box is built 

from 12mm chipboard, lightly filled with a 
strip of wadding. The drivers and simple 

crossover are all hardwired, which is a plus 

point at any price. 

Sound quality 
The Mini Monitor has a decent enough 

balance and fine overall clarity, along with 

good basic timing and imaging. However, 

there's not much in the way of weight, 

scale, welly or drive. The sound is detailed 

and infonmative enough, but lacks drama, 

excitement and solidity Despite a slight 

spittiness, voices are clean, clear and natu

rally balanced, with a lack of coloration 

that would be creditable at several times 

the price. 

Conclusion 
This is a pretty decent little loudspeaker 

that sells at a price that's very 1mpressive 

indeed, and well worth a Best Buy swing

tag. While it doesn't really have the grunt 

to do justice to a full hi-fi system, it's an 

obvious budget choice for a bedroom 

system, as extension speakers elsewhere 

around the house, or as the rear channels 

in a full surround sound AV system. 

JPW Loudspeakers Ltd, Ocean Quay, Rich

mond Walk, Plymouth, Devon PL I 4LL. 

� (0752) 607 000 

Laboratory Report 
Given the cost constraints, some performance limitations are only to be expected, and 

no one could call the Mini Monitor a star performer, especially where smoothness is 

concerned. Unusually among miniature speakers, this is a sealed box design, which is 

by no means a bad thing. Certainly it gives the (presumably low cost) amplifier a rather 

easier low frequency load to handle, and also gives useful bass extension for the box 

size, albeit at some expense in power handling. 

Sensitivity is a fairly modest 85d8 and the bass-to-mid response is rather uneven, 

though the overall trend is pretty well-balanced when the midbass is reinforced by 

close-to-wall siting. The main midband is a little lean and the upper mid a shade 

prominent but the crossover looks very well integrated and the treble reasonably 

smooth and well judged. 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
large room/space LF roll-off 
l-6dB rei midband) 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
1·6dB rei midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

l,ol 
Verdict 

Very, very 
cheap, and also 
pretty 
competent. 

No real bass or 
welly; a bit 
squashed and 
uneven sounding. 

� r59.00 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••ooo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
• •••• 

27x18x17cm 
2kg 

20-60W 
close to wall 

±4d8 

50Hz 

50Hz 

below -13d8 
85d8 

fair 

'"{Lifff-TW I -�[$J+B11Il 
SO lOO 200 SOO lk 2k Sk IOk 20k SO 100 200 SOO lk 2k Sk IOk 20k 

::.HittftN . 
Free space -siting is not a serious proposition bass· 

wise; sensitivity is modest 
Close-to-wall placement results in a very respectable 

in-room balance above 50Hz 

SO 100 200 SOO 1 k 2k 5k lOk 20k 

Impedance should be easily driven by budget (and 

surround sound) amplifiers 
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Wharfedale CRS3 

W 
harfedale's cute little Diamond 

redefined the miniature loud
speaker during the Eighties, and is 
now in its fifth generation. But of 

all the baby Wharfedales that have come 
the way of this reviewer in recent years, 
the cheaper, larger and less glamorous 
Delta 30.2 was the one that most im
pressed, registering a confident Best Buy in 
issue 98. 

The even less intriguingly named CRS3, 

which is the subject of this review, is very 
evidently its replacement. it's still the 
unfash1onably ugly duckling, although at 
least we're spared the D30.2's rather vio
lent graphics. The actual price-tag IS a little 
vague, with as much as {_I 30 appearing on 
some lists. However, a senior company 
spokesman picked £90 as a 'typical going 
price', while admitting you can find it for 
even less down at Dixons this month. 

Whatever the exact figure, 1t's still 
surprisingly low considering the box is 
larger and just as substantially built as 
models costing half as much again- and 
considerably more so than the little £60 
JPW included in this test group. 

Its problem, commercially speaking, is 
that it's such an unfashionable shape -
singularly wider, higher and shallower than 
the current marl<et nonm.lt's tidily enough 
finished in woodgrain vinyl, with discreet 
graphics beneath a decidedly unpromising 
wooden frame grille. Chuck this away, and 
put up with the fact that the drivers are 
surface-mounted. 

Basic it may be, but there's nothing 
much wrong with the ingredients that 
make up this package, or the solid way it's 
all been put together. Tight but coarse
pitch wood screws secure the drivers to a 
front-parted ISm m chipboard box. lightly 

filled with absorbent damping 
felt. The single tenminal pair feeds 
a minimalist crossover that con
nects by tag clips to the driver 
tenminals. 

The main driver has a mod
est magnet and pressed steel 
frame, plus a 127mm paper cone 
and thin plastic surround. The 
tweeter has a small 19mm soft 
plastic dome with slight horn 
amplification. 

Sound quality 
Occasionally a real cheapie does 
remarl<ably well under our blind 
listening conditions. it happened 
with the D30 and now the CRS3 

has repeated the trick, impress
ing the panel less for any abso
lute superiority but more for 
the way its various attnbutes 
have been carefully balanced to 
give a fine net result overall. 

There are limitations, includ
ing a degree of bass boxiness and voice 
band coloration that falls well short of the 
sophisticated. But its enthusiasm makes 
ample compensation, the speaker sound
ing less compressed than some miniature 
rivals, giving a reasonable impression of 
dynamics alongside good basic timing. 

Conclusion 
Although it's now called a CRS3, this speaker 
remains very similar to its Best Buy Delta 

30 and 30.2 predecessors, and JUst as 
obviously deserves to continue carrying 
this magazine's whole-hearted endorse
ment. it may not be the prettiest or most 
fashionable box around, but sound per 
pound there's nothing to match it. 

Wharfedale Loudspeakers Ltd, Sandleas 

Way, Crossgate, Leeds LS 15 BAL. 

a (0532) 601 222 

Laboratory Report 
Even disregarding its ultra-competitive price, the CRS3 turns in a pretty impressive 
set of test results, with a fine overall balance when sited close against a wall - even 
if it does show a certain amount of midrange and treble uneveness. The presence and 
lower treble ouput is a little lacking, while the main treble peaks up rather at 8kHz 
(just as the impedance dips). 

Sensitivity is a generous 88d8/W, and that is a genuine watt since the load 
presented to the presumably budget amplifier is fundamentally benign, despite 
dropping quite noticeably at high frequencies. Even though the fundamental driver/ 
box resonance is at a high ish I OOHz, tuning the port to 50Hz - an octave below this 
- helps give quite respectable bass extension, albeit at some cost in low frequency 
power handling. 

Size lhxwxd) 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 

large room/space lF roll-off 
(·SdB rei midband) 

large room/walllF roll-off 
I·SdB rei midband) 

large room output at 20Hz 
I rei midbandl 
Estimated midrange sensitivity {ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic {ease of drive) 

Verdict 
Enthusiastic, 
and above all 
communicative; 
a real bargain. 

Looks boring 
and sounds a bit 
coloured and 
uneven. 

£129.90 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••••o 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••••• 

38x22x18cm 
4.5kg 

15-60W 
close to wall 

±5d8 

55Hz 

50Hz 

below-16d8 
88dB 

fairly good 

�{JfffftBl ·£�rfH4:ffTi� I ::IWtt±tl l 
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Balance is bass shy when sited clear of walls; treble 
a shade exposed 
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Wall reinforcement gives fine in-room balance above 
50Hz; slightly peaky treble 

Basically easy to drive, high frequency dip could 
embarrass some cheap amps 



B&W2003 

8 &W's new 2000 series of budget 

bookshelf speakers made its debut 

in issue I I 8, with the tiny {_ 120 

200 I ,  which managed a Recom
mendation. This issue's entrant is two 

steps further up a four-rung ladder, costs 
{_ 190, occupies roughly twice the volume 

and weighs more than half as much again. 

lt is, in short, the classic large bookshelf 

package, brought into the Nineties by 

tooling up for volume product1on with a 

large, plastic -moulded baffle. The fifth year 

might regard the styling as rad, but those 

of more advanced years might consider 

the assertive baffle curve and stripes, and 
the inset porthole grilles, naff. A word of 
warning- no attempt should be made to 
remove the perforated plastic grilles. 

Whatever its effect upon the appear
ance, there are sound acoustic and me

chanical reasons for adopting this particu-

- PEAKERS 

lar plastic moulding solution. The shape 

and striations help avoid baffle standing 

waves and promote good dispersion, while 

internal webbing gives structural stiffness. 
Whereas the 200 I uses a 30mm metal 

dome tweeter, this larger model has a 
25mm soft plastic dome device. The main 

driver has a I I Smm doped paper cone 

with soft surround, built into a rather 

shallow and occlusive plastic basket with a 

small magnet. A single terminal pair feeds 

a simple hardwired crossover which con

nects via spring tags to the drive units. 

Sound quality 
The neutral balance certainly helps the 

2003 give a good account of itself, but only 
one member of the listening panel showed 

any real enthusiasm for the even

handedness of the package as a whole. 

The other listeners noted the punchy and 

upfront presentation, but complained that 

vocal intelligibility remained below par. 
The bass has weight and extension, 

but it's also box-bound, squashed and 
lacking in vim and vigour, showing little 

comprehension of the verb to boogie. 
Neither dynamics nor dynamic range 

seemed in any way convincing. 

Conclusion 
This looks superfcially an effective enough 

package at a competitive price. The neu

tral frequency balance is a major strength, 

but the dynamic and timing aspects of the 

musical presentation are disappointing. Ifs 
all front, with an effective and immediate 
'grab-you' appeal which quickly palls. 

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, Mar/borough Rd, 
Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing, West 

Sussex BN 15 BTR. 2 (0903) 7 50 7 50 

Verdict 
Decent size box; 
clever baffle; 
neutral balance; 
unusual styling. 

Poor dynamics; 
indifferent 
timing; unusual 
styling. 

£189.95 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
•oooo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
•••oo 

Laboratory Report 
Following the example set by its baby brother, the 2003 has an unusually well-balanced 

response for what is a fair-sized speaker by today's standards. lt's clearly better 

balanced if kept at least 2ft out from the wall, whereupon the in-room response stays 

within tight limits from 30Hz up to 15kHz, with just a mild broad loss of energy through 

the upper mid/lower treble. One reason for the relatively good bass extension is that 

the port is tuned to around 40Hz. This takes place well below the natural 70Hz driver/ 

box resonance. 

Sensitivity measures a very respectable 88d8 from our 2.83V voltage source, 

though that is not an indication of higher than average conversion efficiency as the 

rather low impedance will extract considerably more current from the driving 

amplifier than a traditional Bohm load. 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
Large room/space LF roll-off 
l·&dB rei midbandl 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
1-&dB rei midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(rot midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

43x21x25cm 

5kg 
15-100W 

2ft from wall 

±4dB 

30Hz 

28Hz 

below -16dB 
88dB 

quite demanding 

... I@lfTII I ··I�®FFPRJ I ::Frf±TH\1 1 
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Free space placement shows a very even in-room 

balance with slight presence loss 

Close-to-wall siting over-emphasises midbass, but 

remain even elsewhere 

Lowish midband impedance, so choose an amp with 

good 4ohm drive capabilities 
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§:f§��ili� LOOK LEFT! 

The photograph on the left cannot do 
justice to the NEW NAJM NAIT 

amplifier and NAT 03 tuner we now 
have on demonstration. 

NEW STYLE- Full width design with 
electronic switching for the NAIT 

and digital display for the NAT 03. 

BETTER PERFORMANCE - The 

NAT 03 offers stunning FM at realis
tic price and the NAIT is now 30wpc. 



£150-£250 LOUDSPEAKERS , 

Castle Trent 11 

L 
ittle more than a year ago, a pretty 

speaker called the Storm Grey Trent 

priced at {_ 130 came 1n for review 

and subsequent Recommendation 

(issue I 02). In the meantime, Castle has 

come under new management, and a new 

Trent has appeared. this time in a lovely 
rosewood-type real wood veneer but 

priced at a more substantial £229. For the 

poverty stricken, a version with less tasty 

veneer is available for {_ 190. 
Surface finish apart, this model looks 

similar to its predecessor, but closer in

spection reveals some significant changes. 

The most important of which is that the 

main driver now uses a plastic rather than 
a paper cone. 

There is a grille but not, I suspect, one 

intended for serious use, so it's a pity the 

mounting lugs are so obvious. The main 

driver is rebated into the baffe but the 

tweeter is surface-mounted. The former 

has an undisguised pressed steel frame 

and a handsome magnet with which to 

drive the I OOmm plastic cone, while the 

latter is an example of Castle's own unu

sual annulus type tweeter. Both are fitted 

using rather coarse woodscrews which 
were fairly tight. Bi-wire te1minals are 
mounted directly onto a large PCB which 

accomodates the fairly simple crossover 

components. 

Sound quality 
The Trent received a mixed reception 

from the listening panel, with praise for the 

natural, even balance but some cnticism of 

a slightly dull and fiat quality, obvious lack 

of weight power and drive, and a rather 

uningratiating treble character. 
The overall marks were certainly am

ple to justify its modest price, and the 

sound has some drama and liveliness with 

pretty good t1ming. The clear and open 

mid band is its greatest strength, but there 

was always the feeling that it's a solid 

rather than inspired performer. The Trent 

tries hard and almost makes 1t, but it 

remains a bit time-smeared, gentle and 
shut in - a bit boxy and lacking in drive. 

Conclusion 
The Trent is certainly pretty enough and 
competent enough to justify formal Rec

ommendation. However, there remains a 

lurking suspicion in my mind that it could 

be made better still, and that the 

changeover from paper to plastic cone 

might not have been entirely positive. 

Castle Acoustics Ltd. Pork Hill, Shortbonk 

Rood, Skipton, N Yorks BD23 2TT 
\':: (0756) 795 333 

Verdict 
Well presented; 
a good sound at 
a competitive 
price. 

A bit small and 
dull sounding; 
treble could be 
sweeter. 

£189.90 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
•••oo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••••o 

Laboratory Report 
You don't get any real bass from this compact design, which cuts off pretty rapidly 

below 50Hz (even more so than its predecessor). This is largely because the port system 

is tuned to a relatively high 70Hz, a factor which will promote power handling at the 

expense of extension. However, you do get an easy amplifier load and a generous 88· 

89d8 sensitivity, which is a fair exchange. 

Some wall reinforcement is mandatory here, whereupon the Trent delivers a fine 

in-room balance that holds within tight limits from 50Hz right up to 13kHz, the overall 

trend characterised by a relatively mild mid-to-treble down-tilt. The balance is 

certainly smoother than most, including its predecessor, with obvious improvements 

in integration around the crossover region and slightly better maintained upper treble 

than before too. 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz· 10kHz 
large room/space LF roll-off 
(-6d8 rei midbandl 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
1·6dB rei midbandl 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midbandl 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic tease of drive) 

33.5x18x20cm 
4kg 

15·70W 
close to wall 

±4dB 

50Hz 

50Hz 

below -16dB 
BBdB 

very good 

{JfflRi� I "EfHHTfflJ I ::Ri1'ffttTH I 
50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 

SO 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk lOk 20k 

Away from walls midband is very even but the bass 

very dry and restrained 

Close-to-wall position helps boost midbass and 

improve overall balance 

Despite good sensitivity, impedance stays above 

6ohms and will be easy to drive 
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Legend 11 

L 
egend is a pseudonymous sub-brand 

of Ph1lips. With a research budget 
rivalling the GDP of many small coun

tries. the labs have a tendency to 

come up with interesting products which 

don't fit in with current marketing strate

gies. This cute little speaker doesn't really 

mesh with Philips' current German ori

ented hi-fi separates, so the Legend is 

being marketed as a separate entity. 

Visually, it's all baffle. The review pair 

didn't come with grilles, so I had no option 
but to take note of - and derive a 

modicum of pleasure from - the ex
tremely substantial and aesthetically domi
nant moulded front panel. it's cunningly 

curved for sound acoustic reasons, and 

finished 1n rather indifferently simulated 

granite. lt looks interesting enough, but 

tends to make the rest of the box seem a 

bit of an afterthought. 

£150-£250 LOUDSPEAKERS 

Getting at the innards proved beyond 

the capabilities of my normally adequate 
tool kit and so I had to rely upon the 

manufacturer's blurb. Certainly the crosso

ver has high-power air-cored chokes, but 
the PCB basis and tag connections don't 

get any extra audiophile brown1e points. 

Blandly finished in black textured vinyl, 
the box is beeJY enough, with 17mm wrap 

and ISmm back. The main driver has a 

125mm cone, allegedly of glass fibre, with 

a thin surround, while the tweeter has a 
25mm soft plastic dome. 

Sound quality 
The listening panel was well-impressed by 

the Legend, placing it comfortably at the 

head of the class for its size and price. Its 

fiaws and limitations - the lack of bass 

weight and three-humped character -

were clearly Identified under blind condi-

tions, but not considered serious defects 
in the context of the engaging dynamics 
and its persuasive communication. 

A touch bright for some tastes and 

systems perhaps, the sound can become a 

bit splashy and spitty on certain material. 

But it's also L!nfailingly open, lively and 

unboxy, maintaining convincing dynamic 

contrasts at high and low sound levels. 

Conclusion 
An artful combination of tradit1on and 

high technology, the Legend hovers be

tween Best Buy and Recommended sta

tus. I'm going to shove it into the former 

group because of its fun factor- its ability 

to make music making entertaining. 

Phi lips Consumer Electronics Ltd, City House, 

4 20-4 30 London Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 
3QR 0::: (081) 689 2 166 

Laboratory Report 
Sensitivity is a useful 88dB. More importantly, and this is a genuine 88dB which is 

uncompromised by a fairly mild (predominantly 6ohm) impedance. impedance. 

However, there is the expected trade-off in bass extension, which doesn't extend much 

below 50Hz in-room. This is because the port is tuned to a highish 70Hz, which by way 

of compensation will provide useful control over the 85Hz natural driver/box 

resonance. 

Clearly favouring a site quite close to a wall in order to reinforce the midbass, the 

balance stays within good ±4dB limits between 50Hz-15kHz, but shows more than a 

touch of 'three-humped' character. This is bound to add a measure of coloration, even 

though in this case the net broad-spectrum balance- the relative quantities of bass, 

mid and treble decades - should be about right. 

Size (hxwxdl 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
large room/space LF roll·off 
l-6dB rei midband) 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
1·6dB rei midband) 
large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1 m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

Verdict 
Loads of fun; 
plenty of good 
entertainment; 
very fair price. 
A bit coarse and 
coloured; can 
sound a bit too 
bright. 

£199.99 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••••• 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••••o 

37x21x30cm 
6kg 

15-70W 
1ft from wall 

±4d8 

50Hz 

48Hz 

below -16dB 
88dB 
good 

, .. fiifO I .. ffllffFI I ::.iTl11st I M 
50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk IOk 20k SO lOO 200 SOO lk 2k Sk IOk 20k 

50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 

Clear of walls bass is light and lower mid and treble 

both a bit strong 
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Close-to-wall site gives slight bass heaviness and 

three-humped character 

Impedance is easy enough to drive, staying at or 

above 6ohms throughout 
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Pioneer S-4UK 

A 
standard bookshelf-size parted two
way design, this Pioneer speaker 
looks neat enough, following cur
rent fashion by being narrower than 

it is deep, but all is decidedly anonymous 
and understated. There's a neat grille with 
a fairly unobstructive moulded surround, 
while those who prefer to leave the speaker 
unclothed will note that both dnvers are 
neatly rebated- though the main driver's 
pressed frame is undisguised. 

The speaker is actually manufactured 
at Pioneer's capacious Spanish speaker 
factory, and hits the UK market-place 
canrying a £250 price-tag. which seems a 
trifle high for a simple vinyl wood grain box 
of this size. The justification is doubtless 
the audiophile less-means-more-so-costs
more argument, and to be fair this is a 
tough little box.lt's built from 20mm stock 
throughout. The main driver has a decent 

size magnet to drive the little I OOmm 
paper cone too, but there's no box brac
ing, and if the wadding and crossover were 
any more minimalist they'd disappear. 

What you're really paying for here is 
simplicity and build quality, plus the knowl
edge that this design has been developed 
by someone who cares, and who places 
audiophile values ahead of more transi
tory market trends. The drivers are se
cured by well-tight bolts, while the 'crosso
ver' consists of just a single capacitor. 

Sound quality 
The panel reacted rather negatively to the 
S-4UK, finding it a confusing speaker with 
an odd mixture of strengths and weak
nesses which resulted in varying reactions 
from track to track. 

The relative lack of treble gives a some
what shut in quality to voices, but the 

rather hyped upper midband gives extra 
bite to leading edges. it's a combination 
that sounds 1n1tially appealing but proves 
rather insistent and fatiguing over time, 
with some ever present nasality. Dynam
ics are fair and the dynamic range is pretty 
good, but the port output is more notable 
for its enthusiasm than its intelligibility. 

Conclusion 
An odd mixture of good and ill, the hyped 
midband did rather let down the S-4UK 
under our listening conditions. And al
though I didn't have an A-400 amp to 
hand, I can't help feeling that the speaker's 
tailoring could well help compensate for 
some of the amp's limitations. 

Pioneer Hi-Fi (GB) Ltd, Pioneer House, 
Hollybush Hill, Stoke Pages, Slough SL2 4QP. 

� (0753) 789 500 

Verdict 
Lively and 
explicit; vivid 
detailing and 
good dynamics. 

Pricey; lacks 
balance; hyped 
upper mid can 
get tiresome. 

£250.00 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 

••ooo 
VALUE FOR MONEY 

•••oo 

Laboratory Report 
The basic outline specification is pretty much par for the course, though bass extension 

cuts off sharply below 50Hz because the port has been tuned to 65Hz in order to help 

control the excursion of the little cone (which, curiously, has a natural box resonance 

at a surprisingly low 70Hz). Sensitivity is a very respectable 88dB, especially since this 

is achieved alongside a mild and easily driven impedance. 

The comparison of close-to-wall and free-space siting clearly favours the latter, and 

the overall balance holds within respectable enough limits. However, this speaker does 

have a problem, and this is that an octave of the upper mid band (600Hz-1.6kHz) is 

quite dramatically (3-4dB) over-exposed, with potentially serious subjective conse

quences. The latter might have been rather less obvious had the treble output been 

some 3d8 higher. 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz· 10kHz 
Large room/space LF roll-off 
1·6d8 ref midband) 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
1·6dB ref midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(ref midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

37x21x28cm 
6kg 

20·80W 
2ft from wall 

±5dB 

50Hz 

50Hz 

below-15dB 
88dB 

very good 

--{RifilUJ "{BJttf�EJ I ::ITI11fl l 
50 lOO 200 500 lk 2k Sk IOk 20k SO lOO 200 SOO lk 2k Sk IOk 20k 

50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk JOk 20k 

Clear of walls, bass cuts off below 50Hz and upper 

mid is rather exposed 
Wall reinforcement adds bass boom to upper mid 

prominence 

Impedance holds comfortably above 6ohms 

throughout the band 
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Tannoy 607 Mkll 

' annoy's hexagonal and difficult to 
stack Sixes have been a regular fea
ture of my hallway this past couple of 
years. as we worked our way through 

the seven-strong range. Then. having 
seemed to get right through to the end of 

the line. Tannoy introduces the Mk/1 vari

ations, the first of which tumed.up just in 

time for this 1ssue. 

it's not easy to tell the Mkffs from their 
predecessors unless you know what to 
look for. The hexagon cabinet remains 
much as before. save for substitution of 
the previous tortoise-shell pattemed lami
nate top surface by an altogether more 
sombre black, apparently chosen after 
extensive comparative listening tests. 

Other changes include a significant 
modification to the metal dome tweeter 
fitted to the conventional (non-dual

concentric) models. which has now been 

anodised to lighten, harden, stiffen and 
colour gold the moving element. The 607 
If, which is the subject of this review, 
features some further specif1c crossover 
modifications and goes on sale at £220. 
where 1ts predecessor (tested very re

cently in 1ssue I I 8) cost £200. 
Aside from these specif1cs, the pack

age is effectively the same as before. The 

unique hexagonal cabinet not only looks 

attractive and distinctive, it also perfonms 
useful mechanical and acoustical functions. 
conferring rigity without recourse to brac
ing, and de-concentrating the intemal hori
zontal standing waves. 

The plastic top and base are con
nected by a single brace coupled to the 
main driver magnet. and the enthusiastic 
have the option of adding mass loading 

within the hollow base. Grilles and mesh 
tweeter protection are both best left off in 

order to get as much as possible 
out of the tweeters. Build and 

engineering content is good. 

Sound quality 
The long and short of it IS that 
the 607 sounded dull but got 
away with it. while the 607 If 
sounds positively gloomy and 
didn't. That's not to say it dis
graced itself. lt still has just 
about the best bass/mid combi

nation around for under £300, 
giving lots of bass detail and little 

boxiness, with good dynamics 
and a fine sense of scale, open
ness. drama and power. 

But the lack of proJection 
and presence takes the edge off 
the excitement, which left sev
eral of the panel less than fully 
involved. The overall rankings 
proved significantly below those 
so recently achieved by the 

original 607. 

Conclusion 
Although the various changes T annoy has 
wrought to the 607 all appear to repre
sent individual improvements, a loud
speaker design is more than the sum of its 

parts. The original 607 was particularly 
successful in emphasising its strengths and 
disguising its limitations. while this Mk/1 

version has let the mask slip a little, and is 
less well-balanced overall. The strengths 

are still there, sufficient to drag th1s com
petitively priced model finmly 1nto the 

Recommended ranks. But it's recom
mended to those with bright rooms and/ 
or systems, and not the full Best Buy rating 
so fleetingly enjoyed by its predecessor 

T annoy Ltd. Roseha/1 Industrial Estate, 

Coatbridge, Strathclyde MLS 4TF. 

� (0236) 420 /99 

Laboratory Report 
Since the original 607 was fully tested only four months ago, the results for this 607 

11 should be directly and unambiguously comparable, The effect of the crossover change 

on the impedance trace is mild indeed, amounting to a very slight increase in the 

network/tweeter impedance. The balance change is also quite subtle, but significant 

nonetheless. 

The responses are effectively identical below 400Hz, but above that point the new 

model has roughly 2dB less output than its predecessor. The midband is consequently 

Hatter than before, with less tendency to peak up at 1-I.SkHz. The total net effect is 

a significant further dulling of an overall spectrum which has always been on the dull 

side of neutrality. This is largely thanks to its characteristic 6d8 drop in output above 

2kHz, which remains as before. 

Size (hxwxdl 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz· 10kHz 
Large room/space LF roll-off 
(·6dB rei midband) 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
(-6dB rei midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m} 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive} 

Verdict 
Lovely bass 
weight and 
dynamics; 
neutral midband. 

Shut in 
presence and 
dulled treble are 
a damper. 

£219.99 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
•••oo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••••o 

50x30{max)x24cm 
7kg 

15-90W 
clear of walls 

±5dB 

25Hz 

25Hz 

-lOdB 
BBdB 

fairly good 

��FfHIHIJ I ���:HiJIJ I :·:.R71?RifHJ I 
50 lOO 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k 10k 20k 

lovely bass-to-mid balance but tweeter level is 

relatively very restrained 

Close-to-wall siting causes boomy midbass and less 

even mid balance 

Impedance easy enough to drive but amp needs 

good high frequency stability 
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Infinity Reference 30 

I 
'm not ent1rely sure why this speaker 

has come back in for assessment, since 
I reviewed something that looked ex

actly the same a little over a year ago 
(issue I 06) - and gave it a Recom
mended fiag. I understand that 1t has 
undergone some improvement since then, 
which is one excuse for sending it back in 
again for review, and it's also quite some 

time since I exam
ined any I nfinity 
model. Then again, 
thanks presumably 
to the weakening 

pound, this Ameri

can-built speaker 
has gone up sub
stantially in price, 
from £330 to £400. 

Even so, it's still 
a lot of speaker for 
the money, albeit 
distinctly econobox 

in terms of bu1ld and 
content. What you 
get here is a decent 
size main driver, ca

pable of moving 
plenty of air with

out needing any as
sistance (or the ac
companying phase 
distortions) of a 
port, plus an enclo
sure three times the 
volume of a book

shelf speaker so that 
the main resonance 
occurs at a lowish 
60Hz. Extending the 

box down to the 
fioor and providing 
spikes for the base 
saves the need to 
find another £100 
or so for the stands, 

though it must be said that the spike

coupling arrangement is entirely naff (as 

Gamepath will discover on opening the 

boxes) and the footprint rather restricted. 
The full-length grille tends to tu m the 

smartly sombre into the positively gloomy, 
but the speaker looks good enough with
out it, and the clever baffle edge 
postforming is a neat touch. The box is 

20mm throughout with at least two front
to-back braces and a healthy stuffing of 
wadding.  Tight but rather coarse 
wood screws hold the drivers securely, the 
main unit's pressed frame disguised by a 
plastic trim ring. The main driver has a 

ISS mm diameter injection moulded plas
tic cone and foam surrround, while the 
tweeter is a 25mm plastic foam dome. 

Sound quality 
In a landscape of 50Hz cut-offs, the speaker 
that provides an extra octave or more of 
bass extension is bound to have a head 

start. Good weight and a fair measure of 
welly are not that common today, or in 

this test group either, so the 30's bottom 
end was much appreciated. 

However, the picture painted is rather 
cnude. lt is also interspersed with a fair 
measure of coloration and untidiness, and 
sounds a bit time-smeared and dynami
cally constrained. A slightly aggressive streak 
helps it to sound open and informative 
when playing at lowish levels, but it does 
become coarser and untidier the louder it 
is played. lt doesn't really have the sweet

ness and subtlety demanded by classical 

music fans. 

Conclusion 
Even though the Reference 30 has changed, 
it is still essentially the same loudspeaker, 
and even though the price has gone up by 
a fair chunk, it is still worth formal Recom
mendation, if only because few can match 
this quality and extent of bass for the 

money. And although fashion shouldn't 

play much of a role in the reviewing 

process, such four-square vinyl woodgrain 

boxes as these give the impression of 
starting to approach their sell- bys. 

Gamepath Ltd, 25 Heath(ields, Stacey 
Bu�hes, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK I 2 6HR. 
e (0908) 31 7 707 

Laboratory Report 
New version it may be, but the measured performance of the Reference 30 has changed 

very little, if at all, on our relatively simple tests. That said, the main driver impedance 

is slightly higher than before, which is a minor plus. The best balance is found when 

placed well clear of walls, whereupon the speaker delivers fine extension down into 

the lowest audible octave, alongside a worthwhile measure of control through the 

tricky midbass region. 

Sensitivity is good too, although one reason for this is the lowish impedance which 

will draw plenty of amplifier current, making it quite a demanding speaker to drive. 

The overall balance holds within quite impressively tight limits right across the 

frequency band, while at the same time showing considerable uneveness and 

untidiness along the way. 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
Large room/space LF roll-off 
1·6dB rei midband) 
Large room/walllF roll-off 
l·6dB rei midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

Verdict 
Big value box 
has lively sound 
with good bass 
extension. 

Cosmetically 
rather crude 
and coloured 
sounding. 

£399.95 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
•••oo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••••o 

86x27x25cm 
14kg 

15·100W 
clear of walls 

±5dB 

25Hz 

25Hz 

-9dB 
88·89dB 

quite demanding 

... � f4lflFfll l �FifffliJ I ::filtt 11 � 
50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 50 lOO 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 

50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk 10k 20k 

Fine sensitivity and bass extension; good overall 

balance but considerable uneveness 
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Close-to·wall site over-emphasises midbass and 

exaggerates uneveness 

Impedance requires an amplifier with decent 4ohm 

power delivery 



Jamo 307 

E 
nergetic Danish speaker· specialist 
jamo is introducing a new four-strong 
range of luxury finish models dubbed 
the '0 7 series, from which this little 

307 is the smallest and least expensive. 
it's basically a luxury miniature, seeking 

to justify an upmarket price-tag through 
superior standards of presentation. frnish, 
build and engineering content. There's 
�ertainly no arguing with the impression of 
solidity which is created, nor the sensitive 
handling of acoustic elements. 

Some of that favourable impression 
starts to fade under a closer examination, 
however. Rather than being CNC-routed 
from a massive block of MDF, the front 
panel tums out to be a sandwich of I Omm 
board with a shaped plastic moulding that 
gives the baffie edge postforming and the 
grille rebate. The fiimsy machrne-head 
woodscrews around the drrvers showed 

£250-£450 LOUDSPEAKERS 

no tendency to grip, but rather went on 
rotating ad nauseam. The foam-lined wrap 
is a more substantial 19mm, elegantly 
finished rn one of the better imrtation 
veneers I've encountered. 

The main drrver has a decent magnet. 
pressed frame and I OOmm plastic cone, 
while the tweeter uses a 25mm soft plastic 
dome. The rear panel is almost entirely 
made up from a large port and two 
separate terminal blocks, allowrng a bi
wiring option to the PCB crossover which 
feeds the drivers through tag connections. 

Sound quality 
The 307's performance elicited no great 
enthusiasm from the listening panel, one 
of whom described it as "short of drama" 
Competence may be a virtue, and there's 
no denying the basically neutral balance 
nor the well-formed stereo soundstaging, 

but respectable sonics are no guarantee of 
good musical communication. 

Several listeners commented upon a 
small box quality, and there was a general 
impatience with the way fine detail be
came difficult to interpret. There's a lack of 
both urgency and generosity, which at the 
end of the day makes the experience 
rather bland and uninvolving. 

Conclusion 
However pretty the cosmetics, beauty 
doesn't extend beneath the skin. The 
classy appearance of Jamo's 307 is not 
refiected in the sort of componentry and 
build - never mind the sound quality
necessary to justify a £300 pnce-tag. 

jamo UK Ltd,Jamo House, 5 Faraday Close, 

Drayton Fields, Daventry, Northants NN I I 
SRD. f:l (0327) 30 I 300 

Verdict 
Attractive 
appearance; 
very good 
soundstaging. 

Pricey; bland 
sound gives 
little to get 
excited about. 

£299.99 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••ooo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••ooo 

Laboratory Report 
Small boxes and drivers impose inevitable constraints, seen here in the combination 

of a rather modest 86-87dB sensitivity rating, a fairly demanding impedance 

characteristic and very little low frequency in-room output below 50Hz. There's also 

arguably too much midbass output under our measuring conditions, which is probably 

the consequence of a rather large port for the box size, tuned to a highish 70Hz. 

Contradicting the instruction leaflet, the 307 certainly needs to be kept well clear 

of walls and the floor, and even then there's a couple of decibels of excess (50-80Hz). 

The balance above that point is rather uneven, with a broad upper-mid plateau 

(700Hz-2.5kHz), but it nevertheless holds within quite tight limits across the band. 

There's an overall gentle down-tilt from bass to treble which amounts to a figure of 

about 4dB in toto. 

Size (hxwxdl 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
Large room/space LF roll-off 
l-6dB rei midbandl 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
(-6dB rei midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

32x18x27cm 
5kg 

20-80W 
clear of walls 

±5dB 

48Hz 

48Hz 

below ·14dB 
86dB 

quite dernanding 

,{JtPHllN I ,{Jii±=Fw I ::Mfttffll 
50 100 200 500 lk 2 k 5k IOk 20k 50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 50 100 200 500 lk 2k .Sk 10k 20k 

Decent overall free space in-room balance is marred 

by significant local uneveness 

Close-to-wall placement over-emphasises bass and 

three-humped character 

Impedance is reasonable enough but midband is a 

little demanding 
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Marantz DS220 

0 ne of two Marantz speakers which 

were Introduced about a year ago, 
we've been a bit slow in getting 

round to the £300 05220. The small 

I I 0 (issue I 14) was a bit of a mixed bag, 

suffering from some lack of bass and a 

degree of mid forwardness, both factors 

which this larger 220 is likely to address. 

it's about 50 per cent bigger, heavier 

and more expensive than its baby brother, 
though you still only get two drivers, a 
crossover and a port. lt may only be a two

way simulated vinyl woodgra1n box, but 

Marantz has built in a touch of class. it's 

better vinyl woodgrain than most; the 

whole thing feels exceedingly substantial 

and solid (note the 8kg weight), and the 

way the horizontal edges have been heav

ily chamfered and the inset baffie edge has 
been picture-framed gives the whole 
speaker a very chunky, purposeful look. 

The main driver has a I 18mm paper 

cone driven by a very generous magnet. 

the pressed steel frame being secured by 

six feebly tightened woodscrews. The 

tweeter uses a JBL-style titanium dome 

with integral pleated surround. A very light 

fill of real wool performs the internal 

darn ping, while the unbraced, front-parted 
box is built up from tough 20mm panels. 
A high power PCB crossover is fed from 

bi-wire terminals and has tag connections. 

Sound quality 
The 220 did respectably enough 1n the 

listening tests, without attracting undue 

criticism but with no enthusiasm either. 

The net feeling was that the speaker was 
competent, but not particularly inspired. 

Good midband vocal expression is a 
plus point, reproducing leading edges pretty 
well and making a good stab at the dynam-

ics, even though the overall sound is a bit 

laid back and lacks crispness. However, 

the bass is rather rich and resonant, not 

truly extended or authoritative, and shows 

a regrettable tendency to drone on. This 

in turn leads to congestion and constrains 

the dynamic range. 

Conclusion 
This is not a bad speaker by any means but 
neither is it a particularly inspired one. The 
'too small' criticism levelled at the baby 

I I 0 could easily be reversed here in order 

to accuse the 220 of being a little too big 

for its own good. The decent size ported 

enclosure tends to make its presence all 

too obvious. 

Morantz Hi-Fi UK Ltd. 10ngsbridge House, 
Podbury Oaks, 575-583 Both Rood, Long
ford, Middx UB7 OEH. \:: (0753) 680 868 

Verdict 
Competent, 
performance 
from a chunky, 
handsome box. 

Bass rather rich 
and resonant; 
sounds heavy 
and laid back. 

£299.00 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••ooo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
•••oo 

Laboratory Report 
Decent sensitivity is found alongside a very easily driven impedance characteristic, 

which will be good news for budget amplifiers. Given the box size, a lack of real bass 

extension is an inevitable consequence, but there is at least some sub-50Hz in-room 

output, thanks to the port being tuned half an octave below the point at which the 

natural driver/box resonance occurs. 

The balance clearly favours some close-to-wall reinforcement, but not too much, 

and although this does give a quite smooth overall balance, it also shows a steady 

down-tilt from bass to treble of around SdB, together with a rather early ultimate 

treble roll-off. Rather more worrying, perhaps, is the obvious and presumably 

unwelcome crossover glitch which is registered at around l .lkHz on our far-field in

room measuring technique. 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
Large room/space LF roll·off 
1·6dB rei midband) 

Large room/walllF roll·off 
1·6dB rei midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

32x23x26cm 
Skg 

15·80W 
quiie close to wall 

±5dB 

50Hz 

50Hz 

below ·16d8 
88d8 

very good 

-{ffffPHFTI ·£�QiillU I ::fiFITNtll 
50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 

50 lOO lOO 500 lk lk 5k IOk lOk SO 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k lOk 20k 

Bass is rather light when sited clear of wall; odd 

crossover glitch at 1.3kHz 
Close-to-wall siting gives a shade too much midbass 

reinforcement 

Impedance is very easy to drive for all types of 

amplifier 
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Mission 751 

8 a by brother to the best -selling fioor
standing 753 (issue I 14), a great 
deal is expected of this smaller stand
mount model, whose £300 price

tag puts it in the luxury compact class. 
The net result is bound to miss out in 

terms of loudness and bass extension and/ 
or sensitivity, but small boxes and simple 
driver arrays have their own advantages, 
and the little 98mm clear plastic cone main 
driver, with its decent size magnet is 
claimed to be much more advanced than 
the low-cost driver array used in 753. 

The neat grille is aesthetically and 
sonically optional. The textured, narrow 
wrap is 19mm MDF, while the veneered 
and heavily chamfered sides are 25mm 
thick, with additional bituminous mass/ 
damping pads. Tight bolts hold the drivers 
in place, the eight for the main unit secur
ing the pressed frame via a steel clamp 

£250-£450 LOUDSPEAKERS 

ring. Light foam lines the rear panel of the 
front-parted enclosure, hiding a good 
quality crossover with bi-wire terminals 
and hard-wiring throughout. 

Sound quality 
When Mission heard that the 751 had 
registered a solid 22nd place out of 22 
models, you didn't need telecommunica
tions to hear the numblings of concem. I 
offered to check another pair for sample 
consistency, and serial number 5 I 00054 23 
duly arrived for comparison with the origi
nal 510005421 review samples. 

The new pair sounded substantially 
better, with much more coherence and a 
greater sense of urgency and drive. 

There was no opportunity to 'blind 
test' the later pair, but there was no 
denying its clear superiority. lt remains a 
small loudspeaker with a slightly small and 

constrained sound, and it's not the liveliest 
or fastest performer around. But the bot
tom end stays tight, allowing space for the 
beautifully voiced and natural m1dband 
openess and clarity. 

Conclusion 
The overall package is decent enough 
value for money, while the sound quality 
of the second sample certainly deserves 
Recommendation. Our evidence, how
ever, is that the first samples are by no 
means untypical of production. Mission is 
now making strenuous efforts to ensure 
greater consistency, so I've decided to 
leave judgement in the pending tray, and 
retest the 75/ in next January's ed1tion. 

Centra/ Force Ltd. Mission Group, Stonehi/1, 
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE 18 6ED. 
E (0480) 451 777 

Laboratory Report 
As usual, I find Mission's sensitivity claims rather optimistic, the 751 actually 

registering a pretty average 86-87d8 on our scaling, to which must be added an 

impedance below 6ohms for much of the spectrum. The double trace (see 'Modulus 

of impedance' plot, below right) shows the significance of the sample variation 

mentioned in the main text. Although the natural driver/box resonance is a high 85· 

95Hz (depending on sample), the port is tuned to a much lower 60Hz, which is one 

reason why low frequency extension is quite good for the box size. 

Optimally sited about I ft out from a wall, the 751 delivers a very good in-room 

balance through the bass and midrange, with just a touch of forwardness at the top 

of the main driver's working range, plus a slight dip through the crossover point at 

3-4kHz, and good ultimate treble extension. 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 

Large room/space LF roll-off 
l·6dB ref midbandl 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
l-6dB ref midbandl 
Large room output at 20Hz 
lref midbandl 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

.. {fftHltU I ·..f}1FM+l¥J I ton 

3.3n 

Modulus of impedance 

IX\ //1\\ 
;/'\ / '\. 

Verdict 
Can sound open 
and natural, 
with good 
coherence. 

Variations 
between two 
review pairs 
causes concern. 

£299.90 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
See text 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
See text 

V 

32x17x27cm 
6.5kg 

20-SOW 
1flfromwall 

±4d8 

50Hz 

50Hz 

below-14d8 
86d8 

fair 

/'\. 
'\.. 

50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 
50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk lOk 20k 

Balance a shade bass light clear of walls; upper mid 

to lower treble a bit uneven 
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Close-to-wall positioning gives slight midbass excess; 

treble slightly dull 

Impedance close to 6ohms over most of range; note 

sample variation discussed in text 



Rega ELB 

R 
ega's splendid little £200 Kyte mini
ature was a Best Buy in issue I 14, 
with a bright. breezy sound that was 
always entertaining, if a little short of 

gravitas. What could be more logical then 
than to take the Kyte's front baffle and fix 
it to the top of a compact fioorstanding 
enclosure, using the extra box volume to 
generate a little more bass. 

£250-£450 LOUDSPEAKERS 

That. to a first 
approximation, is 
what Rega has done 
in creating this ELB. 
By floor-stander 
standards, it sells at 
a most competitive 
£300, especial ly 
since it enjoys a 
real wood veneer, 
albeit of a fairly 
basic nature. 

lt is JUSt about 
the smallest floor
stander on the mar
ket, and the tiny 
light-weight main 
driver won't supply 
oodles of bass 
weight and welly. 
But tiny light-weight 
main drivers work 
better than bigger, 
heavier ones at the 
top of their operat
ing range, which is 
arguably more im
portant in informa
tion terms. 

The ELB is 
slightly narrower 
and deeper than the 
Kyte, and loads the 
driver with about 
two and a half times 
the volume. This 
could leave a small 

driver wallowing with insufficient control, 
so the rear/fioor-ported box also contains 
an intemal acoustic resistance partition to 
add a measure of control. The base of the 
box has a couple of laterals rails which 
hold some rather feeble spikes, with a 
clever plastic knob arrangement. confer
ring some lateral - though not a lot of 
fore-and-aft - stability. 

Even after removing the tight 
woodscrews I couldn't get the drivers out 
of the box, but did note that the main unit 
uses a cast frame and a 90mm paper cone, 
while the tweeter is a 19mm soft dome 
device. The box seems to be built from 
ISmm board, the rather primitive (but 

apparently effective) controlled leakage 
also acting as a brace about a third of the 
way up. The top section has a light fill of 
genuine cuddly wool. 

Sound quality 
The panel was not entirely elated by this 
speaker's performance, one member 
showing positive disenchantment- pre
sumably due to its 'differentness'. The 
others put me right, of course, with a string 
of good marks, so with the benefit of 
hindsight and some further experiments 
in other listening rooms I came to appre
ciate the ELB's strengths. 

lt is, in fact, as Rega pointed out, better 
suited to smaller rooms and more modest 
systems, where the lack of bass power and 
room drive IS proportionately less obvious 
than in my quite large room. Even in my 
listening room it remains an attractive 
performer, with fine dynamics and timing, 
while the dry bass is at least communica
tive, even though the treble remains a 
trifle exposed. 

Conclusion 
In some ways a shade less coherent than 
its little brother, the ELB is nevertheless a 
most involving and comunicative speaker, 
if a little lacking in bass power and weight. 
lt also represents good material value for 
money, and clearly deserves Recommen
dation, especially for use in the smaller 
room and system. 

Rega Research Ltd. I I 9 Park Street, 
Westcliffe on Sea, Essex SSO 7 PD. 

1:: (0702) 333 071 

Verdict 
Communicative, 
if a little bright; 
quick and 
coherent. 

Could do with 
more weight 
and welly; silly 
spikes. 

£298.00 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••••o 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••••o 

Laboratory Report 
The mid and treble is similar though not identical to the Kyte, but in this instance the 

midband is about 2dB lower in relative level. leaving the treble just that little bit more 

exposed. Sensitivity is a pretty generous 87dB in the context of the exceptionally mild 

impedance characteristic. 

The main gains are in the bass, of course, ELB adding 2-ldB at most frequencies 

below 200Hz. However, although the bass is increased, it does look a shade detached 

on our measurements, perhaps due to the increased path length between port and 

driver. In practice, this means that careful experimentation will be needed to find 

the best position for the Rega Hoorstander in any room. Although the midbass is a 

shade detached and uneven, the fact that 35Hz registers a respectable -BdB is a 

worthwhile bonus. 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz· 10kHz 
large room/space LF roll-off 
l·6dB rei midband) 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
1·6dB rei midband) 
large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1ml 
Impedance characteristic {ease of drive) 

75x16.5x21cm 
7kg 

15-70W 

1-2ft from wall 

±5d8 

55Hz 

55Hz 

below -14d8 

86d8 

good 

·{J#FHrB� I .. .[fiifR� I ::ff1l:PrMtl • 
50 lOO 200 500 lk 2k Sk IOk 20k SO lOO 200 SOO lk 2k Sk IOk 20k 50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk lOk 20k 

Balance is impressively Hat but bass light when clear 

of walls; treble exposed 

Bass fills out (too?) well when close to wall; 

experiment for optimum site 

Impedance easily driven but amp needs good high 

frequency stability 
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NEW TO HI-FI OR JUST UPGRADING? 

Either wa� I think you could do with a friend in the trade 

We continue to offer the finest equipment from the most dependable 
manufacturers, and rely on fair demonstrations, unbiased advice 
and offer patient and friendly service. 

We're a family firm, much more concerned about a fruitful, long term 
relationship with our customers than with hard selling. 

The specification is irrelevant if the music doesn't thrill you. 
What matters is how well the illusion of the original recorded 
performance can be recreated. 

So close your eyes, open your ears and make your hi fi choice at 
Doug Brady Hi-Fi. Our best advertisements are our happy customers. 

Anything else? 

Yes, a two year, no quibble guarantee, and although we are enthusiastic we won't talk 
technical jargon at you! 

Oh! And free parking at Warrington & Otley. 

Kingsway Studios 

Kingsway North 

Warrington 

Cheshire 

(0925) 828009 

Open six days 

Fax: (0925) 825773 

401 Smithdown Road 

Liverpool L 15 3JJ 

Merseyside 

(051) 733 6859 

Closed on 

Wednesday 

14/18 Monmouth Street 

Coven! Garden 

London WC2H 9HB 

(071) 379 4010 

(071) 497 1346 

Closed Sunday and Monday 

Fax: (071) 4979205 

The Forge Cottage 

19 Crossgate 

Otley, Leeds, West Yorks 

LS21 1AA 

(0943) 467689 

Closed Sunday 

and Monday 

Cart'�� 
HT � � 

VVe hnow all our customers buy Nairn : 

... Sooner or later. 

FRIENDLY SERVICE . BRILLIANT PRODUCT. 

NAIM, ARCAM, REGA, NAKAMICHI, EPOS, HEYBROOK, CASTLE, DENON. MARANTZ, LYRA, TARGET, CHORD 

110 MILL ROAD 

CAMBRIDGE 

(0223) 60442 

Open 9.30 - 6.00 
Mon- Sat 



OVER £450 LOUDSPEAKERS 

Cabasse Skiff 

S 
carcely known this side of the Chan

nel, Cabasse is one of France's larg
est and best established loudspeaker 
brands. it's little known because it's 

not been available in the UK until fairly 
recently, and the last couple of years has 
not been the easiest time to introduce a 
new and upmarket speaker· brand. But 
having tried and Recommended the large 

bookshelf  size 
Bisquine (issue I I 0), 
I was enthusiastic 
to give the new, 
much larger {_I ,500 
Skiff a try. 

lt uses very simi
lar drivers to the 
Bisquine, the latter's 
main unit acting only 
as a bass unit here, 
loaded rather more 
optimally by this 

large, parted fioor
standing enclosure. 
The tweeter's much 
the same too. the 
real difference be
ing the incorpora
tion of an extra 
driver specifically to 
cover the midrange. 
lt is, indeed, the clas
sic large three-way 
configuration. Con
ventional wisdom 

might question 
whether the poten
tial advantages com
pensate for the ex
tra complexity in
volved, but Cabasse 
clearly feels the 
concept is ripe for 
revival. 

Some {_I ,500 is 
a high price for· any 

speaker, but at least in this case you feel 

you're getting your money's worth. The 
whole thing weighs in at 27kg. all of which 
is solid driver and cabinet engineering. 

The box is built from 19mm panels 
with only intemal edge bracing and a 
generous linrng of wadding. The bass and 
mid drivers are bolted (not too tightly) to 
a double thickness section of the baffie. 

Serious dnve units have cast frames and 
huge magnets, the bass driven from a 
I 55 mm paper cone and large short port. 

The paper cone mid driver has its own 
small subenclosure, whilethe tweeter uses 
a quite pronounced short hom. A com

plex PCB crossover uses good quality 
components but connects up internally 
using rather feeble tagged wir·es. 

Sound quality 
There's something about high sensitivity 
designs that more nonmal speakers seem 
quite unable to match. it's a feeling of grip, 

headroom and authority; the way the 
speaker takes over the driving of the 

room, rather than the other way around. 
Certainly the Skiff was enthusiastically re
ceived by the listening panel, two of whom 
commented: "At last, a real loudspeakerr" 

Despite the big enclosure, the sound 
has a lovely unboxy openness, with pretty 
tight timing. modest coloration, plus fine 
sensitivity and loudness capabilities. The 
bottom end doesn't boom or become 
detached, while the box contributions 
somehow have musical euphony. The dry 
bass and slightly forward presence does 

add a little too much 'bite' perhaps, and 
there is a shade less coherence and a bit 
more trme-smear than the best two-way 
designs, but neither factor seems intrusive. 

Conclusion 
In these days of creeping miniaturisation, 
coming across a real speaker like the Skiff 

comes as a lovely surprise. lt somehow 
manages to combine the advantages of a 

three-way without suffering from the com
plexity involved. All that's needed to ice 
the cake is a proper spiking and/or frame 
arrangement. Heartily Recommended. 

Cabasse Ltd. Show Croft Centre, Drg Street, 

Ashboume, Derbyshire DE6 I GF. 
� (0335) 300 3 I I 

Verdict 
High sensitivity; 
deep bass; bags 
of headroom; 
lots of fun. 

OK, so it's a bit 
on the big side; 
you can't have 
everything! 

£1,500.00 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••••• 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••••o 

Laboratory Report 
The Skiff positively relishes the opportunities provided by a large enclosure and three 

very serious drive units, delivering splendidly high sensitivity-valve amp users please 

note -alongside fine and, more importantly, well controlled bass extension. The load 

does get a bit suspect around I 00-200Hz (a common difficulty with three-ways), but 

the high sensitivity is ample compensation. 

Furthermore, the whole in-room response trace, from 20Hz right up to 20kHz, 

room modes and all, is contained within a remarkably tight ±SdB window, with fine 

averaged energy balance between the three main decades. This remarkable result 

promises a level of neutrality which is rare among high sensitivity designs. Note, 

however, that this is very much a free space design, and should not be placed close 

to room walls. 

Size(hxwxd) 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplffier power 
Recommended�acement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
Large room/space LF roll-off 
l-6dBrefmidbandl 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
(-6dBrefmidband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
Ire! midbandl 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1 m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

1 00x30x36cm 
27kg 

10-250W 
cones clear of walls 

±4dB 

25Hz 

25Hz 

-9dB 
92dB 

quite demanding 

-�FttFfffft1 1 "·IArfFfffA11 ::lff1111tl l 
50 roo 200 500 lk 2k 5k rOk 20k 

SO roo 200 SOO rk lk Sk rok lOk 50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k 10k 20k 

Lovely even overall balance with high sensitivity and 

fine bass extension ... 

... but avoid close-to-wall placement or bass will 

boom and mid will suffer 

Usual three-way difficulties at lower crossover point; 

high sensitivity compensates in practice 
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Dynaudio Contour 1.3 

A 
lthough its UK reputation is as a raw 
driver manufacturer, it's only to be 
expected that Dynaudio also manu
factures complete speaker systems. 

A number of these are now available in 
Britain, albeit at prices which perhaps 
imply that they're aiming primarily at the 
professional user. 

The Contour 1.3 is a case in point. it's 
pretty much the same size as such popular 
luxury compact bookshelf size models as 
the Epos ES I I or Arcam Delta, yet it costs 
t: 1.250. You do, of course, get the 
Dynaudio drivers, and you also get an 
exceedingly solid cabinet that's beautifully 
finished in real wood veneer. But there's 
no avoiding the fact that t: I ,250 is a great 
deal of money to pay for such a small 
loudspeaker, especially in the context of 
the equally pretty and Dynaudio driver 
based Professional Monitor Co LB I that 

was Recommended in issue I I 0. The 
CoLB I costs t: I ,000 and features a much 
more elaborate transmission line cabinet. 

Expensive it may be, but there's no 
arguing with the excellent finish, presenta
tion or build quality. The one minor aes

thetic and acoustic quibble is that the 
drivers are surface rather than flush
mounted, presumably necessary for grille
on use, given the latter's thick frame. 

The hunky little enclosure is reflex
loaded by a rather large rear port, and built 
up from very substantial 20mm MDF 

throughout, further reinforced by a hori
zontal circumferential brace. Thick foam 
lines the faces and light fibrous material fills 
the inside, while a complex PCB with hefty 
components takes the signal from either a 
single conventional 4mm terminal pair or 
an OCOS co-axial connector, distributing 
it to the drivers via generous soldered 

internal connections. Tight bolts 
confirm the fine build, the 
I 15mm cone/dome main unit 

having a large magnet and voice 
coil (for high power handling) 
and a soft surround, plus a 
pressed steel frame, while the 
tweeter is a large 28mm clear 
fabric dome. 

Sound quality 
As bef1ts its elevated price, the 
Contour 1.3 was pretty well re
ceived in the blind listening tests, 
earning praise for its fine dy
namic range, good bass power 
and generally low coloration. At 
the same time, however, some 
expressed reservations over the 
overall coherence and transpar
ency, finding the speaker an in
consistent communicator across 
the broad range of music used, 
and complaining of time-smear 
and a lack of timing precision, 

with consequent information loss. 
The bass is impressive from one so 

compact, but it is also inclined to drone on 
a bit. The dynamic range is good, and 
changes in level are tracked convincingly, 
but transients are not precise enough to 

create a proper impression of power. 
There's good control and solidity, but the 
treble does become easily congested. 

Conclusion 
At the end of the day, this impressive 
performer isn't quite sure whether it's 
aimed at the professional user or the well
heeled audiophile. As a result it tends to 

fall between the two stools, needing black 
vinyl and flight case corners for the former, 
and more transparent sound for the latter. 

Autek Ltd, 7 South Drive, Banstead, Surrey 
SM7 3BQ. a (081) 770 9553 

Verdict 
Good weight, 
power and drive 
from pretty and 
solid compact. 

Expensive; not 
really dramatic 
enough for 
audiophiles. 

£1,249.95 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••ooo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••ooo 

Laboratory Report 
Sensitivity is a very acceptable 86d8, given that it comes with very respectable bass 

extension for the box size. Do note, however, that the impedance is low, so the 

partnering amplifier (presumably also expensive) will need to have good current 

delivery capabilities (valve afficionados please note). Transistor fans can take heart 

from the exceptional power handling of the large diameter voice coil, which will enable 

respectable ultimate levels to be achieved with a high class amp. 

The overall balance is very good, holding within close ±3dB limits across the broad 

span (I OOHz-llkHz), and looking smooth, albeit with some gentle undulations. 

However, there's also a distinct tendency towards midbass richness even when sited 

well clear of walls. This last observation implies the speaker might be happier when 

it is working in larger rooms. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size lhxwxd) 
Weight 
Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 

large room/space lF roll-off 
(-6dB ref midband) 

large room/walllF roll-off 
1·6dB rei midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
{rei midbandl 

3Bx20,5x29cm 
Bkg 

20·150W 
htgh stands, well clear of walls 

±7dB 

28Hz 

Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic {ease of drive) 

28Hz 

-14dB 

86dB 

current hungry 

, .. JW#Rl-11 r·JWft=ffflll l ::fill I I H I 
50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk IOk 20k SO lOO 200 SOO lk 2k Sk IOk 20k 50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk 10k 20k 

Good extension for box size but some midbass 

excess even clear of walls 
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Obvious and extravagant midbass excess when 

placed against a wall 

Current hungry impedance characteristic requires 

amp with plentiful current reserves 



OVER £450 LOUDSPEAKERS 

Hevbrook Quartet 

S 
lice one third off a Sextet (issue I 02) 
and you end up with a Quartet. That. 

at least, is one possible logic behind 
the name. Certainly you get four 

instead of six drivers to the pair, but 

instead of a shallow fioorstanding wall

mount enclosure, the Quartet is a chunky 
bookshelf size speaker. it's very much in 

the Heybrook tradition, albeit decorated 

in the very tasty Sextet style wrth pretty 
hardwood strips decorating the baffle, and 
with a luxury £555 price-tag to match. 
Another point of reference might be the 

not-quite-so-pretty £350 Trio (issue I 18), 

which is similar in size and shape but 

actually a fundamentally different design. 

Pretty in a slightly fussy way, the Quar

tet also has a matching stand. lt costs a 

hefty £225 plus and has the same hard

wood decoration on a narrower but still 
substantial wooden pillar, which may be 

filled with mass damping if desired. There's 

a steel spiked top plate, which is good, and 
a wooden base, which is not. as the rather 

feeble spikes couldn't be properly tight

ened. Heybrook is aware of the problem, 

claims to have solved it, and apologised for 

sending me 'old' sam�es. 

The narrow grille ooks worth avoid

ing, the baffle with reba drivers looking 

very pretty without it. The main driver has 
a big magnet, a I 20mm paper cone and a 

chassis which is either cast or pressed 
from very heavy gauge steel, and is bolted 

rather loosely through a trim ring. The 

tweeter uses a 25mm fabric dome, and 

both are soldered to heavy cable from the 

quite simple, good quality hardwired 
crossover, fed from bi-wire terminals. 

The box is massively built with 30mm 

baffle and 20mm sides, reinforced by two 

figure-S hor·izontal braces and with bitu-

men damping pads. Reflex 

loaded by twin rear ports, the 

inside of the cabinet has a light 
fill of long-hair wool. 

Sound quality 
For consistency's sake the Quar

tet was blind-tested using HBS I 
stands, and partly in conse

quence tumed in a fine result 

which fully justifies the engineer

ing and price. Subsequent sighted 

listening vividly demonstrated 
the substantial comparative in

feriority of my Quartet's stands 

in preserving coherence and dy
namic range, although the full 

range of damping options were 

not explored. 

At its best the Quartet does 

sound a bit forward wrth a little 

nasality. and can be a bit hard, 

even aggressive on the wrong 

material. But it also has fine pace 
and good driving power, even if 

bass is a bit thrummy at times, and the 
overall balance a little lacking in warmth 
and richness. The palpable coherence 

seems a fair exchange for the basic bal

ance colorations, and the speaker has a 

real ability to monitor the source quality. 

Conclusion 
Good looking and good sounding, the 

Quartet is the epitome of the modem 
luxury bookshelf speaker, deserving con
fident Recommendation even though the 
balance introduces a degree of character 

that will not suit every system. Such an 

endorsement. however, does not apply to 

the Quartet stand as supplied: unless you 

absolutely hate ironmongery, save t: I 00 

by using HBS I stands instead. 

Heybrook Hi-Fi Ltd. Estover lnd Est, Ply
mouth PL6 7PL. a (0752) 731 313 

Laboratory Report 
The sensitivity is a very healthy 89dB, especially considering that the impedance is very 

mild and easily driven. There's some compensating trade .. off in bass extension perhaps, 

but even this seems pretty respectable for the box size, with worthwhile in-room 

output at 30Hz (-6dB). The latter is aided by tuning the port to 50Hz, well below the 

natural driver/box resonance at 85Hz. 

With some excess around 50Hz, bass alignment is not perfect, but a reasonable 

overall balance is obtained near or away from walls, with a 1-2ft gap looking the 

likeliest option. The response traces look reasonably smooth but not entirely flat, 

showing a little of Sextet's character but to a milder degree- a little lean in the lower 

midband and rather prominent across a broad upper-mid plateau, 600Hz-2kHz, with 

a slightly muted treble. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxdl 
Weight 
Recommendedamplifterpower 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
Large room/space LF roll-off 
1·6dB rei midbandl 
large room/walllF roll-off 
1·6dBrefmidbandl 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midbandl 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref2.83V, 1 m) 
lmpedance characteristic{easeofdrive) 

Verdict 
Fine sensitivity 
and a fast, 
exciting sound; 
pretty box. 

Silly stand; can 
sound hard, 
aggressive and a 
touch nasal. 

£555.00 HHP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••••• 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••••o 

41x24x22cm 
9kg 

15-90W 
1·2ftfromwall 

±5d8 

48Hz 

48Hz 

below-16d8 
89d8 

very good 

, .. ��iRTVdl� I , .. �[J+Ff�JM I ::IB tffH I 
50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk IOk 20k 50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k tOk 20k 50 100 200 500 lk zk 5k lOk 20k 

Clear of walls, balance has slight bass bump and 

forward upper mid; high sensitivity 
Close-to-wall placement makes midbass a bit strong, 

leaves low bass a bit lacking 

Impedance is easily driven by amplifiers with limited 

current delivery 
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.. Sound: The ToTems passed all my usual 

subjective lisTeni11g Tests with/lying colours. 

Pink noise was played To determine midband 

coloraTions and The opTimum listening axis. 

ColoraTio11s were not el'idenT. and 

The sound was naTural over a wide 

listening area. � 
Stereophile 

.. The quick transients at the start of each 

string sound were rendered beautifully. 

This speaker is light on its feet' � 
ULTRA HIGH FIDELITY 

.. The Totems were smooTh and 

undistoned, allowing long lisTening 

sessionsfi·ee a/fatigue and irritation. 

Their small si:e did noT prevenT Them 

Ji·om performing well in both the small 

and large lisTe11ing rooms. � 

.. The Totems represent fine engineering, 

fine components, and fine craftsmanship. � 

36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 1 EJ 
0272 686005 

BARGAINS GALORE 

We are always trying to bring outstanding 
bargains to the attention of customers, and are 

pleased to point out the Project I Turntable, which 
comes complete with an Ortophon 510 MM 
cartridge for a mere £170. Even after living with the 
SME 20A and a number of MC cartridges (costing 
more than the Project I package al one) for some 
weeks now, the Project I is a real bargain. But then 
everything we sell in the end is a bargain, as we 

invariably ensure that any item bought is to the 
customers liking and that we are also satisfied that 
it interfaces properly. We come across so many 
dissatisfied people who have gone along to the 
shop and bought what they or the magazines 
rave about. We are amazingly patient; it can take 
six months to s.ort some people out and we cover 
the whole of England south of Liverpool. 

One bargain becoming increasingly popular is 
the ATC SCM SOA, which may seem expensive at 
around £4.5K, but with 350 watts of power in each 
speaker, actually is quite cheap. Customers can 
then sit back knowing they have nowhere else to 
go and can save a fortune in the long term. 

FEATURES 
• Internal and external wood veneering 

• Multilayer borosilicate damping 

• Full plane cross brace for extreme rigidity and 
increased damping 

crossover parts 

SPECIFICATIONS 
• Dimensions: 313 x 167 x227mm 

( 12.5 x 6.5 x 9 in. approx size) 

7.2 litres (internal) 

4.1 kg (9 lbs approx.) 

2.7 kHz electrical 
and mechanical 

<50Hz - 20 kHz ± 3dB 

87 dB/W/m. Maximum sound 
pressure I 03 dB before 
dynamic compression 

15 watts at an 
120 watts 

The 
SPEAMER 

Company 
For all your needs in DIY speaker and crossover 

construction 
We offer a large range of speaker chassis and c.rossover 

components for hi fi, car audio, public address & studio uses. 
The Speaker Company also offers a range of specialist services. 

H1:fl chassis speakers, crossover's, cabinet kits, cable, 
cabinet damping materials, spike kits etc 

car Awli.o. chassis speakers, crossover's, sub bass cabinets 
and amplifiers. 

�Address chassis speakers, crossover's, mixers, 
amplifiers, cabinets, microphones and stands. 

Plus a comprehensive range of accessories 
Chassis speakers by 

Audax, Seas, Morel, Ref. Kef, Elac, Rei, Richard Allan, Fane, 
MCKenzie, Celestion, Eminence, Peerless, Volt, Altai, Soundlab, P.H.L. 
Please phone or post for a copy of our free comprehensive catalogue 

and price list which includes hints and tips on DIY loudspeaker 
construction. 

Unit 9, Waterside Mill, Waterside 
Macciesfield, Cheshire SK 11 7HG 

1,�.,] Tel: 0625-500507 
Fax: 0625-500508 

All goods dispatched within 24 hours subject to availability 

Open 9am to 6pm Monday to Friday & 9am to 4pm Saturday 



OVER £:450 LOUDSPEAKERS 

Monitor Audio MA12DO Gold Mk2 

M 
onitor Audio manages to create a 

most extensive collection of mod
els covering several distinct ranges 

by mixing 'n' matching between a 
relatively small number of drive units and 
cabinets. The floorstanding £.1 ,200 

MA I 200 Gold in this test has much in 

common wrth the recently reviewed stand

mount 800 (issue I 14). effectively fitting 

the same drivers 

and cr-ossover net

work into a larger 

cabinet 
Even this cabi

net is not as large as 

it seems, acoustically 
speaking, since the 
lower third is parti
tioned off. Which 
means that the 

1200's working vol
ume is only 20 per 

cent larger than the 

BOO's, and that most 

of the £.600 extra 
actually goes to
wards providing an 
integral30cm stand. 
it's beautrfully inte

grated aesthetrcally, 

and beautifully ve

neered all round 

too. lt also permits 

mass damping to be 
added-which MA 

did. in spades. 
Beautiful or not, 

this rs strll a lot to 
pay for a stand 
which provides a 
limrted footprint 

�nd utter-ly inad

hquate sprkes. Not 

only did the thread 

inserts in the cabi

net bases start to 
tu m almost as soon as one tried to tighten 

the nuts, but the ultra-heavy speaker dug 
the spikes up to their locknuts into my 
fioorboards, and were blunted and bent 
after four weeks of being moved around. 

Such quibbles aside, this rs still a very 

attractive looking loudspeaker, and the 

apparently high price disguises the fact 

that you don't have to pay any more for 

the most exotic real wood veneer your 

conscience wrll permit. 

The black review samples really don't 

do it justice. The baffie is veneer-ed. dnvers 

rebated and metal tweeter dome mesh 
protected. so the grille is best ignored. The 
foam and bitumen lined box is 19mm 
MDF, fitted with a high rear port and bi
wire terminals. A simple hardwired crosso
ver feeds the drivers via soldered cables. 
The main driver has a big magnet, a cast 

frame and a 120mm plastic cone, while 
the gold anodised tweeter dome is 25mm 

across. Both are tightly bolted rn place 

Sound quality 
The 1200 was well received by the listen
ing panel, who admired the smooth. even 
and expressive voice band in particular·. 
The good weight was appreciated, as was 
the fine stereo imaging, but there was 
some cnticrsm of sibilance and a lack of 

proJection. and as with the MA BOO there 

was rather more respect than enthusiasm. 

The sound is a little conservative and 

unambitious. while at the same time ooz
ing a relaxing and easy-going charm. it's all 

a bit gentle and slightly dull, but the timing 
is pretty good for all that Furihermore, all 
that mass damping does seem to keep the 
bass free from overihang. 

Conclusion 
Not the most invigorating or lively sound 

around, the I 200 has charms of an alto

gether different natur-e, sounding essen

tially sweet and unfailingly easy on the 

ears. In sheer value for money terms rt is 

outclassed by the MABOO, given that a 
good stand will cost half the difference in 
their respective prices, and probably be 

more effective sonically too. But for· some 
the fine aesthetics will justify the premium. 

Monitor Audio Ltd, Unit 34, Clifton Rd, 
Cambridge CB I 4ZW e (0223) 242 898 

Verdict 
Beautifully even 
midband; lovely 
real wood 
luxury finish. 

Expensive; 
midbass heavy; 
poor spiking 
arrangements. 

£1,199.00 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
•••oo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
••ooo 

Laboratory Report 
Given the component commonality with the MA800 Gold, it's hardly surprising that 

the measurements are very similar- so similar, indeed, that it provides worthwhile 

validation of our methodology. The trouble is that the smaller (and much less 

expensive) 800 actually turns in rather better balanced results. 

Again the load is very easily driven; again the midband is just about the flattest 

and smoothest on the market, and the crossover very well integrated. But sensitivity 

is modest considering the limited genuine bass extension. Even placed well clear of 

walls, the 48Hz-tuned port results in altogether too much output around 50Hz, and 

too little below 30Hz. The saving grace is that the averaged levei20-200Hz corresponds 

very well with the 200Hz-2kHz average. To all intents and purposes, therefore, the 

total perceived balance will be good. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxdl 93.5x2Dx27cm 

Weight 35kg trncludes est. 20+kg mass ballast) 
Recommended amplifier power 20·100W 
Recommended placement well clear of walls 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
Large room/space LF roll-off 
l·6dB rei midband) 

large room/walllF roll-off 
l-6dB rei midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, lm) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

±8dB 

28Hz 

28Hz 

below -13dB 
85dB 

very good 

·£�WmtfllJ I -{JlffiTlJ I 
50 lOO 200 500 rk 2k 5k IOk 20k 

50 100 200 500 rk 2k 5k rOk 20k 
:JflftrH 11 

Lovely flat midband balance but detached and 

boomy midbass, even clear of walls 

Close-to-wall, all is midbass and there's no real 

extension either 

50 100 200 500 1 k 2k Sk lOk 20k 

Impedance is very easy to drive for all types of 

amplifier 
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OVER £450 LOUDSPEAKERS 

Origin Live OL-2A 

A 
rguably the epitome of the small 
'cottage industry' hi-fi manufacturer, 
Origin Live is the brainchild of engi
neer Mark Baker. The company 

started off making the Skyline range of 
equipment supports, but moved recently 
into loudspeakers. The £ 470 OL-2A which 
is subject of this review is one of four 
variations on two speaker designs. 

it's actually 
cheaper than the 
miniature OL-1 
tested in issue I 06, 
which seems a bit 
of a paradox. in fact, 
OL makes each of 
its two designs avail
able in two versions, 
the A suffixed being 
the 'cooking' mod
els while the 
unsuffixed cost 
£I 00-£130 more 
and have a higher 
specification and 
tighter tolerances. 

This is a com
pact fioorstander in 
every sense of the 
word. The lower 
quarter of the en
closure acts as a 
three-faced stand 
around a down
ward facing port
an intelligent ar
rangement which 
keeps unwanted 
port midband out
put well out of the 
way. Spikes provide 
floor coupling, albeit 
with a limited stabil
ity footprint. and, 
more seriously, con
siderable problems 

in proper tightening, due to the tendency 

of insert threads to tu m under torque. 
The box is finished in a real wood 

veneer, and built up from solid 19mm 
MDF sections, reinforced by a massive 
intemal nut and bolt anrangement be
tween the sides. A cocktail of damping 
materials lightly fills the insides, while lib
eral spatterings of solder and goo tend to 

reinforce the cottage industry message. 
Bi-wire terminals feed a well-rated 
hardwired crossover that links to the driv
ers with massive cables. Like the OL -I, the 
main driver is a More! unit with a combi
nation cone/dome diaphragm. This is 
I ISmm in diameter, with a soft surround 

and a pressed steel frame, plus a fair size 
potted magnet driving a very large diam
eter voice coil. 

Sound quality 
The OL-2A drew a rather mixed reaction 
from the listening panel. The presence is a 
little shut in with a touch of nasality, and 
the bass does have a tendency to drag its 
feet. as much in a dynamic as a timing 
sense, leading to some congestion and 
loss of texture. But the sound is basically 
open, quite transparent and delicate. 

The accompanying leaflet wams against 
under-driving the speaker, and this factor 
was confinmed in the sighted tests, which 
showed the impressively confident way it 
responds to increasing power. The sound 
gets louder (predictably enough), but 
doesn't seem to change in character and 
doesn't start to sound uncomfortably'loud', 
staying well together with fine dynamic 
tracking right up to amplifier clip - and 
indeed seeming to relish the situation. 

Conclusion 
The OL-2A is a bit of a mixed bag, and I 
would like to see the spike arrangements 
follow the more substantial Skyline tradi
tion. But it certainly seems a more com
petitive prospect than the OL -I, and has 
some impressive capabilities with genuine 
enthusiast appeal. Those seeking a com
pact floorstander and prepared to invest 
in a decent size amplifier should consider 
this one Recommended. 

Origin Live, 87 Chessel Crescent, Bitterne, 

Southampton 502 4BT � (0703) 671 237 

Laboratory Report 
Sensitivity is a rather low 84dB, but the impedance is mild and easily driven. The main 
driver has considerable power handling capabilities, so reasonable loudness can still 
be achieved with a powerful amplifier. And the pay-off comes in a very respectable bass 
extension for a ported system of this volume (thanks to 40Hz port tuning). Compared 
to the Oll , the 2A shows worthwhile gains in bass and treble extension and level, plus 
a marginal increase in sensitivity. 

The response traces show that the best in-room b:'lance is likely to be achieved 
with the speaker well clear of walls, whereupon the bass and main midrange are 
impressively flat. The treble is similarly flat, albeit -SdB in level on a far field 
measurement. The tricky bit comes in between, the region from 700Hz up to 2.5kHz 
showing some, but not undue, une>J'eness. 

Size (hxwxdl 
Weight 

TEST RESULTS 

Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended�acement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-1ili<Hz 
Large room/space LF roll-off 
1·6dBrefmidbandl 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
1·6dBrefmidbandl 
large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1 m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

Verdict 
Neat, compact 
floorstander; 
transparent; 
enjoys power. 

Not to every 
taste; a tad slow 
and needs a big 
amplifier. 

£469.00 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••••o 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
•••oo 

82x19x19cm 
10kg 

25·120W 
clear of walls 

±5dB 

25Hz 

25Hz 
-1 1d B 
85dB 

very good 

... rPfJiffilll l ... �Rltrn 11 :·:,Rilttttl 
50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk IOk 20k SO lOO 200 SOO lk Zk Sk IOk ZOk 50 100 ZOO 500 1k 2k Sk lOk 20k 

Impressively flat overall balance clear of walls; low 
sensitivity but good extension 
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Balance becomes clearly too bass heavy if placed 
close to walls 

Impedance is very easy to drive for all types of 
amplifier 



OVER £450 LOUDSPEAKERS 

Rogers Studio 7 

I 
t's hard to believe, looking at it today, 

that the ancestor of this speaker was 
one of the first of a new wave which 
swept aside the old order of bulky 

boxes. Over 20 years ago. the classic two 
cubic foot BBC monitor was cons1dered 
exceedingly compact for a serious loud
speaker; now it looks decidedly bulky and 
old-fash1oned. 

The £880 Stu
dio 7 is Rogers' cur
rent inheritor of a 

tradit1on which be

gan with the BBC 

LS3/6 and Spendor 
BC I designs. These 

did much to estab
lish credibility in the 
use of plast1cs for 
loudspeaker cones, 
and were also 

among the first 

speakers for which 

dedicated stands 

were made avail
able.  Now that 

stands are wide

spread, it's 1ron1cally 
exceedingly difficult 
to find one that 
properly fits this 
particular shape. 

The box s1ze has 

remained much the 

same, but every

thing else has gone 

through several 

generations of evo

lution, now using 
p o l y p r o p y l e n e  
cones with high 

temperature voice 
coils. and modem 
dome tweeters.  
Quality real wood 

veneers decorate 

five of the faces. while a slim picture frame 

edge surrounds the narrow, well-con
toured. inset wooden frame grille: leave it 

on unless you're a fanatic. 
Futile attempts to remove the main 

driver merely shortened my temper and 
blunted my alien keys, but at least the six 
bolts are all t1ght. coupling the rebated cast 

frame firmly to the the textured baffle. 

The clear plastic cone is 140mm across, 
with a wide, soft surround, while the 
tweeter uses a 30mm fabric dome. 

The cabinetwork follows the 'thin wall' 

philosophy of the original LSJ/6. a tech

nique which uses large, fairly th1n and 

heavily damped panels to move cabinet 

colorations from the mid band down into 
the bass where they do less obvious 
damage. Nowadays. MDF is used 1n place 
of Finnish birch ply. 

Sound quality 
In some ways, the sound may be said to 

follow the slightly old-fash1oned trend. 

The rich and rather laid back presentation 

is certainly a l1ttle nostalgic. But 1t is also a 
reminder that this classic configuration is 

still very much a class act. capable of 
exceptional sonic subtlety and lovely 
midband transparency which thoroughly 
impressed the listening panel. 

The sound is a little slow, lazy and 

midbass heavy. and I suspect some adjust
ment of bass tuning might work better in 

our listening room. But the fine combina
tion of incisive bite without unwanted 

aggression is a rare virtue, and makes 

listening all the more pleasurable. 

Conclusion 
One might suspect this bulky, bluff speaker 
was well past its use-by date. But there can 
be little doubt that this new Stud1o 7 
represents a worthy modern successor to 

the classic LSJ/6 tradition. Changes in 

fashion, the trend towards ever smaller, 

narrower and fioorstanding enclosures 

have all tended to distract attention away 

from this particular configuration, and this 

review acts a reminder that v1rtue can be 
achieved through subtlety as well as drama. 

Swiss tone Electronics, 3 I 0 Commonside East 
Mitchom, Surrey CR4 I HX 
\:: (081) 640 2 I 7 2 

Verdict 
Voice band 
virtues from a 
classic formula; 
a subtle design. 

Sounds lazy and 
bass rich; looks 
a little bit 
old-fashioned. 

£880.00 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••••o 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
•••oo 

Laboratory Report 
The big box allows a combination of decent (though not wonderful) bass extension with 
good sensitivity and an easily driven amplifier load. The Studio 7 is capable of high 
power handling too, so realistic listening levels can easily be achieved with a powerful 
amplifier. 

The 7 clearly needs to be kept well clear of walls and floor. Even so, the 50Hz output 
is rather strong in our room, although the net sub- I OOHz energy is not excessive. Both 
the midband and treble are notably flat, albeit with a gradual but persistent down
tilt above 200Hz which is typical of the type, amounting to 4dB at 2kHz and 6dB at 
5kHz and enlivened by a l·4dB step at the crossover (2.SkHz). The trace is quite similar 
to my old bextrene·cone short-coil Spendor BC I, although the latter is actually rather 
smoother in bass and crossover regions. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size {hxwxdl 
Weight 
Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
large room/space lF roll·off 
1·6dB rei midband} 
large room/walllF roll·off 
l·6dB rei midband} 
large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midbandl 

63.5x30.5x30.5cm 
14kg 

15-120W 
low stand. well clear of walls 

±6dB 

30Hz 

25Hz 

Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

-13dB 
88dB 

very good 

"']Rfltlfftl l >@Fffif.ffFHJ I 
SO 100 200 SOO lk 2k Sk IOk 20k SO 100 200 SOO lk 2k Sk IOk 20k 

10!1 

3.3!1 

Modulus of impedance 

I 

�\ / ""'-., 
V 

I = 

-r 

Free space siting shows slight bass heaviness with 
laid back but smooth balance 

Close-to-wall siting is recipe for bass boom; slight 
crossover glitch 

-50 100 200 oOO 1 k 2k -:�k lOk 20k 

Impedance is undemanding and easily driven, 

showing quite complex equalisation 
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Precision Audio Tubes 

Please enquire for any tube types not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock. 

RETAIL PRICE LIST 
Golden Dragon Pre-amplifier Tubes. . .. ...... Singles 
6A08/ECC85.... . . ............... £:6.50 

12AT7A!E81CC/ECC81 . . .. £6.50 

12AU6AIE82CC/ECC82 . . . ..... £6.50 

12AX7 AIE83CC/ECC83.. . . .... £6.50 

6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 .... .. ........... £10.95 

6SL7GT/ECC35.. . ............... £7.50 

6SN7GT/ECC33 £8.50 

Special Quality Golden Dragon Pre-Amplifier Tubes .... Singles 

E81 CC-01 Gold Pins.. . .... .. .. ........... £9.50 

E82CC-01 Gold Pins.. . ........... £9.50 

E83CC-01 Gold Pins. . .............. £9.50 

E88CC-01 Gold Pins. . ..... £:14.50 

Golden Dragon Select Tubes 

5AR4 .. ........ £:9.50 

5U4G ................. £:8.50 
85A2 .. ................. . .  . .. .£:6 50 
ECL82 . . ...... £:4.50 

ECL86 .. . . .  C4.50 
EL509 . ...................... . ....... C7.50 

PL509 ... . ......... £:7.50 

6550 Special . . .................. ......... C75 per pair 
6072A.. . ................. ... C8.50 each 
310A . . ..................... . . ...... £:60.00 

572B.. . . .  C45 00 

5687 . . . ............. £:8.50 

Golden Dragon Triodes .... Singles 

2A3 4PIN ........... £22.50 

2A3 OCTAl ......... £22.50 

21 L .. £28.50 

300B .................. £69.00 

811A .................. £:11.50 

845 .. .................. £:36.50 

805 ..... ...... · · · · · · ·  £:36.50 

Golden Dragon Power Tubes Pairs 

EL34/6CA7 ......... £:18.50 

EL34S/CA7S ....... £:25.00 

Pairs 

£:47.50 

£:47.50 

£59.00 

[140.00 

£:25.00 

G5.00 

G5.00 

Quads 

£95.00 

£:95.00 

£118.00 

£:280.00 

£50.00 

£150.00 

£150.00 

Quads Octets 

£:37.50 £74.00 

£:50.00 £100.00 

Gold Plated Ceramic Valve Bases 
4 PIN UX4.. . ............... £3.50 

4 PIN JUMBO GOLD PLATED.. . ..... £25.00 

7 PIN B7G CHASSIS.. . .... £3.50 

8 PIN OCTAL PCB ............................... £3.50 

8 PIN OCTAL CHASSIS . . . ............. £3.50 

9 PIN B9A PCB .. . ........... £1.95 

9 PIN B9A CHASSIS ............................. £:2.50 

GOLD PLATED ECC83 SCREENING CAN & 
SKIRT .......................... ........................ £8.50 

GOLD PLATED ECC83 DAMPING 

CAN .. . .... £4.50 

Golden Dragon Power Tubes Pa�rs 

EL84/6BQ5.. .. £:8.50 

E841/7189a .......... £12.50 

KT66 . . .... £25.00 

KT88 . . . .  £49.50 

KT88 SUPER ...... £59.00 

6L6GC ............. . £18.50 

6550A.. . ... £39.50 

50CA 10 £:75.00 

6L6WGB ............. £25.00 

807 .... .... ........... £:25.00 

Quads 

£:17.00 

£25.00 

£50.00 

£99.00 

£118.00 

£37.00 

£79.00 

£150.00 

£:50.00 

£50.00 

Octets 

£:34.00 

£50.00 

£100.00 

£198.00 

£236.00 

£74.00 

£158.00 

£300.00 

£100.00 

£:100.00 

Carriage charge: L2.50on any order. All prices plus VAT@ 
17.5%. Payment: Cash with order or Visa- Mastercard
�merican Express. 24 Hour Answerphone Services 

We also have available ceramic 
valve sockets and holders for the 
entire Golden Dragon range. 
For further details please 
contact: 

P.M. COMPONENTS L TO., Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA11 SHD, England 
Tel: 0474 560521. Telex: 966371 TOS-PM-GM. Fax: 0474 333762 

GOLDEN DRAGON MAIN DEALERSHIPS, available in selected areas. Please call Clive Norris for details. 

i"ullc•·'s audio combining iruiOYalion \\'ilh classic design 

The new fuUer's audio SULTAJ'J 

loudspeaJ<:ers bring you the standard 
of reproduction you ex--pect at a price 
you can afford. 

For only £329 you get a fitlly integrated, 
high perfonnan_ce loudspeaker. 
A two-way t-win refJex port design with 
haTCl wixed crossover yields a clean 
ex-tended bass with m1 overaU lively 
and involving presentation. 

For fiu·ther information m1d a 
detnonstration, visit yotu· local dealer, 
or contact us direct. 

I would like to know more. 

NmTle _______________ __,__ 

Address ________________________ _ 

i'u.llcr's audio 20 Ttmbridge Road, 
Southend-on-sea, Essex SS2 6LT 
Telephone: (0702) 612116 



OVER £450 LOUDSPEAKERS 

Ruark Templar 

D 
efinitely part of the craftsmanship 

school of British loudspeaker manu

facturers, Ruark might also be re

garded as one of the pace-setters in 

the current trend towards compact fioor

standing speakers. thanks largely to the 

redoubtable UOO Talisman. reviewed and 

Recommended originally in issue 90 and 

again, 1n Mk2 guise, in issue I 18. 

This new £475 
Templar model fol

lows a very s1milar 

design outline, but 

represents a Simpli

fied variation in or

der to achieve the 

£225 saving. In place 

of the T2's box

section hardwood

veneered 20mm 

MDF baffle, the 

Temp/or has a con

ventional box made 

of 15mm MDF 

throughout How

ever, the worth

while backward 

slant IS  retained, en

hancing mechan1cal 

stability, helping to 

time-align the di-iv

ers and aiding 

acoustic projection 

upwards from the 

low1sh source. 

One factor that 

could split the fam

ily is the appearance 

of the front baffle. 

The other five faces 

are black textured 

vinyl, but the baffle 

is finished 1n an un

specified real wood 

on which is printed 

the pattern of 

something much fancier. lt  might be imita

tion burr walnut, but is much too Formica 

for my taste. There's no avoid1ng this 

baffie, as the neat and well chamfered 

grille only covers the top third or less. 

Magnet apart, the main driver looks 

very similar to the Talisman's, with 120mm 

paper cone, soft surround and cast frame, 

securely f1xed and rebated in place with 

brass mach1nehead bolts. The tweeter has 

a 29mm soft fabric dome. Only the top 

four fifths of the cabinet loads the main 

d1·iver, the lower f1fth being partitioned off. 

aiding stiffness, and enabling mass loading 

to be added. Besides the part1tion, there's 

a lateral brace and several strategically 

placed strips of wood, plus a good fill of 

wadding. A complex high grade hardwwed 

crossover links up to the drivers w1th 

heavy gauge wire. Reasonable spikes are 

fitted, but only into sockets inserted 1n the 

wooden base at present. 

Sound quality 
The T emplar generated some mixed reac

tions in the bl1nd tests, but was quite 

positively 1·eceived by the maJority. While 

some found the sound a little dull, others 

felt this a1ded the projection of midrange 

and voice detail in particular, giving an 

unforced quality that succeeds more 

through subtlety than punch or drama. 

I have to admit I didn't get on too well 

with this model personally, either blind or 

in subsequent sighted work. the latter 

1·evealing a rathe1· limited loudness capa

bility too. The sound is well-controlled 

and impressively vice-free, which can have 

its advantages when coping w1th compro

mised sou1·ces (like the TV), but I found 

the lack of excitement rather frustrating. 

Conclusion 
You can make your own judgements over 

the aesthetics, but I have to say I found the 

sound of this speaker too dull and lifeless, 

and distinctly more so than the Taf1sman 2. 

And the fact that this observation corre

lates closely with the measured balance 

differences between the two does tend to 

back up that Judgement. 

Ruark AcoustiCS Ltd, Unit 9. Anwood Indus

trial Estate, Arterial Rd, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 

7UA E (0268) 728 890 

Verdict 
Compact 
floorstander; 
unboxy and 
forgiving sound. 

Dull balance; 
low sensitivity; 
lacks drama and 
excitement, 

£479.00 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••ooo 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
•••oo 

Laboratory Report 
Given that the Templar is essentially a stripped down derivation from the Talisman 

theme, the comparison is interesting and relevant. Bass loading differences notwith

standing, extension is very similar indeed, as is the impedance, but the Templar is 1-

2dB less sensitive through the upper bass and main midband, 2-ldB through the upper 

mid, and as much as 3-4dB in the treble. Given these results, it's hardly surprising it 

sounds very different. 

The balance is best suited to free space siting, and the response is very good indeed 

through the lower two thirds of the audio spectrum (20Hz-2kHz). The mild peak 

(700Hz-1.2kHz) is better controlled than with the Talisman's more energetic main 

driver, but the Templar's weakness lies in a tweeter which is about 2dB short of output 

at 2.2kHz, fading to -SdB by I OkHz. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size!hxwxd) 73x19x19�27cm 
Weight 11 kg (including some unspecified/supplied mass loading) 
Recommended amplifier power 20-1 OOW 
Recommended placement clear of walls 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 
Large room/space LF roll-off 
(-6dB rei midbandl 
Large room/wall LF roll-off 
(-6dB rei midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
(rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref2.83V, 1m) 
lmpedance characteristic(easeofdrivel 

±5dB 

25Hz 

25Hz 

-10dB 
85dB 

very good 

,�r004fEftl l , .. f:ffB#Ti J I �,JIR148 111 50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 50 lOO 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k 10k 20k 

Good bass extension, slight presence forwardness 

but rapid ultimate treble roll-off 

Wall reinforcement tends to introduce midbass 

boom; treble restrained 

Impedance is easy and straightforward for any 

amplifier to drive 
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GREAT SUMMER SALE 
QUALITY AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS- Bargain Prices!! 
OPEN MON·SAT 10·6PM • 24 DELIVERY SERVICE • �z: WELCOME 

PRE·AMPS N/PRICE SALE PRICE TURNTABLES cont. N/PRICE SALE PRICE 
Cambridge C100 329 249 Project lwlth arml 130 99 
Musical Fidelity Systemdeck 11X900 229 199 

- The Pre Amp 199 169 TUNERS 
Rainbow 299 279 M/Fidelity T1 269 249 
Quad 34 388 329 creek T40 249 199 
Kelvin Lab A/Zero 29S 179 Marantz STSOL 199 129 
Albarrv AP3 299 229 carver TX10 29S 179 
Albarrv AP4 3SO 299 Hailer IRIS 49S 279 
Albarrv ssos 499 399 Quad 66 S19 449 
NAD 1000 199 159 Arcam Alia 185 149 
Proton AP1000 199 SPEAKERS 
AMPLIFIERS Tannoy 605 159 129 
Albarrv- PP1 499 349 Tannoy 609 269 209 
John Shearn 499 419 Tannoy D1000 299 
Orellsa040 299 199 Tannoy M20 169 
Onlx OA31L 449 349 Audio Plan KontaPian S99 
Saop 4 P/SUpply 299 219 Alphason Orpheus 1069 779 
Proton AA11SO 29S Arcam Delta 2 340 240 
Carver TFM22 53S 329 AR 112 149 99 
Kelvin Lab Digital 549 379 AR 122 199 149 
NAD 902 499 399 Base 201 289 219 
NAD 302 169 149 Base 305 379 289 
Nackamlchl AMP2 369 279 B&W 1600 199 
Alphason Appollo 299 199 Celestion SL 12 629 349 
Creek 414052 249 199 Celestion DL4 99 
Audio Innovations Celestion 100 5S9 399 

1000 Mono Blocks 3000 2499 Caste! Accoustics 
300 MKII 499 449 Pembrook 399 369 
200 349 299 Warwick 249 199 

First Audio 1S49 1349 Yorks 349 299 
Denon Mono Blacks 999 799 Durhams 219 189 
Musical Fidelity BLQ 99 

Tempest 199 169 Windsor 639 479 
A1 299 269 Clef CF3 299 

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS Heybrook Audio 
Carver 3100 339 209 HB100 299 229 
Teac CDP4SOO 249 199 Solo 169 139 
vamaha cox 860 299 229 JPW sonata 115 89 
vamaha cox 660 249 199 JBL L20T 249 189 
Yamaha cox 560 199 169 Spender SP 212 S99 495 
Marantz CD 72 399 299 so Accoustics SD3 399 299 
NAD S425 199 159 M/Short Classic 20 395 329 
Phillips CD Players from 119 M/Short Classic 40 S9S 49S 
DAC etc Proac Mini Tower 799 649 
Deltec Llttlebit 399 299 Proac Studio One 719 S99 
Kelvin Lab Proac Studio Tower 2S99 1999 

PDM Converter 199 129 Snell J3 770 S99 
Mod squad Ruark 

Phone Stage/Line Level 949 S99 Swordsman 299 229 
QED Digital oac 139 99 Broadsword 849 649 
TURNTABLES Talisman 699 499 
Pink Triangle Monitor Audio 

Little Pink Thing SBS 499 Gold MA14 399 329 
PT Export 89S 79S M/Fidelity Ref 2 349 199 

•sOME ITEMS IN THE SALE ARE EX· DEMONSTRATION 

Place your order today on <071) 233 0774 

HI Fl CONFIDENTIAL LTD 
34 BUCKINGHAM PALACE ROAD, LONDON SW1W ORE 

�AUDIO® 
AUTHE N T I C FIDELITY 

Dynaudio is considered one of the most distinguished manufacturers in 
audio. By means of untiring and successful research and exceptional 
solutions to questions of concept, design and construction 
Dynaudio has acquired this 
excellent reputation, yet 
success has not altered their 
independence and single minded 
concentration on creating 
products of the highest quality. 
Dynaudio continues to search for 
solutions to the basic problems 
of loudspeaker engineering and 
then puts these solutions to the 
test in loudspeakers of their own 
design. This is especially true for 
chassis technology. They have 
set the standards that others 
must follow. 
There are three new speaker kits 
available from Wilmslow Audio, 
each kit contains all necessary 
components to build a superb 
pair of speakers. 18mm M.D.F. 
flat pack cabinets are also 
available. 

Plus Kit Carr/lns Total Kit Carr/lns 
Foccus £360.00 £10.00 £395.00 £15.00 
Twynn £425.00 £10.00 £510.00 £18.00 
Xennon 3 £675.00 £13.00 £750.00 £20.00 

The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook available @ £23.45 including postage 

WilmsloV# 
Audio 
DIY Speaker catalogue £2 

post free (export £3.50) 

DeptHFC 
Wellington Close, 
Parkgate Trading Estate 
Knutsford, Cheshire 
WA16 8DX 
Tel: (0565) 650605 
Fax: (0565) 650080 

Telephone credit card 
orders welcome 

Open Tuesday to Saturday, 4 demonstration rooms available. 



OVER £:450 LOUDSPEAKERS 

Totem Model1 

I 
nearly choked on my Eccles cake when 
I discovered how much these little 
beauties cost. I've since regained my 
composure, and will admit that this 

Canadian miniature is as pretty as any that 
I've seen this past few years. 

The accompanying leaflet adopts the 

rather pompous slogan 'L;sten and be
lieve'. Believe me, Totem'sMode/One was 
going to have to produce something pretty 
special from behind the listening curtain if 
it was going to justify such a price-tag. 

Not only were the details sketchy, but 

I was also informed that removal of the 
drive units was unwise, since they are 
sealed in place with a fluid compound 
which makes life rather awkward. Such 
informatior,/that I have gleaned is there
fore uncorroborated hearsay. 

The box feels strong, solid and dead, 
yet is by no means overweight, which is no 

bad thing from an energy storage point of 
view. Mention is made of lock-mitre cabi
net joints, Internal cross-bracing and 
borosilicate damping (isn't that something 
to do with glass fibre?). A single pair of 
classy WBT terminals stick out at the back, 
JUSt below a neatly integrated and quite 

narrow port. 
No grille is supplied, while the 25mm 

metal dome tweeter has a mesh to pro
tect against prying fingers. The main driver 
is one of Oynaudio's cone/dome devices, 
the radiating surface I OOmm in diameter, 

driven from a large diameter voice coil. 

Sound quality 
lt came; it sat behind the curta;n; and it 
conquered. The Totem didn't quite make 
it to the top of the list but it came 
uncannily close. 

Obviously bass extension is limited, 

while the balance is a bit bright and can 
sound a little untidy. But it's essentially fast 
coherent and highly informative, with a 
fine sense of freedom and expressive 
dynamics, and good rihythmic timing too. 
Stereo 1maging was praised for its open
ness and good off-axis performance, Slate 

Audio stands work exceptionally well. 

Conclusion 
There may be a better miniature out 
there, but it has yet to come my way. 
Certainly the price is ridiculous, but the 
Model One is a capable giant-killer, clearly
Recommended and well worth investiga
tion if size is a problem - or even if it's 
not, because this speaker's so much fun. 

May Audio Marketing UK Ltd, 83 Mam 

Street, Burley-in-Wharfedale, West Yorkshire, 

LS29 7BU 1i: (0943) 864 930 

Verdict 
Wonderfully 
communicative 
miniature; loads 
of fun. 

Horrible price 
and bass; needs 
good amplifier 
for high volume. 

£995.00 RRP 

SOUND QUALITY 
••••• 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
•••oo 

Laboratory Report 
If you're considering £I ,000 a pair miniatures, it's only reasonable to assume your 

amplifier budget is at least as twice as big- probably more. And such amplification 

shouldn't have much trouble supplying the current needed to drive this low impedance 

load, although valve arficionados will need to take care. 

Clearly aligned for siting well clear of walls, the Totem is pretty well balanced 

overall, though distinctly ragged along the way. Sensitivity is an adequate 86dB (power 

handling is high), while the ultimate bass extension is rather remarkable for such a 

small ported enclosure, the 30Hz room mode registering an impressive -ldB ref 

midband in-room. Output is a bit too strong at 50Hz, but fortunately this is a quite 

narrow and isolated peak that won't unduly unbalance the net energy level in that part 

of the audio spectrum. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 
Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement 
In room averaged response limits 
50Hz-10kHz 

large room/space LF roll-off 
l-6dB rei midband) 

large room/walllF roll-off 
l-6dB rei midband) 
Large room output at 20Hz 
I rei midband) 
Estimated midrange sensitivrty (ref2.83V, 1 m) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 

31x165x23cm 
4kg 

15-lOOW 
high stand, clear of walls 

±6dB 

28Hz 

28Hz 

beiow-14dB 
86dB 

current hungry 

,
��[Jtf'tiffU I , .. �IJlHIThJ I :J#JQffTH 50 100 200 500 lk 2k 5k IOk 20k 50 lOO lOO 500 lk lk 5k IOk lOk 50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk 10k 20k 

Free space siting gives good overall balance but 

some 50Hz boom and general uneveness 
Back-to-wall siting is best avoided for the 

smoothest overall balance 

Current hungry impedance demands an amplifier 

with good current capability 
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352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road 
Croydon, Surrey CRO 7 AF iiiliiijiplliiiliiiijiiijj 

Telephone: 081 654 1231/2040 
Fax: 081 655 3922 

High Fidelity/loudspeaker 
and Video Specialists 

SPALDINGS 
THE HI-FI SHOP 
THAT PROBABL V HAS 

THE HIGHEST STANDARDS 
IN THE SOUTH EAST. 

W 
hether you are complete beginner 

or have many listening hours under 

your belt, you need the facilities a 

really good hi- fi shop offers to ensure you get the 

best value. 

We carefully select equipment in every price 

range, from good value products at around £200 

per item, to more expensive and even more 

enjoyable systems costing thousands. 

In our demonstrations we use listening rooms 

separate from the main shop and our extensive 

experience enables us to get the best from every 

piece of equipment. This makes differences and 

improvements pleasantly obvious. 

We offer free of charge the most vital part of 

any hi-fi system, the detailed preparation and 

installation necessary for us to achieve the best 

sound in your home. 

We guarantee that you will be thrilled with 

your music, not just for the first few months but 

over many years of listening. 

This month all on permanent demonstration: 

Linn Karik, Numerik, Kremlin, Meridian 
200/263/602/606, Audiolab 8000T 

EQUIPMENT FROM 
ARCAM, AUDIOLAB, CELESTION, CYRUS, 

DENON, DUAL, EPOS, KEF, LINN, 
MARANTZ, MERIDIAN, MICHELL, MISSION, 

NAIM, QUAD, RUARK AND OTHERS. 

PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT 
US TO ARRANGE A DEMONSTRATION 

OR JUST FOR ADVICE ON 

081 654 1231 - 081 654 2040 

ACCESS VISA 

CREDIT FACILITIES 

AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

ATACAMA AUDIO SUPPORTS 
A New Innovation in Audio Furniture Design, 

manufactured to the highest quality standards. 

The "SE"  range of speaker supports are designed to complement 

your speakers, and more importantly, offer uncompromised 

Audio performances. 

FiYe models in the standard range: sizes 8", 12", 16", 20" & 24" high. 

, 

A further three specialist stands for "Tanno,· Sixes" 

loudspeaker models 603, 605, 607 & 609. 

All stands can be filled with sand, shot or other suitable medium. 

Each stand is supplied with adjustable C<trpet spikes, with top spikes 

being aYailable as an option. 

Please ring for your nearest stockist or send a S.A.E. 

,·our free illustrated brochure. 

.\lanufactured b,·: Sambell Engineering Ltd 
\\"inston _\,enuc, Croft, Leicester LE9 6GQ_ 

Telephone: (0455) 283251 Facsimile: (0455) 28.1908 

Truly stunning results .. 

vocalists are suspended in 
space between the speakers .. 
In all the OL2 's are one of the 
better ways that I can think of 
to spend 600 smackers on a 
loudspeaker. 11 AUDIO PH ILE AUG. 1993 

"Speakers worth travelling for" 
WHAT HI-FI FEB. 1993 

• Imaging capability that 
is unsurpassed. 
• Dy namic performance, 
impressive in it's articulation 
and neutrality. 
• Available in bookshelf 
and floorstanding models, 
all superbly finished and 
a treat to accomodate, 
even in small rooms. 

For further information and 
dealer list, contact: 

ORIGIN LIVE, 87 CHESSEL CRESCENT, BITTERNE , 

SOUTHAMPTON S02 4BT. 0703 442183 I 671237 



LOUDSPEAKERS 

Loudspeakers: conclusions, 
best buys and recommendations 

0 ur test group of 22 
loudspeakers proved as 
interesting and instruc
tive as any that I've 

done, and rather easier on 
the vertebrae too. The 
growing importance of 
compact floorstanding 
speakers is seen in the five 
new models that adopt this 
configuration, but the bulk 
(11) of the candidates on this 
occasion were pretty much 
the standard 10-20 litre 
stand-mount type. 

Four of the rest are real 
tinies, covering a vast price 
range from £60 up to £1,000. 
This leaves just a couple of 
quite upmarket dinosaurs to 
remind us that when it 
comes to loudspeakers, good 
old-fashioned bulk still takes 
an awful lot of beating. 

Under £150 
Budget speakers are by 
definition small speakers, 
and they don't come much 
smaller or any cheaper than 
the £59 JPW Mini Monitor. 
While hardly inspiring, its 
overall competence de
mands the Best Buy rating. 

Much more remarkable, 
however, is the Wharfedale 
CRS3 (£129.90). It may look 
out of date, but this Best Buy 
can deliver as exciting and 
communicative a perform
ance as many models costing 
more than twice the price. 

Good mans' latest Maxim 
(£119.95) retains its Recom
mended flash, packing 
plenty of bass punch. 

£150-£250 
Whether the Philips connec
tion proves a help or 
handicap, there's no deny
ing the sonic superiority of 
the £199.99 Legend II, even 
though this Best Buy is a bit 
more coloured and less 

ll@tijMI 
BEST BUYS 

JPW Mini Monitor (£59) Short of 

welly, but a great surround speaker. 

Wharfedale CRS3 (£ 129.90) 

Coherent and lively performer. 

RECOMMENDED 
Goodmans Maxim (£119.95) Well

balanced budget box. 

IMiib11l 
BEST BUYS 

Legend 11 (£ 199.99) Lively: coherent: 

fine information retrieval. 

RECOMMENDED 
Castle Trent 11 (£ 189.90) Classy 

finish plus a perfectly respectable sound. 

Rega EL8 (£298) More bass than the 

Kyte, but less coherence. 

Tannoy 60711 (£219.99) Exceptional 

bass; treble sounds rather shut in. 

RECOMMENDED 
Infinity Reference 30 (£399.95) 

Budget ftoorstander: balanced: good 

bass extension. 

smooth than some of the 
alternatives. 

The latest versions of the 
Castle Trent (£189.90) and 
Tannoy 607 II (£219.99) are 
both Recommended, the 
former for its fine finish and 
good overall balance, the 
latter for its rather superior 
bass and mid range. 

£250-£450 
The two Recommended 
models here are both meritori
ous floorstanders, but for very 
different reasons. The ultra
compact £298 Rega ELS is 
delightfully agile, if best
suited to the smaller room and 
modest system. I'm still not 
sure if the £399.95 Infinity 
Reference 30 has changed since 
it was last reviewed, but it is 

•�m��1�• 
RECOMMENDED 

Cabasse Skiff(£ I ,500) Great 

sensitivity and bass: fine dynamic grip. 

Heybrook Quartet (£555) Good 

sensitivity and a lively, forward sound. 

Origin Live OL-2A (£469) Open, 

transparent and balanced sound; needs a 

big amplifier. 

Rogers Studio 7 (£880) Looks rather 

old-fashioned but has a beautifully 

voiced sound. 

Totem Model One (£995) This 

luxury miniature sets the benchmark 

standard for its size. 

The£ 129.90 Wharfedale CRS3. 

good value and a lively, if 
rather crude, performer. 

Over £450 
The compact, floorstanding 
Origin Live OL-2A (£469) 
serves up an interesting 
combination of relaxed 
openness with fine power 
handling, while the beauti
fully finished Heybrook 
Quartet (£555) sounds alto
gether more exciting. 

The £880 Rogers Studio 7 is 
a reminder of the subtleties of 
the BBC monitor, while the 
dynamic Cabasse Skiff (£1,500) 
demonstrates just how 
thrilling a full-size three-way 
design can sound. The tiny 
£995 Totem Model One may 
not look such good value, but 
its sound is a pure delight. 

Loudspeakers -
best of the rest 
Loudspeaker design tends to be 

more engineering than 

technology-led. Models may 

stay in the catalogue and remain 

fine value for money for many 

years. Notable cheapies from 

past review projects include the 

Alii son AL I 00, Celestion I, JPW 

PI V and Sonata (all Best Buys), 

plus the B&W 200 I, Canon S-

30, Heybrook Prima, JPW 

Minim, Jamo Cornet 50, Mission 

760i, Monitor Audio Monitor 

One and Sony AMP-I 0 I ES in the 

Recommended category. 

The next group up in terms 

of price includes the Acoustic 

Research M I. Heybrook HB I 

S3, Rega Kyte, Rogers LS2a/2 

Best Buys, plus the Allison 

ALII 0, Celestion 7, Faraday 

FS I, Infinity Reference I 0, JPW 

PI, AP2 and AP3, Mission Cyrus 

780 and 781, Wharfedale 425 

and Zyp A I Recommended 

models. 

Between £250 and £450, the 

Epos ESII, Linn Index and B&W 

620 are three very different 

Best Buys. Recommended 

models include the Arcam Delta 

2, Bose 305, Canon S-50, 

Celestion 15, Harbeth HLP3, 

Heybrook Trio, JRT AD I Micro, 

Kenwood LS-770E, Monitor 

Audio Monitor 11, Mordaunt

Short MS5.40, Rega ELA, Rogers 

Studio 3, SD Acoustics SD3 and 

Wharfedale 515. 

For the full range of £450 

and over Recommendati9ns 

(and there are quite a few of 

them), please refer to The 

Directory, which starts on page 

I 06. Noteworthy examples of 

the new breed of high perform

ance compact floorstanders 

include the Castle Chester, Linn 

Keilidh, Mission 753 and Ruark 

Talisman 2.  
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HI Fl CHOICE SPECIAL OFFERS 

Choice accessories 
Let our (lne range of accessories help boost your system performance 

Isolation cones 
Supplied in packs of four, these cones 
are ideal for supporting just about any 
item of hi-fl, from sub-woofers 
through to amplifiers and CD players. 
The cones provide effective isolation 
and decoupling, ther·eby increasing the 
stereo image and fidelity. Available in 
precision turned brass or black 
anodized aluminium, some experimen
tation will reward the listener with 
improved sound quality, at a minimal 
cost. 
Order ref: JE 12A £14.00 
4 Isolation cones (brass) 
Order ref: JE I I A £ 14.00 
4 Isolating cones (black coate d 
alum inium) 

Goldring Magic Record 
Cleaner 
Kit consisting of a double-sided velvet 
brush and spray on Goldring Magic 
record rejuvenating fiuid. 
Order ref: JE 13A £11.95 

Technics Auto CD 
Cleaner 
A powered wetidry 
CD cleaner that can 

or the mains. 
lt works by 
rotating the 
disc and apply
ing the wet 
cleaner first (cleaning 
solution is supplied, then 
reversing direction and dry 
cleaning it. The whole process takes 
just 40 seconds and a set of batteries 
should clean 80 discs. 
Order ref: JE20A £39.95 

Kontak Cleaning Solution 
A two stage contact cleaner for all 
audio and mains connections. All 
connections are susceptible to 
oxidisation and contamination which 
impairs electron fiow and thus affects 
sound quality. 

HI-FI CHOICE SWEATSHIRTS 

Improve the sound of your system for a 
mere f. IS 

Ever wondered why some people get taken seriously in hi-fi 
shops while others get the runaround? Wonder no more. 
The answer to all your hi-fi problems is the ALL NEW Hi-Fi 
Choice Sweatshirt. 

Thil-se gloriously hip garments are tastefully printed in white and 
red on navy blue. As well as being this year's most crucial fashion 
accessory, a Hi-Fi Choice sweatshirt will readily identify you as a 
reader of Britain's fastest growing hi-fi magazine. 
As a result you'll almost certainly be taken more seriously and 
end up with a better system - and all for a mere £15. 

We can supply the shirts in two sizes - large and extra large. 
Order ref: JE22A 

the power amps 
alone was so 

astonishing I had to 
carry on and cover the 

whole system. By the time 
I was finished the system was 

utterly tr·ansfor·med. Timing and 
coherence were back with a 

vengeance: surface noise and col
oration were both much leass audible 
and the soundstage had liberated itself 
from the boxes". 
Orderref:JEI7A £19.90 

The Purifier 
A ferrite cable clamp designed to 
reduce RF induced noise in audio, 
video and computer systems. The 
clamps will accept single or multiple 
cables of up to half an inch in diameter 
and can be used on both signal and 
mains cables, Can be particularly bene
ficial for digital interconnects. 
Order ref: JE 14A £16.90 p er pa ir 

Nagaoka Anti-Static Record 
Sleeves No I 02 
Packs of 50 plastic record sleeves that 
can be used on their own or inserted 
into an existing card or paper sleeve. 
The sleeves keep records dust free 
and eliminate static. 
Order ref: JE 15A £6.99 

Gold Plated 4mm Banana 
Plugs 
Top quality solderless gold plated 
banana plugs for use with speaker 
cables. Simply push the 

• 
speaker cable into the • , 
body of the plug and I 

tighten for a perfect • , 

connection. This 
Furukawa plug accepts 
cables up to 4mm in diameter. 
Sold in packs of four·. 
Order ref: JE24A £7.95 

Audio Technica CD Lens 
Cleaner AT-6078 
The focusing assembly for· the laser 
head of a CD player is a very delicate 
affair and yet it requires cleaning from 
time to time to give of its best. Rather 
than fumbling about with cotton buds. 
we would suggest you employ an 
Audio Technica AT-6978 CD lens 
cleaner. 
This is a standard size disc with a set 
of eight tiny brushes set into it. To 
clean your laser, just apply a drop of 
cleaning fiuid on to one of the brushes, 
place the cleaning disc in to your play
er and press play. 
Ten seconds later, a clean laser assem
bly and a cleaner sound from your 
Compact Discs. 
Orderref:JE21A £16.95 

CD Jewel Case (Five Pack) 
Everyone has them, now replace 
broken CD jewel cases and ensure 
your discs are properly protected. 
Order ref: JE33A £5.00 

DISC CLEANING AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Last SF-I 00 Extra 
Strength Record Cleaner 
Designed to remove the stubborn 
mould release compounds present 
in every LP from the pressing 
process. Use to deep clean new 
records as well as to revitalise 
older vinyl. 
Order ref: JE25A £22.50 

Last SF-200 Record 
Preservative 
Last SF-200 interfaces with the 
vinyl and prevents gouging, frac
turing and wear of the groove 
wall. A single application will main
tain LPs in 'brand new' condition 
for 200 plays or more. The use of 
Last I 00 and 200 improves fidelity 
and maintains precious LPs. 
Order ref: JE26A £25.00 

Last SF-300 Record 
Cleaner 
SF-300 is the cleaner to use on a 
day-to-day basis on LPs which 
have been treated with SF- I 00 and 
SF-200. 
Order ref: JE27 A £18.50 

Last SF-600 CD Clean And 
Protect 
Yes CDs do need cleaning and 
Last have introduced a specially 
formulated cleaner and polish for 
CDs which removes grease, dirt 
and finger marks. The kit provides 
vinyl covers for the continued 
protection of cleaned CDs. Clean 
CDs sound better. 
Order ref: JE29A £20.00 

Last SF-60 I CD Cleaner 
Exactly the same as CD-600, but 
without the vinyl protective covers. 
Order ref: JE30A £16.00 

Last RCM Record 
Cleaning Machine Fluid 
Last Record Cleaning machine 
fiuid is formulated for use in con
juction with proprietry record 
cleaning machines, for the removal 
of grease, dirt and grime from 
Vinly LP's. 

JE3SA £ 18.00 

In order to introduce vinyl 
users to a meaningful 
protection and mainte
nance system, we have 
negotiated a special price 
on a full size bottle of SF
I 00 and SF-200 (SCO 12) complete 

with applicators for just £38.50. 
Trial Pack, SF-I 00 And 200 
(Full Size) Order ref: JE31A 
£38.50 

We've also secured trial samples 
of all three products, SL-123 and 
these are available at only £26.00. 
We sincerely r·ecommend the use 
of these products to all who wish 
to maintain their record collec
tions in pristine condition. 
Trial Pack, SF-I 00, 200 and 
300 Order ref: JE32A £26.00 



HI Fl CHOICE SPECIAL OFFERS 

Choice sounds 
Choose from our superb selection of specialist label recordings. 

REFERENCE RECORDINGS 

FIESTA: DALLAS WIND SYMPHO
NY ORCHESTRA, HOWARD 
DUNN CONDUCTING 
Warning: Please ensure the volume control 
is turned down on first playing, as transients 
on this CD/LP have the potential to damage 
speakers when played at high volume levels. 
This superb recording contains colouriul. 
dynamic, fiesta-flavoured music for wind 
instruments and hi-fi demonstration-quality 
sanies. Contains, Reed: La Fiesta Mexicana -
Gould: Fiesta del Pacifica - Williams: 
Symphonic Dance # 3 - Perkins: Fandango 
Order ref: RR-38CD £13.99 

RR-39 2 LP set £30.00 

HOLST: DALLAS WIND SYMPHO
NY ORCHESTRA, HOWARD 
DUNN CONDUCTING 
This title contains seminal works, together 
on one disc. all played in the exact instru
mentation specified by the composer. The 
Dallas Wind Symphony is one of the most 
spirited and dynamic bands around, and is 
the front runner in the renaissance of the 
great American windband. Contains: Suite # 
I in E-flat - A Moorside Suite - Suite # 2 in F 

Order ref: RR-39CD £13.99 

RR-39LP £21.50 

REFERENCE RECORDINGS HDCDs 

HDCD is a new and patented process for 
encoding and decoding digital audio. The 
process is used during recording and play
back. though as the name implies. HDCD 
recordings can be played back on all existing 
CD players, however, to fully realise the 
extraordinary potential the system is capable 
of providing, encoded recordings should be 
played on CD players incorporating an 
HDCD decoder, however, these discs may 
be played on ordinary players and out-per
form 'normal' CDs by a considerable margin. 

REFERENCE HDCD SAMPLER 
Digital sound of unprecedented resolution 
and musicality. No hi-fi enthusiasts will want 
to ignore this incredible sonic experience. 
Order ref: RR-S3HDCD£ 11.99 

TESTAMENT: THE TURTLE CREEK 

CHORALE WITH THE DALLAS 

WIND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

A stirring programme of American music 
with words by Thomas Jefferson. Wait 
Whitman and Robert Frost introduces the 
magnificent sound of the ISO voice chorus, 
accompanied by the Dallas Wind Symphony 
Orchestra. This is a demonstration quality 
CD no audiophile should miss, the sound 
quality is absolutely breathtaking. 
Contains, Ron Nelson : Behold Man -
Howard Hanson: Song of Democracy (text 
Wait Whitman) • Randall Thompson: The 
Pasture - Stopping By Woods on a Snowy 
Evening - Allelujah - Aaron Copland:The 
Promise of Living- Leonard Bernstein: Make 
Our Garden Grow. 
Order ref: RR-49CD £13.99 

RR-49LP 2 LP Set £30.00 

TRITTICO: THE DALLAS WIND 
SYMPHONY, FREDERICK FEN
NELL CONDUCTING 
Under his inspired direction, Frederick 
Fennell with the Dallas Wind Symphony 
Orchestra delivers smashing performances 
of some of the most colourful music ever 
written for band. The programme is full of 
variety and brings together dynamic and sel
dom-heard works such as Trittico by Vaclav 
Nelhybel . Feast Day in Saville by Albinez. 
Varients on a medieval tune by Norman 
Delle Joio -Funeral March by Edvard Grief 
and Victoria Giannini's Symphony# 3. 
Order ref: RR-52CD £13.99 

REFERENCE RECORDINGS 
MASTERCUT SERIES 

Reference Mastercuts make available land
mark analogue recordings of significant musi
cal performances in no-compromise, num
bered editions. 

Disc mastering facilities are chosen for 
the best possible sonic properties, depending 
on the nature of the material and the format 
of the original tapes. 

Pressings are made with the recently 
developed HQ 180 process, which provides 
a super flat, extra heavy vinyl disc of 
unprecedented resolving power. All 
Mastercuts are numbered limited editions, 
and are supplied in beautiful gatefold jackets. 

RAVEL: BOLERO ETC. STANIS
LOW SKROWACZEWSKI CON
DUCTING THE MINNESOTA 
ORCHESTRA 
Bolero - Pavane pour une Infante Defunte -
Le Tombeau de Couperin - Une Barque sur 
L'ocean. 
Order ref: RM-1 00 I £3 5.00 

RACHMANINOV: SYMPHONY 
NUMBER 2 IN e minor, Op 27. 

LEONARD SLATKIN CONDUCT
ING THE SAINT LOUIS SYMPHO
NY ORCHESTRA 
Order ref: RM-1 002 £35.00 

GERSHWIN: RHAPSODY IN BLUE, 
SECOND RHAPSODY, VARIA
TIONS ON 'I GOT RHYTHM.' 
LEONARD SLATKIN, THE SAINT 
LOUIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, 
JEFFREY SIEGEL, PIANO 
Order ref: RM-1 003 £35.00 

KLAVIER 180GM LPS 

Klavier has introduced on super flat 180gm 
virgin vinyl two of the most famous record
ings ever produced. These are 'collectable' 
limited edition LPs. Single step processing 
was used for these releases. 

The stamper was made from the first 
generation master and not more than 1,000 
LPs were pressed from that scamper. This 
process allows every LP to be of 'test press
ing quality.' 

Klavier LPs are used by many manufac
turers and hi-fi specialists for demonstrating 
their equipment. 

MASENET LE CID, BALLET 
MUSIC. SCENES PITTORESQUES. 
THE LAST SLEEP OF THE VIRGIN. 
THE BIRMINGHAM SYMPHONY 
ORCHESTRA, LOUIS FREMAUX 
CONDUCTING. 
Order ref: KS-522 

KCD-11007 

(LP) 
(CD) 

£25.00 

£13.99 

A BERLIOZ ORCHESTRA SPEC
TACULAR. THE BIRMINGHAM 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, LOUIS 
FREMAUX CONDUCTING 
Overture to 'Roman Carnival.' Op 9 -
Funeral March for Hamlet- Hungarian 
March - Dance of the Sylphs - Minuet of 
Wiii-0'-The Wisps- Overture to 
'Benvenuto Cellini' Op 23 - Royal Hunt and 
Storm from The Trojans.' (with The City of 
Birmingham Symphony Chorus)-Trojan 
March from 'The Trojans'. 
Order ref: KS-553 (LP) £25.00 

DCC 24CT GOLD COS 

Discover an awesome listening experience. 
These 24 Karat gold Compact Discs are 
manufactured, specifically for hi-fi/audiophile 

listeners. Better than the originals. these re
releases of popular music are a 'must buy' 
for all hi-fi enthusiasts. There are several 
advantages to using gold rather than alumini
um for the reflective layer in CDs. Gold 
coating provides a smoother. more even 
layer than is possible with aluminium. Data 
pit conformity is optimised and laser beam 
reflectivity is over 95 per cent. resulting in 
excellent tracking. fewer bit errors. and the 
ultimate in data integrity. 

THE DOORS: THE DOORS 
C�nsidered one of the five greatest rock 
albums of all time, this 1967 release influ
enced a generation. Specially re-mastered 
for this gold disc release from two-track 
stereo original mixes, The Doors sounds 
better than it ever has. The original glossy 
cover and liner are accurately reproduced 
for this CD. Featuring Light My Fire. Break 
On Through. The End. 
Order ref: GZS-1023 £35.00 

CREAM: FRESH CREAM 
Eric Clapton, Jack Bruce and 
Ginger Baker 
Originally released in 1966, this classic album 
by England's power trio, is considered by 
many to feature Eric Clapton's best playing 
with the group. Remastered from the origi
nal two track master mixes, the original 
American running order has been restored 
along with the album artwork and liner, plus 
full recording information. Featuring 
Spoonful. I Feel Free and I'm So Glad. 
Contains two bonus tracks. 
Order ref: GZS-1 022 £35.00 

THE BEACH BOYS: PET SOUNDS 
This 1966 release is now considered to be 
one of the most innovative and influential 
American albums. lt contains many classic hit 
Beach Boy singles -Wouldn't lt Be Nice, 
Sloop John B. God Only Knows etc. 
Mastered from the original unequalised full
track master tapes, this CD is a must for 
music fans everywhere 
Order ref:GZS-1 035 £35.00 

PAUL Me CARTNEY AND WINGS: 
BAND ON THE RUN 
Considered to be Me Cartney's greatest 
album, Band on the Run really put Paul on 

the map. Features the title track Band On 
The Run plus Jet. Bluebird. Let Me Roll lt 
and Helen Wheels and many more. 
Order ref: GZS-1030 £35.00 

THE EAGLES: HOTEL CALIFORNIA 
The Eagles are considered one of rock'n' 
roll's top five bands of the Seventies. Hotel 
California was No I on the U.S. Billboard 
charts for seven weeks. This album was the 
Eagles' biggest seller and remains a true clas· 
sic. The original LP artwork and graphics 
are reproduced faithfully. Featuring New Kid 
In Town - Life In The Fast Lane - Victim Of 
Love and Hotel California . 
Order ref: GZS-1 024 £35.00 

THE DOORS: STRANGE DAYS 
Featuring Love Me Two Times. When The 
Music's Over and People Are Strange , this 
million seller is a vital addition to the Gold 
Library. One of the most popular albums in 
the history of rock. 
Order ref: GZS-1 026 £35.00 

JONI MITCHELL: COURT & SPARK 
Considered to be Joni's best album. Filled 
with musical innovations and daring har
monies. this is one of the all time best loved 
albums of the rock era. Its influences can still 
be heard in many of today's arrangements. 
and its influence on the 'singer-songwriter' 
genre of music is unparalleled to this day. 
Featuring Help Me - Free Man In Paris -
Raised On Robbery & the Grammy award 
winning Down To You 
Order ref: GZS-1 025 £3 5.00 

RAY CHARLES: INGREDIENTS IN 
A RECIPE FOR SOUL 
This album from 1963, peaked at No. 2 on 
the US Billboard album charts and yeilded 
two top singles: 'Busted' and 'Lucky Old 
Sun'. Wonderful sound quality together with 
memorable performances make this a 'must 
buy' gold disc. Contains four bonus tracks 
from singles of the period. 
Order ref: GZS-1 027 £35.00 

CREAM: WHEELS OF FIRE 
Besides gleaning the best sound ever from 
the 1968 landmark Cream double album, 
DCC has unearthed a previously unheard 



jam that was edited out of the 
original song Passing the Time. 
In addition to the remastering 
by Steve Hoffman. DCC has 
ensured that the packaging is 
also a hit by duplicating the 
original album art. From the 
aluminim foil over the day-glo 
interior, the original art and 
liner notes are all intact. All in 
all, Wheels of Fire is sure to 
grab the eye and ear of music 
lovers. (Double CD) 
Order ref: GZS-1 020 £50.00 

BOB DYLAN: HIGH
WAY 61 REVISITED 
This landmark album from 
1965 firmly established Bob 
Dylan as a force in rock music 
as well as an American cultural 
icon. DCC Compact Classics 
have painstakingly remastered 
this CD from the original 
Columbia two track stereo 
masters. The original LP art
work and back liner have also 
been faithfully recreated. 
Order ref:GZS-1 021 £35.00 

BOB SEGER & THE SIL
VER BULLET BAND: 
NIGHT MOVES 
Night Moves was originally 
released in 1976. This multi 
million selling album features 
the famous Night Moves plus 
several of the now standard 
favourites such as RRock and 
Roll Never Forgets, The Fire 
Down Below,Mainstreet and 
Mary Lou. 
Order ref:GZS-1 026 £35.00 

CREEDENCE CLEAR
WATER REVIVAL: COS
MOS FACTORY 
Their best selling album. 
Released in 1970, this land
mark album yielded three top 
ten double sided singles! 
Order ref:GZS-1 031 £35.00 

THE DOORS: L.A. 
WOMAN 
The last album The Doors 
recorded was also their best 
seller. Released in 1971, this 
instant classic gave the world 
Riders On The Storm, Love 
Her Madly & LA Woman. 
This top ten album was mas
tered from the original two 
track master tapes. 
Order ref:GZS-1 034 £35.00 

THE CARS: THE CARS 
The fabulous 1978 debut album 
from The Cars. Recorded in 
England by Roy Thomas Baker, 
this Boston band led by Ric 
Ocasek never recorded a bet
ter album. Featuring many 
tracks now conside classics; 
Good Times Roll - My Best 
Friend's Girl -Just What I 
Needed- You're All I've Got 
Tonight - Bye Bye Love & 
Moving in Stereo are some of 
the highlights. Mastered from 
the original Electra stereo 
unequalised two track master 
tapes. 
Order ref: GZS-1 032£35.00 

PAUL Me CARTNEY: 
Me CARTNEY 
Recorded when Paul was still a 
Beatle, this album was released 
early in 1970 and shot to No I 
on the charts. Featuring classic 
tracks such as Maybe I'm 
Amazed - Every Night & Teddy 
Boy. 
Order ref: GZS-1029£35.00 

HI-FI CHOICE 
BACK ISSUES 

All the issues you wish 
you'd never missed. Back 
issues are priced at £4.00 
each (UK). £6.95 each 
(Overseas) including 
postage and packing. 

March 1 993 - Issue I 16 
AMPLIFIERS 
Order ref: AE 1 68 

April 1 993 - Issue I 17 
Ten of the latest cassette 
decks take on four DCC 
machines, plus eight CD 
multi-players and a free 
Edelweiss CD. 
Order ref: AE 1 78 

May 1 993 • Issue I 18 
SPEAKERS - 22 of the lat
est models on test plus 
SME Series 20. 
Order ref AE 1 88 

June 1 993 - Issue I 19 
CD PLAYERS - 20 of the 

July 1 993 - Issue 120 CD 
TRANSPORTS AND 
DACS eight of the latest 
digital combinations are 
reviewed, plus nine tuners 
tested and a close look at 
three laserdisc players. 
Order ref: AE20B 

August 1 993 - Issue 121 
AMPLIFIERS - 17 new 
models fully tested, plus a 

look at surround sound 
speaker systems. 
Order ref: AE21 B 
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I Just enter on the coupon the items you require from both Choice Accessories and Choice Sounds using the 
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OVERSEAS ORDERS: Please add ! I 0.00 (Europe) or£ 12.00 (Rest of the World) to your order total to 
cover the additional postage. Please note that we can only accept Visa/MasterCard and EuroCheques in £s ster
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Important: To prevent any delay with processing your order, please enter the correct codes dear
ly! If necessary, please use a separate sheet. 
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BACK ISSUES 

AEI 4B Hi Fi Choice Jan 93 £. 

AEISB Hi Fi Choice Feb 93 £.. ... 

AE I 6B Hi Fi Choice Mar 93 £.. .. . 

AE I 7B Hi Fi Choice April 93 £... 

AE I 8B Hi Fi Choice May 93 £.. 

AEI 9B Hi Fi Choice June 93 £... 

AV02A Home Entertainment Issue 2 £ 

HiFi Choice binders LEO IA £.. 

HI-FI CHOICE SWEATSHIRTS 

JE22A/L 

JE22A/XL 

Hi Fi Choice Sweatshirt - Large £.. ... 

Hi Fi Choice Sweatshirt - X Large £... 

CHOICE SOUNDS 
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Total number of items ordered. 
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SONY 333ES CD player as new £325, includes COs. 

Can deliver. OS York (0904) 762 686 

AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO £1 ,200 SWAP FOR 0115, 

custom Audio Note M7 £650. OS (0642) 559 543 

AUDIO 

INNOVATIONS First 

Audio £650, Snell Jll 400 Ell £750 

both include stands. Nairn Nait 2 £260 LP12. 

OS Dundee (0382) 66085 

HEYBROOK TT2/LVX/K9 Musical Fidelity A1 amplifier, 

Linn Helix speakers with Nexus stands, also Target TI2 

stand. £650 ono. OS Northants (0536) 713 063 

MERIDIAN ARGENT I speakers with stands, mint 

condition & boxed £545. OS (0279) 656 082 

GALE SGN20 speakers 2 stands. Black Ash. Open, 

detailed sound. £120. OS London (081) 544 9329 

MOTH MONOBLOKS passive control £480, Gyrus tuner 

£240 and 782 speakers £200. 

OS Lancashire (061) 626 0879 

MERIDIAN 101 B/1 03 & 2 power supplies, 1 04 tuner 

£225 ono - may split. OS Lincolnshire (0780) 55496 

KEF 105 latest spec finished in Rosewood, 8 months old, 

immaculate £1 ,250, no offers. 

OS Middlesex (081) 572 5020 

MERIDIAN 203 DAC excellent condition £240 ono. 

OS Bath(0533) 7 43 212 or (0225) 835 945 after 6pm 

HARBETH MONITOR speakers, new tweeters, £125, 

QED stands £1 0. OS Norfolk (0379) 853 580 

ARCAM 2 plus speakers and stands. VGC, walnut finish 

£150 ono. OS Cheshire (061) 962 9409 

MUSICAL FIDELITY REF 2 speakers, A 1 integrated 

class A amp, both as new plus B&O turntable. £400 ono, 

May split. OS Somerset (0460) 54630 

LINN LP12/ITTOKILVIII/Karma (Cirkused), Pioneer A-

400 and Michell lso with Audioquest Lapis interconnect, 

Tannoy J95. All mint, system £2,000 ono. 

OS London (081) 7 43 1334 evenings 

SONY MDP650D LASER DISC and CD player, brand 

new unopened box. Bargain £500 no offers. Also brand 

new Sony programmable remote control £60. 

OS Liverpool (051) 449 3054 

LINN LP12/Ittok/OC5 £550, 

Proton AP 1 000/ AA 1150 pre/ 

power £300 KEF C60 £180. 

OS London (081) 205 9287 

CYRUS ONE 11, mint 

condition, 18 months old, 

boxed £150. 

OS Essex (0702) 556 116 

AUDIO INNOVATIONS, First Audio amp £620, Snell Jll 

£420, Ell £690 both inc stands (same as Audio Note J/E) 

Nairn Nait 2 £260 all VGC, boxed, carr free, or can dem, 

near offers accepted. LP12 Akito K9 £350. 

OS Dundee (0382) 66085 

PIONEER A300X mint condition, three months old, 

£170 ono. OS Essex (0279) 422 826 

WANTED: ISO Hera combination. 

OS Gt Yarmouth (0493) 842 992 

WANTED: Linn LK100. 

OS Col in Locke, Middlesex (071) 379 3939 weekdays 

WANTED: Audiophile records, MFSL, Nautilus, CBS 1/2 

SP etc. OS Kent (081) 777 1990, eves & weekends 

PAIR QUAD ESL63 Electrostatic loudspeakers boxed 

£1 ,600. OS York (0904) 797 409 evenings 

BRYSTON 48, awesome power, (£2,034 new) 2 years 

old £875, Quad 306 & rack £225. 

OS Preston (0772) 421 369 

MARANTZ CD72SE CD player. Fully run in, otherwise as 

new, £350. OS Bournemouth (0202) 475 781 

--------------------------------------------· 

Reader Classifieds - fro m £5 
Reader Classifieds are for the use of private individuals only and ads from dealers will not be accepted. Reader Classified adverts cost £5 for one 

insertion of up to four lines on the grid below. Extra linage is available at an extra £5 for each additional four lines. Please note that four lines on the grid 

approximates to two lines on the page itself. Please write your advert in block capitals in the grid below. Adverts must be written on the grid, and in 

capitals. Cheques should be made payable to Dennis Publishing Ltd. Please include a daytime telephone number with your advert in case of any problems. 

All reader classified adverts will be printed subject to space and Dennis Publishing accepts no liability for the accuracy of the information contained therein, 

or any consequence arising from it nor for any minor typographical errors. We reserve the right to amend or refuse ads at the editor's discretion. 

Name ................................................ . 

Address ........................................... . 

Tel No ............................................. .. 

Please return the completed 

coupon to: 

Hi-Fi Choice, 19 Bolsover Street, 1---t--+--+--+--+--+--+--t--l---t--+--+--+--+--+--+--t--1-

London W I P 7HJ. 
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AVON 

V'AUDIO 36orui�Hm 
Stoke Bishop 

Tel: 0272 686005 Bristol BS9 1 EJ 
ATC, AVI. Acoustic Energy, Audio Innovations. 
Audio Technica, AMC, Analogue Electronics, 

Cadence Valve. Chord AMPS, Exposure. 
Goldring, Jamo, LFD, Lyra, Ortofon, 

Pink Triangle, Ruark, Michell, REL, Sansui. 
SME (inc. 20A), Sonic Link. Stax, Sumiko, 

Townsend, Wadia. 

Demos by appointment only. Home trial facilities 
Free installations. SerVIcing factlities. 

We are not a shop. 

BERKSHIRE 

Aiwa, Akai, Bang & Olufsen, Base, B+W, Cambridge, 
Celestion, De non, Dual, Heco, Heybrook, JPW, 

Kef, Kenwood, Marantz, Mission, Mitsubishi, Monitor 
Audio, Monster, Mordaunt/Short, NAD, Nagaoka, 
Nakamichi, Ortofon, Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, 

QED, Quad, Revolver, Rogers, Rotel, Sennheiser, 
Sony, Tannoy, Target, Technics, T DK, T horens, 

Wessex, Wharfedale, Yamaha. 

Ask about FREE delivery & FREE installation 

11-12 Market Place, Reading• Tel: 0734 583730 
18 King Street, Maidenhead' Tel: 0628 73420 
4 Priory Road, High Wycombe Tel: 0494 535910 
62 North Brook Street, Newbury Tel: 0635 32474 
Princess Square, Bracknell' Tel: 0344 424556 

*DEMONSTRATION ROOMS 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 

.... r=��o-=-=cu=N-=n� 
ALLERY 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES 
PREMIER HI-FI DEALER 
Arcam, Denon, Linn Products, Naim Audio, 

Meridian, Rotel, Yamaha, NAD, Quad, Tripod, 
Nakamichi, Rega, Creek, Epos, Mordaunt Short, 

Celestion, Marantz, Mission, Cyrus, etc . 

65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, 
Buckinghamshire. 

Open Monday- Saturday 

0494 531682 I 464670 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

Call'fi� iiil ---
ARCAM, CASTLE : ACOUSTICS, CREEK, 

DENON, EPOS, EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS, JPW, 
MARANTZ, MICROMEGA, MISSION, MORDAUNT SHORT, 

NAIM AUDIO, NAKAMICHI, REGA RESEARCH 
SPECIALIST AUDIO RETAILERS (0223) 60442 110 MILL ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

University Audio 
Marantz Liquid Gold SC22 

MA 24 Mono Blocks 
Now 011 perma11ent demonstration 

at 
1 & 2 PEAS HILL 

CAMBRIDGE CB2 3PP 
TEL: 0223 354237 FAX: 0223 322079 

CHESHIRE 

�lr'l'IYiiiW!'.���ot' HI-FI SPECIALISTS 
ARCA�I· CYRUS • DENON • AUDIOLAB 

• \·IERIDIAN • YAMAHA • MISSION • 

B&W • AND MANY MORE � WEST STRLI·, I, 
ALDERLEI' EDGE. 
CHESHIRE 

TEL: 0625 582704 ofti'IJ 
DISCOUNT CIJ & TAI'E 

EXTENDED CUAKANTEE 
INTEilEST FKEE CIU:IJIT 

\'ISA I ACCESS 

CUMBRIA 

LEADING 
HI-FI 

SPECIALIST 

Demos and Part Exchange Welcome 
6 ABBEY STREET, CARLISLE 46756 

DERBYSHIRE 

Active Audio 
ARCAM, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, CELESTION, GYRUS, 

DENON, KEF REFERENCE, MERIDIAN, MARANTZ, 
MICROMEGA, NAKAMICHI, PIONEER, QUAD, MUSICAL 

FIDELITY, REVOLVER , ROKSAN, ROGERS, ROTEL, 
RUARK, TANNOY, YAMAHA, ETC. 

Active Audio 
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot, Derby Telephone: (0232) 380385/385185 

ESSEX 

. �hew� Osborne 
Akai • Alpha;on • Arcam* • B&IV • Bang & Olufsen • Bose • Cclcstion • 

Dual • Hannan Kardon • Kenwood I Quad* I Marantz • Mordaum-Short • 

J\AD • Nakamichi* • Pioneer • Ruark • Sony • Wharfcdalc • Yamaha • 

" t.fJping and Saffron \V a/den only 
1�8 HIGH STREET • EPPING • TEL: (0992) 574242 

26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX· TEL: (0799) 52J728 
70 SOUTH STREET BISIIOP'S STORTFORil • HERTS • TEl.: (0279) 6%401 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

Hut<:b,osoos 
TV • VIDEO • HI-FI 

2�5 High Street, Cheltenham GL50 JHL 
Telephone: 0242 573 012 

AIWA, CELESTION, DUAL, KENWOOD, 
MARANTZ, PIONEER, SE NI-IEISER, 

TECHNICS, WH ARFDALE. 
FREE INSTALLATION SERVICE Dcpt 

HAMPSHIRE 

Main agents for 

Mnaimaudio 
I 0% Interest Free Credit 
I Three year guarantee 
I Home trial 
I All Hi-Fi installed in home 
1 Friendly ordinary guys 

2 Kiugsgate Ctr. St Mary's St, Southampton 0703 233323 

HERTFORDSHIRE 

Aiwa. Arcam. Base. Canon. Ccrwin Vcga, Dcnon . 
jamo, JPW, Ken wood. Marantz. Mission. NAD. 

Philips, Pioneer, Rogcrs, Rotel, Sennheiser, Sony. 
l�1nnoy, Target. Technics, Thorens, Wharfcdalc. 

O% CREDIT AVAILABLE • fREE LOCAL DELIVERY 
12 YEARS SOUND ADVICE (ASK FOil DETAILS) 

FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 
WATFORD (0923) 226 169 

15 CHARTER PLACE, HIGH STREET, WATFORD 

HUMBERSIDE 

Lend us your ears and 
we'll blow your mind .. 
Audio Innovations, B & W, Celestion, Cyrus, 

Denon, Inca Tech, Kcnvvood, Kef, Marantz, 
Michell, M_ission, Meridian, Mordaunt-Short, 

NAD, Nakamichi, Philips, Pioneer, Panasonic, 
Quad, Revox, Rotel, Sony, Tannoy, Technics 

and more. 

Audition the very best at South Humberside's 
premier Hi·Fi dcJier. 

2-4 EDWARO STREET (Off Pasture St.) 
GRIMSBY. TEL: (0472) 351391 
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IRELAND 

:t!r�J! 55 MAIN STREET, 
BLACKROCK, DUBLIN 
TEL: 01-2889449 

2888477 
FAX: 2834887 

MAGNEPLANAR TECHNICS 

MUSICAL FIDELITY SPENDOR 

NAKAMICHI APOGEE 

ARC AM ROGERS 

PHILIPS CLASSE 

LINN DELTEC 

NAIM CREEK 

REGA SONY 

AND THE BEST OF THE REST!! 
CLOSED MONDAY- OPEN LATE TILL 9PM THURSDAY/FRIDAY 

-;�- 67 Mountjoy Street, Dublin 7. 
� Tel: 305633 Fax: 305839 

art (7cowtic 0lnu!n3hn 
AVI•LFO • AUDIO NOTE • AUDIO INNOVATIONS • MAGNUM • PROJECT • ROTEL• 

MARANTZ • TRIANGLE • JPW • RUARK • PRD-AC • MICROMEGA • ACOUSTIC ENERGY 

•IMPULSE. APOLLO FURNITURE. CABLES: VLS •LFD •IXOS • STRAIGHT WIRE. 

Listening Rooms. Arter 6pm by apt. Open Tue-Fri 9-6. Sal10-6pm. 
Mail Order. Access • Visa. 

KENT 

� 

"�<lla-•te 
Scund B Visicn 

Cenlre Ud. 

B&W, Bose, Dual, Kenwood, 
Marantz, Pioneer, Philips, Sony, 

Tannoy, Technics. 
•:•oem Room facilities * 0% credit 

* Service Department* Free Installation 

PIONEER REFERENCE POINT DEALER 

838 High Street Gillingham (0634) 573141 
117 Week Street Maidstone (0622) 661488 

KIMBERLEY HI FI 
A Sound Investment 

SEPERATE DEMONSTRATION ROOM 
BRANDS STOCKED: DE�O:'\ TECHNICS KENWOOD AJWA NAD DUAL 

IVHAFEDALE MISSIO� MARANTZ SPKS TANNOY CASTLE \•IONITOR 

AUDIO HECO JAMO CERIVIN VEGA CELESTIO� ROTEL 

SOUTH LONDON'S AND NORTH KENT ONLY � 
LARGE RA�GE OF 
ICE INC I'IO�HR 
P,\Ni\SONIC & .J\'C 

IY3 UHOAI)WA Y. liEXI.EYHEATI·I, KENT Tcl: mH 304 3272 

m ELECTR-ICAL . 
DISCOUNT (.\I}PIO�E� 
CENTRE ................. . 

,....ph 
SALES & SERVICE JVC ALU 

plus many more .. 

BRANCHES AT 

The Broadway, 
Bexelyheath, Kent. 

Tel: (081) 298 7880. 
Fax: (0474) 535 937 

138 Pelham Rd, 

Gravesend, Kent 

Tel: (0474) 326600 
(0474) 569601 

LANCASHIRE 

�wtJ__AU.1C � ::';;;c;i-
M

SOUND
ONITOR • TECHNICS • SONY • PIONEER 

• PANASONIC • KENWOOD • DUAL 

• ARISTON • CREEK • CASTLE 

• QUAD. B&W. MARANTZ. SPEND OR. THORENS 

• ARCAM .  ROTEL. WHARFEDALE. DENON. YAMAHA 

• TANNOY • PHILIPS CD • CELESTION • RDGERS 

• MORDAUNT SHORT. FOUNDATION. MONITOR AUDIO 

• AND MANY MORE 

BIG DISCOUNT • TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI 
EXCELLENT COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS 

PRIVATE LISTENING ROOM • FREE HOME INSTALLATION 

CHORLEY (0257) 271935 
54 Chapel Street, Chorley 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

LON DON 

350 Edgware Road 
London W2 

Tel: 071-402 2100 
Fax: 071-724 7750 

AIWA. AUDIO INOVATIONS. AUDIO QUEST. ARCAM. ALPHASON. B&W. 

CASTLE. CELEF. DALI. DE NON. DUAL. FURUKAWA HARMAN KARDON. 

INFINITY. JBL. JPW. KENWOOD. HEYBROOK. MARANTZ. MISSION. MONITOR

AUDIO. MUSICAL FIDELITY. NAKAMICHI. ORTOFON. PIONEER. QED. 

REVOLVER. ROGERS. ROTEL. SERWIN VEGA. SONY. !ANNOY. TARGET. TEAC. 

TECHNICS. THORENS. WHARFDALE. VAN DEN HUL. YAMAHA 

Zl�lll� 
081 688 2093/2491 
18 BRIGHTON ROAD 
SOUTH CROYDON 

WELCOME TO LONDON'S MOST 
EXCITING SPECIALIST Hi-Fi STORE 

5000 · of basement �hr>wfl>on1s with 8 Listening Rooms 

Open until Worldwide 

?pm every Personal 

weekday Exports 

MANCHESTER 

30-32 SHUDEHILL, 
MANCHESTER M4 1 EY 

TELEPHONE 061 834 6700 

Main Agents for: 
JBL, Mission, B & W, Wharfedale, 

Aiwa, Teac, Dual, T horens, Panasonic, 
Pioneer, Technics, Sony, Bose, 

Trio-Kenwood. 

WEST MIDLANDS 

FULL RANGE OF HI-FI 
PIONEER, TECHNICS, AKAI, 

KENWOOD, JVC, SONY, AIWA, 

Guarenteed the lowest price in the UK. 
24 Hour Mail Order Facility Available 

HORNTON ELECTRONICS (1987) LTD 
8-9 Lower Temple Street, Birmingham 82 4)0 

Telephone: 021 643 0972 
Aiwa • Denon • Marantz • Mission • Cyrus • 

Monitor Audio • Rotel • Canon • Infinity • 

Mordaunt Short • Sony • Technics • Wharfedale 
Open 9-5.30 Mon-Sat. Service Dept. 

� Credit to £1000 Z 

HI-FI CHOICE 
The World's 

No.1 
Buying Guide 
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WEST MIDLANDS 

Norman H. Field �i-7i 
Consultants for Home High Fidelity 

: �:;,: : �=�:��' 

I 
NAD 

I 
• Castle • Yamaha 
• Dual • Kenwood 
• Mordaunt-Short 
• Technics 

Two-year guarantee 
Private Listening Rooms 

HURST STREET 
BIRMINGHAM 85 4BJ 

Telephone: 021-622 2323 

NORFOLK 

Near Norwich 
Norfolk. 

Tel: (0508) 70829 

STOCKISTS OF LEADING HI-F'I 

Arcam, linn, Nairn, Rega, Dichi, Audiolab, Creek, 
Epos, Denon, akamichi, Acoustic Energy. 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 

NOTTINGHAM 
ANALOGUE� 

STUDIO� 
Here we can offer you what we consider the 
ultimate in domestic musical reproduction. 

CROFT • ALBANY • EAR • TUBE TECHNOLOGY • MENTOR • ETC 
0773 762947 

DEFINITIVE AUDIO 
As importer of the excellent Horning loudspeakers, and 

distributor of the remarkable living voice 'Air Partner' 
loudspeaker system, Definitive Audio will introduce you to a 

range of carefully selected products in an informal and realistic 
domestic environment. Having clearly identified your needs and 

experienced a coherent heirarchy of components, you will be 
able to make an informed, educated choice. 

Definitive Audio is a specialist, appointment only service. 

Mon · Sat 9.30 · 8.00 Telephone/ Fax: (0602) 813562 

area m 

acoustic energy . 

audio alchemy 

;wdio tcchnica 

cyrux 

de non 

cpos 

hcybrool,. 

OXFORD 

.· .. 
·· . .. 

. :-:-:-:.:.:-· 

·-}=:;:::: 
=:::::::.·:·:-::;:-

quad 

rotd 

yamaha 

3 Church Lane, Banbury, Oxon 
(0295) 272158 

STAFFORDSHIRE 

Active Audio 
ARCAM, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, 

CELESTION, CYRUS, DENON, KEF 
REFERENCE, MERIDIAN, MARANTZ, 

NAKAMICHI, PIONEER, MUSICAL 
FIDELITY, REVOLVER , ROKSAN, ROGERS, 

ROTEL, RUARK, TANNOY, YAMAHA, ETC. 

Active Audio 
29 Market Street 
Tamworth, Staffs 
Tel: (0827) 53355 

Active Audio 
29 Stafford Street 

Hanley, Stoke-On-Trent 
Tel: (0782) 214994 

Car Parking 

SUSSEX 

WORTHING AUDIO 
10 Tc,·ille Gate. \V. Sussex. BNII I UA Tel: (0903) 212133 

The friendly shop wiJh !he besr SOli/Id systems in £he Sow h. 

Friendly advice • 3 yr guarantees • easy parking 

Open M on-Sat I Oam-6pm Late night Wed 7:30pm 

Agenicies include: A ream. Expo�;ure. JP\•\< Naim Audio, 

M a rant:, Ore/le. Origin Lh•e. Ruark. Audio Tee/mica. 

Tttrget, TDL, Tripod, and 111011_\' more. 

WEST SUSSEX 

PHASE 3 HIFI 
THE SO TH'S LEADING HI-FI SPECIALISTS 

Listrning Rooms • Dfdicatcd 'l-lomt' Cincm�•· Dt·monstr:•tion Room 

AIXO�I· ARCA�I· B&\1'-\IATRIX • CASTLE • CELESTIO� • CREEK • 
DE�O� • HEYBROOK ·KEF· REFERENCE· KEN\1'000 ·LEXICON· 
\IARAi'TZ • \IERIDIAN • MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDEI.ITY • 
NAD • �AKA�IICHI• SHEARNE • SPENDOR • TANNOY • THORENS • 

Y AMAUA • including all 'Home Cinema' produch 

liS TARIHi':G ROAD. WORTHING. \\'EST SUSSEX llNII �1111' 
TELEI'HO:--IE: (091)3) 1�5577 

NORTH WALES 

ELECTRO-TRADER HI-FI 
!'hone John Hodkiusonfor expert adl•ice, 

personal service & keen prices 
PRODUCT LIST: 

ROTEL. YAMAHA. NAD. TEAC. HARMAN 
KARDON. MICHI. ALPHASON. AR_ HECO. 

HEYBROOK. INFINITY. JBL. KEF 
& MORE1 

1 9 COLWYN CRESCENT, RHOS-ON-SEA, 
COLWYN BAY, NORTH WALES. 

PHO NE: 0492 5 4 893 2 

YORKSHIRE 

UNN NAIM REGA ARCAM OUAO oeNON Y� 
AUDIOLAB CASTLE HEYBROOK NAKAMI y 
MARANT2 KEF TARGET ACOUSTIC ENEFIG 

.;,_�, ·� \ 

�\���:;'�\\���---=, (-""' :y; t;t'ftiJIC_ .. ;, 
\ _____ .::- -� -------

send £or our 

SOUND�STYLE 
THE HI-FI EXPERTS 

L.H�i ( :lo .... snp Rnad Sheffield S 10 �� JS 
,,.} 0742 7:17893 

HI �l'lh,•r fl.all R.ond f>onc.:a..c;;ter I)!'. I :!l.)r\ 
,,.J 0302 32'1421 

IRELAND 

= 
55 MAIN STREET, 
BLACKROCK, DUBLIN 
TEL: 01-2889449 

2888477 
FAX: 2834887 

MAGNEPLANAR TECHNICS 
MUSICAL FIDELITY SPENDOR 

NAKAMICHI APOGEE 
ARCAM RDGERS 

PHI LIPS CLASSE 
LINN DELTEC 

NAIM CREEK 
REGA SONY 

AND THE BEST OF THE REST!! 
CLOSED MONDAY- OPEN LATE TILL 9PM THURSDAY/FRIDAY 

:;�,- 67 Mountjoy Street, Dublin 7. 

cJ a::::so;:::: 
AV!• LFD • AUDIO NOTE • AUDIO INNOVATIONS • MAGNUM • PROJECT • ROTEL • 

MARANTZ • TRIANGLE • JPW • RUARK • PRO·AC • MICROMEGA • ACOUSTIC ENERGY 

'IMPULSE. APOLLO FURNITURE. CABLES: VLS • LFD •IXOS • STRAIGHT WIRE. 

Uslening Rooms. After 6pm by apl. Open Tue·Fri 9·6. Sal10·6pm. 
Mail Order. Access • Visa. 

Specialist 
Services & 
Manufacturers 

MULTIROOM INSTALLERS 

110ne of The 5 Best Hi-Fi 
Shops in the Wor/d11 

QED Systemline • Meridian 
Roomlink • In-Wall Speakers ... 

Consultancy • Design 
Professional Installation 

16 :f;l:t;J uf'l: I 0 �I 
Canonbury Yard, 190a New North Road, 

London N1 7BS . Tel: (071) 226 5500 
Ring for a chat and a map! 

BOOK YOUR 

ADVERTISEMENT 

IN HI-FI CHOICE 

TODAY. 

PHONE (071) 631 1433 
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Specialist Services & Manufacturers 

VALVES 

VALVES/TUBES 
FROM WEST EUROPE 

Ptea:;e 11ote :;upplit•s fo11mlas, mm111(acturers mtd distributors 
011/_11- 111i11imwn t'Xport order £200 Gi3P/S350 USD. 
Mi11imum UK order £50 plus VAT 

�2�i�����1���r�28f1��������8��,£�����, 1 ��JZ, �i��\1-r K 
by G.E.C Mullard, Brimar, Tungsram, etc. We probably have the largest 
stocks of West European manufactured val\'es m the world. 
• Low cost, large \'Oiumes availilble from !�ussia/East European 
factories 
• One million \'alaves/tubes in stock including cathode rCiy tubes, tube 
sockets, etc. 
• OC7-32 CR.T. (for MM,lnl7 tuner) £2-HXl each. 200 in stock. 
Discount for qui1ntity. 

Smd today for our updatt'd audio mh.�e mfafogue 

Billington Export Ltd 
lE Gilmans Industrial Estate, Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EZ, UK. 

CAUER.S STRICTLY BY APPOI.'VTM£.\'T ONL l 
FAXo (0403) 783519. TElo \04031784961 

SPECIALIST DEALERS 

1: I tJ 1: I�.� •M! #Jil •] t•1 

TEL: 0903 261213 or 0860 66000 1 
This Months Summer Bargains 

Q.E.D. Stereo pre-omplifier £175 
Voyd (Voyd) turntable as new £1195 
Graham 1.5t lonearm (gold finish) new £2500 £1995 
Audionote ANJ speakers ex-demo fully guar'd £650 
Audionote ANE speakers ex-demo fully guar'd £\150 
Audio Innovations Bargains 
800 Stereo power amplifier ex-demo 
200 stereo power amplifier ex-demo 
300 lnt. amplifier ex-demo 
800 Moving Coil transformer ex-demo 
1000 Moving Coil transformer ex-demo 
New Audionote Stock 

FULL RANGE OF AUDIONOTE SPEAKERS 
& AMPLIFIERS STOCKED 

£395 
£295 
£295 
£120 
£295 

Few pairs slightly marked Audionote ANJ speakers ot only £495 
Open 9am to 9pm 7 days a week 

Main Dealer for: VOYD·Audlonofe 
and Reference Imports 

DEMONSTRATIONS A PLEASURE 

Audiophile Cartridges, Orfofon 

MC300011, MC200011, Quasar, Audio 

Technica AT-ART1, ATOC30. 

I also supply: 
Oenon, Shure & Goldring 

Phone/write for exchange/discount 

prices & reviews. 

lan Harrison, 7 Mill Hill, Repton, 
Derby. Telephone: (0283) 702875 

DISTRIBUTOR 

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT 

The Audio Visual Association 
now offers Associate Membership to the General Public 

for information and guidance on: 

Home Cinema • Large Screen • Satellite • Laser Disc • HDTV 
Home Automation • Dolby • THX • Surround Sound • etc 

for more information return the coupon: 

I wish to know more about Associate Membership of the AVA 

Name: ________________________________ __ 

Address: __________ ____________________ __ 

________ Tel: --------
The Audio Visual Association 

Campion House, 7 Campion Terrace. Royal Leamington Spa, Warwickshue CVJ2 4SU 

SERVICING 

•SOUNDS AROUND• 
Professional Service Repairs and Accessories 

Agent for Golden Dragon Valves 

146 Clarendon Park Road, Leicester 
Telephone: Leicester 702442 

SUMMER SALE 

HI-FI SPECIALISTS 

EX-f}EJ\IIONSTilATION & SECONOIIAND SALE 
SI'EA KEKS 

HOSE ;\couslimo'•SS J ..... . 
HOSE ;\nmslimass 5 ..... . 
Ct.'lcsti••n9 .................•....•. 
KEF 101/2 (R••scwnud) ......... . 
i\h·ridian nr.oo B (KoSl'WUod) QUAD ESL. .. 

Ai\II'I.IFIEI<S 

AR CAi\1 Dl'll:l r.H .. 
Crl.'d>hii(>U ................. . 
i\'ll-r·idian 210 pn.' ... . 
Ymnah:1 i\ VX70U A V mnp ........... . 
Ymnalm RXV 660 A V rt'c\•h"l'r ..... . 
COI\II'ACT lliSC r'LA YERS 

.••...•. t:219.00 XD 
. •..•........•. 049.00 XD 
..•......•••••. t:I41J.OO XD 

...•. .t:21J1J.uo xn 
.(IIJ91J.OO XD 

...... . £191J.OO SII 

........ t:199.00XH 
............... £249.00 XIJ 

. ............................ t5'J'J.OO NE.\V 
. ......... f249.tHJNEW 

...... £249.00 NEW 
An.:am Alpha+ CD............. . ...... 049.00 xn 
A ream Dclla 170.3 lransport ......... . ......... f5'J9.00 XD 
t\n:arn Delta Hl:wk Hox 5 DA C ..... . ......... t:.H9.00 XD 
A ream Black Bus J DAC... . . . ..................... .......... fi9'J.OU XD 
Audie�lah l'UIOU DAt: ......•.... . ............. t:S99.UO XIJ 

���.<::,� f:�·,·:�·::�� ��-��.·.;:.::.................................. :::::::::::i:��:�� �g 
Meridian lOll Ddl�• Sigrna.. . . . ... ............... t:79'J.UU XD 
i\lcriflian ADC ll07 ....................... . .......... t:4'J9.tHt XD 
Mission DADSinmsport/dw.: .......... 049.00 XD 
Tcdmics SU'S 'JUUK CD......... . ......... t:I'J9.110 XO 
TAPE DEC KS 

Nak;•mid•i CR7E 
TUNElf.S 

Mucic;•! Fidditv Tl i\lkl . 
SYSTEl\'IS 

-

l)(�non HltHI ......•...•.••....•..•. 
Nak:lmichi Sound s,)llCC 7 

......... £1llJ9.00 XD 

...... t:llJ'J.ttONEW 

. ....... £590.00 NE\\' 
.......• t:69lJ.OO XD 

FREE D�ljj�::��';.tRMJ�RJ��R IN UK Wifii Full list a'allable on request rrom: 
-.,.. -

ASTON AUDIO- Hl Fl SPECIALIS·I 
WEST STREET, ALDERLEY EDGE, CHESKDlE 

TELEPHONE: 0625 58270-1 E&OE 

UK 
DISTRIBUTOR 
021-430 7817 

TRADE ANNOUNCEMENT 

THE AUDIO VISUAL ASSOCIATION 
Are you a dealer or manufacturer involved in: 

Home Cinema • High Definition TV 

• Large Screen Video Projection 

• Satellite Television • Laser Disc Hard 

& Software • Home Automation • Dolby 

& THX Stereo • Surround Sound 

The Audio Visual Association is committed to 

fostering the highest standards of technology 

and services from its members, whilst offering 

them the latest information, tuition and advice 

available across the entire A/V industry. 

For information on membership please contact: 

THE AUDIO VISUAL ASSOCIATION 

Campion House, 7 Campion Terrace, Royal Lemington Spa, 

Warwickshire CV32 4SU. TeVFax: (0926 ) 430 933 

VALVE AMPLIFIERS 

ALEMA UK LTD 

�u����N 

Triode Amplifiers 
Triode & Tube Amplifier 

Manufacturers 

"Probably the best amplifiers 
in the world" 

Phone for your nearest 
stockist: (0273) 202 637 

Prices ranging from £399 - £35,000 

R 
. 

7 
ecess1on .... 

What Recession? 

HiFi Choice is the only Hi Fi Buying 

Magazine to report a recent increase 

in newstand sales*. 

To find out more about our 

advertising options, call Emma 

Sherry on (071) 631 1433 ext. 7643 
* (ABC Figures ]uly-Dec 1992) 



AVON 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 65 Park Street, Bristol. (0272) 
264975. Great hili carefully selected and 
demonstrated by fnendlyenthusiastic staff. Closed 
Mon. lllilllll 

PAUL GR EEN HI-FI L TO, Ken sington Showrooms, 
London Road, Bath. (0225) 316197. Musical 
Fidelity, Krell, Creek, Rogers, Quad, Yamaha, Rotel, 
Aiwa, Marantz, A VI. Gust. car park. Best selection 
in the West. 
V' AUDIO, 36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol B59 
1 EJ (0272) 686005. ATC, A VI, Acoustic Energy, 
Audio Innovations, AMC, Analogue Electronics, 
Cadence Valve, Chord Amps, Exposure, Jamo, 
LFD, Pink Triangle, Ruark, Michell, REL, Sansui, 
SME (inc20A), Sonic Link, Stax, Townshend, Wadia. 
Dems by appt only, home trial facilities, free 
installation, service facilities. 

BERKSHIRE 
ARC AUDIO, 9 Dukes Ride, Crowthorne, Berks. 
RG116L2. (0344) 762201 Denon, Harman 
Kardon, JPW, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Onix, 
Rogers, Tannoy, Thorens, Yamaha. Demo facilities, 
no appt necessary, home trial facilities, free install. 
Access, Visa, Diners. Open Mon-Sat 9-6pm (closed 
Wed at 1pm) 
B&BHI-FI, 11-12 Market Place. Reading, Berkshire, 
RG1 2EG. (0734) 583730. Aiwa, Denon, Kenwood, 
Mission, NAD, Panasonic, Pioneer, Rotel, Sony, 
Technics. Free installation, Service dept. Access, 
Visa, Credit Facilities including interest free credit 
subject to status. 9.30-5.30, Sat 9-5.30. Also at 
Bracknell, Maidenhead, High Wycombe, Newbury. 
NEWBURY AUDIO, 2 Weavers Walk, Brook Street, 
Newbury, Berkshire, RG13 tAL. Tei/Fax (0635) 
33929. Audiotech, Creek, Denon, Epos, J.P.W., 
Unn, Marantz, Micromega, Ruark, Tripod. Full 
demonstration facilities. Home trial, Free install, 
and delivery. Service and parts dept on site. 
Various financial facilities available. Open 1 o-

5.30 Mon-Sat. 
READING HI-FI CENTRE, 4 Queen's Walk, Reading 
RGt ?OF. (0734) 585463. 'The best equipment, 
advice and service from Berkshire's premier Hi-Fi 
emporium' lllilllll 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 
AUDIO INSIGHT L TO, 53 Wolverton Rd, Stony 
Stratford, Milton Keynes. (0908) 561551. Arcam, 
Audiolab, Heybrook, Ion, Unn, Meridian, Quad and 
more. Access, Visa, Finance, Dem. Room etc. 
DEJAC HI-FI CONSULTANTS, 21 The Broadway, 
Old Amersham. Bucks, HP? OHL. Tel 0494 
433173. AMC, Arcam, Bose, Meredian, Quad, 
Rotel, Denon, NAD, Tannoy, Mission, TDL. 2 Dem 
Rooms. Appts Necess.Free Installation. Tricity 
Finance, Instant Credit, Open 9:30-5:30pm 
including Sat. 
D.L. CHITTENDEN LIMITED, 59-61 The Broadway, 
Chesham, Bucks, HP5 1 BX. (Opposite Boots). 
(0494) 784441 Philips, Aiwa, Denon, Kenwood, 
Canon Audio, Koss, Wharfedale, Nicam, TV & 
Video, Surround Sound, AV Systems. Showroom 
Demonstrations from expert and friendly staff. No 
appts nee. Service Department. Credit facilities 
available. Open 8.30 to 17.30 Mon-Sat. 
TECHNOSOUND, 7 Granville Square, Willen Centre, 
Milton Keynes. (0908) 604949. Also at Luton and 
Dunstable. 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
AUDIO FILE, 2 Foundry Walk, Market Hill, St. Ives, 
Cambridgeshire. (0480) 66123. Nairn, Rega, 
Quad, Yamaha, Mission, Arcam, Denon, Audio 
Lab, Meredion, JPW. Musical Fidelity. 9.30am-
6pm 6 days. 0% Credit. lllililll 

STEVE BOXSHAU AUDIO, 41 Victoria Rd, 
Cambridge CB4 3BW. (0223) 68305. 10-6 - 6 
days. 3 dem rooms, home trial, appts. preferred. 
Free installation and service dept. Access. Visa & 
credit. lllilllll 
UNIVERSITY AUDIO, 1-2 Peas Hill, Cambridge. 
(0223) 354237. Roksan, Quads, Meridian, Arcam, 
Musical Fidelity, Marantz, ATC, Pioneer, Yamaha, 
Infinity. 2 dems, 1 single speaker. Home trial, free 
install, Service Dept. Visa, Access, Amex, Credit. 
9-5.30. 

CHESHIRE 
ASTON AUDIO, 4 West St, Alderley Edge. (0625) 
582704. Wide range of specialist audio, interest 
free credit. Visa, Access. Home trial. llli!llll 

DOUG BRADY HI-FL Kingsway Studios, Kingsway 
North, Warrington. (Padgate 0925) 828009. 
'Largest choice of specialist Hi-Fi in N.W' All 
credit cards. 3 Dem rooms. Open 6 days. lllilllll 

CHRIS BROOKS Hl -fl. 29 Gaskell St, Stockton 
Heath, Warrington. (0925) 261212. lues-Sat 10-
6. 2 dem rooms. Credit facilities. All credit cards. 
Total absence of bull"··. lllilllll 
CONGLETON HI-FI, 1/1 a Duke St, Congleton, 
Cheshire, CW12 1AP. (0260) 297544. Acoustic 
Energy, Arcam, B&W, Denon, Epos, Linn, NAD, 
Nakamichi, Onix, Royd, Target, etc. Superbly 
appointed single speaker demo facilities. No appts 
nee, home trial facilities, free installation. 2 year 
guarantee on all equipment. Access, Visa. Open 
Mon-SAT, closed Weds. 
NORMAN AUDIO, 106 Victoria Str, Crewe. (0270) 
211091 Fx (0270) 211795. For full details see our 
Lancashire entry. lllilllll 
PETERS HI-FI, 4 St Michaels Sq, Grosvenor Precinct, 
Chester,. (0244) 322063/319392. Arcam, 
Technics, Sony, Marantz, Dual, Denon, Tannoy, 
Wharfedale, Quad. 2 Single speaker De m rooms, 
no appts nee, free installation service dept. Access, 
Visa, Amex. Peters credit chargecard. Mon-Sat 
9-5.30. 
PETER MARTIN HI-FI, 4 Duke St, Congleton (0260 
273206), 1 Stanley St, Leek (0533 383780), 
Celestion, Creek, Exposure, Musical Fidelity, Pink 
Triangle, Rotel, Ruark, Sony, Systemdek, Tannoy, 
Technics. 2 Demo Rooms, No appts necc, Home 
trial, Free install, Service dept.. Access, Visa, 
Lombard Tricity. Open 4-5:30, 6 days a week. 
SWIFT Hi-Fi, St Annes Parade, Wilmslow. (0625) 
526213. Aura, B&W, Denon, Kenwood, Marantz, 
NAD, Pioneer, Rote!, Systemdek,Tannoy, Revolver, 
JPW. Open 9:30am-6:00pm dem room. No 
pressurel lllilllll 

CLEVELAND 
ACTION ACOUSTICS, 155-157 High Street, Redcar, 
Cleveland TSt 0 3AN. 0642 480723. Audio 
Innovations, Cambridge, Harman-Kardon, JBL, 
Michell, Musical Fidelity, Pink Triangle, Revox, 
Rogers, Thorens, etc. Dem Room. Appts nee. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, service dept. 
Access, Visa & H.P. Open 9.15-5.30. 

Members of the British Audio Dealers 
Association are able to offer: 

e Two year guarantee, tranferable to 
another BADA dealer should the purchaser 
move more than 30 miles from his/her original 
address 

e low cost five year guarantee option 
e proper demonstration facilities 
e seven day exchange or refund scheme if 

the dealer's advice is taken on product 

selection 

e fully guaranteed service work 
e customer complaints procedure in the 

event of problems 

For more information, contact BADA 

on w (071) 226 4044 

GILSON AUDIO L TD, 1 72 Borough Road , 
Middlesbrough. (0642) 248793 . Linn, Exposure, 
Arcam, Mission, Gyrus, Denon, Marantz, Rote!, 
Pioneer, Audiolab, Tannoy. Demonstration facilities 
in main shop and 1 dem. room , appt nee, home 

trial facilities, free install. on request, service 
departme nt. Access, Visa, HP. 10-5 - 6 days. 

CORNWALL 
ART OF MUSIC, NearLaunceston, Cornwall. (0566) 
86649. AC Magnum, Basis, CAT, Cogan Hall, 
Diamond Acoustics, Graham, Lumley Reference, 
Magnum Dynalab, Moth, REL, Silver Sounds, 
Sonic Link,Transfiguration. Dem studio 
appointments necessary, home trial facilities,& 
free installation. Open 7 days. 
DEFINITIVE AUDIO, Cornwall, Near St Austell, 
PL26 6R7 (0726) 844039. For Audio Componants/ 
Systems which actually workl Impulse, 
Micromega, Perception, Audio Innovations, Audio 
Note, Voyd, Systemdek, JPW,Silver Custom 
Design,D.N.M. Demonstration by appointment 
only. Demonstrations throughout Cornwall, Free 
Installation. Service Facilities. 
RJF Audio Visual, 84 Pendarves Str, Tucking Mill, 
Camborne, Cornwaii TR14 SNJ (0209) 710777/ 
612260. Exposure, TOL, Michell, Musical Fidelity, 
Nakamichi, Bower & Wilkins, SME, Micromega, 
Pink Triangle, Pro-jekt, Perception, Harman 
Kardon. Integral Demo room/ showroom and 
special home dems. Appts nee, home trial, free 
install, service dept. All cards, switch and transax. 
Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. 

CUMBRIA 
MISONS SOUND & VISION, 11 Warwick Road, 
Carlisle CAt tDH. Tel (0228) 22620. Bang & 
Olufsen, Arcam, Quad, NAD, Yamaha, Sony. Demo 
Suite, No appts nee, Home trial facilities, Free 
Installation, Service Department. 9-5:30 Mon
Fri. Thurs 9-1. Sat 9-5. 
PETER TYSON, 6 Abbey St, Carlisle, Cumbria, 
CA3 STX. "Cumbria's premiere hi-fi centre". Part 
exchange welcome. (0228) 46756. Linn, Musical 
Fidleity, Gyrus, Marantz, Denon, Philips, Nakamichi, 
Technics, Pioneer, Creek & more. Dem room. 
Dems without obligation. Home trial, Free install. 
In-house service dept. Access & Visa. HP 9-
5.30pm. 

DEVONSHIRE 
CHELSTON HI-FI, 38 Walnut Road, Chelston, 
Torquay, Devon TQ2 6HS. Tel: (0803) 606863. 
Denon, Marantz, Rotel, Musical Fidelity, Acoustic 
Energy, NAD, Castle, Heybrook, Celestion, JPW 
etc. 2 dem rooms. Home trial. Free installation. 
Access, Visa, Amex, Diners, Hi-Fi Markets 
Chargecard. Credit facilities. 9.30-7.30 Mon-Fri, 
9.30-6 Sat. 
THE HI-FI ATTIC, 58 New George St, Plymouth, 
Devon PL 1 1  PJ (0752) 669511. One of t he South 
West's oldest hifi shops. We stock all leading 
manufacturers & if out of the ordinary, we'll get it 
for you. We are about to be completely re-furbished 
to give a large demo room with free coffee I! (& 
whiskey to console the big spendersll) We have a 
genuine interest in hifi & believe the customer 
always comes first. Single speaker comparators & 
a (hopefully) relaxed atmosphere. Bring your own 

equipmenVdics etc. along to have a listen. We 
have been completely re-furbished to give a large 
demo room with free coffee. Home demos & 
installations & interest free credit over £700. Open 
9.30-5.30 & demos can be by appt. 
STUDIO ACOUSTICS. (0626) 67060. OCM 
Technology, Shahinian Acoustics, Superplan 
amplifiers, Nobis loudspeakers & amplifiers, Mirror 
Image Audio, J.A. Michell, plus other fine 
equipment. home trial, free install, in-house service 
dept. Mon-Fri 9-4.30, appointments only. 

DORSET 
DAWSONS, 23 Seamoor Road, Westbourne, 
Bournmouth, Dorset. (0202) 764965. B&O, 
Castle, Canon, Jamo, JBL, Pioneer, Sony, Target, 
TDL, Technics. No appts necessary. Free install. 
Service depart Various credit facilities available. 
Open 9 5. 30 6 days a week. 
SUTTONSHI"FI, 18 Westover Road, Bournemouth. 
0202 555512. Linn, Arcam, Mission, Quad, 
Audiolab, Rote!, Yamaha, Denon,etc, 2 Single 
Speaker Listening Rooms, Home Demonstrations, 
Free Installations. Man-Sat 9-5:30. Call for details. 

ESSEX 
AUDIO T, Gants Hill, 442-444 Cranbrook Ad, 
Gants Hill, llford, Essex 
1 G2 6LL. Tel: 081 518 0915 Fax 081 554 8463. 
Arcam, Audiolab, Gyrus, Denon, Kef, Meridian, 
Rotel, Micromega, Yamaha & many more. Man
Sat 1 0-6. 3 yr gntee on Hi-Fi. Free del & instal 30 
day upgrade scheme. Home dems. PX. llli!llll . 

1ST AND FOREMOST HI-FI CENTRE, 49-55 North 
Station Road, Colchester, Essex COt 1 RQ. Tel: 
(0206) 549842. Fax: (0206) 762900. Tlx: 987873 
SAIDG. Trio Kenwood, JVC, Akai, Aiwa, Sony, 
Pioneer, Technics, Nakamichi, Panasonic, Revox, 
etc. Home trial, free installation. Service dept. 
Instant credit available+ all credit cards accepted. 
Man to Sat 9am-6pm. 
BRENTWOOD HI-FIDELITY, 2 lngrave Ad, 
Brentwood, Essex, CM15 SAT. (0277) 221210. 
Audio Innovations, Denon, DNM, EAR, Marantz, 
Micromega, Mission, Pink Trianngle, Quad, Tannoy 
plus many more. Single speaker dem rooms, 
home trials, evening appts (high end), home 
installations. Man-Sat 9.30-5.30 . Access. Visa. 
Service Facilities. Advice second to none. 
LYON AUDIO, 16 Peartree Business Centre, 
Peartree Road, Stanway, Colchester, Essex C03 
5JN. (0206) 560259. Mission, Gyrus, Arcam, 
Denon, Rote!, KEF, Rogers, Marantz, NAD, Tannoy. 
Dem facilities. Mon-Sat 9-6. lnstallations. Access. 
Visa, Instant credit. Service dept . 
RAYLIEIGH HI-FI, 44a High Street, Rayleigh, Essex. 
(0268) 779762/747571. 216 Moulsham St, On
the-Parkway, Chelmsford. (0245) 265245. 132-
134 London Road, Southend-on-Sea. (0702) 
435255. A&R, Audiolab, Creek, Gyrus, Denon, 
Epos, Unn, Meridian, Mission, Nairn, Quad, Rega, 
Roksan, Royd. 0% finance. IIEIIIll 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE. 58 Bristol Road, Gloucester. 
(0452) 300046. Great Hi Fi carefully selected and 
demonstrated by friendly and enthusiastic staff. 
Closed Mon. llli!llll 

AUDIO T, 40-42 Albion St. Cheltenham, Glos. 
GL52 2RQ. (0242) 583960. Fax (0242) 226435. 

INDICATES MEMBERSHIP 
OF BRITISH AUDIO 
DEALERS ASSOCIATION 



Great hi-fi from Arcam, Audiolab, Gyrus, Denon, 
Linn, Meridian, Mission, Rogers, Rotel, Yamaha 
and many more. Mon-Fri 1 0-6pm. Sat 9.30·5.30. 
3 yr gntee on Hi-Fi. 30 day upgrade scheme. 
Home dems. PX. Single speaker dem room Free 
del. and instal 111111111 

HUTCHINSONS, 295-297 High Str, Cheltenham, 
Glos. GL50 3HL. (0242) 573012. Pioneer reference 
point, Technics, Dual, NAD, jWharfedale, Celestion, 
Marantz, Aiwa, Kenwood, Sennheiser. No appts 
necessary, free install, service dept. Instant credit 
up to £1000. Open M on-Sat 9.15-5.30. 
R LEWIS & CO Ltd, 45 High Str, Stroud, 
Gloucestershire GL51 AW. (0453) 762485/9. Bang 
& Oiufsen, Denon, Dual, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, 
Pioneer, Sony, Technics, Yamaha, Celestion etc. 
In store dems, free install, service dept. Access, 
visa. Open 8.30-5pm 6 days. 

HAMPSHIRE 
AUDIO SOUTH for further details see the Surrey 
entry. 
AUDIO T, 4 Feathers Lane, Basingstoke, Hants. 
RG21 1AS. (0256) 24311, Fax (0256) 24430. 
Great hi-fi from Arcam, Audiolab, Gyrus, 
Denon,Meridian, Mission, Rotel, Yamahaand many 
more. Mon-Sat 9.30·5.30pm. 3 yr gntee on Hi-Fi. 
Free del & instal. 30 day upgrade scheme. Home 
dems. PX. Single speaker dem room. Free del. 
and instal. 111111111 

HAMPSHIRE AUDIO LTD. 2-12 Hursley Rd, 
Chandlers Ford. (0703) 252827/265232. Duality 
CD and analogue equipment. 5 dem studios. 
Large free car park. Thurs late eve. 1111!111 

JEFFERIES HI-FI (Portsmouth) 29 London Road, 
Portsmouth P02 OBHTel: 0705 663604. 2 Dem 
Rooms, closed mondays. Late night Wed. Free 
Parking Bus route. Credit facilities. llll!EI 

HEREFORDSHIRE 
ENGLISH AUDIO, 95 Whitecross Road, Hereford 
HR4 ODG. (0432) 355081 Gyrus Centre, Pink 
Triang;e, Audion, Systemdek, Heybrook, Michi, 
KEF Reference, Micromega, Nakamichi, Chord, 
Area m, Musical Fidelity, Rogers, NAD, Rotel, Denon, 
Tannoy, Marantz, Mission, Stax, Dual, TDL, Albarry, 
JPW, Celestion, lxos, SME, Ruark, Moth, Audio 
Technica and others. Single Speaker Dem room. 
Home trial. Free install. Service dept. Access, 
Visa, Credit arranged. Open Mon-Sat 1 Oam-6pm. 
GOSPEL MUSIC AUDIO, 32A High St Kington, 
Herefordshire. (0544) 230254. New Shop open: 
Castle Video, 1 Spa Centre, Station Crescent, 
Llandrindod Wells (0587 824 0200) Alphason, 
Alison, Revolver, Luxman, Yamaha, OED, Audio 
Systemline, Wharfedale, Jamo, Micromega,. No 
appts nee., home trial facilities, service dept. 
5.30 +evening dems. 

HERTFORDSHIRE 
ACOUSTIC ARTSLTD, t01 St AibansRd, Watford, 
Herts. (0923) 245250. Fax (0923) 230798 
Absolute Sounds, Acoustic Energy, Audiolab, 
Chord, Denon, Marantz, Meridian, SME, TDL., 
Teac, lues-Sat 9.30-6:00. 11111111 

AUDIO FILE. 27 Hockerill St, Bishops Stontford, 
Herts CM23 2DW. (0279) 506576. 9.30-5.30 
open 6 days. Dealer of the Year t988/89. Unn, 
Nairn, Quad, Gyrus, Arcam, Roksan, Denon, Epos, 
Rotel, KEF, ProAc. 0% credit. arm� 

HERTFORD MUSIC. Music is pleasure. good when 
choosing your system in our, appointments only, 
demonstration rooms (and bar)' Home 
demonstrations encouraged. Systems form £t ,000 
to £t5,000. Micromega, REL Acoustics, Acoustic 
Energy, Michell, Magnum, Diamond Acoustics, 
Beard, Lumley, Renascence, etc. Access, Visa. 
Mail Order. Tel (0992) 700 900 
RADLETI AUDIO, t4t Walling Street, Radlett, 
Hentfordshire, WD7 7NQ. (0923) 856497. Mark 
Levinson, Proceed, PRO AC, AVI & ATC ,Martin 
Logan, Tube Technology,Teac, Roksan, Audiolab, 
Rotel. Home trial facilities, Free Install, Service 
Dept. Visa, Access 9-5:30 Mon-Fri t 0-5:30 Sat 
STUDIO 99. 82 High Street, Harpenden. ((0582) 
764 246. Linn, Nairn, Meridian, Rega, Nakamichi, 
Mission/Gyrus, Quad, Creek, KEF, Bang & Olufsen, 
Yamaha etc. Quiet single speaker dem room 
Appts nee. Home trial, free install. Service Dept. 
Visa/c, Access/c & finance terms. 9-5.30pm 
(Mon;Sat). Closed Weds. llll!EI 

NORTH HUMBERSIDE 
JUST AUDIO, 2A Foston Lane, North Frodingham, 
Driffield. Tel 0262 488700, call for details. 

SUPERFI, 4 Dock Str, Queens Gardens Hull, HUt 
3DL. (0482) 2405t. See main entry under 
Nottinghamshire for full details. 

KENT 
ASHFORD, SOUNDCRAFT HI·FI. ("BADA" LOGO) 
40 High Street. Seeking music lovers, male or 
female any age, to share common interest in, 
musical Pro-aktiv Hi-Fi Systems, Multi Room or 
Home Cinema. Attractive unusual equipment in 
unusual setting, your place or ours, we guarantee 
lasting pleasure. Open Mon-Sat, Appointment 
Service or just pop in. Tel: 0233 624441. lllilllll1 

CANTERBURY HI Fl, 50 Burgate, Canterbury, Kent, 
(0227) 765 3t5 B&W, Denon, Kenwood, Cerwin
Vega, Yamaha, Technica, Rogers, Musical Fidelity, 
Sony, NAD. No appointments necessary. Free 
lnstallation.Service Dept. Access and Visa Man
Sat 9-5:30 
JOHN MARLEY HI-FI CENTRES, 2 Station Rd, West 
Canterbury (0227) 769329. Alsoat Dover • (0304) 
207562. Arcam, Aura, B&W, Heybrook, JPW, 
Pro-Ac, Pioneer. Rotel, Ruark, Tannoy, Technics. 
Dem and home trail fac. Man-Sat 9-5.30 closed 
Thurs. Free install. Credit to £1,000. Access, Visa, 
Credit charge. Service dept. 
KIMBERLEY HI-FI, t93 Broadway, Bexleyheath, 
Kent. (08t)304 3272. Pioneer, Technics, Kenwood, 
Denon, NAD, Aiwa, Tannoy, Mission, Wharfedale, 
B&W. Separate dem room, no appt nee. Free 
installation. Service Dept. Instant credit facilities. 
9.30-5.30. No early closing. 
PANATEC SOUND & VISION CENTRE, 83b High Str, 
Gil l ingham. (0634) 573141.B&W, Base, 
Cambridge, Dual, Kenwood, Marantz, Pioneer, 
Philips, Sony, Tannoy, Technics, Wharfedale. Dem 
room facilities. 0% credit, Service Dept. Free 
lnstallation.Pioneer Reference Point Dealer. 
PANATEC SOUND & VISION, t7 Week Str, 
Maidstone. (0622) 66t488. See above for details. 
VOLUME ONE, 4t Upper Wickham Lane, Welling, 
DA 16 3AD. 08t 304 4622. Arcam, Dual, Epos, 
Exposure, Mordaunt Short, Monitor Audio, JPW, 
Marantz, Micromega,Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, 
Rote I, Royd, Ruark, Sony, Systemdek. Large demo 
room, no appt nee. Evening dems in shop by appt. 
Home trial & demo, free delivery & installation. 
Access & Visa, t 0.00-6.00 Man-Sat. 
V J HI-FI, 29 Guildhall St, Folkestone. (0303) 
56860. Man-Sat 9-6. NAD, Yamaha, Marantz, 
Sony, Tannoy, Denon, Kenwood, Rogers, Musical 
Fidelity, Quad, Dem and home trial facilities, free 
install, credit to £t 000. Am ex, Diners, Visa, Access. 
Service dept. 
V J HI-FI, t19 High Street Margate. (0843) 226977. 
For full details see our above entry. 

LANCASHIRE 
NORMAN AUDIO, t3t Friargate, Preston, Lanes, 
PR1 2EE. Tel 0772 53057. Fax 0772 562731. 
Marantz, Pioneer, Yamaha, Audiolab, Arcam, 
Mission, Gyrus, B&W, KEF, Sendeor Catalogue. 
Home Cinema Dem room. No appt nee, Home trial 
facilities, free installation. Instant credit subject to 
status. Open 9.30-5.30, late nightWedtill8.00pm. 

lllllllll 

NORMAN AUDIO, also at 2t6 Church Str, Blackpool, 
(0253) 295661, Fax (0253) 295722. lililllil 

JO KOCZUR LTD., t85 Yorkshire Street, Rochdale, 
Lancashire. (0706) 42107 Harman Kardon, Quad, 
Revox, Aura, Teac, JBL, Tannoy(including definition) 
B&W, Canon, Base and many others.Dolby Pro 
Logic, AV. System Established over 25 years, 
qualified & experienced staff. Appts nee only afer 
5.30pm. Home trial, free install, service dept. 
Open Sat 9·5. Mon. Wed, Thurs. Fri 9-5.30pm. 
Closed Tues. 
ROMERS HI-FI CENTRE, 94-96 High Street, Rishton, 
Blackburn, Lanes BBt 4LO. Tel: (0254) 887 799.1 
Fidelity, Technics, Pioneer, Marantz, Kenwood, 
Tannoy, B&W, Scny, Ruark, Mission. Single speaker 
dem roomlred for Pro Logic. No appts necessary. 
Home tial by arrangement. Free installation. Service 
dept. Access, Visa, Switch. Interest free credit on 
selected products. Open 9-5.30, Wed 9-t pm. 

LEICESTERSHIRE 
MAYS HI-FI, 27/33 Churchgate, Leicester. LEt 
3AL. (0533) 625625. Sony, Technics, Denon, 
Kenwood, Pioneer(Reference Point) Philips, B&W, 
Tannoy, Mission/Gyrus, Dual, Listening room, free 
install, service dept. Full range of credit facilties. 
Open Man-Sat 9-5:30 Thurs 9-t :30 
LEICESTER HI-FI CO, 6 Silver Walk, St Martins 
Square, Leicester LEt 5EW. Tel: (0533) 539753. 

Fax (0533) 626097. Acoustic Energy, Arcam, 
Marantz, Micromega, Mission/Gyrus, Musical 
Fidelity, Nakamichi. Meredian, Rogers, Roksan, 
"and oodles more". 2 Dem rooms, home trial 
arranged, free install, service dept, Credit facilitiexs, 
Access, Visa, Diners, Amex, 6 days 9.30-5.30. 
Bada Member 111111111 

LISTEN INN, 6 Hotel Street, Leicester. (0533) 
623754 (Fax) 0533 623758. Linn, Arcam, Royd, 
Heybrook, Creek, Neat, Mission, Gyrus, Audiolab, 
Quad, Denon, etc. 2 Dem Rooms. lllilllll1 

SOUND ADVICE, The Factory, Duke St, 
Loughborough LE1t t EO. (0509) 2t8254. 
Shahinian, Rega, Nairn, Linn, Royd, Yamaha, 
Rotel, Arcam, Nakamichi, JPW. 3 demonstration 
areas, no appts necessary, free installation, service 
department. Lam bard credit charge, Access, Visa. 
Mon-Fri 9.30-6 00, Sat 9 30-5 30 
STEREO SHACK, t-3 Guildhall Lane, Leicester. Tel 
0533 530330 . Aiwa, A.R., Denon, Kenwood, 
Jamo, Mission, NAD, Phillips, Pioneer, Rotel, AN 
Speciality. Free Install Open 9.30 - 5.30 6 days. 
Credit available. 

LINCOLNSHIRE 
BOSTON HI Fl CENTRE, 65a Wide Bargate, John 
Adams Way, Boston, Lines PE21 6SG. (0205) 
365477. Quad, Nakamichi, Arcam, Marantz, NAD, 
Castle, Tannoy, Rogers, etc. Separate demo studio. 
Home trial. Free installation. Access, Visa. lues 
Sat 9-5 pm. 
STAMFORD HI-FI ;CENTRE, 9 Red Lion Square, 
Stamford, Lines PE9 2AJ (0780) 62t28. Pioneer, 
Technics, Gyrus-Mission, Rotel, NAD, Yamaha, 
Kenwood, Marantz, Quad, plus all major speaker 
manufacturers. Expert advice, comparator 
demonstrations, on two floors, part exchange Hi· 
Fi purchased for cash. No appointments necessary, 
home trial facilities, free installation, service 
department. Mastercard, Visa & credit charge, 
finance available. Man-Sat 9-5.30pm, closed 
Thursdays. 
SUPERFI, 27t A High Str, Lincoln LN2 t JG. (0522) 
520265. See main entry under Nottinghamshire 
for full details. 

LONDON 
ANALOG AUDIO, 849 High Road, London Nt2. 
(08t) 445 3267. Cambridge, Denon, Rotel, 
Yamaha, Marantz, Wharfedale, Teac, Mordaunt
Short, Cerwin Vega, Nad. Free install. Service 
dept. Instant credit up to £t 000. Visa & Access. 
9.30-6 6 days. 
AUDIO T, 190 West End Lane, West Hampstead, 
London NW6 t SQ. 
(07t) 794 7848, Fax (07t) 43t 3570. Great hi-fi 
from Arcam, Audiolab, Gyrus, Denon, Meridian, 
Mission, Philips, Rotel, Proac, Micromega, Yamaha, 
and many more.Mon-Sat t 0-6pm. 3 yr gntee on 
Hi-Fi. Free del & instal. 30 day upgrade scheme. 
Home dems. PX. 2 dem rooms. llll!EI 

BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS, 248 Lee High Road, 
London SEt3. (08t) 3t8 5755. Arcam, Linn, 
Nairn, Quad, etc. 2 dem rooms. lnt. free credit. 
Access, Visa. Closed Thurs. lll1llll 

CORNFLAKE SHOP, 37 Windmill St ( just off 
Tottenham Court Rd), London Wt. (071) 63t 
0472 (domestic). (071) 323 4554 (multiroom). 
Fax.(071)323 4554 Fax. (071)4367t65. lues 
-Sat 10-7 Rega, Roksan, Nairn, Monitor Audio, 
A ream, Nakamichi, Rotel, Epos etc. 3 dem rooms. 
(incl. home cinema) Friendly, professional service. 
Home trial facilities. Appointments preffered. Full 
delivery and repair service. Multi room specialists. 
Access & Visa. 
COVENT GARDEN RECORDS, 84 Charing Cross 
Road, London WC2 (07t) 379 7635 , Fax (071) 
836 t345. London's premier digital audio 
centre,Photo CD, DCC, CD, & t6X9TV'S. Audio lab, 
B&O, Marantz, Mission, Gyrus, Philips, Pioneer, 
Rote!, Rogers, Quad, Sony, Technics, single 
speaker dem rooms, appointments suggested, 
installation service available. All major credit 
cards accepted. Man- Sat t0am-7.30pm. 
DOUG BRADY HI·FI. t4-t8 Monmouth St. London 
WC2H 9HB. (07t) 379 40t 0. Wide range of top 
specialist hHi from Britain, America and Japan. 3 
dem rooms. Closed Monday. Elll 

GRAHAMS HI-R, Canonbury Yard, t90a New North 
Rd, London Nt 7BS. (07t) 226 5500. Winner 
Sony/HFN Greater London Dealer Award t986-
t989-t990 Linn, Nairn, Rega, etc. £400-£3000-
£t3,000. Open lues-Sat lllillllll 

HI-FI & COMPONENTS, 84 Battersea Rise, London, 
SW11 tEH. Tel: 07t 223t tt0. Denon, Harman 
Kardon,Tannoy, Kenwood, Rotel, NAD, Wharfedale, 

Dual, Shure, Ortofon, Celestion, etc. Appts nee, 
Service Dept. Access, Visa, Diners, Amex, Open 
t 0-6 Closed Wed. 
K.J. WEST ONE, 26 New Cavendish St, London, 
WtM 7LH. (071) 486 8262/63. Fax (07t) 487 
3452. Most established brands stocked. Two Hi
Fi and one Home Cinema dem' studios. Appts 
nee. Home trial. Free installation. Service dept. 
Major credit cards. Interest free crdeit usually 
available - ask for details. Man-Sat 1 0-6pm. (Late 
night Thurs till 7pm) 

MUSICAL IMAGES LTD. 45 High Street, Hounslow, 
Middlesex. HAS 7 JX. See under Middlesex & full 
page advert in the Product Directory. 

SOUND ORGANISATION LONDON, 4 Pickfords 
Wharf, Clink Street, London, SEt 9DG. Tel 07t 
403 2255. Audio Research, Aura, Creek, Epos, 
Exposure, Heybrook, Koetsu, LFD, Lyra, Martin 
Logan, Micromega, Nairn, Nakamichi, Rega, Rotel, 
Roksan, Royd, SME, Sonus Faber. Interesting new 
equipment always under evaluation. 2xsingle 
speaker listening rooms. Appts preffered. Free 
Installation. Service Department. Open lues -Sat. 
t 0-6. Late dem by appointment. 
SOUND SENSE, 350 Edgeware Road, London W2 
tDX. (07t) 402 2t00. Alphason, B&W, Kenwood, 
Nakamichi, Celestion, Denon, Monitor Audio, 
Marantz, NVA, Sony ES , Yamaha Appts preferred. 
Installations available. Access, Visa, Standard credit 
facilities. Man-Sat 9.30-6 30. 
STUDIO 99 , 79-8t Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage, 
London NW6. (07t) 624 8855. Nairn, Rega Quad, 
Meredian, Mission/Gyrus, ATC, Nakamichi, KEF, 
Yamaha, Arcam, Epos, Acoustic Energy, Bang & 
Olufsen, etc. 2 single speaker dem rooms. 
Service dept. Visa/c, Access/c & finance terms. 
t0-7 Mon-Fri, t0-6 Sat. lllilllll1 

SUPERFI, 2-4 Camden High Street, Camden, 
NWt OJH (07t )388 t300. See main entry under 
Notts for full details. 
UXBRIDGEAUDIO • CHISWICK, t 09 Chiswick High 
Road, Chiswick, W4 2ED (08t) 742 3444 Fax 
(08t) 7 42 3295. 2 Demo Rooms, Installations, 2 
Year Guarantee, 7 day exchange. Major credit 
cards, lues - Sat 10 - 6, See Middx entry for 
brands stocked. lllilllll1 

VOLUME ONE, 4t Upper Wickham Lane, Welling. 
(08t) 304 4622. For full details see entry under 
Kent. 
ZEBRA, t8-24 Brighton Road, South Croydon CR2 
6AA. 08t 688 2093. Audio lab, Arcam, KEF 
Reference, Marantz, Mission, Micromega, Pioneer, 
Rotel, Sony, Tannoy, and large range of AV 
equipment. S2 Air Conditioned Demo Rooms. in a 
more casual environment. Service department. 
Man-Sat 9.30-6.00. Access, Visa & instant credit 
up to £t 000 subject to status. 

GREATER MANCHESTER 
CENTRAL RADIO, 30-32 Shudehill, Manchester 
M4 tEY. Tel 06t 834 6700. Technics, Kenwood, 
Pioneer, Aiwa, Marantz, Mission, B&W, 
Wharfedale, JBL, Thorens, Panasonic, etc. TV 
video, surround sound, AV systems, service dept, 
free delivery. Access, Visa, Switch finance. Man
Sat 9-5.30. 
THE AUDIO COUNSEL, t2 Shaw Road, Oldham, 
Manchester OL t 3LQ. (06t) 633 2602. Linn, 
Yamaha, Rega, Rotel, Arcam, Micromega, EPOS, 
Creek, Nakamichi, Denon. 2 dem rooms. Free 
install. Visa, Access, Licenced credit brokers up to 
£t 000 instant credit. t 0.00-5.30 lues, Weds, 
Sat; t0.00-7 Thurs& Fri. Closed Mon. 
MURRAY HI-FI, t9 Middle Hillgate, Stockport. 
(06t) 429 7666. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Area m, 
Yamaha, Royd, Epos, Creek, Nakamichi, Rotel. 
Full demo facilities, free installation & delivery, 
service dept. Full 2yr guarantee on all products. 
Access, Visa, Lombard Tricity, licensed credit 
broker. t 0-6 T ue-Sat. 
SWIFT OF WILMSLOW , 4-8 St Annes Parade, 
Wilmslow. (0625) 5262t3. Aura, B&W, Denon, 
Kenwood, Marantz, NAD, Pioneer, Rotel, Tannoy, 
Revolver, JPW. Open 9:30am-6:00pm 2 dem 
rooms. No pressure' 1111111 

MIDDLESEX 
AUDIO T, t59a Chase Side, Enfield, M1ddx EN2 
OPW. (08t)367 3t32, Fax(08t)367 t638. Great 
hi-fi from Arcam, Audiolab, Gyrus, Denon, Meridian, 
Micromega, Mission, Philips, Rotel, Yamaha and 
many more. Mon-Fri t0-6pm. Sat 9:30 - 5:30 3 
yr gntee on Hi-Fi. Free del & instal. 30 day 



upgrade scheme. Home dems. PX.2 dem rooms. 
AN Dept. lilillli1 

HARROW AUDIO, 27 Springfield Rd, Harrow. (081) 
863 0938. Man-Sat 9.30-5.30. A&R, Audiolab, 
Gyrus, Denon, Epos, Monitor Audio, Musical 
Fidelity, Nakamichi, Quad, Rote!, Tannoy, Thorens, 
Yamaha. etc. lilillli1 

MUSICAL IMAGES LTD. 173 Station Rd, Edgeware 
(081) 952 5535, tax (081) 951 5535. Most 
brands available - see full page ad in the product 
directory. Interest free credit, ask for details. 
Demo Rms, Repairs & Service. Open Sunday and 
all week. A home cinema specialist. Mail Order. 

Part exchange. 

RIVERSIDE HI-FI L TD, 422 Richmond Road, East 
Twickenham, Middlesex TWl 2EB. Tel. (081) 892 
7613. Fax (081) 892 7749. A.R., Arcam, Audio 
Innovations, Castle, Dual, Denon, KEF, Luxman, 
Michell, Musical Fidelity, Micromega, Marantz, 
Nakamichi, Rote!, Spender, Systemdek, Tannoy, 
Yamaha. One demo room, in-car demo for car hi
li systems. Appts not always necessary. Home 
trial facilities. Free installation, service dept. 
Lombard T ricity, Access, Visa, Amex, Diners Club. 
Man-Sat 9.30-6, Thurs. Fri 9.30-7. 
SIGHT N SOUND, The Treaty Centre, Hounslow, 
Middlesex TW31ES. 081 572 5418, fax 081 572 
5417. Sony, Kenwood, Finlux, Toshiba, Philips, 
Sanyo, Grundig, Pioneer, Technics, Akai. No appts 
nee, free mtall, service dept. Access & Visa, 
financing available. 9-6pm Mon-Sat. 

MERSEYSIDE 
W.A. BRADY &SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool 
LIS 3JJ. (051) 733 6859. 'Largest choice of 
specialist Hi-Fi in N.W. £1 00-£20K' All credit 
cards. 3 dem rooms. Closed Monday. lllllll'il 
P & A AUDIO (BIRKDALE) L TD 31 Liverpool Road, 
Birkdale, Southport (0704) 68373. Arcam, 
Cambridge, Creek, Denon, Michell, Mission/Gyrus, 
Mordaunt- Short, NAD, Pink Triangle, QED, 
Revolver, Rogers, Rotel, Royd, Tannoy. 3 Single 
speaker demo rooms and Nicam surround sound 
dem room. Free delivery, installation (Merseyside) 
Service dept, Man- Sat 9 - 5.30 Half day Tues. 
Access, Visa, Lombard. 
PETERS HI-Fi ll Werburgh Sq, Grange Precinct, 
Berkenhead. (051) 647 5626. 9-5.30 closed 
Thurs. See Cheshire entry Jor full details. 
PETERS HI-FI, 8 High Street, Bromburgh, Wirral. 
(051) 334 1874/2825. Open 9-5.30 6 days a 
week. See Cheshire entry for details. 

WEST MIDLANDS 
AMADAEUS SOUND & VISION, 1 0 Boldmere Road, 
Sutton Goldfield, West Midlands Tel (021) 354 
2311. Arcam, Audio Innovations, B&O, Carver, 
Castle, QED, Wharfedale, Yamaha, Cambridge 
Audio, Hafler. Single Speaker demo, appts 
preferred, service available, installations, B&O 
link install, home trials. Access, Visa, interest free 
credit available subject to status. 9.30-6pm 6 
days. 
FRANK HARVEY HI·FI EXCELLENCE, 163 Medieval 
Span Street, Coventry. (0203) 525200. All maJor 

agencies. Free inst. Service dept. Part ex. 3 de m 
rooms. Man-Sat 9.30-5.30. Wed til 8pm.ll!l!llil 
GRIFAN AUDIO LTD, 94 Bristol Street, Birmingham. 
(021) 692 1359/(021) 622 2230. Arcam,Castle, 
Gyrus, Denon, Linn, Marantz, Nairn, Quad, Rega, 
Rote!. Tues-Sat 10-6. 
lllllll'il 
MUSICAL APPROACH, 37 High Street, Aldridge, 
Walsall, W. Mids. (0922) 57926. Linn products, 
Arcam, Creek, NVA, Revolver, Onix, Epos, Marantz, 
Rote!, Quad & more. Dem facs. Home trial. Service 
dept. Credit facs available. Access, Visa. 9.30-
5.30 Man-Sat. 9.30-1 on Thurs. 
MUSIC MA TIERS, 351 Hagley Road, Edgbaston, 
Birmingham 817 8DL. (021) 429 2811. Roksan, 
Nakamichi, Arcam, Audiolab, Musical Fidelity, 
Mission/Gyrus, Meridian, KEF, Monitor Audio, P1nk 
Triangle. 2 single speaker luxury demo rooms. 

Appts nee, home trial facilities, free installation, 
service dept. Access, Visa, instant credit up to 
£1000, interest free credit available. Tue-Thur 
10.30-6, Fri 10.30-8, Sat 10-5.30. 
NAAM HI-FI VISION, 122-123 New Street, 
Birmingham. (021) 633 4944. Pioneer, Akai, Aiwa, 
Panasonic, Yamaha, Toshiba, Hitachi, Base, 
Wharfedale, Sony. Demo facilities available, 
appointments preferred. Access, Visa, 10 month 
interest free credit. Amex, Lombard Tricity 

Creditcharge. Man-Sat 9-6.00. 

NORFOLK 
AUDIO IMAGES, 7 All Saints Rd, South Lowestoft, 
Suffolk NR33 ODL. Tel: 0502 582853. For full 
details see our main entry under Suffolk. 
BASICALLY SOUND, The Old School, School Rd. 
Bracon Ash, Norwich NR14 8HE. (0508) 70829. 
Arcam, Linn, Nairn, Denon, Spender, Exposure, 
Audio Technica, Creek, Rega, Epos, etc. 2 
comprehensive dem rooms. Home trial. Free 
installation. Visa, Access, HP facilities. Tues-Sat 
9.30-1' 2-5.30. 
MARTINS HI-A, 5 High Street, Kings Lynn. (0553) 

761683. Est. 1968. Making good vibrations 
for 20 years llll!l1ll 

MARTINS HI-FI, 85/91 Ber Street, Norwich. (0603) 
627010. Est. 1968. Making good vibrations for 20 
years lilillli1 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 
AUDIO CRAFT 23-25 Derngate, Northampton, 
NN1 1TY. Tel: 0604 36291 Bang & Oulfsen, 
Kenwood, Technics, Marantz, Celestion, Mordaunt
Short. No appts nee, Free Install, Service Dept. 
Open Man-Sat 9-5:30pm 
CLASSIC HI-FI + VIDEO, School Lane, Kettering, 
Northants. (0536) 515766. Rote!, Musical Fidelity, 
Wharfedale, Yarnaha, JBL,Cyrus, Nad, Pioneer, 
Marantz, Kenwood, Kef, Celestion, and many more. 
Home trial, free instal., service dept. Access, Visa, 
credit facs. 9.30-5 .30pm. 
LISTEN INN, 32 Gold Street, Northampton. (0604) 
37871 (Fax) (0604) 601430 . Linn, Nairn, Rega, 
Epos, Royd, Mission, Gyrus, Arcam. Audiolab, 
Neat , Creek, Quad, Denon etc. 2 Dem Rooms 

lllllll'il 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
CHANTRY AUDIO, Chantry Walk, 18-18a Eldon 
Street, Tuxford, Nr Newark, Notts NG22 OLH. 
(0777) 870372. Pink Triangle, DPA, Rotei/Michi, 
Micromega, NVA, Alchemist, Michell, Monitor 
Audio. Lumley, SME and much more! 3 dem 

rooms. Home trial, free installation, service dept. 
Access, Visa & credit facilities and mail order. 
Man-Sat 9:30-6pm Sun & evenings home de m by 
appt. 
DEFINITIVE AUDIO, (0602) 813562. For a carefully 
considered approach to building a true hi-fidelity 
audio system with components derived from the 
following manufacturers; Audio Innovations, Snell, 
Wadia, Micromega, Deltec, Voyd, Systemdek, SME, 
Revox, Ortofon, Pioneer. Demos by appt . Please 
phone for further details. Installation free of charge. 
Mon-Sat 10-7pm, Closed Wed a.m. 
NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE, 120-122 Alfreton 
Road, Nottingham. (0602) 786919. Over 25 years 
experience, superb demo rooms, extensive range, 
free parking. Mon-Sat9-5.30. ll!l!llil 
PETER ELLIS AUDIO, 29 Kirkgate Newark, 
Nottingham, NG24 lAD (0636 704571) Quad, 
Castle, Arcam, QED, Sugden, Tannoy, Thorens, 
Marantz, Dennon, Teac. Demo Room, Free Install, 
Service Department. 
Access, Visa, Man-Sat 9-5:30 Close at 1:OOpm 
on Thursday. 
SUPERFI, 15 Market Str, Nottingham NG1 6HY. 
(0602) 412137. Kenwood, Technics, Denon, Aiwa, 
Rote!, Wharfedale, Mission, Marantz, NAD< 
Celestion, and many more. 2 single speaker dem 
rooms. Free install on systems, service dept. 
Access & Visa, Amex. Open 9-5.30, 6 days. 

OXFORDSHIRE 
ASTLEY AUDIO LTD, 3 Marketplace, Wallingford. 

BRITlSHAl.IDIODEALERSI\SSOCIATIOf.l 

(0491) 839305. Aura, B&W, Technics, Panasonic, 
Pioneer, Kenwood, Sony, Yamaha, Denon, Dual, 
Mission, Tannoy. Home trial, free installation. 
Service dept. Access, Visa, Amex, Diners. Instant 
credit. Tue-Fri 9-5.30, Sat 9-5. Records & COs 
stocked. 
AUDIO T, 19 Old High St, Headington, Oxford OX3 
9HS. (0865) 65961, Fax (0865)60415. Great hi
fi from Arcam, Audiolab, Gyrus, Denon, KEF, 
Meridian, Mission, Rote!, Sony, Yamahaand many 
more. Open Man Fri10-6pm, Sat 9.30-5.30. 3 yr 
gntee on Hi-Fi. Free del & instal. 30 day upgrade 
scheme. Home dems. PX. 2 dem rooms. AN 
Dept. lllllllll 

OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS L TD, Cantay Hse, 
Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1 JE. (0865) 790879 
tax (0865) 791665. NAD, Rote!, Musical Fidelity, 
Pioneer, Marantz, Rogers, TDL, Thorens, Audio 
Research, Proceed.2 Demo rooms. Service Dept, 
Home trial and free installation. Instant credit, 
Access, Amex, Visa. 1 0-6 Mon-Sat. 

WESTWOOD AND MASON. 46 George St, Oxford. 

Tel: 0865 247783 Arcam, Rote!, Rega, Epos, 
Tanoy, Royd, JPW, Mission, Nakamichi, Denon, 

Aiwa, Nairn, Quad, Aura, Teac. Open 9:30-
S:OOpm. Dem room. Closed Thur. lllllll'il 

SHROPSHIRE 
AVON HI-FI, 12 Barker Street,Shrewsbury, 
Shropshire SY1 1QJ. (0743) 55166. NAD, Quad, 
B&W, Arcam, Kenwood, Aiwa, Base, Nakamichi, 
Revolver, Onkyo. Dem room. Home trial. Free 
install. Service dept. Access, Visa. £1 000 instant 
credit. Man, Tues. Wed, Fri, Sat 9-5.30. 

CREATIVE AUDIO, 9 Dog pole, Shrewsbury. (07 43) 
241924. Arcam, Audiolab, Celestion, Gyrus, 
Denon, Epos, Kef, Meridian, Mission, Nairn, Quad, 
Rega, Roksan, Rote!, Ruark, Tripod. Dem room. 
Home trial and free installation. Credit to £1000. 
Access, Visa. Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30. Service dept. 

SOMERSET 
MIKE MANNING AUDIO, 110 Middle Street, Yeovil, 
Somerset BA20 1 NE. (0935) 79361, Fax (0935) 
32923, Mobile(0850) 325965. Nairn, Roksan, 
Pink Triangle, A+R (Arcam), ATC, AVI, NAD, 
Pioneer, Rote!, Denon, etc. Dedicated listening 
lounge, for relaxed and unpressured 
demonstrations. Appts not usually nee. but best to 
phone first. Home trial facilities on request, free 
installation, service department Instant credit, 
Access & Visa, etc.9-5.30 closed Mondays. 

STAFFORDSHIRE 
GRANGE HI-FI L TD, 153 Branston Rd, Burton-on
Trent, Staffordshire DE14 300. (0283) 33655. 
Albarry, Audio Innovations, Arcam, Castle, Denon, 
Pink Triangle, Marantz, Rote!, Rogers. Systemdek, 
SME, Tannoy, TDL Dem fac, appts nee on Sat, 
Free Install. Service dept Access, Visa. 9.00-
5 30pm. Closed Man & Wed afts. Closed for lunch 
12.00-12.30. 

SUFFOLK 
AUDIO IMAGES, ?All Samts Rd, Pakefield, South 
Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 6JL. Tei/Fax: 0502 
582853. Quad, Triangle, Arcam, Castle, Rote!, 
Moth, JPW, Finlux, Audio Innovations, plus the 
amazing Rothwell range. Separate demo room, no 
appts nec.l 0-6.30 Tue-Thur, ?pm Fri, 6pm Sat. 
BURY AUDIO, 47 Churchgate St, Bury St Edmonds, 
Suffolk, lP 33 1RG. Tel 0284 724337. Arcam, 
Furukawa, Heybrook, Infinity, Marantz, Meridian, 
Michell, Pink Triangle, Proac, Rote!, Target, 
Roksan, Shahinian, Quad.Etc. Single Speaker 
Room. No appointments necessary. Home trial 
fac. Free Installation. Service Department. Access, 
V1sa, Switch. Open 6 days a week. Mon!T ues/Sat 
9.30-5.30 Thurs/Fri 9.30-7.00. Closed Wed 
EASTERN AUDIO, 41 Bramford Rd, Ipswich. (0473) 
217217.Quad Audio Lab, Denon, Dual, Marantz, 
Mission, NAD, Nakamlchi, Technics, Arcam. Mon
Sat9.30-6. liLliZ! 
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SURREY 
AUDIO SOUTH, 24 (The Woolmead) East Str, 
Farnham, Surrey GU9 ?TT. (0252) 714555. Audio 
Note, Deltec, JPW, Marantz, Rotel, Teac, etc. AV 
specialist. Dem room and evening appointments 
available. Home trial facilities. Free mstallation. 
Access, Visa. 10.30-6 Mon�Sat 
COSMIC, 244/256 Station Road, Addlestone, 
Surey, KT15 2PS. (0932) 854522/851753/ 
843769. Fax (0932) 841615. Most brands 
stocked, including Aiwam Area m, De non, Mission 
Gyrus, NAD, Nakamichi, Pioneer, Quad, Rote!, 
Yamaha, etc. Open 7 days 9-6pm. Part exchange, 
large free car park, service dept. instant credit 
available, Access. Visa, Switch. 
DATASOUND, 23 South St, Dorking, Surrey RH4 
2JZ. (0306) 882897. Arcam, Celest1on, Denon, 
Dual, Marantz, Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAD, 
Rote!, Tannoy. Dedicated listening room. Free 
install. Service dept. Up to £1 000 instant credit 
subject to status. 9.30-5.30 6 days. 
INFIDELITY, 9 High Str, Hampton Wick, Kingston 
Upon Thames, Surrey. T el: (081 ) 943 3530. Arcam, 
Creek, Epos, Heybrook, Micromega, Nairn Audio, 
Roksan, Rega Research, Shaninian, TEAC. Single 
speaker listening room. Appts pref, free installation, 
service dept. Major credit cards. Closed Man, 
Tue-Fri 10.30-7, Sat 10-6. 
PJ HI-FI· the Hi-A Shop. 3 Bridge SI, Guildford, 
Surrey GU1 4RY. (0483) 504801. 9-6 Man-Sat. 
Linn, Meridian, Creek, Arcam, Quad, Revox, 
Musical Fidelity, Rote!, NAD, Nakamichi, Marantz. 

lllllll'il 
RIVERSIDE HI-FJ, 422 Richmond Road, East 
Twickenham. TWl 2EB. Tel: (081) 892 7613. Fax: 
(081) 892 77 49. See main entry under Middlesex. 
ROGERS HI-FI, 13 Bridge Street, Guildford, Surrey. 
(0483) 61049. Aiwa, Creek, Denon, Dual, JPW, 
Marantz, Rogers, TEAC, Pioneer, Systemdek, 
Tannoy. Demonstration facilities available, no 
appointment necessary. Free installation. Service 
department. AccessNisa. lnstant credit up to £,000 
subject to status. Monday-Saturday 9.30-6pm, 
later by appointment. 
SOUNDS EXCLUSIVE, 1 Kent House, High Str, 
Cranleigh GU6 8AU. (0483) 268185. Michell 
(amplification & decks). Marantz, Ariston, Ortofon, 
AME, Sumo, Proac, Jamo, Ongin Live, Kiseki. 
Demo room, appts prefered, home trial facilities, 
free install, service dept. Access, Visa. Open 9-
5.30 Man-Sat. 

SPALDINGS HI-FI, 352-4 Lower Addiscombe Rd, 

Croydon, Surrey. (081) 654 1231/2040. 3 dem 
rooms and home dem. Free install, credit. Man
Sat 9-6. Tues-8. Closed Wed. Service dept.lllllll'il 
SURBITON PARK RADIO, 48 Surbiton Rd, Kingston
Upon-Thames, Surrey. (081) 546 5549. Quad, 
Castle, Dual, Denon, Kenwood, Rote!, Pioneer, 
QED, B&W, Tannoy. Demo facilities. Access, Visa. 
9.30-5.00 Tues-Sat. Service dept. 
SURREY HI-FI, 45 High Street, Godstone, Surrey 
RH9 8LS. (0883) 744755. Parking, easy access
just 2 m ins off junction 6, M25. Tube Technologies, 
Rei Acoustics, Audio Lab, Quad, TDL, Naksmichi, 
KEF, Thorens, Rote!, Marantz, Denon, Michell, 
Tannoy, Top Line, Rei Acoustics, Single speaker 

demo room. Demonstration by appointment, free 
installation, service dept. Access, Visa, Mastercard. 

0% Credit. Open 9-6, closed Wed. 
TRU-FI SOUND & VISION, 10 Church Street, 
Leatherhead, Surrey. (0372) 378780. Sony, 
Technics, Panasonic, Mitsubishi, Ferguson, Aiwa, 
Pioneer, Sanyo, B&W, Mission. Free installation. 
Credit facilities. Access, Visa. 9.15-5.30 Man
Sat. Closed Wed. Service dept. 
ZEBRA 18-24 Brighton Road, South Croydon CR2 
6AA. 081 688 2093. See main entry under London. 

SUSSEX (EAST) 
JEFFRIES HI-FJ, 69 London Rd, Brighton, East 
Sussex, Tel 0273 609431. 2 Dem Rooms, closed 
Mon. Late night Wed. Free parking. Bus route. 
Credit Facilities. lllllll'il 
JEFFERIES HJ-A, (Pourtsmouth), 29 London Road, 
Portsmouth. P02 OBH Tel: 0705 663604. 2 Dem 
Rooms, Closed Mondays. Late night Wednesday. 
Free parking. Bus route. Credit facilities. liLliZ! 



JEFFRIES HI-FI. 4 Albert Parade, Green Street. 
Eastbourne, East Sussex. Tel: 0323 31336. 2 
Dem Rooms. Closed Mon. Late night Wed. Free 
Parking. Bus Route. Credit Facilities. IILll1i1 

THE POWERPLANT, 66 Upper North Street, Brighton 
BN1 3FL. (0273) 775978. Roksan, Musical Fidelity, 
Marantz, Rote!, Yamaha, Tannoy, Audiolab, B&W, 
Micromega, Epos JPW, etc. Comfortable single 
speaker facilities. No appts. nee. Home trial 
facilities, free install. Late night dems by request. 
Service dept. Credit facilities available on request 
Tue-Sat 10-6pm. 

SUSSEX (WEST) 
AUDIO DESIGNS, 26 High Street, East Grinstead, 
W. Sussex RH19 3AS. 0342 314569. Arcam, 
Audiolab, Gyrus, Epos, Linn, Marantz, NAD, Nairn, 
Rotel, etc. Very comfortable listening room. No 
appts nee., Home trial facilities, free installation, 
service dept. AccessNisa. 9:30-6:00 Mon-Sat, 

late Tue. ��mm 

BOWERS & WILKINS L TO, (Est. 1945) 1 Becket 
Buildings, Littlehampton Rd, Worthing. (0903) 2 
64141. 1 minute from A24 & A27. Free local 
parking Aura. B&W (inc. Matrix), Castle, Denon, 
Mission, Nakamichi, Phllips, Quad, Technics, 
Thorens, and many more in 3 Dem Rooms. 
Systems, Hi-Fi and Home Cinema. Service Dept., 
Installations. Open 6 days a week. Access, Visa, 
instant credit to £1000 subject to status. 
CHICHESTER HI Fl, 7 St. Pancras, Chichester, W. 
Sussex P019 1SJ. Tel: (0243) 776402. Linn, 
Naim,Rega, Creek, Nakamichi, A&R, Denon, 
Roksan etc. Tues-Sat, 10-1,2-5.15 (closed M on) 

TYNE & WEAR 
RED RADIO SHOP AND HI-FI CENTRE, 11 Olive 
Street, (OH Park Lane), Sunderland. Tyne & Wear 

SRI 3PE (091) 567 2087. Castle, Denon, JVC, 
Kenwood, Mordaunt -Short, Michell, Pioneer, Teac, 
Tannoy, Monitor Audio etc. AN Dem room, large 
with comparator facility. No appts nee, Free install. 
Service dept. Interest free credit and no deposit 
9am-5.30pm daily 

WARWICKSHIRE 
CASTLE HIFI, 59 Smith Street, Warwick. CV 34 
4HCE. Tel (0926) 499963. A.R. B&W, LPW, 
Jenson in car, Marantz, 
usical Fidelity, NAD, Pioneer, Rogers, TOL, Yamaha, 
Dol by Pro Logic. De m Room. No appt necc, Home 
trial facilities, Free Installation, Service Department 

Interest free credit, Access, Visa, Chartered Trust 
Open 1 0-6 6days a week. 

FRANK HARVEY HIFI. 163 Spon Street, Coventry, 
Warwickshire, CV1 3BD. Tel 0203 525200. Arcam, 
Mission, Gyrus, Musical Fidelity, Marantz, Rote!, 
NAD, Tannoy, Yamaha, KEF. Open 9:30-5:30 
closed Thursday. lllilllil 

NAAM HI-FI VISION, 78 Lower Precinct, Coventry 
CV1 1 OX. (0203) 632086. NAD, Yamaha, Marantz. 
Pioneer, Kenwood, AR, Akai, Aiwa, Panasonic, 
Toshiba, Wharfedale, KEF. Demo facilities. Access, 
Visa, Amex, Lombard Tricity credit charge. 9.00-
6.00 Mon-Sat. Closed Thurs. 
STRATFORD HI-FI, 25 Henley Street, Statford Upon 
Avon, CV30W. Tel (0789) 414533. Please call for 
further details. 

WILTSHIRE 
THE AUDIO EXCHANGE, 52 Morse Str, Swindon, 
Wiltshire, SN1 50P. Tel: (0793) 539008. Acoustic 
Energy, Audio Innovations, Beard, Cerwin Vega, 
Impulse, Magnum. Micromega, Michell, REL, 
Sequence. AV and single speaker demo room. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, service dept. 
9-7six days a week. 
AUDIO T. 60 Fleet St, Swindon, Wiltshire SN1 
1 RA. (0793) 538222, Fax (0793) 487260. Great 
hi-fi from Arcam, Audiolab, Gyrus, Denon, Linn, 
Meridian, Mission, Rote I, Sony, Yamaha, and many 
more. Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. 3 yr gntee on Hr-Fi. 
Free del & instal. 30 day upgrade scheme. Home 
dems. PX. 2 dem rooms. AN Dept lllilllil 

PR SOUNDS, 58 Castle Street, Trowbridge, BA14 

SAU. Tel 0225 777799. Also at Melksham & 
Devizes. Pioneer, Technics, Kenwood, Denon, 
Marantz, B&W, Tannoy, JPW, Dual. Where music 
is a pleasure, personal service, no appointments 
necessary. Installations & much much more. 
AccessNisa £1000 instant credit. Open 9-6, 6 
days. 

WORCESTERSHIRE 
NAAM HI Fl VISION, 27 The Cross, Worcester, 
WR1 3PZ. Tel 0905 726375. Denon, Marantz, 
NAD, Musical Fidelity, Acoustic Research, Harman 
Kardon, Sony, Technrcs, Akai. Appts necc for 
demonstrations. Installation 7 days a week up till 9 
pm. Interest Free credit over £400. Open 9-5:30 
M on-Sat. 
WEST MIDLANDS AUDIO, 158 Ombersley Road, 
Worcester WR3 ?HA. (0905) 58046. Nakamichr, 
Nairn, Rega, Absolute Sounds, Meridian, Arcam, 
Ion Systems, Roksan. 3 dem rooms for budget & 
high end audio. Apporntments necessary Free 
installation. Service Dept Access, Visa, Amex, 
Diners, Lombard/Hitachi. Mon-Fri 9.30-8.30 by 
appt Sat 9-5.30. 

SPAINS HI-FI, 2&2a New Road, Bromsgrove, 
Worcestershire. Tel: (0527) 72460. B&W, Denon, 
Kenwood, Marantz, Missron, Nad, Pioneer, Rotel, 
Sony, Tannoy and more. Integral demo room/ 
showroom for instant comparisons on hi-fi and AV 
equipment. Free rnstallation, service dept & credit 
facilities, Access & Visa. 

YORKSHIRE (NORTH) 
THE AUDIO CLINIC, 22 Lord Mayors Walk, York, 
Yorkshire, Y)3 7HA. Tel: 0904 646309. Mission, 
Revox, Yamaha, JVC, Audio lnovations, Celestion, 
NAD, Musical Fidelrty, Allison, Thorens. No appts 
necc, Home trial facilities, Free Installation. Service 
Department AccessNisa, Credit. Open 10-5:30 
Mon-Sat. 
SCARBOROUGH HI-FI CENTRE, 14 Northway, 
Scarborough, N. Yorks Y011 1 JL. (0723 374547. 
Aura, Albarry, B&W Matrix, Gyrus, Den on, Pioneer, 
Marantz, Cabasse, Tannoy, Laser vision and wide 
screen TV . Dem room, appointment preferred 
Home trial facilities. Free installation. Service dept 
AccessNisa/Creditcharge/£1 ,000 instant credit/ 
Amex/Diners. 1 0-6 M on to Sat. 

SOUND ORGANISATION YORK. 2b Gillygate, York 

Y03 ?EO. Tel: (0904) 627108. Closed Mondays. 
Linn, Nairn, Rega, Creek, Meridian, Arcam, Denon, 
Royd, Rote I and other well chosen makes. "You 
can't go wrong- we wouldn't let you" ll1ilml 

VICKERS HI-FI, 24 Gillygate, York. (0904) 629659. 
Audiolab, Harman-Kardon, Marantz, Musical 
Fidelity, Pink Triangle, Quad, Systemdek, Tannoy, 
Technics, & lots more. 3 demonstration studios (2 
by appointment) s,uperb showrooms, 2 year 
guarantee on all hi-fi products. Appts as above, 
home trial facilities, free installation, service 
department. Qualified and experienced statf, over 
25 years experience.12 months interest free credit. 
10.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. 

YORKSHIRE (SOUTH) 
BARNSLEY HI-FI CENTRE, 40-42 Shetfield Road, 
Barnsley, S. Yorks.S70 1 HP. (0226) 205549 Fax 
(07 42) 467207. Area m, Quad, Audiolab, Mission 
Gyrus, Technics, Denon, Tannoy, Nakamichi, Dual, 
Rote!. Purpose built demo room, no appts 
necessary, free install, service dept, Access, Visa, 
varying finance packages. Open 9.30-5.30, 5 
days (closed Thurs). 
HI-FI STUDIO, Sunnyfields, Doncaster. (0302) 
781387. Sugden, ProAc, Impulse, Teac, Ruark, 
Michell, AMC valve, Art Audio valves, Heybrook, 
Monitor Audio, Albarry. Listening room demos. 
Home trial. Free installation. 2 yr guarantee on all 
equipment. Service available. Access, Visa. 10-
Spm 6 days. Phone for further info.& FREE fact 
pack. 

YORKSHIRE (WEST) 
AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 Headingley Lane, Leeds 
(0532) 304565. A&R, Audiolab, Creek, Heybrook, 
Linn, Musical Fidelity, Nairn, Quad, Rega, etc. Free 

installation, home trial, 2 year warranty, appts 
preferred. Tues-Fri 9.30-6, Sat 2.30-5.30. 
AUDIOVISION (BRIGHOUSE) L TO, 5 Bethel Street, 
Brighouse, (1 mile from junction 25, M62) W. 
Yorks. HD6 1 JR. Tel 0484 713996 Largest range 
of Technics Hi-Fi in Yorkshire. Aiwa seperates, 
Castle, Cerwin Vega, Mordaunt Short speakers. 
Panasonic Nicam TV's, VCR's and camcorders. 
Yamaha, Philips widescreen TV's, GO-Interactive 
Players. Dolby Pro-Logic AV Surround Systems 
Reproduction Furnrture. Telarc, CO- Audio, COl 
andDCC. Demo's. Free expert install. Panaservice 
in-store service dept. Access, Visa, credit charge. 
Mon-Sat 9-5 30. 
CLEARTONE (Formerly Erricks), Rawson Square, 
Bradford, (Near John St Market). (0274) 309266. 
A&R, Linn, Quad, Exposure, Nakamichi, Mission, 
Denon, Kenwood. Private demo rooms. no appt 
nee, home trial facilities, free installation, service 
dept. Access. Visa, licenced credit broker. MonSat 
9-5.30 (Tue 10-5.30). 
DOUG BRADY HI-FI, The Forge Cottage, 19 
Crossgate, Otley, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS21 
1 AA. (0943) 467689. Nairn, Arcam, Rote I, Pink 
Triangle, Meridian, Epos, Castle. Two dem rooms, 
free install, service. AccessNisa. Open 1 0-6pm 

Tues-Sat. ll1ill1il 

HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE, 4 Cross Church St, 
Huddersfield. (0484) 544668. B&W, Kenwood, 
Denon, Rote!, Arcam, Musical Fidelity, Quad, Audio 
Lab, Marantz, Mission, etc. Dem facilties -
appointment reqd. Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Thurs 9-8. 
Closed Wed. Free installation, credit facilities. 
Access, Visa. 
IMAGE HI-FI, 17 The Springs, Wakefield, WF1 
1 QE. (0924) 200272. Arcam, Unn, Meridian, 
Mission, Quad, Rotel, Etc. 2 Listening Rooms 
Free Parking, Dell& Instal Mon-Sat 9:30 5:30 pm 

ll!ill!ll 

IMAGE HI-FI, 8-10 St Annes Road, Headingley, 
Leeds, L56 3NK (0532 78937 4) Arcam, Unn, 
Meridian, Mission, Quad, Rote!, Etc. 3 Listening 
Rooms. Free Dem & Instal. Mon-Sat 9:30 -
6 OOpm ��mm 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

BELFAST 
LYRIC HI-R, 163 Stranmills Road, Belfast. (0232) 
381 296. Unn, Nairn, Rega, Arcam, Denon, Rote!, 
Musical Fidelity, Revox, Mission etc. Mon-Sat 10-
6. Late night Thurs. IILll1i1 

ZEUS AUDIO, 6 Hope Street, Belfast, (0232) 

332522 Audio Innovations, Pink Triangle, Roksan, 
Marantz, Celestion, Linx, Meredian, Mission Gyrus, 
Ortofon, etc. Mon-Sat 10.00-5.30. Late night 
Thursday. ll!ill!ll 

COUNTY DOWN 
ASTON AUDIO, Unit 8, Kings Road Shopping Centre, 
Kings Road. Belfast. Tel: 0232 402220. Akai, 
Technics, JVC, Mitsubrshi, Samsung, Toshiba, 
Panasonic, and many more. Demos available, 
Open Mon-Fir 1 0-8pm Sat 1 0-5pm 

IRELAND 

DUBLIN 
LAFAYETIE HI-FI, 50 Wellington Quay, Dublin, 
Tel: 353177 0443. Technics, Denon, Marantz, 
Sony,Pioneer, Aiwa, Gyrus, Mission, Cerwin Vega. 
No appts nee, Free Install. Unique trade in service. 
Credit Cards welcome. Open 1 0-6 6 days a week. 

SCOTLAND 

AYRSHIRE 
LASER AUDIO 9 West George Street, Kilmarnick, 
Ayrshire, KA 11 OH. Tel 0563 40292. Audiolab, 
Aiwa, Celestion, Gyrus, Denon, Dual, Mission, 
Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Ruark, Systemdek and 
Tannoy. Oem Room, AN on De m. Appts Prefered, 
home trial facilities, Free rnstallation, service 

facilities. Access. Visa and written credit. Open 
Tues-Fri 10-5.30 Sat 9 30-5.30 

GLASGOW 
STEREO STEREO, 278 St. Vincent St, Glasgow 

G2 5RL. (041) 248 4079. Fax 0555 82358 Linn, 
Nairn, Rega, Arcam, Creek, Epos, Castle, 
Shahinian, Denon and Sehring etc. 3 Single 
Speaker Demo Rooms. No appointments 
necessary. Home Trial Facilities. Free Installation. 
service dept. Interest free credit all standard 
facilities. Closed Tues Mon-Sat 10-6. 

GRAMPIAN 
HI-FI EXCELLENCE 293 Union Grove, Aberdeen, 
AB1 6TO. Tel 0224 322520. Aiwa, Audio 
Innovations, Denon, Impulse, Infinity, Musical 
Fidelity, Rotel, Roksan, TOL. 21arge single speaker 
dem rooms. Appts necessary after 6.00pm. 

Home trial facilities, Free Installation, Service 
Department. Various offers. 3 Yr guarantee. 
Open 10-6.00pm 6 days. 
HOLBURN HI Fl Ltd, 441 Holburn St, Aberdeen 
(0224) 585713. Arcam, Audiolab, B&W, Celestion, 
Denon, Dual, Epos, Heybrook, ION, Kenwood, 
Linn, Creek, Marantz, Meridian, Mission Gyrus, 
MS, NAO, Nakamichi, Pioneer, QED, Quad, Revox, 
Rogers, Rotel, Ruark, Tannoy, Technics, 
Wharfedale, Yamaha. 9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. 

ll!ill!ll 

THE MUSIC STATION, 49 Church Sir, Inverness IV 
1 OR. Tel: (0463) 225 523. Beyer Dynamic, 
Celestion, Denon, Jamo, Kef, Kenwood, Mission, 
Pioneer, Rotel, Sony. Listening room service dept. 
free delivery to local area, part exchange,full 
range of credit tacilities. 

TAYSIDE 
J.D. BROWN, 28-36 Castle St, Dundee 001 9NZ. 
(0382) 26591. Rotel, Denon, Pioneer, Technics, 
Aiwa, Mission, Castle, Mordaunt-Short, Monitor 
Audio, Bose, Infinity. All equipment ready for 
demonstration. No appt nee, free installation, 
service dept. Open 9.30-6pm six days a week, 
(close 5pm Sat). 

WALES 

CLWYD 
ELECTRO TRADER, 19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos On 
Sea, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd. North Wales LL2B 4RN. 
(0492) 548932. Rote!, Yamaha, Harman Kardon, 
Teac, Alphason, Heco, Infinity, JBL, Musical 
Fidelity, Tannoy, Rotel, Michi etc. Dem room. 
Appts preferred. Home trial. Free install. Access, 
Visa. Open 9.30-1.00, 2.00-5.30 Mon-Sat. 
ACTON GATE AUDIO, 4 Ruabon Rd, Wrexham, 
North Wales, Tel: 0978 364 500, Arcam, B&W, 
Marantz, Mission, NAD, Quad, Rega, Rotel, 
Tannoy, Yamaha, etc, Dem Facilities, A.V. on 
dem, Mail Order. No appts nee, home trial fac, 
Free install, Service Dept. Access, Visa. 9:30-
5:30 closed Weds PM 

SOUTH GLAMORGAN 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crwys Road, Cardiff. 
(0222) 228565.Great Hi Fi carefully selected and 
dem'd by friendly, enthusiastic statf. Closed Mon. 

IILll1i1 

WEST GLAMORGAN 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE. 9 High St, Swansea. (0792) 
4 7 4608. Great HI-Fi carefully selected and 
demonstrated by friendly, enthusiastic staff. Closed 
Mon. ll!ill!ll 

GWYNEDD 
I&H GRIFFITHS & SONS, 313 High St, Bangor 
LL57 1YA. (0248) 370655. Yamaha, Tannoy, 
Teac, Sony, B&W, SVC, Wharfedale. Demos 
available, no appts nee, home trial facilities, free 
installation, sevice dept. Access, Visa, Lombard 
credit charge. Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Wed 9-1. Audio 
Visual Specialists. 
PETERS HI-FI Victoria Buildings, Mostyn Avenue, 
Craigh-y-don, Landudno. (0492) 876788. 1 
Single speaker dem room. Open 9-5.30. Closed 
Wed. See Cheshire branch for details. 



Hi-li's foremost buying guide 

This is the legendary Hi-Fi Choice Directory, the only buying guide that is entirely based 

on comprehensive technical and subjective reviews. Each and every entry carries the weight of 

our exhaustive test procedures with regularly updated prices and specifications. 

The Hi-Fi Choice Directory was 
conceived as a reference guide 
to all  the audio products 
reviewed by Choice that are cur
rently available. The products 
are split into categories, each 
with its own introduction con
taining information about the 
product type and its applica
tions. They are particularly rele
vant to the uninitiated first time 
buyer and help sort out the 
order of priorities when buying 
a piece of equipment. 

Each product along with its 
current retail price is placed in 
its respective category in alpha
betical order. The prices of the 
products are updated on a reg
ular basis, although it should be 
noted that our value ratings are 
based on the product's price at 
the time of review. 

Sound quality 
This column contains the rat
ings for the standard achieved 
in our listening tests. The sound 
quality ratings range from Poor 
to Excellent. Their meaning and 
order are as follows: 

P Poor 
A- Average-

A Average 

A+ Average+ 
G- Good-
G Good 
G+ 
VG 
E 

Good+ 
Very Good 
Excellent 

With P being the worst and E 
the best rating within a section. 

One important point to 
remember is that these cannot 
be used to compare products 
from different categories. For 
example, a cassette deck rated 
Excellent in sound quality will 
not usually offer the same stan
dard of fidelity as a similarly 
rated turntable or CD player. 
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How to use this guide 
Perhaps the most influential symbols in the Direaory are the little red trian

gles A found in the value column at the beginning of each entry where 

appropriate. 

Products that make the grade are awarded the Best Buy or 

Recommended accolade. 

AA A product carrying the Best Buy swingtag is of excellent quality and 

good value for money in its price category. 

A Recommended products are runners up, but still definitely worth con

sidering within their price bands. 

Please note however, that an expensive Recommended product will 

nearly always sound better than an inexpensive Best Buy. An ideal situation 

would be to choose suitably priced AA Best Buy or A Recommended 

products from relevant categories and create a Best Buy system. But, due 

to the variety in tonal balance that exists in much audio equipment, and 

differences in taste, system building is unfortunately not that simple. These 

ratings make a useful guideline for shortlisting components, but only expe

riencing the actual combination will tell you whether it works for you. 

Unless you have first genera
tion masters of course. 

Comments 
The Comments column con
tains a potted summary based 
on the original review, empha-

sising the salient points of a 
product's character and sonic 
performance. The space avail
able doesn't allow for great 
detail but we have attempted to 
put across the essence of the 
review. Obviously, important 

information on compatibility or 
auxiliary equipment used in the 
test cannot be included, and we 
would advise you to refer to the 
original review for this. 

Please note that these com
ments are those of our own 
reviewers and not, as is the case 
with some magazines, those of 
the manufacturer. 

Features 
Product features are shown 
with a combination of figures 
and blob charts, with headings 
at the top of each column indi
cating the appropriate category, 
a blob indicating the existence 
of a particular feature. 

There are different headings 
for each section and the more 
complicated categories are 
explained i n  the individual 
introductions. Where figures 
are used the unit of measure
ment is shown in the heading. 

Back issues 
The final column contains a ref
erence to the issue of Hi-Fi 
Choice which featured the com
plete review. 
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/lmp/itiers 

T
he a

.

mplrfrer· sits at the heart of the system, 
processrng the outputs from all the various 

musrc sources as necessary and then dn
ving the loudspeakers. These two (quite separate) 

functions are integrated into a single box at the 
low-to-middle pnce points; separated pre- and 

power· amplifiers. even separate power supplies. 

become increasingly common as one moves 

upmarket At the upper end of the specialist mar

ket, valve amplifiers provide a popular altemative 

to the transistor types amongst enthusiasts. 

There rs a substantial difference between spe
cialist (sound quality oriented) amplrfiers and the 
consumer electronics style models. The former 

THE DIRECTORY 

are bleakly simple. avoiding all unnecessary fea
tur·es to provide the most direct signal path in 

the rnterests of best sound quality. The latter 
range from models with just basic tone controls 
and tape recorder switching, to those with elabo

rate facrlrties such as graphic equalrsers, remote 

control (including volume), sunround sound 

options etc. etc. 

We rnclude our measured power output 
(RMS. 8ohm load. I channel driven)- but again, 

paradoxically. this doesn't necessarily correspond 
to the loudness capability of the amplifier, which 

has as much to do with the elegance of the over·
load characteristics within a given system (valve 

amplifrers invariably sound more powerful than 
their rating would suggest). 

Apart from output the facilities listing shows 
how many lrne (that is inputs besides those for 

phono cartridges) inputs a product has and 

includes tape inputs. The MM and MC blobs indi

cate which types of cartridge can be accomodat

ed. Integrated, preamp and power amp indicate 
the type of amplifier reviewed, and in some 

instances that a pre/power combination has been 
tested. In such instances the price given is for 

both components. The remote control and head
phone socket blobs indicate the existence of 
these facilities. 

Product £Price Comments 
Adcom GCA-510 

AMC CVT3030 

Aiwa XA-006 

.A. Akai AM-47 

Akai AM-95 

Albarry AP4/S508 

.A. Albarry PP1 

Alchemist Kraken 

Arcam Alpha 3 

.A. Arcam Delta 11 0/120 

.A. Arcam Delta 290 

.A. Arcam Delta 60 

.A. Art Audio Quintet 

Audio Innovations Series 200 

.A. Audio Innovations Series 30011 

.A. Audio Innovations Series 700 

.A. Audio Note Ongaku 

.A. Audiogram MB1 

.A. Audiolab 8000A 

Audiolab 8000C/8000P 

.A. Aura VA-100 Evolution 

.A. Aura VA-50 

.A. Beard Audio CA35/P35mkll 

Beard CA506 

Beard M70 

.A. Concordant Excelsior 

.A. Conrad-Johnson PV-10 

.A. Conrad-Johnson Premier 7 

.A. Creek CAS 4040 S3 

349 G American power amp with line inputs and passive pot, highly detarled midrange but rather high price. 

460 A A well meaning and affordable attempt to mix transistors wrth valves, albeit one that only really shines with simple musical styles 

150 A Competent enough pertormer with plenty ol facilities. A gutsy sound though one that's rougher via CD than MM. 

230 G+ Plenty of widgets and an unexpectedly sharp, open and detailed sound. Looks ghastly but sounds strain free. 

630 A- A revamped version of the older AM-93 with newer onboard bitstream DACs. Its sound is just too eager, however 

850 A- A disappointing sound from a pre/power amp that's hamstrung by a variety of technical oversights. Albarry has done better. 

400 G+ Available with or without various MM/MC options, the 'basic' PP1 has an attractively warm, earthy sound. 

444 A Class-A objet d'art that's far too sensitive to RF interterence. Can sound cold and fierce as a result. 

200 A Generally lacklustre and bland sound offered on this occasion met with (unexpected) disapproval 

1300 G Pertormance is limited by power amp - in isolation the PDM-preamp offers a remarkably open and detailed sound 

81 

35 

67 

104 

110 

46 

48 

54 

53 

112 

450 VG Combines the dryness and restraint of Arcam's older models with a refreshing sense of detarl, dynamics and musical colour. 99 

300 G+ Very refined and highly detailed sound via MM and CD without any of the hardness led via the MC stage 59 

988 VG Switchable triode/ultralinear output stage. In triode mode these are 15 of the sweetest watts around. Surprisingly gutsy 15/25 

850 G Turns in a fuller and more substantial pertormance via MM rather than CD. Otherwise its sound can seem slightly bleached. 10 

500 G+ Under-powered and over-distorted yet capable of realising an open and captivatingly expressive sound. Sensitive speakers are a must 9 

999 G+ Valve amp that can turn the roughest of digital sounds into music, both understated and graceful. Sensitive speakers are a must 24 

43125 E A single ended, zero negative feedback, triode, line level integrated amp and a half. Probably the best amplifier in the world' 27 

500 G+ It'll successfully tackle the most diffrcutt of speakers and still provide a very warm, rich and euphonic sound. 46 

450 VG Recent mods have cured the slightly glassy treble, replacing it with a smoother and more solid style of music making 81 

1100 G Very distinctive, almost stark neutrality that will not appeal to all listeners. Good value engineering, nevertheless 157 

300 G+ Might overheat when driving insensitive, low-impedance speakers but was applauded for its sense of scale and drama via CD 81 

220 VG Superticially similar to the cheaper VA-40 but with much more of the old MA-80's magic' Great sound from a slimline package 65 

1790 VG Good build quality and frnish and a characteristic valve sound make a first class amplifier capable of great musical enjoyment 35 

1295 G+ A versatile valve preamp, the bass sounded lively if a touch softened, while the treble was detailed but lacked a little sparkle 

1995 G+ A substantial British monoblok power amplifier, but not a great deal more rmpressive than the P35 

1040 E Styling might not inspire confidence, but sonically this preamp is tremendously vivid and detailed. Real high-end pertormance 

1250 E Fabulous preamplifier. Beautiful rmaging, superb detail, plenty of gain on the phono stage; classy build quality too. 

11000 E The 'Seven is designed wrthout compromise, and is clearly one of the finest (valve) preamplifiers money can buy . 

220 G Now in mk3 guise the '4040 offers a dry but tidy sound via disc and one that's slightly leaner and better focussed on CD. 

Walkin' the dog .. 
Just when you thought it was safe to go back into 

the dem room . . . 

The PIONEER A400 GTE 

From the same designer that brought you the lso, Argo and Alecto, a 
cost effective conversion that will transform the performance of your 
A400. You will gain faster transient response. greater resolution. 
improved imaging. increased tonal accuracy. and far greater bass 
authority. The sound becomes far smoother at high frequencies without 
resorting to band width limiting. 

70 

41 3 

"Don't agonise 
over this upgrade 
-it simply builds 
upon the existing 

T. EVANS AUDIO DESIGN 
Tel: 0443 816856 

9.00am to S.OOpm Mon-Fri 

See review in this, and other national magazines, against the standard model. 

THE COST OF £141.00 INCLUDES RETURN CARRIAGE 
AND INSURANCE 

strengths of the 
A400 to realise 

the amp's fullest 
potential to date" 

WHF? APRIL 1993 
PIONEER A400 
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116 

92 

• 104 

• 109 

116 

104 

116 

• 104 

92 

• 116 

68 

109 

109 

97 

116 
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• 116 
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97 

63 

50 
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210 BRIXTON HILL · LONDON SW2 1 HE 
Tel: 081-674 4433/2033 · Fax : 081-6741521 

344COLDHARBOURLANE 
LONDONSW9 
Tel: 071-733 6893 

161 CENTRAL ROAD 
WORCESTER PARK, SURREY 

Tei:081 -3302018 

KENWOOD KT2030L TUNER 
FM, MW, LW, 30 Presets 
6 Event Timer, Stn Name 

WAS £139.95 NOW £99.95 

* Authorised Agents of many leading brands 
* Please call for the best prices of single items and system 

* �a.i���g�s
DER & EX PORT facilities avail. (Mainland deliveries 

24hrs) 
: �!J.t����'?'� �0X

u
T��J�<g��0A���)to ersonal callers. 

* For high quality and friendly service cl'LL US NOW!!! 
* OPEN 9.00AM�.OOPM Mon to Sat. 

ROTEL RA-935BX 
2 x 40W RMS, No Phone liP 

5 inputs, £199.95 NOW IN STOCK! 

AIWA, B&W, CELESTION, DENON, KENWOOD, MARANTZ, 
MISSION, NAD, NAKAMICHI, PIONEER, ROTEL, TANNOY, 

WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA and many others available from stock. 

Alphason, Apollo, Sound Factory and 
Target Racks & speaker stands ... 

all available at competitive prices. 

2 x 100w RMS Multi Input 
SIDirect, MM/MC, 2 pr Speakers 

WAS £349.95 NOW £249.95 

PLEASE CALL FOR THE BEST PRICES OF 
SINGLE ITEMS AND SYSTEM PACKAGES 

Suggested Systems 
The following suggested system package includes the NAD 5120 Turntable. Alternative items: 

ie CD Player!Turntable/Cassette deck are available options. 

Audiophile 2X 1 OOW RMS 
WAS £399.90 NOW £249.95 

MARANTZ PM40: VERY SPECIAL 

CLEARANCE ITEMS 

SPtAK£RS 

AMPS 

Kenwood KA3020 

Kenwood KA5040A 

Marantz PM40SE 

Pioneer A300X 

Aotel RA920AX 

JfWSooata Tannoy603 
Wharleda!eO!.U Celest10nJ 

Celeshonl BostonHOS 
MISSion7601 

£295.95 £309.95 

£349.95 £369.95 

£316.95 £335.95 

£349.95 £369.95 

£299.95 £316.95 

MISSIOR76]1 Tannoy607 BWOM6J01 
8W_OM6001 MISSIOR780 MISSIOn7621 
Tannoy605 

AR IS1 
Boston HOB RogerslS2A2 

lnfmJtyRef/40 
tnflnltyReff40 

£345.95 £369.95 £409.95 

£419.95 £429.95 £459.95 

£379.95 £399.95 £429.95 

£419.95 £429.95 £459.95 

£359.95 £369.95 £409.95 

Loudspeakers: 
AR152 BK, was £399.95 ..... NOW £179.95 CELESTION 

• MAIL ORDER CHEQUE PAYMENTS/ 
Allow 7 days for Clearance 

Boston A60, was £139.95 ...... NOW £99.95 
Celestion 300015000, was £1,099.95 
NOW ............................................. £499.95 
Mission 761, was £159.95 
........................................... NOW £129.95 
JBL TLX & LX Ex Demo Series ...... To clear 
Infinity Ref. 20, was £249.95 
NOW .. 
Infinity Ref. 40 was £399.95 

. ... £149.95 

NOW.. .. ................... £249.95 
Amplifiers: 

3000 BK/5000 WNT 
HIGH QUALITY LOUDSPEAKER 

Acoustic Ribbon Technology 
1 OOw Bi-wired, real wood veneer 

INC 'K' Stands 

WAS £1 ,099.00, NOW £499.00 

Marantz SCISM80 Pre+Pwr, Amplifiers 
was £999.00 NOW. . . ......... £589.00 Aiwa XA950 ... .. £229.95 
Marantz PM40SE Amp, was £249.90 De non PMA480R .. . ................ £219.99 
NOW... . ... ....... . .... . ..... £149.95 Harmon Kardon HK6250 .................. £279.95 
NAD 1000 Pre-amp, was £179.95 Kenwood KA3020 ............................ £159.95 
NOW.. . .. . .. .. £149.95 NAD302 .......................... .................. 169.95 
NAD 2100 Power-amp. was £299.95 Pioneer A300X . . .......................... £229.95 
NOW ... ................ ........................ £259.95 Rotel RA930AX ............................... £169.95 Aiwa ADF4 1 o.. . .. ... £99.95 
�g� R����6�

4
' ��

s
.
£
��� �� £149 95 CD Players Aiwa ADF810 3HD ........................... £229.99 

co Players: ����g�5�95·······•••••••••••••••••••••••••����.�� g���� g��1
1
5°0

3
T�n•••••••••••••••••••••••m��� 

Denon DCD590, was £179.95 Kenwood DP5050 . ........................... £249.95 Kenwood KX·5050.. . ...... £229.95 
NOW ............................................ £139.95 Marantz CD52mk2.. . ............... .. £229.90 Nakamichi DR3 . .... .......................... £349.95 
Denon DCD690, was £199.95 Pioneer PDS801 ............................... £329.95 Sony TCK-61 1 S 3HD ....................... £299.95 

��:::'�i�·coii:2, :;,;;;� £299.95 ·· ...... £149.95 Rotel RCD945AX ............................. £229.95 Yamaha KX-650 3HD ....................... £259.95 

NOW.. ... £219_95 Technics SLPS620A .. . ... .. £229.95 Tuners: 
Marantz CD72. was £399.95 Cassette Decks: Denon TU260L ................................. £1 19.99 
NOW ............................................ £299.95 Kenwood KX.2520, was £149.95 ���:n������e

50L RD
� �����g 

���e�;':?o��M�!��
9
�249 �5

0W £1 99'95 
��n�eoo KX 66HX. was £1 ss 95 

£99.95 NAD 4020 ········································· £t 49.95 
NOW.... .. .... £209.95 NOW ...................................... ........... £99.95 NAD 4225, was £159.95 NOW £129.95 
Rotel RCD955AX, was £279.95 NAD 6100, was £299.95 NOW ......... £259.95 Rote! RT950L · .... . .. ....... £199.95 
NOW ............................................ £229.95 NAD 6340, was £219.95 NOW ......... £179.95 Loudspeakers: 
Yamaha CDX560, was £199.95 Marantz SD52, was £179.90 NOW .... £139.95 Bose, B&W, Celestion, Cerwin-Vega, JBL, 
NOW ............................................ £149.95 Yamaha KX.360, was £199.95 NOW £169.95 Mission, Rogers, Tannoy 

RogerslS4A2 TfT & C. D. PLA YEA OPTIONS 
BWDM6201 A1wa XC750, £89 00 
laddtiOOI DenonDCD695,add£89.00 

MISSIOn7631 De non DCOI290, add £209.00 
CeleSIIOn)/6000 M;uantzCD4212.add£99.00 

ladd£100) Marantz CD5212. add £120 00 
MarantzC072.add£199 00 

NAD 5{)1, add £99.00 
£429.95 PloneerPOSSOl,add£189 00 

£482.95 
DuaiCS5{13-2.add£60.00 
DuaiCS50S-4 .add£99.00 

£460.95 Project J.add£60.00 

£489.95 
ThorensTD2801V.add£120.00 

Systemdek IIX/900. add £329 00 
£439.95 Manyothers ava1lable onrequest 

• All systems mclude speaker cable 
• Please add £12.95 postage & packing 

on single item purchases 

MANY OTHER 
HI-FI 

PRODUCTS 
ALL 

AVAILABLE 
FROM STOCK 

ADDITIONAL 
CLEARANCE 

ITEMS 
AVAILABLE 

ON 
REQUEST 

WE ARE ALWAYS COMPETITIVE- TELL US IF YOU CAN BUY CHEAPER. FREE STANDS WITH SELECTED SPEAKERS, 
ARGED ON CERTAIN PURCHASES. MAIL-ORDER ENQUIRIES PHONE BRIXTON HILL BRANCH FOR DETAILS 

ARFEDALE DIA IV --· --¥·- - u • ..o.= - � 

_ 5 N : ;..,;:�,;,. -------. - � I --
� _______________ 

--�--.::=::_------� ···\i.tl-tfi\-�1-.1 t-.Nt9 

- � '3':�""' 
• - -r-

MARANTZ CD52SE Mk2 
Bitstream Conversion, Digital o/p, RIC, FTS 1 x2, DBus in-out 
Inc. Sennheiser HD.45011 HIPHONE £299.90 

AR152 
VERY SPECIAL 

WAS£399.95 
NOW£179.95 



THE DIRECTORY 

JJmp/itiers continued 
Product £Price Comments 

Creek CAS 4140 52 

Creek CAS 6060 

lt. Cyclone Catalyst 

lt. Denon PMA-250111 

lt. Denon PMA-350 

lt.lt. Denon PMA-450 

lt. Dual CV600RC 

EAR. 549 

lt. EAR. 802/509mkll 

EMF Audio Sequel 

Exposure XX 

lt. Exposure XVXIINIII Super 

lt. Grant G60AMS 

lt.lt. Harman Kardon HK6150 

lt. Harman Kardon HK6250 

Harman Kardon HK6550 

Harman Kardon HK6850 

Heybrook C3/P3 

lt. Heybrook Signature 

JVC AX-A342 

JVC AX-R562 

lt. JVC AX-Z1010 

lt. Jadis JP30/JA30 

Kelvin AZI 

lt.lt. Kenwood KA-3020 

Kenwood KA-4020 

Kenwood KA-4050R 

Kenwood KA-5040R 

lt. Lecson Quattra 

Lecson Stereo 

Linn lntek 

Magnum Quartet A 

lt. Magnum A-Class 

lt. Marantz PM-40SE 

lt. Marantz PM-52SE 

Marantz PM-62 

Marantz PM-72 

lt. Meridian 201/205 

250 A+ Running production changes inspired us to re-review this amp which now sounds thicker and 'blurred' compared lo the original 

500 G Looks like the old '5050 but employs the sort of big, meaty-sounding electronics used in the earlier '4040. Dynamic and impressive. 

1995 VG Exceptionally load tolerant and very refined in delivery. Extra options available in future 

160 A- Pretty high resolution for the price, occasionally looses its grip but is generally engaging.and enjoyable 

190 G Bold claims were made at its launch but the sweet and inoffensive sound, though very pleasant, is not mould-breaking 

250 G+ Denon's lalest integrated amp swept the board with its big, brassy if somewhat exlravagant sound. 

160 G A very lively, open and vibrant sound. Slightly sanitised via CD perhaps, but still damn good for a features-first integrated amp' 

5400 VG Valves imitating trannies give exceptional power delivery but not the delicacy and transparency one expects 

4200 VG Extremely well made and combining the sonic strengths of both transistors and valves this EAR combo warrants attention 

349 G+ A fresh start for Mike Creek has resulted in the Sequel, a minimalist amp with a very refined but mildly restrained sound 

625 A Line only integrated with good sense of timing but limited hf extension. Likely to be very system dependent. 

1650 VG New preamp and improved power amp led to a smooth and refined sound, MM/MC less transparent than CD 

1300 G+ Neat and compact valve monoblok gave good sound on the Bohm tap, better still on 4ohms. The midrange was particularly natural 

190 G+ Based on the older HK61 00 but with a more solid, punchy and expressive pertormance that attracted considerable praise 

250 G+ Heavily based on the cheaper HK6150, this version offers slightly more power with a similarly gutsy and expressive sound 

430 A- Follow up to 6500 is disappointing with grainy hf and limited depth. Quite powertul but ultimately not up to the mark 

BOO G This monster is derived from the HK6BOO with a similarly deep and powertul sound but a rather steep price tag 

1379 A Heybrook has improved the manufacture of its power amp though flaws in the preamp's disc input remain 

2014 G+ A stunningly powertul and vivid-sounding combination which is equally impressive via vinyl or CD 

170 A A value-conscious budget amp offering plenty of power but a slightly untidy and inconsistent sound 

249 A- More fuss and bluster than detail and dynamics was how one listener concisely described lh1s less than wondertul model 

41 

81 

74 

55 

88 

99 

63 

200 

100 6 

47 

43 

61 

60 

44 

51 

69 

101 

146 

148 

77 

90 

650 G+ One of the best behemoths: a big amp with a big, boppy and unmuddled sound and a couple of ancient 16-bit DACs for good measure' 124 

10750 E French tubes. Beautiful build, nostalgic styling and delighrtul sounding midrange transcend limitations at frequency extremes 30 

700 A This latest Absolute Zero still sounds animated but also rather more synthetic and crude. it's also rather more expensive. 100 6 

160 G+ An unassuming little amplifier that turns in a remarkably balanced and entertaining sound. Lively, detailed and engaging 66 

200 A+ On paper this a beefier version of the '3020 yet our listeners thought it sounded weaker, lacking richness and detail 

250 A- Respectable but ultimately uninspiring model whose remote control 1s its main asset. 

300 A A flexible amp that uses the old KA-5020 as a building-block. Unfortunately it lacks dynamics, sounding stifled and uninteresting 

370 G Underpowered but with the flexibility of four independent power amps. Very deep, captivating sound with 3D soundstaging. 

230 G+ Can reflect the full weight of a class1cal pertormance. GenUinely deep, detailed and enthralling sound 

448 A+ Linn's no-nonsense lntek still lacks the authority and confidence to support its forward balance 

329 A- An integrated model that incorporates four monobloks optimised for bi-winng, but sound is sandy in the treble. 

599 G+ Lashings of rich and compelling music, trading a hint of lushness for stark accuracy. An unexpected f1nd. Phono stage option 

250 G+ The improved version of the basic PM-40 model has itself been updated to provide a bigger and more exciting sound 

430 G+ The SE premium pays for a degree of fluency that draws you into the music and keeps you there. Rather nice 

270 A Attempt to introduce remote control that has failed if the rather flat and uninteresting sound of lh1s amp is any guide. 

350 A This is a very neutral, pleasantly detailed and even-handed pertormer but one that lacks a sense of emotion or expression 

1285 G+ A fine preamp with opt1on of full system remote, plus competent monoblok power amplifiers with generally good pertormance 

103 

85 

100 5 

40 

76 6 

55 

72 5 

55 

61 

95 

101 6 

155 

100 

lt. Moth Series 30 587 G+ A modular system capable of cracking results. The passive preamp and power amp combination warrant a Best Buy in their own right. 35 

lt. Musical Fidelity Preamp/Typhoon 500 G+ A combination that plays everything close to its chest but bndge the power amp and you'll w1tness an explosion of detail 62 

Musical Fidelity Tempest 

lt.lt. NAD 302 

lt.lt. NAD 304 

lt. Nakamichi IA-3 

""NVA AP20 

Onix OA-21 S/SOAP 

Onix OA22L 

Orelle SA-020.2 

lt. Philips FA-930 

Pioneer A-300X 

lt.lt. Pioneer A-400 

Pioneer A-676 

Pioneer A-777 

lt. QED A270CD/PA 

lt. QED C300/P300 

Quad 34 

Rational Audio 

Ray Lumley Model 75 

Rega Elex 

lt. Rose RV-23 

lt.lt. Rotel RA-930AX 

"" Rotel RA-935BX 

lt. Rotel RA-940BX 

"" Rotel RA-960BX 

lt. Rotel RC-960BX/RB-960BX 

200 P+ Basic but lusty amp has a disturbingly bright and forward sound, accentuating strings and percussive detail above all else 

160 G+ A spritely and uplifting pertormance. Sounds loud bul never intrusive or fatiguing. 

230 G+ Equally effective with CD and vinyl this is another successful and entertaining NAD amplifier for your shortlist 

350 G A minimalisl outing for the cassette heroes that's very confident if a lad restrained 

260 G+ Utilitarian amplifier sounds gentle and restrained but is euphonic and utterly engaging. Optional phono stage 

730 G- Via MM disc this amp comes alive with a fresh and vibrant sound though its CD input sounds utterly dead by comparison. 

300 A+ Noth1ng genuinely unpleasant about this amplifier, simply that its hurried and lacklustre sound fails to spark the imagination. 

419 A Potentially system dependent thiS split the panel but ultimately el1cited only limited enthusiasm 

200 A+ Rad1cal styling hides a digital swrtchmg facility plus full remote control over what is Ph1lips' best effort to date 

200 A+ Th1s revamped version of the A-300 was also more confident sounding via CD than MM, yet our panel were still left unmoved. 

280 VG Pioneer's design concept snaps into focus with an amp that seems to bubble with musical detail. A budget bench-mark 

300 A- A lusty amplifier at a modest price yet one that failed to insp1re our listeners with its bland, indifferent sound 

450 A- A larger version(') of the A-676 thal offers more power but an equally sluggish and uninspiring sound 

370 G+ Recent updates have bolstered the output of the A270 without adding to its colorations. The PA phono option is a touch expensive 

630 G A cost-effective combo, limited in its resolution but less beguiling as a result. Disc stage IS sweeter but samey 

388 A Well-built durable preamp, f1ltenng and above average tone controls but was found lacking in sound quality (viz: detail/dynamics) 

62 6 

39 

50 

62 

35 

60 

39 

86 

99 

55 

71 

98 

121 

61 

58 

175 A+ Wacky Czechoslovakian amp offers a very open and fluid sound via CD but its MM pertormance depends on cartridge load impedance. 129 3 

1995 G+ Valve monobloks represent good value. What they lack in musical subtlety they make up for in sheer muscle. 75 

298 A Minimalist amplifier that sounds too forward, hard and unforgiving for its own good. Shows plenty of promise, however. 51 

425 G+ Beautifully built British 'hybrid'. You can spend more to get a more transparent sound but it's hard to criticise at the price 3 

180 G+ This budget wonder captivated our listeners with its clean, vibrant and thoroughly involving sound 53 3 

200 G A line only winner that lets a lot of music through and never lets things get out of hand. Could be a touch more enthusiastic 58 

250 G Rotel's cheapest'BX' amp prompted a mixed reaction, some finding it muddled while others thought il'exceedingly musical' 53 

275 G+ If you like music to harbour a latent rather than blatant sense of power this amp's confident restraint could be just the ticket. 

350 G- Excellent standards of construction, flexibility and plenty of power under the bonnet, an ideal choice for the first-time buyer. 
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Amplifiers continued 
Product £Price Comments 
Rotel RC-980BX/RB-980BX 

AA Sansui AUX-417R 

A Sansui AU-X911 DG 

Sherwood Al-221 0 

A Sony TA-F440E 

Sony TA-F540E 

Sugden A21a 

TEAC AX-1000 

TEAC A-X5000 

A Technics SU-VX600 

Technics SU-VX720 

Technics SU-VZ220 

Threshold FET 1 Oe/SA-4 

Wharfedale 2050A 

Woodside ISA230 

Woodside SC26/ST A35 

YBA lntegre 

A YBA 1 pre/power amp 

A YBA 2 pre/power amp 

YBA 3 pre/power amp 

Yamaha AX-550 

Yamaha AX-750 

700 A Plenty of wans per pound, sound is expansive but lacks a sense of poise, ot control and fine detail - a disappointment 

310 G+ Unusually clean and precise wrth more subtlety than is usually attributed lo remote control amps. 

800 G+ At its best when used with the on-board MASH/PWM OAC where it sounds technically neutral but still emotionally charged 

80 P Lightweight rn all respects this is better than you'd find on a midi and at least its reasonably parnless. 

200 G A new budget amp based on tried-and-tested circuits. A fresh and up-beat sound with plenty of detail, can sound smeared via CO 

250 G- An MC input but little else over the TA-F440E. Sounds more consistent from input to input but is still rather superficial 

469 G The modern-day relative of Sugden's original Class A amp and one that afters a smooth, easy-going sound. 

150 A- Initially entertaining but ultimately unsatisfactory and rather short on hrgh frequencies 

230 A- This amplifier is compromised by a grey and muddled sound that taxed the concentration of our listeners. Better via MM disc 

220 G The first ·tweaked' amp from Technics, its solid and sharply focused sound a taste of things to come. 

250 A+ Big and spacious sound either appears rough and blustery or impressively grand depending on the music at hand. 

100 A- Cheap, cheerful and pretty flexible to boot the SU-VZ220 quickly sounds thin, splashy and relentless when the going gets tough 

11852 G+ Almost valve-like limpidity and excellent soundstaging are star qualities of the Threshold amps 

250 A- Loud and potentially aggressive amp that is reasonably detailed and clear. but ultimately a bit much like hard work 

900 A Smooth and inoffensive valve amplifier if one that lacks the sparkle and euphony required for a truly entertaining sound. 

27 43 G+ Synergrstic pairing with a cool, controlled sound, good focus and transparency. More about poise than grunt 

1199 G+ Audiophile spec French integrated with good resolution and nice phono stage. 

7649 E Well finished pre/power amp offers front rank stereo staging and transparency, and is capable of driving the most difticult loads 

3624 G+ Superbly finished with very good space and transparency, slightly softened bass. Needs transformer for MC cartridges 

2350 G This duo produced see-through, ethereal stereo images that were more convincing towards the centre of lhe soundslage 

260 G Neutral yet lacks lhe ability to involve on an emotional level 

400 A Impressive handling, but two samples split the opinion of our listeners, one sounded squashed the other fast and articulate 

Cables 

143 • 109 

53 • 121 

112 85 

47 • 121 

109 • 104 

108 • 104 

25 92 

62 5 • 121 

107 6 97 

90 • 104 

84 • 116 

50 • 109 

100 Col 

70 • 121 

27 116 

35 100 

57 . 121 

85 62 

70 56 

56 72 

131 97 

149 • 104 

C 
abies are not accessories but an integral 

part of your system. You can make do 

without accessories but no conventional 

system will function without cables. Inevitably 

some cables are greater than others. The best 

cable for your system will only be found 

Analogue interconnects are the leads that 

connect source components to amplifiers and 

pre to power amps. The cables in this section 

are priced for a one metre terminated pair. 

Symmetrical indicates where a twisted pair of 

conductors are used. Coaxial means that there 

is a central 'hot' conductor and a shield that car

ries the negative signaL Stranded cables have 

multiple strands and solid core use individually 

insulated strand(s). Copper and silver indicates 

whether these metals are used as conductors_ 

to DACs, and are traditionally coaxial with a 

?Soh m impedance. They come in optical and 

electrical varieties, the former being made of 
plastic or glass and the latter in coaxial or alter

native configurations. The prices shown are for 

a terminated linear metre 
through trial and error, but hopefully by com

bining our recommendations with those of a 

dealer you will end up with something that suits 

both your· pocket and your system. Generally 

speaking budget to spend about ten per cent of 

the total system cost on cables. Digital interconnects connect CD transports 

Speaker cables are used between the ampli

fier and speaker. Our prices are for a terminat

ed Smetre pair. Resistance and capacitance are 

indicated as low (L), medium (M) or high (H). 

High resistance cables aren't suitable for· long 

runs. High capacitance is theoretically desirable. 

llna/ogue interconnects 
Product £Price Comments 

Audio Note AN-A 

Audioquest Ruby Hyperlitz 

A Audioquest Lapis Hyperlitz 

Audio Technica AT620 

Chord Chameleon 

29.50 A- A well-rounded and cuddly sound from a high-ish resistance interconnect. Lacks a sense of scale and dynamics 

70 A+ A cnsp, fast and articulate-sounding cable if one that's a little too pointed for our listeners 

329 E An expensive cable that justifies its tag with a beautifully poised sound - natural, relaxed and very compatible. 

28 A Plenty of cable for the money but its performance is distinctly lightweight, lacking depth and subtlety 

59 A+ An unpredictable cable with an ·anomalous treble' that can sound harsh one moment and oddly recessed the next' 

Tel: 081 348 5676 (2. 00-7.00 pm) 
Fax: 081 341 9368 

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES 

Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Audioquest, Deltec, Har monix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo, 

... the RIGHT cables 

... in YOUR system 

.. . for YOUR ears 

Van den Hul, WBT and others 

Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do 

our best to help you achieve your goal . 

... in YOUR home (Auditions may be subject to a handling charge) 

CONNECTIONS 11 Archer St, London W1 V 7HG (Ad ivision of Connection 90' Travel Ltd.) 
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Analogue interconnects continued 
Product £Price Comments 

.A. Chord Solid 

.A. Cogan-Hall lntermezzo Rei 

Cogan Hall Intermezzo E-M 

.A. .A. DNM Interconnect 

Goldring 'Studio Quality' 

.A. !soda Electric HA-08-PSR 

.A. Madrigal HPC 

Magnan Type Vi 

.A. Monster lnterlink 500 

.A. Moth Ley Line Black 

Moth Ley Line Grey 

.A. Panasonic RP-CA91 0 

.A. Silver Sounds 12/2 and 12/3 

Scnic Link Yellow 

.A. Scnic Link Violet 

Straight Wire Laser Link 

Straight Wire LSI-Encore 

.A. Tara Labs Prism 

.A. .A. Tara Labs Quantum CD 

Tara Labs Quantum 11 

.A. Van den Hut The Source 

Van den Hul MC D-1 02mklll S 

115 VG What looks like a military RF cable actually provides a slightly forward but incisive and intimately deta1ted performance 

185 E A user-hostile cable with a tight, convmcing bass allied to a very relaxed and involving mid/treble. 

320 G+ This bigger, thicker and thoroughly unwieldy 3-core version of the Intermezzo Reference actually sounds a little coarser 

40 VG Fresh, transparent and packed full of detail, this slither of a cable scored a direct hit with our listeners 

20 A- A bog-standard OFC coaxial cable that might otherwise be given away with a new amp or CD player. Cheap but nothing special 

1 99 G+ This odd-ball cables utilises a mix of copper, brass and aluminium strands to achieve a very distinct sound 

215 VG A very unusual cable design with a business-like approach to music-making that barely conceals its underlying 'fizz' 

595 A+ W1th a series resistance some 500-1000 times higher than average, the furry sound of the Type Vi will alter from system to system. 

60 G+ Plenty of hype to keep the marketmg bandwagon rolling plus a lively and lucid balance to cheer up the enthusiast 

1 00 G+ The cheapest of Moth's Ley Line series uses just two twisted conductors to achieve a very solid and confident sound. 

200 G+ The four twisted conductors of this cable actually mark a downturn in audio quality 

50 G This conventional coax employs plenty of hi-tech materials which encourage an even-handed balance. A good upgrade. 

99/150 VG Both these cables share a similarly open, transparent and dynamic sound though the tatter is arguably the better integrated 

60 A An interesting non-copper cable with an up-front sounded described as 'heavy-handed and pushy' 

99 G+ Another n1ckel-based cable but with a very rnuch better-balanced sound than Sonic Link Yellow 

50 A+ Thanks to its high parallel capacitance this interconnect helps remove ultrasonic noise. Unfortunately it still sounds very odd! 

90 A+ A sol1d-so�nding cable with a strong mid and bass but a disappointingly sat-upon treble 

36 G 6N-purity copper, aero-grade insulation and spaced solid-core conductors all add-up to a slightly bright but frisky sound 

63 G+ Praised by our panel for its lack of obvious vices, Quantum CD encourages a sweet and positive sound. 

99 G Bass power and extension is the key to the sound of this unusual and hi-tech cable 

70 G+ Accurately reflects the life of the music without detail forcibly from the speakers 

80 A+ A rather coloured sound thanks to its full and resonant bass but spoiled overall by a dirty treble 

Digital interconnects 
Product £Price Comments 

.A. .A. Audioquest Video z 

Audioquest Digital PRO 

Audioquest Optilink Z 

Band ridge AL560 

Chord Codac 

.A. .A. Deltec Digilink 

Deltec Optilink 

Kimber PSB Digilink 

Kimber KC-1 Digilink 

Kimber KC-AG Digilink 

.A. Kimber Opti-Link 

.A. Monster Cable Datal ink 100 

.A. Monster Cable lnterlink LS1 00 

Moth Leyline Datalink 

.A. .A. QED Digiflex 

Scnic Link Brown Digital 

Straight Wire Silver link 

.A. van den Hul MC Videolink 75 

50 E The very best available with an expressive sound but generous price to sweeten the pill 

90 A+ A silver cable with all the dnve of Video Z but lacking its clean-cut transparency 

1 00 A Good level of mid band detail but frequency extremes lack depth and extension 

20 P The disappointingly heavy and muddled sound of this basic fibre thwarts any recommendation 

34 A A connection with a stranded inner core and a sound that lacks integration 

27.50 VG Can seem slightly impassive but there's no avoiding its exceptionally detailed sound 

20 P Very similar to Bandridge AL560 With an equally naff sound 

24 A- An analogue interconnect inappropriately pressed into digital service. A visible deterioration 1n the digital signal results. 

52 A This cable adopts a woven construction with the addition of a conductive screen. Music lacks detail and spirit. 

222 A- An asymmetric cable using silver conductors that deviates from the 75ohm standard. Not ideal for d1g1tal applications. 

70 G Hardly cheap for what appears to be a bog-standard PMMA fibre, yet it sounds a little brighter and livelier than most. 

45 G+ A colourful coaxial interconnect with an equally cotourtul and up-beat sound. Very compatible . 

45 G Well constructed stepped-index fibre with polished ends and rugged connectors. Slightly lean, fuzzy but engaging pertormance 

140 A- A thin, coaxial version of Leyt1ne Black with a rather hard and unforgiving character. Too expensive 

19 VG A top pertormance, low-toss 75ohm coax with a very open, almost liquid quality that allows its music to ease naturally across 

35 A- A solid-core, twisted-pair interconnect that deviates from1he 75ohm standard and provides an equally unbalanced sound 

60 G+ A genuine attempt to get things right with a silver -plated, multi-strand coax. Yet it still sounds too dry and mechanical 

30 VG An AV-cum-digitat cable that comes very close to best1ng OED's Digiflex. Still some emphasis of vocal sibilants, however 

Speaker cables 
Product £Price Comments 

.A. Audio Note AN-B 

Audio Note AN-D 

.A. Audio Note AN-SP 

.A. Audioquest F-14 

Audioquest Type 4 

Audioquest Midnight Hyperlitz 

.A. Bandridge LC7259 & LC7401 

165 G+ A very high capacitance Litz-style cable whose sound may welt act as a taming influence in many systems 

1 00 A Supplied in linear, non-polarised lengths that should be tw1sted into stereo pairs. Sounds rather gritty and forward 

1 270 VG Some 1 5 individually-insulated silver strands go to make up this very civilised but exceptionally detailed-sounding cable 

44.50 A+ Ideal for laying flat under carpets, F-14 encourages a slightly warm and vibrant sound 

75 A+ Four 1 8-gauge OFHC copper conductors wound in a Litz-fashion increases capacitance but restrain the cable's 'bite' 

260 G Very similar to Type 4 but with a delicate smoothness that contrasts with the brighter sound of cheap cables 

20/30 A Two very traditional figure-of-eight cables. The thinner version (LC7259) sounds lighter and coarser than LC7401 

Bandridge LC8258 & LC8408 30/50 A- Two versions of the Silvertlex series that, sadly, encourage very little sense of poise or decorum in their music 

.A. Cogan-Hall lntermezzo Full-Range 465 VG Extra care must be taken to prevent shorting this user-hostile cable. Nevertheless it sounds superb' 

.A. Deltec IS1 9 275 G+ Shares the clear, neutral and transparent sound of the older SS without the tremendous clarity of Gortex Black-16 

DNM Rainbow 

Heybrook Heywire 

lsoda Electric HA-20 

.A..A. Mission Stranded 

84 A+ The high impedance of th1s simple ribbon cable has an influence on the treble response of some speakers. Lacks ·oomph' 

66 A This well-meaning facsimile of earlier ribbon-style cables ends up sounding lumpy and uneven 

400 A+ This unorthodox cable employs a combination of copper, brass and aluminium strands. lt sounds 'oddly impure'' 

20 G+ This Swedish-made cable proved a real hit with our listeners - a slick pertormer and Best Buy upgrade 
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Speaker cables continued 
Product £Price Comments 

THE DIRECTORY 

40/60 A Two heavyweight multi-strand cables with a thick and chesty (1 0027) or light and wispy (1 0034) balance. Take your pick 

75 A- The archetypal ·old-style Monster Cable' that labours under a soggy bass and untidy treble M 

Monitor PC KC27 /KC34 

Monster Powerline 3 Plus 

Naim NACA5 

QED Si-wire 79-Strand 

.A. Silver Sounds 12/2 

44 A- Descnbed as a 'dinosaur of a cable' by our listening panel, this st1H rod of wire has little application outside of a Naim system 

35 A Remimscent of curtain track, this br-wire version of 79-strand is unfortunately saddled with a 'loud, hard and untidy' balance 

109 

109 

109 

109 

109 

109 

109 

109 

109 

109 

109 

109 

109 

.A. Silver Sounds 16/4 

Sonic Link Grey 

300 E Tonally accurate and exquisitely detailed, this cable opens a very transparent window on the music 

200 VG A prime choice for bi-wire systems even if this cable does lack the full finesse of its sister 12/2 

80 G- A spaghelll-lhin cable composed of silver-plated OF-copper and PTFE insulation. Lacks bass impact and treble 'air'. 

20 G A conventional multi-stranded cable with a refreshingly up-beat, crisp but slightly lean-sounding balance 

M 

M .A. Straight Wire Waveguide 1.5 

.A. Straight Wire Flex-4 

Tara Labs Quantum Ill 

50 G+ Another very quick and dynamic-sounding cable from Straight Wire. A little short on subtlety but very engaging nonetheless. 

238 G An imaginatively-named cable that encourages an equally colourtul sound. Described as 'dark and fruity' by our panel! 

H 

M 

M 

H 

H 

van den Hut MC The Clearwater 50 A Despite its evocative title, the Clearwater turns out to be a disapporntrngly ·murky sounding' cable 

van den Hul MC The Magnum 265 A Touted as vdH's most prestigious twinlead speaker cable, the Magnum sounds surprisingly soft and old-fashioned 

.A. van den Hul MC The Wind 330 VG Blown-in from the continent, vdH's Wind' kicks up a storm with its lush midrange and bone-crunching bass' 

Cassette decks 

T
he bad odour of copynght theft hangs 

around the compact cassette, but there rs 

no doubt it is the world's most versatile 

and ubrqurtous musrc storage medrum. Buffs may 

wrinkle therr noses, but are happy to use cassette 

decks to make up tapes for the car or personal. 

There rs no problem rn connect1ng a cassette 

deck to any normal amplrfier, but some care 

needs to be taken in choosing the best tapes for 

a specific machine. (Trial and enror is one effect1ve 

technique, but many decks have manual bias 

adjustment and some match up to the tape auto-

mat1cally.) Lab performance and sound qual1ty 

often go hand 1n hand, and are frequently some

what dependent upon factory alignment The 

mechan1cal 1ntegnty of the mechan1sm is another 

cnucial factor. that 1s reflected 1n the pnce. 

The columns on the nght 1ndicate when the 

facilities shown 1n the head1ngs are available on a 

deck. Dol by B and C offer va�y1ng degrees of 

noise reduction and the HX Pro system g1ves s1g

n1ficant treble improvements with ferric (Type I) 

tapes. Dol by S Increases the level of noise reduc

tion with less s1gnal degredat1on than B or C 

Cassene decks 
Product £Price Comments 

.A..A. AiwaAD-F410 

.A. Aiwa AD-F500 

.A..A. AiwaAO-F810 

.A. .A. Aiwa AO-WX929 

.A. Aiwa XK-S9000 

Akai OX-57 

100 A Comparable to AD-F500 but cheaper: Good all round pertormance, well adjusted, useful basic and not so basic features 

160 G Noise levels are a little higher than usual, but sound quality is otherwise very good - open, explicit and very neutral tonally . 

200 G First class budget 3-head machine with a dual capstan transport that really works at reducing the 'fudge' factor 

200 A Superbly equipped twin deck that works and works well - remote control 

700 G+ Fabulous build, clunky transport and sharp, ref1ned sound quality With Dolby S or 8 and metal tapes 

220 G Eschews fancy gadgets for a good transport and decent electronics. Sound quality is firm and tidy but avoid Dol by C. 

M 

M 

Three-head recorders allow you to listen to a 

recording as it's being made, a useful qulaity con

trol function. Bias adjustment allows you to fine 

tune the deck to surt d1fferent types of tape when 

record1ng. Auto calibration IS a an automatiC sys

tem for setting bras and Dolby levels. T w1n deck 

offers the option to dub tapes or to play two cas

settes simultaneously. Autoreverse IS a useful con

venience feature. but usually with some mechani

cal comprom1se. In the case of tw1n decks a blob 

IS rnserted 1n th1s column even 1f only one trans

port autoreverses. 

Akai GX-65 

.A. Akai GX-9511 

300 A Fine ungimmicky middle rank1ng deck with simple, purposeful controls, works best with metal tapes. Pertormance fair to good 

440 G+ Sharp, clear and articulate sounding deck, with superb pertormance extending to frequency extremes 

99 

93 

99 

117 

t05 

105 

87 

99 

------KIMBERLEY HI-FI ------
Simply the 

Sound Investment" 

BEST RANGE OF SEPS & SPEAKERS AVAILABLE 

EASY TERMS & EASY PARKING 

SPECIAL PRICES ON SUPER RANGE OF MINI & MIDIS 

THE BIGGEST RANGE IN THE AREA INCL.: 

PIONEER e TECHNICS e KENWOOD e DENON e AIWA e MARANTZ e NAD e DUAL e TANNOY e 
MISSION e B&W AND MANY MORE 

MAIL ORDER FACILITY AVAILABLE 

193, BROADWAY, BEXLEYHEATH, KENT. TEL: 081-3043272 �-··· � 
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Cassette decks continued 
Product £Price Comments 

Akai GX-R35 

... Akai GX-W45 

... Arcam Delta 1 00 

... Denon DRM-51 0 

Denon DRM-71 0 

... Oenon DRS-61 0 

Denon DRS-81 0 

... Denon DRW -650 

Dual CC800RS 

Harman Kardon DC5500 

Harman Kardon T04600 

JVC TD-R452 

... JVC TD-V1 01 0 

JVC TO-X352 

... Kenwood KX-3050 

Kenwood KX-5030 

Ken wood KX-5530 

... Kenwood KX-7030 

... Marantz CP230 

... Marantz CP430 

Memorex SCT -5 

... Nakamichi DR-1 

... Nakamichi RX-202E 

... Pioneer CT -339 

Pioneer CT -676 

Pioneer CT -900S 

... Pioneer CT-91a 

... Pioneer CT -93 

...... Pioneer CT -S41 0 

...... Pioneer CT -S510 

... Pioneer CT-S61 0 

Pioneer CT -S91 0 

Pioneer CT -W601 R 

... Pioneer CT -W650R 

... Revox B215 

... Revox B215-S 

220 A Middling sound quality at best with Dolby B; deteriorates with Dolby C 

320 A Costly but musical high-spec dual deck, doesn't like modern high energy Type lis and IVs. Good stability and clarity 

850 E Superb transport and a ripe, spacious sound. The Dolby S installation more successful than most. Some replay incompatibility 

150 A+ An amnesic Dolby switch and lack of timer standby detract from an olherwise strikingly successful deck with a good pertormance 

250 A Although this is a fair pertorming model, the design has lost some of the competitive edge of its predecessor, the DRM-700. 

t80 G Unique loading mechanism provides stability, and the deck has a cnsp, clean quality. Occasionally anaemic bass. 

300 A Basically good deck with non-stressful material let down by an inability lo deal with high energy tapes properly .. 

200 A This simply equipped model is a little fiddly to operate at trmes,but sound quality is generally workmanlike - good value 

170 A- Low(ish) cost auto-reverse deck. Delivers a punchy but ultimately rather crude impersonation of source material, lhin, lightweight bass. 

500 A Workmanlike sound quality oNset by high price and inexplicable shortcomings like 'forgertul' Dolby switching and no timer support 

600 A Original Oolby S deck has improved over the years and now sounds very acceptable. A slrong, solid sounding deck - but expensrve. 

180 A- Tidy, stable but ultimately rather soul-less experience. Auto-reverse is useful though. 

400 E Very high grade enthusiasts deck with almost CD-Iike resolution and stability, especially with Type IV tapes 

150 A- Disappointingly amorphous sound despite decent measured results. 

160 A Acceptable sound quality marred only by a loss of mid band analysis and slightly edgy treble. 

200 A Confusing mishmash of listening impressions caused by poor set -up aftlicting metal tapes and Dol by C in particular. Promising otherwise • 

t90 A- Neat lookrng, well equipped deck, adequately engineered but somewhat lacking musically. Worth considering if auto-reverse is a must 

260 G Fine, articulate middle price cassette deck whose only (mild) failing with some programme material is a just perceptibly synthetic glaze 

330 A Thrs is a competitively priced portable recorder though not suited to replay of musicassettes 

400 A Uniquely flexible and compact package for outside work whrch al a pinch can double as a domestic casselle deck 

150 P Poor example of a twin casselle deck where everything has been sacrificed on the altar of flexibility 

780 VG Typically idiosyncratic Nakamichi with manual everything, Good azimuth adjustment and dynamic, authoritative sound. 

600 G+ Fine, clear and articulate sounding player. Excellent with prerecorded material, but idiosyncratic and sometimes obstructive control 

150 A Auto BLE tape alignment is the most interesting feature. Sound quality is a little flaky. 

250 P Dull, compressed and hard sounding deck, which is hamslrung by high measured transport flutter. 

500 A Hrgh spec and well built derivalive of CT -93, but disappointingly lacklustre sound 

550 G+ Superb, near slate of the art deck with excellent dual capstan transport and capable electronics. At the price, this one is a mould breaker • 

800 E State of the art deck, built like somethrng out of NASA's shuttle, with superb all round pertormance 

200 A+ Powerful selection of features, excellent ergonomics and the frne, explicit sound with metals, though some instability was noled . 

240 A- Slightly highlighted balance, but open and detailed, and backed by a basic but excellent set of features 

270 G+ Exactrngly engineered and highly artrculate up-market cassette deck. imagery and dynamics are finely resolved 

500 G+ Refined and able pertormer, strong detail and excellent imagery, but slightly laid back. 

200 A- Mediocre pertormance attributable to flimsy build and less than stable transport. Frequency responses not wholly accurate. 

200 A There were some intermittent problems with the tape alignment system on the test sample, but the deck was otherwise good, 

1322 G+ Fine, consistent and solid sound,excellent under the skin engineering and many useful features- but you're also paying lor it 

t 697 G+ This is a superbly engineered deck with a classically fine performance that almost transcends the stereotypes. 

Revox Professional Series C115 1083 G Not for the numbers freaks, it's unobtrusively musical, with a slightly wayward top and a very clean, extended bass 

Sansui D-X111E 120 P Very high levels of flutter, and a shabby, hollow sound with metallic colorations and a severe loss of detail -is it necessary to go on? 

Sansui D-X117WR 

...... Sansui D-X211 HXR 

San sui D-X311 WR 

Sherwood OD-301 OC 

...... Sony (WMD6C) Pro Walkman 

...... Sony TC-K520 

Sony TC-K870ES 

TEAC R-9000 

TEAC V-7000 

"" TEAC v-8ooos 

...... Technics RS-BX626 11 

Technics RS-BX828 11 

...... Yamaha KX-260 

Yamaha KX-360 

... Yamaha KX-650 

Yamaha KX-W362 

220 P Bass is thin and coloured, and the sound lacks dynamics, pitch accuracy and overall stability - the sound is neither stable nor solid. 

170 G+ Clean. stable and open sounding recording quality distingurshes this player,- and auto-reverse loo. Excellent value. 

250 A-

150 p 

280 G+ 

180 G 

350 A+ 

500 G 

480 G 

700 G 

180 G 

300 G 

160 A 

200 A 

260 G 

250 A-

Not wholly successful aula-reverse deck which sufters because it has tried to be all things to all people. Lack of clarity is main limrtation • 

Good range of features, let down by poor transport and ifty electronics. 

One of the finest sounding cassette decks on the market today. A mandatory Best Buy, which also fits in your pocket 

Fine, assured and detailed performer with a very well designed and straighrtorward user interface 

Good but not outstanding deck which proved slightly disappointing on audition. This model is no standard setter 

Much better than average auto-reverse deck, well worth considering. Nicely engineered too 

Intrinsically sharp, clear and solid sound spoiled by exaggeraled detail with prerecorded material and losses imposed by Dolby circurts 

Superb stability and real subtlety, this must be the besl TEAC yet. The only disappointment was the Dolby C 

First rate deck at a bargarn price. Losses when recording are low and mostly benign, an all-round achiever 

Fine deck, with explicit detail and stability, but in the final analysis it doesn't go much further musrcally than the cheaper RS-BX626 

Lively, entertaining deck that trades gadgets lor a convincing performance at an attractive price point 

Performance has both dryness and precision. Good - but doesn't 'brealhe,' and occasionally sounds unstable 

Frne audio manners, especially rn the midband and treble, mark this hrgh class deck out from the crowd 

Almost a good deck, it is let down by audible levels of wow & flutter, apparent even with prerecorded material, audio circuits are good 

DON'T MISS NEXT MONTH'S GIGANTOSAURIC NEW ISSUE. 
THE OCTOBER CHOICE WILL FEATURE THE EISA AWARD WINNERS, 

GROUP TESTS ON CASSETTE DECKS AND AMPLIFIERS, AND 
A SUPPLEMENT ON THE LATEST EQUIPMENT STANDS. 
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CD players 

CD players 

N 
ow over a decade old, th1s all d1g1tal 

mus1c source is well establ1shed desp1te 

h1gh d1sc pnces and the opposition of 

some hi�fi enthusiasts. Compact D1sc's strengths 

over conventional vinyl are complete freedom 

from surface no1se. ease of use, and more robust 

software. 

However, many vinyl enthus1asts st1ll find CDs 

sound less 1nvolv1ng than top qual1ty vinyl. But. 
with the dom1nance of CD in the h1gh street. 

even vinyl d1e�hards need a CD player today. 

THE DIRECTORY 

The columns on the right indicate when the 

facilit1es shown in the headings a1·e available on a 

CD playerc DAC type indicates the type of con

verto,- chip used in each player, I 6, 18 and 20-bit 

are multi-bit types, all the others are bitstream 

va1iants. In much the same way that an amp's 

output is not indicative of its sound qual1ty, the 

ch1p used in a DAC isn't the only determ1n1ng fac

tor 1n a CD playe1's sound, but it 1s an important 

one. Remote control is not yet un1versal. and we 

have 1ncluded a tick box, more to show which 

mach1nes don't have one than which do. The 

existence of electrical and/or opt1cal d1gital out

puts 1s important for future upgrading with an 

outboard DAC, as a llJie electrical outputs are 

the most desirable. Phase 1nvers1on in the d1gital 

domain is ra1·e on one box players but can make 

quite a big difference if you've got golden ears. 

Headphone sockets are useful but beware of 

those without volume controls. Track entry key

pads are those with calculatOI' style buttons which 

makes track access much quicker. 

Product £Price Comments 

A Aiwa XC-300 

Aiwa XC-750 

A Arcam Alpha Plus 

Arcam Oella 70.3 

150 A+ Cheap, cheertul and gratifyingly free of digital 'nasties', well-equipped but safe rather than thrilling on the son1c front. 

180 A A refined version of the XC-700, sadly if has lost the magic of the original 

420 G+ As its name suggests. this is the 1992-version of a classic 16-bit player with an all-round smoother sound' 

650 G+ A distinctly rugged, beefy sound. Plenty of power behind individual mstruments but lacks a feeling of involvement 

Audio Alchemy DDS/DTI/XDP/P52 204 7 A+ A multi-box combination witll a Bil Stream DAC that is fundamentally more inspiring than its partnering transport. 

Toshiba BS 

SAA7350 

16-bit 

7350 PDM 

DAC7 

SAA7321 

20-bit 

16-bit 

16-bit 

18-bll 

20-bit 

18-bit 

DAC7 

MASHIPWM 

20-bit 

Hybrid 

18-bit 

MASH 

MASH/PWM 

MASH/PWM 

PEM 

Aura C0-50 400 G- Based on an older Phi lips board with new CDM9 transport, this is a sl1m player with an innocuous sound 

AVI S2000MC 

Cary Audio Design CAD-955 

Creek CD60 

Oenon OCD-1 290 

Denon DCD-2560 

Denon DCD-890 

DPA Digital T -1/PDM2mkll 

Dual COl 080RC 

A EAD T -1000/DSP-1000 

Goodmans GCD-658 

Harman Kardon HO? 450 

A Harman Kardon HD750011 

Harman Kardon HD760011 

Harman Kardon TL8500 

JVC XL-M406 

JVC XL-V152 

JVC XL-Z1050 

A JVC XL-Z452 

A Kenwood DP-3040 

Kenwooc DP-5040 

Kenwooc OP-7050 

Kenwooe L -1 0000 

A Kenwood OP-M6640 

A Linn Karik 

Linn Karik/Numerik 

AMarantz CD-5211 

A Marantz CD-5211SE 

Marantz CD-72 

Marantz CO-72SE 

AA Meridian 206t.:£ 

A Meridian 208 

Meridian 200/263 

A Meridian 602/606 

Micro Seiki CO-M! 00 

Micromega Log1c 

Mission DADS 

A Musical Fidelity COT 

A NAD 502 

A Philips CD920 

Philips CD930 

A Philips CD950 

A Pioneer PD-201 

Pioneer PO-75 

A Pioneer PD-M701 

999 G+ A stylish, midi-width player with an exceptionally relined and comfortable sound. Lacks passion 

899 A+ Rote! w1th add-on valve processor to filter-out any RF. Nice idea but sounds very dry and taut, lacking warmth and body. 

500 G A big and confident sound from a player that's 'into' green. So it looks ghastly even if the internal design is very thoughtful. 

330 G- Looks the business but sound is a real five-minute wonder. Its compellmg f1zz lasts about as long as a firework. 

600 G Beautifully built but decidedly sluggish, particularly through the bass. Vocals are more forward but can sound a little glassy 

270 G- Similar to the DCD-1290 in its execution, sounds lively and powertul but lacks subtlety. 

3245 G An ingenious combination that includes a clock-feed from the DAC to CD transport. Capable of astoniShing results 

200 A- Strange-sounding player with a top-heavy treble that does little to redress its lack of vibrancy and emotion 

2195 VG A two-box player based on Pioneer's Stable Platter CD transport. Its music always sounds last, furious and fascinating. 

170 A· A 6+ I magazine-loading autochanger with an exaggerated and often aggressive sound 

260 A+ Dominated by a budget decoder/oversamplmg IC. Good bass nevertheless but pop tracks can sound fizzy and tiring. 

300 G+ Tonal integration is very good, packed with detail that's expressed wilh enthusiasm. 

400 A+ HD750011 with a motorised volume control and extra-heavy casework. Lacks the transparency and sparkle of the cheaper machine 

500 A This 5-disc carousel player sounds civilised enough but lacks the detail and finesse of its peers 

270 A A 6+ 1 disc magazine-based autochanger with a rather lean, bright and disappointingly synthetic sound 

130 A Based on earlier budget designs but minus a remote control. The voluminous but vague sound is equally familiar. 

500 A Technically advanced and luxur�ously equipped, this player remains rather bland and unsatisfying on audition 

180 G+ Another lightweight player but graced with a surprisingly bold and detailed sound. Impressive stuff for the money. 

180 G+ The sophisticated sound of this budget player could teach Kenwood's costlier offerings a thing or two' 

200 A Better built and technically superior to the older OP-5030 but its untidy, detached treble quality proved a real disappointment 

320 A Kenwood's first sowing of Philips' Bit Stream technology has fallen on stony ground judging by its dry and awkward sound 

830 G A beautifully constructed and very stylish player that really only gives off its best when used in balanced 

250 G This 6+ I CD multichanger is hardly the slickest available but it still sounds impressively open and detailed 

1497 VG Based on Unn's original CD transport, this player sounds dry but very pOSitive, detailed and engrossing 

2500 G+ Partnering Unn's Numerik DAC with its Karik CD player (as transport) provides a dry, dynam1c but also slightly dirty sound. 

230 G Launched to usurp the position of its own CD·52SE, the '5211 is less colourtul but equally appealing 

300 G A new mains transformer plus the full complement of internal mods has recaptured the frothy if startling sound of the original '52 

400 G+ A heavily-constructed player. This implementation sounds astonishingly solid and immediate but also rather too 'clean' 

500 G+ A recommendation just eluded the grasp of this superbly built player thanks to its very polished but restrained sound. 

995 E A new variation on the 206 theme with the most liquid and captivating sound to date 

1550 E State of the art CD sound combined w1th a decent preamp and lull remote control 

PEM BS 

PEM bitstrm 

PEM BS 

NPC BS 

PLM 

SAA7350 

16-bit 

PWM 

Crystal BS 

20-bit 

SAA7350 

SAA7350 

bitstream 

bitstrearn 

Crystal BS 

bitstrearn 

1390 G Now updated with Crystal Bit Stream technology, this popular duet has unfortunately lost much of the charm and poise of the original. Bit Stream 

3100 VG Meridian's top-of-the-range two-box player looks and sounds both distinctiue and elegant, the pertect partner for a cultured system' DAC7 

5541 G Extravagantly styled, finished and built. The good lab pertormance led to an only 'good' sonic display 

500 G A version of Philips CD624 with new op-amps and CD tray. Still, it sounds rather meatier, betler integrated and more purposeful 

300 A+ Similar to Phllips' 600-series: lively, plenty of space and full of 'bounce' but a litlle too eager to impress in the short term 

500 G+ Odd ball player with a cheap top-loading transport and appaling digital gubbins yet saved by the euphony of its valves' 

200 G Th1s updated version of the 5425 has traded the spontaneity of its forebear for a more precise but mechanical style of music 

150 A+ A new budget player with an appalling technical record but a surprisingly clean if understated sound 

180 G- Featuring digital circuitry similar to Marantz's players but a sound that's a litlle too ripe and soft. 

350 G+ Philips' top 900-series player is the first to employ its advanced DAC7 chipset. Sounds very crisp, clear and confident. 

150 G A budget player with a genuinely f1zzy and exciting sound. Hardly neutral but audacious and entertaining nevertheless. 

BOO G+ A confident yet beautifully poised and relaxing sound from an equally luxunous package. Oodles of refinement 

300 G+ A 6-disc multichanger from the originators of the breed. A little untidy perhaps, but still sounds fresh, pynarnic and exciting 

16-bit 

SAA7321 

bitstream 

hybrid 

MASH/PWM 

SAA7341 

bitstream 

DAC7 

PDM BS 

PDM BS 

PDM 
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MUSICAL IMAGES 
173 STATION ROAD 

EDGWARE 

MIDDLESEX HAS 7JX 

TEL: (081) 952 5535 

FAX: (081) 9515864 

MAIN DEALERS FOR: 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY 
ADCOM 
AIWA 
AKA I 
AKG/AR 
ALBARRY 
ALCHEMIST (KRAKEN) 
ALPHASON 
ARCAM 
AUDIO ALCHEMY 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 
AUDIOQUEST 
AUDIO TECHNIC!\ 
AURA 
B&W 
BANBRIDGE ACCESSORIES 
BANG & 0LUFSEN 
BEYER DYNAMIC 
BosE 
BOSTON 
CABLE TALK 
CANON 
CASTLE 
CELESTON 
CERWIN VEGA 
CREEK 
CYRUS 
DE NON 
DUAL 
GOLDRING 

See us at 

Litle •g 3 Oll)mpia 

Stand No. MM2 
(ALSO MAIL ORDER) ASK FOR DETAILS 

SPEND 

£1500 CLAIM GOODS £225 WORTH 

£750 CLAIM GOODS £100 WORTH 

£300 CLAIM GOODS £400 WORTH 

HARMAN KARDON 
HECO 
HEYBROOK 
INFINITY 
)AMO 
JPW 
JBL 

l.fJ=�J>sll o��1€R I PART 
EXCHANGE 

)VC 
KEF 
KENWOOD 
KoDAK WHom-CD) 
LEXICON 
LUXM;\N 
MARANTZ 
MAXELL 

w (081) 952 5535 
Nth/NW LONDON 

MUSICAL IMAGES 
45 HIGH STREET 

HOUNSLOW 

MIDDLESEX TW3 1RH 

TEL: (081) 569 5802 

FAX: (081) 569 6353 

TAX FREE 
EXPORTS 

s (081) 569 5802 
s (081) 570 7512 
10 MIN FROM HEATHROW 

MAIN DEALERS FOR: 
MISSION 

MITSUBISHI 
MONITOR 

AUDIOMONSTOR CABLE 
MORDAUNT-SHORT 

NAD 
NAKAMICHI 

0 RTOFON 
PANASONIC 

PHI LIPS 
PINK TRIANGLE 

PIONEER 
PROJECT TURNTAB LES 

PROTON 
QED 

QUAD 
REVOLVER 

REVOX 
RO GERS 
ROK SAN 

ROTEL 
RUARK 
SAN SUI 

SCOTCH/3M 
SENNHEISER 

SHURE 
SME 

SONY 
SOUND STYLE 

SI>ENDOR 
STAX 

5YSTEMDEK 
TARGET 

TANNOY 
TDK 
TEAC 

TECHNICS 
THORENS 
TOSHIBA 

MICHELL 
MICROMEGA 

PROMOTION VALID UNTIL 31/12/93, AND NOT WITH ANY OTHER OFFER, NOR WITH INTEREST FREE CREDIT, NOR WITH SPECIAL OFFERS, NOR WITH PART EXCHANGE. E&OE 

TRIPOD 
VAN DEN HUL 

WHARFEDALE 
YAMAHA 

AND MANY MORE 



THE DIRECTORY 

CD players continued 
Product £Price Comments 
Pioneer PD-M901 

A Pioneer PD-S901 

Proceed PDT3/PDP3 

Revox B226S 

Rotel RCD-955AX 

AA Rotel RCD-965BX 

Rotel RCD-965BX LE 

A Sansui CD-X217 

Sansui CD-X317 

Sansui CD-X617 

A Sansui CD-X711 

AA Sherwood CD-3020R 

AA Sherwood CDC-5010R 

AA Sony CDP-397 

AA Sony CDP-597 

A Sony CDP-797 

Sony CDP-X229ES 

Sugden SDT-1 

TEAC CD-P3500 

A TEAC CD-P4500 

TEAC VRDS-1 0 

AA TEAC P-700/D-700 

A Technics SL-PG320A 

A Technics SL-PG420A 

AA Technics SL-PG520A 

AA Technics SL-PS620A 

A Technics SL -PS840 

Technics SL -PS900 

Woodside WS2 

Yamaha CDX-560 

A Yamaha CDC-625 

A Yamaha CDX-660 

A Yamaha CDX-860 

CD transports 

400 A Another 6-disc multichanger based on the PD-M701 but with the addition of various 'Sound Field' options. Listening is hard work 

400 G+ The very refined but confident, crisp and powertul sound of the '901 snatches Pioneer's LLC concept from the jaws of defeat 

PDM 

PFM bitstrm 

• 117 

• 119 

4598 G+ The third in a series of unusual transporVDAC combinations and a pairing that retains a powertul, confident and rugged sound 

840 A Top quality build and finish for the Revox system enthusiast. For high value sound look elsewhere 

20-bit 

16-bi1 

• 120 

76 

280 A Repackaged vers1on of the evergreen RCD-855. Our sample disappointed, lacking the clean, cohesive quality of the original 

300 E An exceptionally refined bitstreamer: transparent, exquisitely detailed and powertully emotive. A landmark player 

380 G- This 'tweaked' version of the fabulous '965BX certainly sounds different. but different is rarely better 

230 G- Sansui has returned to its roots judging by the balmy and very comfortable sound that pours from this player 

300 A Not in the same class as older CD-X311 mkll. Same technology but the sound is neither as responsive or engaging 

16-bit • 107 

SAA7323 • 100 

SAA7323 • 119 

MASH/PWM • 119 

MASH • 107 

300 A This 'double-DAC' version of the CO-X317 is more impressive, sounding light and tizzy with pop but dull with classical CD's 

600 G+ Luxury features, finish and sound from th1s classy Sansui; excuses required here 

MASH 

bitstream 

• 112 

83 

120 G Although this budget wonder has l1ttle respect for musical convention, what emerges is still remarkably entertaining 

200 G+ This highly affordable 5-disc carousel player sounds unexpectedly deep, spacious and involving - a rare find 

NPC bi1strm 

POM 

• 119 

• 117 

140 G The first CD player to be almost entirely composed of miniature surtace-mount components. Unsophisticated but enthusiastic sound 

180 G This lightweight version of the acclaimed COP-797 is equally flexible but provides a slightly warmer and smoother sound 

PLM 

PLM bi1strm 

• 112 

• 119 

200 G- Succeeds with its taut imaging, clean and impressive soundstaging. Can seem a little too lean or dry, however. 

300 G- Built to the same standards as the CDP-X339ES but with a colder and less forgiving sound. LackS a sense of integration 

850 A Bearing in mind Sugden's SDA-1 converter lies at the heart of this player, its unpredictable pertormance is disappointing 

170 A A well-meaning attempt to pare-down the CO-P4500 results in a similar looking player with a thoroughly uninspiring sound 

250 G TEAC's first genuine 1-bit player its sound described as having a certain ·organic warmth', very composed and easy-going. 

769 A+ A basic analogue stage compromises the potential of TEAC's superb engineering and digital electronics. Lacks bass energy 

1500 VG They may lack the resolution of high-end colleagues but still sound warm, bubbly and perpetually entertaining. 

140 G+ A cheaper and remote-less version of the '420A with an equally dry but vivid, spacious and astringent sound. A good 'un 

160 G+ Offers an open, transparent and uncommonly fresh sound but a little of the ·magic' is missing. 

200 G+ A cracking player. Superb clanty and dynam1cs, thrilling but musically involving too 

230 G+ A costlier, tarted-up version of the SL-PG520A that loses very little in the way of clarity, sparkle or in compelling dynamics 

420 A A very refined but highly detailed and engrossing pertormance from iUS! about the fastest, slickest player on the planet 

350 G- Just about the quietest transport in existence and a sound that is equally unobtrusive, polite and refined 

1095 G+ Responded well to our jazz and classical selection but sounding bright and grainy with the pop CD's 

PLM • 107 

PLM • 112 

16-bit 119 

bitstream • 112 

SAA7350 • 107 

DAC7 • 119 

20-bit • 120 

MASH • 112 

MASH • 107 

MASH • 107 

MASH • 112 

MASHIPWM • 119 

MASH • 100 

16-bit 95 

180 G An advance on the COX-450 the light, up-front if t entirely welcoming sound of this newcomer could shock the timid listener 

300 G A reassuringly solid 5-disc carousel player that sounds smooth, cultured and 'delicately proportioned' Good value 

18-bit 

Hybrid 

112 

• 117 

249 G This cheaper iteration of the COX-860 provides a similar mix of features with a slightly slower but heavier sound 

280 G+ Probably Yamaha's best player to date: poweriul and confident yet delicate and nimble when the occasion demands 

CD transports and DACs, , 

A 
CD player can be spl1t 1nto two bas1c 

components. the mechan1sm wh1ch reads 

the informat1on from the d1sc. called the 

transport. and an electron1c device wh1ch tums 

the dg1tal b1tstream com1ng off the d1sc 1nto an 

analogue audio s1gnal. th1s IS called a dig1tal to 

analogue convertor or DAC Although at the 

lower end of the market both of these are con

tained 1n a single box, the best CD players are 

usually two box affairs. 

Although many of these units will be pur
chased as match1ng pa1rs, a DAC can also be 

used to upgrade an ex1st1ng CD player. For 

1nstance an early mach1ne w1th a sat1sfactory 

transport but a dated convertor can be rejuve

nated by add1ng an outboard DAC 

The columns on the right 1nd1cate the facili

ties available on a transport or DAC Remote 

control IS self explanatory. The ex1stence of elec

tncal and/or opt1cal d1g1tal 1n and outputs 1s pretty 

fundamental to transports and DACs, as a rule 

electrical outputs are the most des1rable. Class I 

transports are those w1th an output whose crys
tal clock accuracy IS better than ± 50ppm (parts 

POM DAC • 119 

PDM • 112 

per million). certa1n DACs won't lock onto (and 

thus can't be used w1th) transports w1th a lower 

clock accuracy. DAC type shows the specific 

convertor ch1p employed In much the same way 

that an amp's output IS not indicat1ve of its sound 

qual1ty. the ch1p used 1n a DAC 1sn't the only 

determ1n1ng factor 1n a CD player's sound. Phase 

1nvers1on 1n the d1g1tal doma1n can make qu1te a 

big difference 1f you've got a high resolut1on sys

tem and golden ears to go with it 

Entries for one make transport/DAC combi

nations are l1sted 1n the CD players sect1on. 

� c,..,. ��-
-9. '"�/ "�/ 

�� 1)/.•. 1)/.•. Ot� <:' :9/tq/ :9/t�/ 
o0� oq� oq� 

w qt qt 
Product £Price Comments 
Kenwood DP-X9010 500 

A Meridian 200 895 

TEAC P-2 3300 

Technics SL-PA10 470 

OJJCs 

A+ 
G+ 
G 
G 

Compromised by jitter, RF noise and poor clock selection it encourages a dynamic but bright and edgy sound with most DACs 

Broadly compatible and offenng a light, fresh and very bubbly sound that is both natural, engaging and unfatiguing 

Beautifully styled and constructed bu! sound is bleached and generally less inspiring than that of the P-1 0 

Has the unusual limitation of only optical output. Reassuringly solid and more immune to vibration than most 

Product £Price Comments 
A Arcam Black Box 3 

Arcam Black Box 5 

300 G+ Top of a series of three decoders it can offer a high sonic standard with top class transports 

450 G Equ1pped with Sync Lock for 0170.3. 1t gives off 1ts best with a standard 75ohm transport like the TEAC P-10. 

116 Hi-Fi Choice September 1993 

Bitstream 

hybrid 

96 

96 

96 

88 

88 

113 



DA&s continued 
Product £Price Comments 

.A. .A. Audio Alchemy DOE v1.0 420 VG A very sweet and seductive sounding unit that gives good results wtth a wide range of CD players/transports 

Audio Synthesis DSM-M 1234 G+ A weighty but neutral and highly calculated pertormer, best suited to transports like the P-1 0, despite Sync Lock facility. 

Beard DAP-1 975 A- Clad in a wooden case this marnage of digital technology and valves has hit the rocks, a dtsappointingty flat sound 

.6. DPA Digital Bigger Bit 700 G With either P-1 0 or Meridian 200 transports it delivers a very taut and gynamic sound, bathed in an open acoustic 

DPA Digital Utlle Bit (Optical) 400 VG Works especially well with Meridian's 200 transport but does require the services ol Deltec's 'Power' mains filter 

DPA Digital PDM1 Series 3 1280 G+ Bears technical comparison wtth both PDM2 and Bigger Btt but - in terms of sound quality - is great advance on the latter 

.A. ds/d Decode-1 495 G Elegantly designed bitstreamer wtth plenty of inputs, can sound too bright, immediate or artificial tor its own good. 

.A. Forte Audio Model 50 950 VG A typically big and full-bloodied sound, tnfiltrated by a slightly euphonic quality but never hard or gritty. 

Meridian 606 DAC7 1350 G By refintng the 203's sound further Meridian have also tempered its vibrancy and 'life' . Ftckle with other transports 

Micromega Duo BSII 550 G Has a tendency to sound light, atry and 'fast' but it can also become a little hard or - fatiguing wrth some digital outputs 

Micromega Microdac 300 A+ Described as a modest but entertaining pertormer, achieving its sweetest balance with Arcam's 0170.3 transport. 

.A. Mission DAC5 299 G+ Another modest DAC but one capable of a lean but clean and detailed sound that's typical of the DAC7 breed. 

.A. NVA DAC-ON 730 G+ DAC-ON actually turns out to be a QED Digit linked to substantial external supplies. A ruse that undoubtedly improves its sound 

PS Audio Superlink 1498 G- Does the business with Meridian's 200 but can sound bloated, smeared and even vaguely electronic other transports 

,A. ,A. QED Digit 139 G+ Bearing in mind its expressive but very forgiving pertorrnance the Digit is almost embarrassingly cheap 

Roksan ROK-OA1/ROK-DS4 995 G+ A creditable affair, both expansive and expressive in character but rather also lean in balance. 

Stax DAC-Talent 1400 G+ Natural, refined and never over-zealous, its also capable of soundrng very spicy and dynamtc. Can be a maturing influence 

.A. Sugden SDA-1 749 G+ A pleasant surprise from the fuddy-duddies ol audio, judging by its ·masses of high resolution detarl and tremendous dynamics' 

Sugden Stemfoort PDA-1 0 1200 G+ Unfortunately this 'upgraded' SDA-1 is less impressive than the anginal, losing out on dynamics, airiness and subtle detailing 

Threshold DAC 1/e 3150 G+ Can sound beautifully detailed with a marvellous sense of scale and sharp, solid images. Compatrbility is unpredictable 

Woodside DAC 1 909 G Fine but slightly dated and costly package in pertormance terms- but llexible, musical and t well built 

.A. Woodside DAC2 510 G+ Offering a sharp and dynamic sound, all the more captivating for its lack of graininess and 'tizz' A reliable upgrade 

Bitstream 

20-bit 

16-bit 

DAC7 

SAA7350 

DAC7 

Bitstream 

DAC7 

DAC7 

SAA7321 

SAA7321 

DAC7 

SAA7323 

18-bit 

SAA7323 

Crystal 

20-bit 

TDA1541it 

16-bit 

MASH 

16-bit 

16-bit 

tape based medium. mode column. 
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113 

113 
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87 
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D 
AT. or digital audio tape, has been on 

the market for quite some time now but 

has never really 'made tt' as a consumer· 

medium, probably due to the fact that very little 

prerecorded software has been made available. 

The DA T standard specifres a 48kHz sam

pling rate, which is highet· than CD, so direct 

copying in the digital domain is only possible on 

those machines with dual sampling frequencies, ie 

48kHz and 44.1 kHz. Some machines also record 

at 32kHz to gtve a longer recording time for a 

gtven length of tape, this is shown rn the LP 

The optical and electncal in/outputs in the 

column headings are for digital signals, analogue 

in/outputs are universal. The AES/EBU and 

In the last year or so it has began to carve 

itself a niche at the top end of the market replac

ing reel to reel tape recorders as the audiophile's 

S/PDIF socketry is for connection to professional 

components and typically DA T machines with 

this facility have been made for the pro and semi

pro markets. 

OAT players 
Product £Price Comments . 

JVC XD-Z1 01 OTN 

.A. JVC XD-Z505 

Kenwood DX-7 

1050 A+ Ambitious but ultimately disappointing deck with an opaque musical delivery and more features than you can shake a stick at 

620 G Competent middle market OAT wtth uncomplicated (but still flawed) user intertace, but good basic sound quality 

500 A Sound quality is pretty fair, but a little rougher than the best of the breed. Controls are good, the dtsplay however is poor 

Do you live in GUILDFORD? ... 
. . . or Addlestone. Aldershot. Ash ford (Middx). Bagshot. Basingstokc. Bracknell. Camberley. Chcrtsey. Cranleigh. Dorking. Epsom. Esher. 
Farnborough, Farnham, Frimlcy. Godalming. Haslemere. Hook. Horsham. Liphook. Leatherhead. Odiham. Pctcrsfield. Reading. Reigate. Redhill. 
Shepperton, Virginia Water. West Byfleet. Weybridge, Windsor. Woking0 
Nobody else in these areas stocks all the following major brands: Acoustic Energy. Arcam. Audio Innovations, Audiolab, Aura. B& W. Cclcstion. Creek. 
Cyrus, Dali, Epos. Deltec. Finestra/Lcctern, Furukawa. Harman Kardon. Hcybrook. Infinity, JPW. KEF (Reference). Linn Products (including records). 
Marantz, Meridian, Mission. Musical Fidelity. NAD. Nakamichi. Onix. QED (Systemlinc). Quad, Revox. Rogcrs. Rotcl. Sony. Supra, Sound Org. 
Target. Yamaha & Top Tape. Target, Yamaha & Top Tape. Rega products now in stock! 
Visit us first and you won't need to go anywhere else. we have superb demonstration rooms. where you can decide in comfort. and we will deliver and 
install free of charge (and part exchange is possible). 
Complete service- We arc the only outlet in the area to offer the complete service. As well as stocking selected items from the above manufacturers we 
arc able to service and/or repair 011the premises all the above brands (and others also). 

Tie Hi·; .i cf�o; 
Guildford's only REAL Hi-Fi shop 

We are at:-

3 BRIDGE STREET, GUILDFORD 
(by I he rraffic /iglus- ne xi door Io Alfred Marks) 

0483 504801. 0483 304756 

Telephone for special Offers available on Selected 
ex-demonstration items 

Access • Visa • Switch. Open Monday-Saturday 9am-6pm (later by appointment) 

111 

105 

94 
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0/JT continued 
Product £Price Comments 
Kenwood OX-7030 700 A- Bland sounding deck that lacks low level clarity and imaging. Build quality is good however and ease of use ranks highly 

Panasonic SV-3700 

.& Sony OTC-55ES 

Sony OTC-77ES 

AA Sony TCD-03 

Tascam OA-30 

1111 A Slick, powertully equipped, this pro OAT has a clear, quick and colourtul sound somewhat lacking in weight and substance 

550 G Broadly comparable to a middle ranking CD player sonically, the Sony is particularly well equipped and well priced. 

1000 A Superb engineering, many nice features (including oH tape monitoring) but perceptibly slowed, thickened sound 

500 G+ At the time of writing, this model represents the state of the art, and beats all corners. 

1199 A+ Interesting pro OAT deck with solid, tangible sound quality which is nevertheless lacking in analysis 

erally as good sonically. 

99 

t11 

93 

105 

94 

111 

T 
her·e are

. 

a vanety of different appr

-

oaches 

to head phone desrgn. Amongst the more 

expensrve models. electrostatic dnvers are 

used in open-backed phones. The majority of 

these come with some fomn of transfomner 

whrch usually takes the signal fmm the speaker 

termrnals on the amplrfier. but some can run 

from a pair· of tape out sockets. 

The more down to earth (see affordable) 

models feature dynamic. or movrng coil. drivers rn 

crrcular open or closed backed desrgns. The 

advantage of open backs seems to be a corre

spondingly open sound. but one can also of 

course hear extemal norses. Closed-back designs 

are useful in srtuations where rt rs necessary to 

block out background noise. but they aren't gen-

Another means of distinguishrng different 

types rs the way they sit on your head There are 

three styles: circumaural models enclose the ear 

and r·est on the side of the head: supr·a-aural 

designs feature a fiat pad whrch presses on the 

outer ear (pinna): and intra-aura Is rest inside the 

ear rtself, and are popular wrth personal stereos. 

Headphones 
Product £Price Comments 

A AKG K1000 

AKG K135 

.& AKG K240 Monitor 

.& AKG K280 Parabolic 

A AKG K340 

AKG K44 

A AKG K400 

A AKG K500 

Aiwa HP-X30 

.& Audio-Technica ATH-308 

.& Audio-Technica ATH-609 

Audio-Technica ATH-611 

Audio-Technica ATH-9000 

.& Audio-Technica ATH-91 0 

.& Audio-Technica ATH-911 

Bandridge EH91 ODD 

.& Beyer OT-211 

Beyer DT411 

.& Beyer DT911 

.& Beyer OT990 

A Beyer IRS690 

JVC HA-0690 

500 E 

33 A 

60 G 

One of the best dynamics on the market, hooks directly to speaker outputs and makes much of the competition sound lame 

The K135s don't live up to the usual AKG standards. though they do have the ability to reproduce rhythm well 

Something of a classic, these AKGs are very user friendly in all respects: sonically on the warm side of neutral 

90 G+ A very revealing and unusual twin driver design that uses the same principle as a satellite dish to beam sound into the ear 

140 E Heavyweight cans in most respects, the K340 with its electrostatic tweeter rs a very revealing headphone 

40 A Good quality personal oriented phone. could have a better sense of space but is musically quite communicative 

100 VG Comfortable over long sessions. Sound is exquisitely detailed, dynamrc and uncoloured 

119 G+ Open and clear, they reproduced music with impressive definition, balance is on the light side but transparency rs high 

31 G- A flashy personal stereo phone which alternatively could be used al home. A slight LF tonal preference colours the response 

26 A- Small cans with a fairly forward balance which helps perceived clarity but can become wearing over time, good for personals 

31 A- Warm feeling and sounding with rmpressive physical substance for the price. could be more relaxed and open 

51 G Same basic design as 609 but bigger thrnner diaphragm makes this a more relaxed and informative headphone 

246 G Electrets which connect to the amps speaker outputs. it sounds a little too smooth but would suit aggressive amps 

70 G The closed-back 9t0s are an improvement on the 909s with a nice rhythmic quality rarely found with headphones 

80 VG Nrcely finished dynamic headphones with all the trimmings, plus a very clean and subtle sound 

50 A- Modestly successful mid/top, but dreadfully cloying, ploddy bass makes this model essentially unlistenable 

25 A Good value compact, couth and enjoyable, esp in midband. Earpads not removable for cleaning 

49 G A reasonable but not very thnlling headphone that doesn't really offer enough at the price 

179 VG Probably too revealing for many head phone amps these are very subtle and fine if expensive cans 

1 02 VG A significant pair of dynamic headphones: they have a smooth and yet revealing neutral sound that is hard to criticrse 

203 VG High quality infra-red headphones with soft comfy earpads and mellow but informative sound quality which is hard to dislike 

40 A Competent but rather undistinctrve cans, a bit middle of the road and well surted to aggressrve sources 

Extra-aural 

Supra-aural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Crrcumaural 

Supra-aural 

Supra-aural 

Circumaural 

Supra-aural 

Supra-aural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Supra-aural 

Supra-aural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Supra-aural 

Speaker-like sound ... 't' . th "' ... 1 s In e cans ... 
" ... the sound quality is more akin to a pair of speakers 
than most other headphones we know." WHAT HI-FI? 

"Frequency response is 
admirably smooth, and distortion is low even at high 
listening levels . " AUDIOPHILE 

"Their lightweight comfort and effortless sound make 
them a joy to use." WHAT HI-FI? 

------------------------

"To call these transducers ��m 
'head phones' is to do them an � �� 
injustice. 'Head speakers' would � 
be a more accurate appellation ." V 

AUDIOPHILE -1:: 
� Jecklin Float Two R.R.P. £99.00 �tf,ffl;N(' 
t.:.e�:.:

�
��

E=��
t
�:=,��.:_����-� 

�FOR LITERATURE AND DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST. MA Y AU D IO MARKETING· 83 MAIN STREET· BUR LEY-IN-

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN TO MAY AUDIO MARKETING. WHARFEDALE ·WEST YORKSHIRE • LS29 7BU • TEL: 0943 864930 

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lwH-7931 
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Headphones continued 
Product £Price Comments 

JVC HA-D9t0 

.A. Jecklin Float Electrostatic 

.A. .A. Jecklin Float Model One 

.A. Jecklin Float Model Two 

Kenwood KH-t 000 

Philips SBC3390 

Quart Phone 75X 

.A..A. Sennheiser HD440 11 

.A..A. Sennheiser HD 48011 

Sennheiser HD 54011 

.A. .A. Sennheiser HD40 

Sennheiser HD45011 

.A. Sennheiser HD480 Classic 11 

.A. Sennheiser HD520 

.A. Sennheiser HD530 

.A. .A. Sennheiser HD560 Ovation 11 

A Sony MDR-CDt 000 

A Sony MDR-CD3000 

AA Sony MDR-CD350 

AA Sony MDR-CD550 

A Sony MDR-CD750 

Sony MDR-CD850 

A Sony MDR-RtO 

60 A Broadly acceptable if unexciting design with low level losses and some colourations 

399 E These electrostatics have an openness of sound rarely found in the breed, with good dynamic range to boot 

79 G+ Whilst very unusual in appearance, the Floats give remarkable sound qual1ty and openness at a reasonable price 

99 G+ Helmet shaped and pretty unflattering but open sounding and comlortable in the long term. te lack of adjustment 

20 A- F�rst step up from a true min1: a near miniature which is cheap, comfortable and inoffensive 

60 A Up front but rather aggress1ve head phone with lightweight, coloured sound. Not very comfortable 

70 A Unusually comfortable sealed headphone, though sound isolation poor. Hard, edgy sound quality. 

30 A+ Still the one by which others at the price are measured, though now slightly leaden sounding, cold treble 

50 G Not the most accurate cans on the market but amongst the most enjoyable 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Supra-aural 

Supra-aural 

Circumaural 

Supra-aural 

Supra-aural 

100 G+ A good but not great headphone that due to its high impedance and efficiency should work well with most sources Circumaural 

20 G- Very light and comfortable headphones with an even sonic balance that will suit most sources. 6.3mm jack Supra-aural 

40 G- Makes quite acceptable noises with a variety of outputs, could sound more spacious but is pleasantly relaxed Supra-aural 

60 G Same basic design as the 450 but improved sound quality as a result of aluminium coil and extra damping, natural with good bass Supra-aural 

65 G+ A very comfortable and musically capable headphone. If you've got this sort of bread to blow on cans, give 'em a blast C�rcumaural 

75 G+ One of the better dynamics in its group, the 530s create a sense ol space that eludes most sub £100 cans, and they're dead comfy Circumaural 

125 VG Characteristic slightly heavy sound, but still the benchmark at this price level. High class sound and comfort Circumaural 

150 G+ A fine sounding and comfortable headphone that's likely to work well with most sources Circumaural 

300 G+ Better than most of the headphone outputs around so hard to make the most of, potentially up there with the electrostatics Circumaural 

32 G Very impressive, possibly the most open sounding cheap closed back can around, lightweight in balance but transparent Circumaural 

50 G+ A very competent headphone, creates a remarkable sense of space for a closed back design and sounds natural to boot Circumaural 

73 G+ Reasonably comfortable and eminently listenable these Sonys have characteristically good bass power and relaxed hf Circumaural 

100 A+ Very comfortable, and reasonable sound - better than most sealed designs - though hardness intrudes Circumaural 

2500 E State of the art design built to the highest standards. Sound quality reflects this care, being big, clear, sweet and refined 

121 

55 

55 

63 

121 

121 

t21 

121 

t1t 

t11 

75 

99 

99 

75 

75 

121 

111 

99 

99 

99 

111 

121 

.A. Stax Gamma pro/SRD-X pro 583 E The Gamma pros are like a stethoscope for your hi-fi, revealing subtleties that many loudspeakers fail to resolve 

.A. Slax Lambda Signature/SRM-T1 1370 E The Signature when combined with the SRM-T1 valve driver must be the most transparent headphone available 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Circumaural 

Supra-aural 

Supra-aural 

Circumaural 

Supra-aural 

Supra-aural 

72 

63 

72 

55 

55 

75 

55 

63 

121 

121 

111 

.A. Stax SR Gamma 

A Stax SR Lambda Pro/SRD-7SB 

A Stax SR Lambda Pro/SRM-1 

Stax SR34 

A Stax SR84 

Technics RP-F1 0 

.A. .A. Vivanco SR808 Classic 

Yamaha YHD-1 

Loudspeakers 

219 G+ The next model down the Stax range from the Lambda, the Gamma is an excellent headphone with linte to criticise but the price 

559 G+ An industry reference, frighteningly revealing, bringing across more information than loudspeakers costing twice as much 

1020 E Extracts layers of information that other headphones only hint at. The SRM-1 has more edge than the SRM-Tt 

140 G+ The electret driven SR34s are lively and rhythmic with good tight bass and a sweet midrange 

210 G+ The stepping stone between dynamics and full electrostatics, these electret phones are revealing, open and highly enjoyable 

100 A Another very comfortable sealed model, modest sound 1Solat1on and uneven sound favouring bass 

55 G A new mid price reference lrom a new and interesting source. Good all round, no obvious shortcomings 

46 G Stylish semi-folding design with a slightly forward balance that very nearly scraped a recommendation 

Loudspeakers 

L
ast 1tem in the hi-fi chain, to some extent 

the loudspeaker is merely the slave of what 

has gone before, capable only of reproduc

ing a signal as good as it is fed. Nevertheless the 

distortions (colorations and stereo effects) intro

duced by loudspeakers (and rooms) tend to be 

more immediately obvious than those anywhere 

else in the chain, so careful choos1ng according to 

taste is very 1mportant. 

The average loudspeake,- consists of a small-

1sh enclosUI-e, much of which may have begun l1fe 

as part of a tree, plus a couple of drive units hid

den behind a removable grille. Inside the box 

lurks a s1mple electrical circuit known as a 

crossover, wh1ch divides the incom1ng (full range) 

signal 1nto the right bits for the drivers to handle. 

Variations on the above fomnula are specifically 

identified in the entries. The designer's primary 

task is to balance the 'sensitivity' of the loud

speaker (how loud 1t goes for a g1ven electrical 

input) against the bass extension (how low does 
1t go), shown as 'bass from', for the g1ven box 

size. After that such subtleties as coloration (or 

lack of it) and dispersion come into the equat1on. 

Careful placement of the loudspeakers with1n 

the room is as important as the init1al choice of 

model. See siting columns for guidance. For good 

stereo they need to be more or less the same 

distance from nearby walls. Models not ticked as 

'fioorstanding' will requwe ngid stands. 

Product £Price Comments 

ATC SCM20 

.A. Acoustic Energy Aegis 1 

Acoustic Energy AE1 

.A. Acoustic Energy AE3 

Acoustic Research Pi 3 

Acoustic Research AR M.5 

.A. .A. Acoustic Research AR M1 

Acoustic Research AR M2 

.A. .A. Allison AL 1 00 

Allison AL1 05 

.A. Allison AL 1t0 

Allison AL 120 

Allison MS 200 

1461 G+ Massively built, invariably 1nformat1ve but the rather forward presentation can be uncomfortable 

452 G Rich and slightly heavy balance doesn't mask fine mid/treble coherence and transparency. Entry level for all-metal drivers 

764 G Amongst the best miniatures around, shows exceptional mid focus and coherence, but is pricey and could be more agile. 

1650 G+ Solid, authoritative and impressively accurate - if a shade ponderous and slow 

219 A Lively good value box has extra bass driver to give plenty of thump, but lacks refinement and extension 

129 A- Pretty enough but a bit too tiny for its own good, it's better suited to auxiliary surround sound duties 

199 G Cutely shaped miniature delivers splendidly unboxy bass and m1drange, but is a little marred by a rather bright treble 

269 A Not necessarily as agile or well balanced as the cute little M1, M2 is larger, louder and still attractively unboxy 

100 A Loud and lively budget wall-mount is bigger and beefier than most of the competition, if lacking some subtlety and refinement 

t?O A- Pretty enough in appearance, sonically the AL105 doesn't really make the grade at the £150 ask1ng price 

220 G- Compact bookshelf model is a little dry and mid forward, but bass is extended and solid 

420 A Pretty well balanced if slightly m1d forward, but sound quality is a little disappointing for the price 

220 A- Small and solid as a brick, this micro-miniature has limited bass and bright balance, but sounds agile and communicative 

44x24x31 28 82 

39x21x26 28 84 

29.5x18x25 48 84 

63x26.5x37 23 85 

51.5x21x23 50 88 

22x16x23 50 88 

27x20x26 30 85 

41 x24x36 28 89 

33.5x24x21.5 30 87 

37x24x21 45 87 

40x24.5x22.5 28 86 

63x28x27 30 88 

25.5x14.5x15 50 85 

86 

118 

t02 

86 

110 

114 

110 

118 

94 

78 

102 

98 

106 
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Loudspeakers continued 
Product £Price Comments 

.A. Apogee Caliper Signature 

.A. Arcam Delta Two 

A Audio Note AN-E 

.A. Audio Note AN-J 

.A. Audioplan Kontrapunkt 

.A. B&W 2001 

B&W 2003 

B&W 610 

.6..6. B&W 620 

A B&W DM600 

.A. B&W Matrix 801 

B&W Matrix 805 

.A. Bcse 305 

Bose 401 

Bose 901 MK6 

Bose lnteraudio 3000XL 

Boston HD5 

Brinkmann Endymion 

.A. Cabasse Bisquine 

.A. Cabasse Skiff 

.A. Canon S-30 

.A. Canon S-50 

.A. .A. Castle Chester 

Castle Durham 

.A. Castle Pembroke 

.A. Castle Trent 11 

.A. Castle Winchester 

Castle York 

.A. .A. Celestion 1 

.A. Celestion 15 

Celestion 3 

Celestion 5 

3998 G+ Power hungry full range ribbon panels have remarkable transparency and delicacy, loudness and 'grunt' are a bit lacking 

340 G Pretty luxury compact sounds a shade forward and coloured but has dynamic and lively bass for its size 

1300 G+ Lovely coherence, great mrdband dynamics and transparency, extended bass and high sensitivity- pity it's so darn ugly' 

799 G+ Light damping and local unevenness adds some coloration, but doesn't spoil the very lively, dynamic and coherent sound 

899 G+ Sounds as sweet as it looks, dressed expensively in real wood with matching stands. not for bass or loudness freaks 

120 A Cunningly concealing rts (very real) limitations, this is just about the smoothest and best balanced miniature around 

190 A- Flashy and assertive ghetto blaster styling is not reflected in the rather bland, if well balanced sound 

220 A Bass extension and impressive loudness credentials, but rather indifferent integration and coherence 

370 G Has well balanced, laid back and slightly lazy sound that is pleasantly easy on the ears; could do with its own spikes 

170 A+ An impressively smooth overall balance, but sound is a touch bland with it 

3495 G+ Lacks the transparency of the best panels, and the drama of the best dynamics, but is something of an acoustic tour de force 

845 G Stylish, with remarkable imaging propertres, good balance and low coloration, though less successful at musical communication 

390 G- A bit of an oddball, fine dynamic liveliness and a gocd room match more than make up for the strange stereo rmaging and treble 

456 A Cheaply built but distinctively styled semi-ornni floorstander suffers from heavy midbass but still sounds lively and open 

1496 A The pre-equalised multi-driver 901 is cleverly engineered to deliver exceptronattoudness 

170 A- Lots of perceived value and well enough balanced, but low cost engineering results in a crude and unsubtle sound 

1 30 A Trny and prettily shaped miniature has an attractive lack of boxiness, but is a little short of drama and dynamic drive 

395 A+ Ommdlfectronal desrgn with rococo styled urn-shaped ceramic enclosure. Distinctly bass light, but impressively coherent 

600 G+ Classy French large bookshelf speaker has great coherence and dynamic grrp, but a rather mid-forward overall character 

1500 G+ Large floorstanding three-way gives great sensitivity and bass extensron with fine dynamic grip 

150 A+ Clever and unusual moulded design has attractive lively coherence, along with 'wide imaging stereo' effect 

350 A+ Only a small cone miniature at heart, the fascinating styling and extended sweet spot feature make it utterly original. 

650 G+ A brilliant throwback, using horn-type approach to provide startling midrange dynamics and coherence. 

250 A Like the slightly larger York, the very pretty presentation is not reflected in a similarly sweet sound 

400 A+ Comfortably recommended, a sweet smooth sound with gocd overall balance of engineering-based pertormance 

190 A Very classy finish for the price, plus a sound that passes muster without setting anything much alight 

1499 G+ Unconventional and beautifully cratted, large for its bass extension but engagingly agile and attractively open and airy 

340 A+ Pretty little real wood compact has an engaging transparency, good balance and fine timing, could do with more authority 

109 A Pretty basic pertormance but at a very basic price- it all sounds a bit scrappy and untidy, but its heart's in the right place 

389 G Big box and bang for your bucks, short on subtlety and control, but long on both enthusiasm and perceived vinyl wood grain 

129 A- Now reflex parted, this budget miniature is neat enough all round but sounds terminally unexcrting with it 

169 A Cunningly conceived and balanced, the 5 may be a little slow for some tastes, but is well suited to GO-oriented budget systems 

1510 G+ A genuine full range audiophile quality speaker system- with Star Wars styling to suit a high tech environment 

219 A+ Good looking large bookshelf size wall-mount has lively up front presentation. Can sound a bit coarse, stand is critical 

269 A Nicely presented and fair matenal value, wrlh impressively flat bass-to-mid balance 

629 A Elements of fine sound quality, but this 'grown up' SL6 variation has a lumpy response alongsrde its improved power handling 

820 G Has certain remarkable qualities that some will find 11resistible, but needs careful system and rocm matching 

429 A+ This stereotype luxury compact can sound a bit dull and congested, but really opens up on Slate Audio stands; favours CD 

122x70x6.5 30 81 

37.5x22.5x27.5 40 87 

80x36x28 20 91 

58.5x33x24.5 25 90 

31 x24x1 3 

29x18x21 

43x21x25 

49x23.5x30 

74x23.5x30 

35x20.5x25 

48 83 

48 87 

30 88 

25 89 

25 89 

30 85 

77 /99x56x43 <20 86 

42x26x22.5 

28x45x23 

30 87 

40 88 

78.5x30x28.5 28 89 

33x54x32 28 89 

46.5x29x23 

25x16x18.5 

45 89 

30 86 

48x29 (diam) 50 85 

48x26x30.5 30 91 

100x30x36 25 92 

27x22.5x23.5 50 88 

30x24(diam) 48 84 

94x23x27 45 87 

40x22x24 48 88 

55x37.5x30.5 46 88 

33.5x18x20 

11 4x24x47 

43x22x26 

50 88 

25 87 

30 86 

27.5x16x2t 50 

1 03x20.5x25.5 28 

87 

90 

30.5x18.5x22 48 87 

35x20.5x26 30 89 

Two box system 30 

45x24.5x32 30 

82 

87 

49.5x20.5x24 30 89 

53x20x27 50 85 

27x20x23 52 82 

37.5x20x25 30 86 

.A. Celestion 6000 

.A. Cetestion 7 

Cetestion 9 

Celestion SL 12Si 

Celes!ion SL600Si 

Celestion SL6Si 

Cetestion 300 

Creek CLS 10 

1 100 G Splendid bass extension and fine panel-like openness and transparency, but dynamics and timing are suspect, balance very laid back. 1 00x21x31 <20 86 

Dali 102 

Dawn Chorus FS 

.A. Diamond Acoustics Reference Ill 

Dynaudio Contour1.3 

.A..A. EposES11 

.A. Epos ES14 

.A. Faraday FS1 

1 1 9 A Almost identical to the Gocdmans Maxim 3, this neat miniature is very competently engineered, but not desperately exciting 

230 A Attractrve bookshelf model has fine midband focus and bass extensron, but treble's a bit restrained and bass a bit detached 

698 G Compact floorstander with superb coherence but rather forward mid band. Would suit smaller rooms best 

895 G+ Lovely free slander suffers from indifferent bass alignment, but is fast, coherent, solid and very informative indeed. 

1 199 G Heavyweight luxury finish bookshelf model has gocd scale and weight but is pricey and a bit ponderous 

350 G+ Integral baffle/driver to give a remarkable combination of low coloration, transparency and speed; bass is a bit shy 

51 5 G+ Substantial stand mount delivers delighttul mid range focus and delicacy with good bass control. System sensitive 

225 A+ Concrete box on a budget, works surprisingly well despite cheap drivers, wood veneers here Direct sale only 

JORDAN WATTS '\coUSTICS 

26x17x21 

37x21x25 

91 x26x21 

87x27.5x28 

38x20.5x29 

37.5x20x25 

49x22.5x29 

47x27x28 

I TD. 

50 85 

30 86 

30 86 

30 

28 

45 

25 

45 

90 

86 

86 

85 

86 

CYNTRA PLACE, 201 MARE STREET, HACKNEY, LONDON E8 3QE 
Telephone: 081-985 1646 Fax: 081-986 0112 

Come and see our 
new creations, 

with the Marble Effect 

We have Class 

120 Hi-Fi Choice September 1993 

All enquiries to 
Hailey Audio Ltd 
tel: 0992 714811 
tax: 0992 88271 

and kick ass! 

81 

94 

106 

110 

86 

118 

122 

102 

94 

98 

81 

98 

78 

• 110 

86 

71 

110 

• 106 

110 

• 122 

114 

102 

98 

118 

31 

122 

90 

110 

114 

• 114 

122 

90 

C92 

98 

102 

66 

68 

94 

118 

114 

114 

• 114 

106 

122 

94 

98 

114 
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Loudspeakers continued 
Product £Price Comments 

Faraday FS5 

Faraday Siren 

Gene)()(a SEt 00 

.A Goodmans Maxim 

Harbeth HL Compact 

Harbeth LS3/5A 

A Harbeth HL-P3 

Heco Presto Superior 750 

Heco Reflex 1 0 

.A .A Heybrook HBt S3 

.A Heybrook Prima 

.A Heybrook Quartet 

.A Heybrook Sextet 

.A Heybrook Solo 

.A Heybrook Trio 

Infinity Modulus 

.A Infinity Reference 1 0 

Infinity Reference 20 

.A Infinity Reference 30 

Infinity Reference 50 

Jamo 307 

JBL Control 1 Plus 

JBL L1 

JBL titOOO 

.A JPW AP2 

.A JPW AP3 

A JPW Minim 

.A .A JPW Mmi Monitor 

A JPW P1 

AA JPW Pt Vinyl 

.A .A JPW Sonata 

JPW Sonata Plus 

A JRT AD1 

A JRT AD1 Micro 

Jamo Concert 11 

Jamo Concert V 

Jamo Concert VII 

.A Jamo Cornet 50 

Jamo Silhouette 

.A Jordan JH400 

KEF 101/2 

A KEF 104/2 

KEF K120 

.A KEF 080 

KEF 090 

Kammerzelt Ref Mini Monitor 

A Kenwood LS-770E 

A Kenwood LS-500G 

.A.A Legend 11 

.A.A Linn Index IVKuStone 

.A Linn Kaber 

Linn Kan 11 

.A Linn Keilidh 

Living Voice Air Partner 

.A Magneplanar MG1.4 

Magneplanar SMGa 

Marantz OS 11 0 

Marantz DS220 

A Martin Logan CLS 11 

Meridian Argent 1 

Meridian Argent 2 

Meridian M30 

.A Mission 753 

.A Mission 760i 

Mission 761 i 

589 G Pricey and ugly, but with its own sonic charm, thanks to substantial influence of the concrete enclosure has upon the sound 

330 A- Interesting if ugly high mass concrete cabinet is let down by imbalance of ageing driver combination 

t 50 A Tandy-stocked miniature is attractively lively, coherent and communicative, could do with more grunt and lower coloration 

120 A Budget miniature afters well balanced strengths and few weaknesses at a very realistic price; a bit feeble 

584 A Clean, neutral sound lacks resolution and gives rather unsubtle though well differentiated stereo. 

379 A Still a classic miniature, though not to every taste, and none the better for the recent update under our listening conditions 

400 G Very limited loudness but impressive full-range scale from uncoloured and very well balanced but time-smeared sub-miniature 

650 A Tall slim and attractive floorstander delivers a fine, even in-room balance but lacks transparency, coherence and dynamic drive 

160 A Nicely balanced small bookshelf is a competent rather than exceptional package for the price, thanks to indifferent build. 

250 G Latest version of long established favourite delivers good liveliness and fine coherence for the price 

120 A+ Neat and discreet miniature delivers fine coherence, pace and timing, though balance is a trifle forward and bass a bit light 

555 G Beautifully presented and built large bookshelf model with good sensitivity and a lively, forward sound 

1079 G+ Engagingly coherent and a highly analytical, partly due to d1st1nct and t always comfortable upper-mid forwardness 

170 A+ Discreetly styled, sounds a little unt1dy in both bass and treble but handles complex rhythmic material much better than most 

349 G Same drivers as HBS1 in prettier real wood enclosure give a sweeter and more forgiving if less committed sound 

795 A+ Carefully conceived and beautifully built. Undeniably attractive in the m1d and treble, it failed to handle the bass as well 

180 A An engaging and lively sound from a prettily finished and substantial small bookshelf size model 

230 A Well presented and balanced with good bass control, but somehow lacks convincing cohesion and agility. 

400 G Budget price floorstander has good overall balance and bass extension, but is rather coloured and uneven 

550 A- Despite hi-tech drivers, good bass extension and sensitivity, this three-way suffers from a forward, coloured sound 

300 A- Beautifully styled bookshelf baby places more emphasis on presentation than basic engineering 

250 A Sub-miniat�re with forward midrange and real bass; highish price partly JUStified by near-indestructible Pro build 

450 G Good power handling, decent transparency and deep but current hungry bass from a compact and solid enclosure 

1500 G Ultra-engineered, beautifully crafted bookshelf model. Pertormance compromised by over enthusiastic midbass output from port 

180 A Offers real wood veneer at a bargain price; pertormance is cleaner but broadly comparable to Pt Vinyl overall 

225 A+ Pretty good stereo and well balanced overall it had its own character which is well suited to vinyl replay 

79 A- Very civilised but dynamically limited, the Minim is well su1ted to the smaller room and where limited loudness is acceptable 

£60 A- Ultra cheap Richer Sounds spec1al is lightweight and short of welly, but a snip for surround sound use 

155 A+ Honest and basically articulate if not very sophisticated, resolution is good but can sound a little wearing in bright systems 

135 A A lot of highly competent loudspeaker for the price, with a safe sound that's unlikely to disappo1nt. 

115 A+ Well balonced and integrated, oNers fine sound if limited bass and dynamic range, plus real tree wood at a nearly silly price 

135 A- This luxury variation _on the redoubtable Sonata theme features a metal dome tweeter, and isn't the better for it 

500 G+ A fair share of cosmetic deficiencies do little to spoil the impressive coherence and timing 

389 G Delightful life and coherence, gives surprising impression of scale; some aggressive tendencies but very open to system tuning 

330 A- A respectable 'bookshelf' pertormer that needs free space siting but includes attractive cabinetwork and a neat grille 

500 A Compact, solid, nicely finished delivers unusually extended bass at the expense of lowish sensitivity; midband is laid back. 

800 A Beautifully built, uses unusual double reflex bass system, unsuccessfully as far as low frequency resolution is concerned 

150 A+ Good value bookshelf size speaker has a rough and ready sound but good heart, engaging liveliness and fair timing 

400 A+ Tall, slim and rather elegant in its way, doesn't sound bad for a styling exercise, just a bit rich and polite 

504 A+ Piano finish hexagon has smgle full range driver and controversial sound, with uneven balance but delightful mid coherence 

549 G- Small high class wall-mount has a beautifully even, slightly dull balance, fine freedom from boxiness, but not much bass drive 

1495 G+ A reference point for dynamics, preferred without KUBE, suited to many rooms. Good stereo, high sound level 

169 A Physically pretty and sonically competent but undistinguished bookshelf size model has good sensitivity but limited extension 

549 A+ Uni-0 floorstander has good stereo and fine midband coherence, but bass lacks extension, drive and resolution 

700 A Generous floorstander has even balance and decent extension but fails to communicate excitement and involvement effectively 

425 G A beguilingly sweet sound with good pace and drive, but scale is restricted and presence a little dulled considering the price 

Impressively communicative bookshelf model has fine vigour, scale and dynamics, if not the smoothest sound around 

46x27x26 28 90 

46x27x27 48 87 

28x15.5x19 50 84 

26x17x20 30 85 

52x27.2x28.1 65 87 

30.5x19x16 60 81 

31x19x17 23 82 

95x24x27 

32x21x23 

47x29x24 

29x19.5x18 

41x24x23 

96x27x20 

36x23x22 

47x24x25 

30x18x26 

36x23x23 

46x27x24 

86x27x24 

86x26.5x25 

32x18x27 

23x15.5x14 

40x21x25.4 

44x30x28 

43.5x25.5x26 

52x25x29.5 

27.5x18x19.5 

27x18x17 

44x25.9x26.1 

43.5x25.5x26 

32x23x20 

32x23x21 

59.5x28x36 

28x17x21 

41x24x25 

86x24x28 

96x28x31.5 

42x23x22.5 

122x24.7x17 

33x24x30.5 

33x26.5x26 

90x28x41.5 

34x20.5x26 

85x24.5x26.5 

90x25x32 

27x17x24 

48x27x25 

22 87 

30 90 

30 88 

50 86 

48 89 

25 85 

28 87 

45 89 

45 84 

50 87 

27 88 

25 89 

25 89 

48 86 

50 89 

47 87 

45 89 

45 86 

57 90 

28 85 

50 85 

60 89 

32 87 

55 86 

30 87 

28 86 

50 87 

48 85 

20 85 

25 87 

28 87 

45 88 

50 83 

50 86 

50 92 

45 87 

45 87 

25 88 

50 85 

25 89 260 G 

500 G 

200 G 

374 G 

Japanese designed and built luxury compact delivers an Invigorating and exciting sound; an 1nterest1ng contrast to some lazier models 45x23x26 48 89 

Liveliness, coherence and fine informat1on retrieval justifies the odd looking moulded baffle construction 37x21 x30 48 88 

Stand and speaker looks and sounds very good, good bass extension and control, fine dynamic range. Clean, clear if a shade slow 44x21x23.5 28 86 

1198 G+ Dry, bright balance emphasises superb dynamic range and transient precision, but can sound unforgiving 

530 A+ Niche product for those prepared to tolerate its strong character for the sake of fine bass pertormance and near invisibility 

579 G+ Stunning timing and coherence and awesome bass drive, especially with ceramic plinth; sounds a bit shut in 

11990 E Formidable horn design with astounding transparency, dynamics and speed. Its idiosyncracies are compensated by sheer energy 

1090 G+ ONers a very crisp and art1culate sound, particularly revealing of upper rnid vocal details 

688 A Tonally 'rich', in the right roorn 1t proved a satisfactory musical experience 

200 A+ Pretty near-miniature trades bass extension for sensitivity, delivering fine midband dynamics but little grunt 

300 A+ Nicely shaped and presented large bookshelf rnodel sounds competant rather than inspired; a touch too heavy 

4200 G+ High resolution design, fussy about system set-up, demanding of ancillaries and software alike. lt rewards the efforts though 

995 G+ Beautifully built, finished and shaped, has fine bass extension and virtual absence of 'boxiness'; needs a big amplifier 

875 G Beautiful high-tech 'large compact' delivers extended, smooth and neutral sound with fair speed. Slate Audio stands essential 

950 A Pricey active speaker, easy on the ears and worth considering especially where space is at a premium 

700 G+ Gorgeous presentation and potential for open transparency Floorstander with lots of drivers that gives lots of loudness 

130 A+ Attractive little wall-mount miniature has livelier dynamics and bass drive than most of its type, but sounds as little shut in 

180 A 760 theme adds an extra driver for easier amp loading and power handling. Slightly inferior to simpler, cheaper 7601 

89x19x29 25 85 

30.5x18.5x16.5 35 82 

83x20x27.5 22 87 

165x64x92 

155x8x57 

122x48x4.5 

40 101 

40 88 

56 85 

33x19.5x20.5 55 88 

37x23x26 50 88 

60x28x7.5 45 86 

33x27x27 

48.5x21x29.5 

38.5x18x32 

90x22x30.5 

29.5x18x20 

38x19x24 

28 83 

23 85 

40 NA 

45 88 

48 87 

48 88 
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94 
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59 

66 
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98 
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90 
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86 

98 
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98 
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90 
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106 

46 

82 
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59 
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71 

90 

86 

94 

66 

• 102 

94 

110 

• 114 
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114 

60 

106 

106 

• 118 

94 
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122 

90 

• 118 

78 

• 114 

• 117 

72 

46 

114 

122 

72 

98 

94 

46 
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Loudspeakers continued 
Product £Price Comments 

Mission 764i 

Mission 765i 

Mission Gyrus 751 

Monitor Audio MA 1800 

480 A Generous and handsome floorstander looks fine material value for money, but good scale sound has lazy tendencies 

680 A+ Big heavyweight floorstander has good sensitivity and bandwidth, but somehow lacks agility, authority and dynamic grip 

300 G Potentially promising high class baby suffered early production inconsistency: full retest scheduled soon 

1350 A+ Even when ballasted with lead shot the 1800 inclines towards upper bass richness and tacks genuine extension 

Monitor AudiO MA700 Gold 400 A Luxury compact does a good job of voice reproduction, but sounds a bit lazy and oft the tempo with faster, busier material 

Monitor Audio MA 1200 Gold 11 1200 G Pricey but classy floorstanding variation on MA800 theme; beautifully voiced midband, heavy mid bass 

Monitor Audio MA800 600 G Beau!lfully finished compact has a delightlully even and uncolored midband transparency, sensitivity and bandwidth are limited 

A Monitor Audio Monitor 11 330 G Tall, slim and attractive compact has an extra driver to help out in the bass, giving extra urge at some price in delicacy 

Monitor Audio Monitor 14 400 A Suffers from excess upper bass, giving a thick, chesty coloration beneath a quite lively and well focused mid and treble 

Monitor Audio Monitor 7 180 A Lively and punchy, looks pretty enough and is good value but is let down by an unruly and indifferently integrated tweeter 

Monitor Audio Monitor 9 210 A Despite a much better treble balance than the 7, the 9 is less engaging and lively at low frequencies than its smaller sibling 

A Monitor Audio Monitor One 

Monitor Audio Studio 1 0 

A Monitor Audio Studio 15 

Monitor Audio Studio 5 

Monitor Audio Studio 6 

Mordaunt-Short 5.10 

Mordaunt-Short 5.20 

Mordaunt-Short 5.30 

A Mordaunt-Short 540 

Mordaunt-Short Classic 20 

Morel Bassmaster 602 

Musical Fidelity MC-3 

A NVA Cube 1 

A NVA Cube 2 

NVA Cubix 

Naim NA IBL 

A Naim SBL 

A Neat Petite 

Nobis OM? 

A Origin Live OL2A 

Origin Live OL 1 

Philips FB820 

A Philips FB825 

Pioneer S-4UK 

A Pro Mon Co LBI 

Professional Monitor Co AB1 

OLN Model One 

OLN Signature 

A Quad ESL-63 

A Rega EL8 

A Rega ELA 

AA Rega Kyle 

Richard Atlan CD5 

A A Rogers LS2a/2 

Rogers LS4a/2 

150 A+ Pricey but cute micro-miniature JUSt about gets away with it sonically, though pertormance envelope IS inevitably limited 

1200 A+ All-metal driver diaphragms provide engagingly transparent mid range and treble, spoilt by over -strong mid-bass. 

1600 G A little slow and lazy but better balanced than the smaller Studio models, the midband coherence and focus is superb 

650 A+ All metal diaphragm luxury miniature has splendid presence coherence but sound can be aggressive and lacks welly. 

800 A+ Pretty but pricey metal diaphragm compact has clear and transparent midband but is ultimately lacking in vim, vigour and drive. 

130 A Plenty of well engineered speaker for the money, and smoother than most of the competition, but lacks timing and enthusiasm 

150 A Lots of speaker for your money, but not as smooth or well balanced as other M-S 5-series models 

220 A- Good hi-tech material value for money, but a disappointingly dull and rather bland sound. Safe but uninspiring. 

299 G Elegant near -lloorstander has an even balance that makes it very easy on the ears, yet also inviting and informative 

395 A+ Luxuriously finished, beguiling m1d transparency, bass is altogether less convincing 

1200 G+ Superbly built compact stand-mount, did well in listening tests but suffers (enjoys?) upper midband peak 

400 A+ Sol1d and authoritative large bookshelf model gives fine stereo and decent dynamic drive but balance is rather shut in 

720 G+ Attractive, semi-omni is very sturdily built, and gives an idiosyncratic but unusually open, spacious and informative sound 

480 G A rude but exciting miniature, with unusually accomplished bass capabilities for its size 

1400 G Too idiosyncratic for recommendation, the Cubix possesses remarkable bass extension for its size, but is tricky to optimise 

823 G This t1ny floorstanding wall mount delivers outstanding dynamics, speed and detail, marred by pronounced upper mid forwardness 

1584 G+ Impressive scale, lull bandwidth, coherent, attractively discrete, coloured midband, very well balanced and agile 

525 G+ Far from pertect, but one of the most entertaining and enJoyable speakers around, colorations notwithstanding. 

560 G Pretty US bookshelf model has more than enough speed, timing and coherence to make up for a measure of coloration 

469 G Compact floorstander sounds open, transparent and evenly balanced: needs a big amp but enjoys hard driving 

499 G Luxury miniature has very good overall balance, sacrificing sensitivity to achieve remarkable bass extension for the box size 

470 A Big-but-less-than-beautiful three-way is well enough balanced but lacks communication skills in the time domain 

700 G Generous sounding and impressively uncongested, loudness and bass extension don't quite match plasticky looks 

250 A+ Carefully developed minimalist audiophile design has some vigour but suffers an intrusive upper mid peak 

998 G+ Delightlul smoothness and transparency, though bass extension and sensitivity are both limited 

1600 G Bulky stand-mount transmiSSIOn line has lovely panel-like transparency, slightly shut in balance, and needs a big room 

700 A Model One exaggerates the Signature's rich and heavy midbass and tacks its velvet smoothness 

1100 G Luxury compact has a rather laid back and 'heavy' sound, but coloration is low and stereo imaging very good 

2384 G+ This classic electrostatic may not be punchy in the bass, but has strengths that some can't live without 

298 G Kyle drivers in compact lloorstander give more bass but a shade less coherence; good for small rooms and budget systems 

405 G Very compact floorstander with integral stand has serious coherence and dynamics, but a measure of brightness and untidiness 

198 G Has splendid timing and coherence, sounds very explicit and informative, if a bit bright and short of grunt 

176 A- Neatly presented small reflex design can sound engagingly communicative, but is flawed sonically and technically 

220 G Balance is a bit warm and rich but 2a/2 has delightful mid-to-treble coherence and transparency, and more welly than Mk1 

300 A+ Civilised but a trifle lazy, this large bookshelf model hasn't quite the timing or agility to be particularly engrossing 

89x25x32 

1 02x25x33 

32x17x27 

106x22x32 

22 86 

22 91 

50 86 

30 88 

35x21.5x25 50 85 

93.5x17x27 28 85 

51 .5x20x27 .5 45 85 

52x20x24 4B 87 

78x20x24 30 86 

34x16.5x17 70 84 

37x20x21 30 85 

24x15x16 

40x20x25 

51x20x26 

32x18x20 

35x22x25 

55 85 

45 87 

45 87 

28 83 

45 86 

30.5x18.5x21.5 50 85 

36x21.5x21.5 45 87 

42.5x25x28 28 86 

64x21.5x26.5 28 85 

37x22x27 45 86 

24.5x40x22.5 25 84 

47x26x28 25 88 

33x32x32 52 85 

28.5x27x28.5 48 85 

60x32.5x32.5 28 84 

80x18x15-20 30 84 

88x26.5x17 -27 25 86 

30.5x20x18 33 86 

38x21.5x28.5 25 85 

82x19x19 25 85 

30.5x19x21 25 82 

86x27x35 28 87 

110x29x41 25 88 

37x21x28 

53.5x18x26 

79x27x43 

35x25x27 

37x18x36 

92x66x27 

75x16.5x21 

84.5x20x30 

31x19x20 

38x19x23 

35.5x23x22 

50 87 

33 86 

22 89 

28 85 

30 83 

34 84 

55 86 

30 86 

50 87 

80 88 

30 84 

43x25.5x25.5 25 86 

liudio llesigns 
We have on demonstration the best Hi-Fi and 
AV products available plus the knowledge to 

enable you to get the best value for your money 
regardless of budget. 

HI-FI 

SPECIALISTS 
26 High Street, East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19 3AS. 

Telephone: (0342) 314569. 
Open 9.30-6.00 Mon-Sat • ACCESS· VISA • CREDIT FACILITIES· 
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We have a comfortable demonstration room, 
are able to deliver and install free of charge and 

offer part exchange facilities. 

Visit us- you will be pleased you did. 

Authorised stockists of: 

ARCAM, AUDIOLAB, CASTLE, 
YAMAHA, LINN PRODUCTS, NAIM, AUDIO, 

TANNOY, KEF, B&W, ROTEL, SONY, 
J.P.W., THORENS, MARANTZ, MISSION, 

ALPHASON,CREEK,CYRUS,QUAD, 
TARGET, TEAC, ETC. 
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THE DIRECTORY 

Loudspeakers continued 
Product £Price Comments 

Rogers LS6a/2 

Rogers LS8a 

.6. Rogers Studio 3 

.6. Rogers Studio 1 a 

.6. Rogers Studio 7 

.6. Roksan Darius 

Royd Topaz 

Royd Abbot 

Ruark Swordsman Plus 

Ruark Temptar 

.6. Ruark Talisman 2 

SO Acoustics Ribbon 

.6. SO Acoustics SO 1 

.6. SO Acoustics SD3 

SO Acoustics SD4 

Sequence 30 

Shahinian Arc 

Snell Jlll 

.6. Sony APM-101ES 

Sony APM-121 ES 

Sony APM-181 ES 

.6. Spendor S20 

Spica Angelus 

Spica TC50 

Spica TC50SE 

.6. TDL Monitor 

TDL Studio 0.5 

.6. TDL Studio 1 

.6. TDL Studio 1 M 

.6. Tannoy 607 Mkll 

.6. Tannoy Westminster 

Technics SB-EX2 

.6. Technics SB-RX50 

.6. Thiel SCS 

Thiel CS1.2 

.6. Totem Model One 

Vandersteen Model One 

Visonik David 6001 

.6. Wharfedate 425 

.6. Wharfedale 515 

Wharfedale 517 

.6. .6. Wharfedate Delta 30.2 

.6. .6. Wharfedale CRS3 

Wharfedale Diamond V 

.6. Yamaha NS 1 DOOM 

.6. Zyp A1 

350 G Largish stand-mount is well built, measures well, good material value, but sounds a bit heavy and lacklustre 

450 A+ A mixed bag, with plenty of scale and welly but lacking the subtlety, clarity and agility delivered by some rivals 

450 G Pricey LS3/5A-derived wall-mount sub-miniature is excitingly coherent if a bit lightweight; no real loudness capabilities 

599 G- Classic BBC monitor sound sensitively updated -transparent and natural with fine stereo, but a touch 'heavy' in balance 

880 G Latest variation on classic BBC-monitor theme looks old fashioned but has beautifully voiced, laid back sound 

1895 G+ Provides an exceptionally impressive combination of transparency and delicacy with fine information retrieval and speed 

173 A+ Cheerful, articulate and essenttally communicative miniature can also sound a trifle scrappy and shut in; well worth trying 

666 A+ Engaging and dramatic dynamics and fine transient coherence are hampered by a rather coloured mid-forward balance 

299 A Real wood variation on the Swordsman theme looks and measures rather better than it sounds 

479 A+ Compact floorstander with striking baffle has decent bass/mtd but dull treble; could tame over-bright system 

700 G Less ideologically committed than some compact lloorstandtng rivals, its key strength lies in fine all round compromise 

2295 G+ Amplifier sensitive, Ribbon is a lively and loud hybrid marred by some colorations; some like it, others don't 

1650 G+ A large scale, airy and unusually detailed system with excellent dynamiCS. A wanner balance than original model 

399 G Port firmly blocked, the new SD3 has the agility and charm of a quality miniature, with good bass extension but low sensitivity 

699 G Tall slim floorstander has fine balance, good bass extension and lovely open midband transparency 

200 A Rad1cal slimline hang-it-on-the-wall design has performance comparable to a typical miniature, with reasonable overall balance 

1062 G Unusual and occasionally wonderful small floorstanding omni; too bright but exceptionally coherent and revealing 

770 G Dated styling belied by fine sensitivity and bass extension, and a lively if slightly untidy and not quite coherent sound 

120 A Big hearted sound from small bookshelf model, sounds a little untidy at frequency extremes, so suits CD better than vinyl 

170 A- Good perceived value. but balance has an artificial 'loudness', too rich in the bass and too strong in the treble 

350 A Big, beefy, fat and bass heavy, has table strengths but lacks transparency and sounds better at lower levels 

535 G Maintains Spendor's tradition for peerless mid-to-treble coherence and perspectives. Bass is rather unconvincing. 

1295 A A linle bass shy and soft in the bass and lower mid, otherwise tidy, extremely lively and fluid, if uneven overall 

599 G Thts triangular-profile 'grown up' miniature is a shade boxy and laid back but has good rhythmic and musical integrity 

799 G A heavily UK-modified TC50. the SE sounds less boxy and more spacious, but lacks some of the urgency of the standard model 

1999 G+ Ftne solidity and good accuracy. with great bass extension. Needs a big room and can sound a bit lazy and a shade tinkly 

450 G Tiny floorstanding transmission line has good agility but doesn't prov1de the coherence or even balance of Studio 1 

650 G Genutnely extended bass from a compact enclosure, very detailed but a shade clinical and detached 1n presentation 

900 G+ Transmission line helps bring the best from metal cone driver: lovely transparency and fine bass extension 

220 A Large bookshelf, smart hexagonal box has fine bass for the price, but treble sounds rather shut in 

6000 G+ These awesome horn loaded speakers are remarkably controlled and impressive, if only suited to a few pockets and rooms 

180 A Nicely presented, well built and decent size enclosure sounds solid but somewhat dull 

650 A+ A smooth and well balanced loudspeaker. its minor weakness being a mildly excessive low bass 

1069 G+ Luxury piano-gloss compact sets class-leading standards for coherence and communication. can sound a shade dark and shut in 

1219 G Elegant compact floorstander has fine balance and dynamic range, but transient timing and dynamics are less convincing 

995 G Utterly delightful but exasperatingly expensive luxury miniature sets the benchmark for its size 

1395 G+ This compact American floorstander's elegant staggered baffle arrangement contributes to a refreshtng freedom from boxmess 

173 P Sharp styling but the complex grtllework worsens a sound which starts off with too much top and not enough bottom 

200 A+ Large bookshelf size 505 heir shows fine control and a conservative balance ideally suited to qualtty systems on a budget 

260 G An update on the 505 theme, thiS ts still more evenhanded, with better bass extension and smoother treble. 

400 A Half as big again as the 515, should offer an improvement, but somehow has a less effective overall subjective balance 

1 00 A Has a bigger main driver than many, and so packs a bit more welly and loudness. Coloratton is rather obvious, but timing is good 

110 A+ Loads of fun- a remarkably coherent and lively performer at any price; pity it doesn't look prettier 

130 A This miniature is smoother than most. but rather stodgy with it, inspiring little enthusiasm among our listeners 

1100 G+ Living up to its monitor label, and tonally well suited to digital material, it's superbly crafted and capable of high levels 

199 A+ Cute metal cased micro-miniature ts quite COloured but great fun, with surprising dynamics and fine wall-loaded room balance 

ARIA HI-FI TABLES HI-FI FURNITURE 

51x28x29.5 22 87 

89x25.5x25 48 91 

83 

87 

88 

31 x19x17 30 

63.5x30.5x30.5 36 

63x30.5x30.5 30 

47x27x40 20 82 

30.5x20.5x19 50 87 

83x20x34 43 88 

38x20x28 

73x19x27 

86x25x31 

27 84 

25 85 

30 86 

152x30x(15-30) 30 

123.5x38.2x32 50 

38x19.5x29 25 

91 

90 

83 

100.5x20x30.5 25 85 

87x25x7 

69x35x25 

50 85 

24 85 

58x33x25 30 

39.5x22.5x23.5 52 

89 

86 

43x25x28 

57.5x29x36 

38x22x26 

25 86 

40 87 

25 83 

116.8x53.3x26 50 86 

40.5x33x29 

40.5x33x29 

118.5x30x47 

55x20x30 

76x23x33 

81x23x33 

50x32x24 

Huge 

48x23.5x27 

48x30x26 

40x22x23 

94x27x27 

31x16.5x23 

55 88 

55 88 

28 85 

40 85 

25 84 

<20 84 

25 88 

38 96 

20 86 

40 86 

45 87 

30 86 

28 86 

100x30.7x25.6 23 87 

20x12x13 

40x27x26 

40x25.5x30 

53x26.5x34 

38x22x17 

38x22x18 

130 87 

45 87 

28 85 

25 86 

48 88 

50 88 

27x18x20 50 

67.5x37.5x32.5 40 

22.5x14.5x13 30 

86 

90 

85 

There are six tables in the distinctive Aria range. Engineered in Britain. all Apollo products are 
to the highest standards available, designed to give you the specifications you need, and your 
equipment a sound base to work from. 

Please 
send me a 

Acoustic design means feedback and resonance are avoided. Finished with a durable black 
coating, and a choice of either black MDF or toughened glass shelves. The tables are 

copy oi your 
brochure oi rhe 

iull Apollo range 
fitted with carpet piercing spikes, which allow for perfect levelling and optimum 
performance from your equipment. For a brochure on rhe full Apollo range. 
complete and return the coupon. 

MUSIC TO YOUR EYES 
Zenith Crown Ltd., Tipton Road, Dudley, West Midlands, DY 1 4SQ. United Kingdom 
Tel: 021-520 5070/1432 Telex: 338584 Fax: 021-522 2055 
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Tuners 

THE DIRECTORY 

tal d1splays; they are often p1·eferred for sound 
quality, and are certainly best for AM bands. 

Digital tuners offer convenient automatiC tune 

facilities and pre-set memories. 
T

he radio medium operates at a much 

lower profile than TV. but 1n areas outs1de 

pop music the BBC serv1ce is the envy of 

the world. Live Prom concerts can nval all other 

sources from a hi-fi perspective. 

Only the FM (VHF) bands g1ve stereo hi-fi 

sound, though AM (MW & LW) are useful for 

certain transmissions in the UK. 
Something of a hi-fi afterthought. tuners are 

often selected merely to match a chosen amplifi-

er cosmetically. However. the task they carry out 

is far from simple. comb1ning the skills of RF 

(recept1on) and audio (s1gnal process1ng) engi

neering. The importance of the fonmer will 

depend on local recept1on conditions, but money 

invested in a h1gh quality outside aenal system is 

well spent. 

Tuners come 1n two basic types. Analogue 

models tune gradually (and usually manually) 

across the bands, and can have analogue or d1g1-

The 'Presets' column heading shows how 

many different frequencies a tuner can memorise 

fo1· instant access. FM. LW and MW show which 

wavebands it can access. 'Signal strength meters' 

are useful for aerial alignment. 'Automatic tuning' 

means that a tuner can seek out s1gnals for you. 

Tuners 
Product £Price Comments 

Aiwa XT-003 

..t.. Akai AT-93L 

..t.. Arcam Alpha 2 

Arcam Delta 280 

..t.. ..t.. Audiolab 8000T 

Aura TU-50 

Creek T40S3 

..t....t.. Denon TU-260L 

..t.. Denon TU-580RD 

Harman Kardon TU9200 

..t.. Harman Kardon TU9400 

Harman Kardon TU9600 

Kenwood KT -3050L 

..t.. Linn Kremlin 

..t.. Magnum Dynalab FT1 01 

..t.. Marantz ST -40L 

Meridian 204 

..t.. Meridian 604 

..t.. Nairn NATO! 

Nakamichi ST • 7E 

..t.. Pioneer F-676 

..t.. Quad FM4 

Quad 66 

..t.. Rotel RT -930AX 

..t.. Rotel RT -950BX 

Sherwood TX-301 OC 

Sony ST -S570ES 

..t.. Technics ST-G?OL 

..t.. Yamaha TX-950 

110 A- Economically designed and built in the UK, but trade-oHs have a marked influence on FM and AM sound quality. 

280 G+ By AM standards presentable (good) while FM delivers the goods 

185 A+ Arcam's cheapest tuner makes up for its lack of features with a sensitive front-end and mellow sound. 

350 G+ Fine sound quality marred by mild synthesiser whine; RF pertormance only average, remote £60 extra 

700 VG Unusually combines fine sound quality and RF pertormance (inc AM); superb ergonomics are a joy to use 

260 G Tonally neutral, but with rather poor imaging and a certain woodenness to the sound. 

250 A Analogue tuner. Sample was hampered by an obvious bass 'hump', production units are said to be cured 

120 G+ Bare minimum of features. Careful designwork promises a surprisingly open and vivacious sound, so don't overlook it' 

220 G Fine feature package including remote and RDS, plus excellent RF performance and decent sound quality 

200 A The listening panel appreciated its liveliness, but found it a little muddled . 

270 G+ Striking in appearance and with a sound to match, it comfortably exceeded our expectations. On stereo FM it's HK's best yet. 

380 G Good bass and detail, and good - perhaps slightly enhanced dynamics 

170 A Excellent RF performance and plenty of features including RDS, but d1d sound rather ordinary under our conditions 

1779 E Controversially good sound at a very high price. The reviewer's saving up but you should check it out for yourself 

795 G+ Although expensive for its fairly mimmum set of facilities, its excellent sound makes up for what it lacks elsewhere 

120 G Slow to tune but provides a meaty and dynamic sound on FM. AM too has a little extra bite to its performance 

660 G Pleasant sounding with a fine finish but does not make the grade at this price 

1350 VG Un1que digital convenor makes most sense in Meridian system context; smooth sweet sound with fine front end 

1425 E There may be better sounding tuners in the world, but we have yet to hear one 

765 G+ Exceptionally good for weak-signal areas, and good all round 

200 VG A tuner that's detailed and clean-sounding. Perhaps a little bright, but not unpleasant. 

424 G+ Fine sound, excellent ease of use, good build and finish and a more than satisfactory technical performance 

519 G+ Very pretty and compact but technically unadventurous. Smooth sound but only makes sense in Quad system context 

160 G- A competent rather than exciting performer, with low audible interference though slightly compressed and muddled sound . 

200 G+ Fine fast and coherent sound quality for price, but RF performance only adequate and sample build was suspect 

120 A Lots of features and fine RF discrimination for price. Sound is communicative but inconsistently tacky 

230 A A host of features, but the sound is muddled. compressed and lacking in frequency extremes. 

200 G+ Another very polite and refined-sounding tuner but one that does retain just enough sparkle to keep your interest. Plenty of widgets 

260 G+ Very clean and civilised. tonal balance, detail and clarity are all very good. lots of useful features 
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Turntables - cartridges 

C
artridges fall into two groups: high outp

. 

ut 

models, capable of working directly 1nto 

most amplifiers and categorised as hav1ng 

a nonmal (N) output. and more expensive low 

and very low output models (L, VL). 

Stereotypically, low output cartndges use the 
moving coil principle of operation, have better 

mechanical 1ntegrity and tighter tolerances, and 

THE DIRECTORY 

give better perfonmance but at much h1gher cost. 
With CD now the dominant medium many 

amplifie1-s are no longer equipped with the neces

sary phono input for a cartridge and a separate 

phono stage is necessary. Valve designs need 

either an extra head amp or transfonmer to cope 
with the low output of moving coil cartridges. 

Cartridge/amplifier interfac1ng can be very 

subtle, but even bas1c high output MM des1gns 

benefit in overall balance from optimised amplifi

er capac1tance loading. The mechanical character

istiC of cantilever compliance ('spnng1ness') needs 

to be cons1de1·ed 1n the light of the effective mass 
of the toneanm, and to achieve a good match 
compare the effective mass requirements figures 
with the actual effective mass of spec1flc anms. 

4,..� 
�� 

Turntables- canridges 
E'l'l/k 

<!>"' 
�.r 

"'-:?./ 
Product £Price Comments 

AA Arcam C77 30 A+ A sensible moving magnet package with good bounce at a competitive price 

A A Arcam C77Mg 40 A Punchy sound quality with plenty of extra energy to liven things up. The solid body seems well worth the extra £t 0 

A Arcam E77Mg 60 A Our sample had a disappointing stylus, but gave a coherent, rich and laid back sound, with good 'scale' 

A Arcam P77Mg 73 A+ Preferred to its cheaper partner by virtue of a better tip. Channel balance could have been better 

A Audio Note 10 IIV t395 E One of the best, giving 'an extraordinarily relaxing midrange clarity', needs a transformer 

A Audio-Technica ARTt 850 VG This is a delicate and very fluid-sounding MC that tracks well, offers very low distortion and exceptionally good separation 

A Audio-Technica AT-420E 36 A Better suited to pop recordings, this MM bears some of the sonic hallmarks of the Linn K5 

AA Audio-Technica AT-95E 20 A Clear. dynamic if richly balanced, the magnetic '95E is a definite Best Buy 

A Audio-T echnica OC-t 0 320 G+ Good treble and good detail too, but some congestion and coloration reduces its informativeness. 

A Audio-Technica OC-5 t30 G For the price, it's unusually eftortless and detailed, but it tends to become rather relentless and tiring atter a while. 

Audioquest AQ 404i-L 500 G+ Slight harshness detracted from the periormance of this otherwise clear-sounding and detailed cartridge 

Audioquest AQ 7000 t300 G+ Stunning stereo imaging and good deta11 at low levels are spoiled by less-than-periect tracking and high sensitivity to arms. 

Denon DLt03 99 A+ Good pertormance in bass and general 'life' is seriously let down by its spherical stylus which kills subtle details. 

AA DenonDLttO 69 G Firmly recommended as a fine all-rounder, this high-output.MC model is likely to pertorm well in nearly all circumstances 

Denon DL160 90 G Although listeners just preferred the t1 0, its brother here proved a twin in lab tests and is still "thoroughly competent" 

A Denon DL304 200 VG Uncolored, detailed, neutral, superb tracking; top notch altogether, and a top notch bargain too. 

A Dynavector t702 298 VG Clear, detailed, neutral and generally very informative - excellent 

A Dynavector DV1 OX IV 138 A+ Fine sounding and realistically priced, damping is recommended to ensure successful tracking ability 

Dynavector XX-1 698 G+ Good, but not immensely competitive at the price, and not helped by comparison with the low output version 

A Dynavector XX-1 L 698 VG Very clear, very detailed, no troubles with tracking; response lift around 20kHz seems to do no harm 

Empire Benz Micro MC-Gold t50 G Nothing is obviously wrong, but nothing is stunningly right either. Safe, but perhaps a little too safe 

A Empire Benz Micro MC-Silver t50 G Ultimately not the peer of the MC Gold is more appropriate to the sort of equipment it's likely to be partnered with 

A Empire Benz-Micro MC-3 800 G+ Ofters a warmer and very transparent account of the music. Its tracking prowess is slightly limited 

Glanz GMC-1 OLX 80 A+ Beanng some of the hallmarks of the '10EH, the 'tOLX is still less competitive in the sonic stakes 

A Glanz GMC-20E 129 G+ Very good tracking, smooth sound and good detail. Very slight surtace noise enhancement 

A Goldring 1 012 50 G Slightly harsh sound but plenty of life and quite good detail. Some very high frequency coloration apparent 

A Goldring 1 022 70 G As with t 012, a touch harsh; detail and transient purity improved, though, and it goes well with electric guitar' 

Goldring t 042 90 G Not terribly subtle, and not such good value alongside t012 and t022. Quite lively, though 

A Goldring Elan 20 A A lightweight and frisky-sounding MM that appears to be based upon the same body as the Nagaoka mm4 

Goldring Elite 200 G The basics are right, and it will cheertully tackle any source material, but its sound possesses a certain dirtiness 

Goldring Eroica H 100 G- More confused and coloured than low-output LX, high output less of an issue these days 

A Goldring Eroica LX 100 G Not the most subtle cartridge in the world; can sound edgy at times, but lively and informative 

Goldring Excel 549 G Errs on the warm and heavy side of neutral. Strong bass lines are its forte, but resolution of subtle treble details is weak 

Goldring Excel GS 600 G+ True high end quality in its lack of colorations, but tracking seems indifterent and high levels tend to sound rough and edgy. 
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Turntables- cartridges continued 
Product £Price Comments 

Kiseki Blackheart 

Kiseki Blue Goldspot 

Kiseki Lapis Lazuli 

Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire 

A Unn K5 

AA Linn K9 

London Maroon 

London Super Gold 

A Milltek Aurora 

A Nagaoka MP 1 0 

AA Ortofon 510 

A Ortofon 520 

A Ortofon 530 

Ortofon 540 

AA Ortofon MC1 0 Super 

AA Ortofon MC15 Super 

A Ortofon MC3 Turbo 

A Ortofon MC3000 Mkll 

Ortofon MC5000 

A Ortofon Quartz 

A Ortofon Quasar 

Ortofon Quattro 

Rega Bias 

A Rega Elys 

AA Revolver 

A Roksan Corus Black 

Roksan Corus Blue 

A Sllure ME97HE 

Shure V 15 VMR 

A van den Hul MC One 

van den Hul MC One Super 

A van den Hul MC Two 

A van den Hul MC1 0 

A van den Hul MM 1 

1995 G Demonstrated refined poise and a delicate but at once potent security, however, the price did seem a little on the high side 

499 G+ Good bass and imaging, but hints of spit and coloration let the side down slightly 

5000 G+ Combining very sensible desrgn concepts at a silly price, combrnes t11e detail of the MC3000 and the fluidity of the Clearaudros 

899 G+ Rare, beautiful to look at and sweet to listen to, our review of this hrgh-flyer conjured up images of Japanese art 

49 A+ Not as crisply focused as the costlier Unn magnetics, the K5 offers a smoother presentation 

98 G Linn threw this model into the leading pack by beefing up the Basik's bodywork and adding a super stylus 

199 A+ Now manufactured under the London brand name this Decca cartridge is as iconoclastic as ever 

339 A- fmmedrate and detailed, but very coloured, very nonlinear and questionable effect on records. Devotees swear by it 

299 G+ An overall feeling of relaxed ease characterised this clear and atmosphenc Kiseki-built cartridge 

19 A High frequencies sounded "shut-in" with this spherical-stylus model, but mid and mass were energetic, bouncy and punchy 

30 G+ For the price, a good blend of virtues weight, clarity and neutrality 

50 A+ Very sensitive to load capacitance thrs new Ortofon maintains the company tradition for a lively, effervescent SO 

80 G+ Very clean and assured sound; transients not quite perfectly pure but plenty of detail. 

1 00 A Graced with FGII stylus but possessed of too high a compliance for broad arm matching. lt could also sound a little unforgivmg 

80 G "What a delighrtully sweet-sounding cartridge this is ."we sard 

100 G+ A good all-rounder, with outstanding performance in detail retrieval, even if it can be very slightly bright and close-up 

110 G Not terribly subtle, but it obviously doesn't aim at that. The 3 Turbo is bright, cheerful and bouncy - take it as it comes! 

900 E Low levels of body resonance are a real ear-opener. Nothing to criticise elsewhere; one of the very best 

1500 G Review sample could not be fully run-in, limited tracking ability, bngllt and forward sound, though imaging is excellent 

140 G Lively, qurte detailed, and a touch bright, the Quartz has many qualitres of the much dearer Quasar 

350 G+ Many of the qualities of the MC3000, although a touch bright. Good detail and delicacy 

210 G+ Undoubtedly a competent performer. Generally neutral, but can be edgy and bright in loud passages. 

34 A+ Difficult to mount in some arms due to its shallow build, the bias offers a gentile, refined SO 

74 G Clearly superior to !he Bias, despite their common heritage, the Elys is both more detailed, accurate and musically convincing 

20 A This modified AT-95E enjoys a very lively mid and treble even if the bass is somewhat 'slower' in comparison. A firm budget buy 

130 G Recognisably related to Corus Blue, but distinctly more civilised and smoother. 

75 G Roksan-specified modified Goldnng 1 012; slight harshness detracts from otherwise good sound 

55 A+ it won't turn a sow's ear of a turntable into a silk purse, but will at least keep going and produce an acceptable result 

220 A+ lnitial lrstening gave promising results, but extended familiarity gave the feeling of a lack of energy and a "shut-in" sound 

975 G+ This extended all the positrve qualities of the '10 but added greater authority and scale worth it for the extra money 

1100 G+ Slight softening on transients was the only real flaw, but it didn't quite seem to have that special touch one expects 

1300 G+ Connected directly to any standard MM input it rewards with a highly detailed yet fluid and musically convincing portrayal 

775 G+ A neutral balanced performer giving transparent midrange, fine depth and focus with firm extended bass. Gosh' 

275 G+ If woody rnidrange coloration could be tamed, the excellent imaging and admirable security would make rt excellent 
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S 
pecralrst tumtables are what hrgh fidelrty 
sound rs all about, CD may offer silent back

rounds and fiat frequency responses but 

they can't match the dynamics and superlatrve 

trmrng that senous tumtable users take for grant

ed. Tumtables at the cheaper end of the marlket 

(sub-£350) tend to be supplied wrth matchrng 

toneanm. and often include a 'starter' cartridge. 

Still better quality rs found at higher pnces 

amongst the separate motor unrts and toneanms. 

Careful partnering and set-up is essential for these 

components, but 'sympathetic' combinatrons 

exrst. 

The columns show from left to right 'anm 

effectrve mass' which relates to cartridge compli

ance and is explained rn the 'Cartridges' introduc

tion. 'Suspended suchassis' - decks which have 

some fonm of intemal isolation, generally in the 

fonm of springsbut occasionally more solid materi
als such as rubber. 'Manual' and 'Automatic' refer 

to the operational tendencies of the decklanm 
combination - automatic high end tumtables are 

as rare as hens teeth. ·cartndge' - if one is sup

plied. 'Belt drive' as opposed to direct dnve rs the 

preferTed method in most quality decks. An 

'Electronic PSU' offers switchable speed change 

and a 'smoother' power supply, and better sound. 

Turntables- integrated 
Product £Price Comments -

A Alplmson Sonata/HR1 OOS MCS 1785 G+ Good sound in all areas - bass, clarity and neutrality all in the top class and bettered by very few decks at price 

A Dual CS-503-2 160 A Not wholly inspiring; generally coarse and wooly sound is at least not offensive, but easily bettered by the CS505-4 

13 

10 

A Dual CS-505-4 

A Dual CS430 

200 A Consistent sounding and well isolated turntable. 11 is slightly lacking rn balls, compensates with a consistently unmuddled presentation 10 

A Kuzma Stabi/Stogi Reference 

Linn Axis/Akito 

A Linn Basik 

A Linn LP12 Basik!Akito 

A Linn LP12-Lingo/Ekos 

A A Rega Planar 2 

AA Rega Planar 3 

A Revolver Rebel 

120 A- Ragged, sometimes unpleasant cartndge mixes with a modest pleasing player in a very sharply priced package 

2000 G+ Beautifully made solid oak plinth, the Stabi also sounds very clear, detailed and extended. Stogi Reference is very capable. 

535 A+ A neat, attractive and well-made package which delivers a rather harsh sound with a 'one-note' effect in the bass 

299 A+ Strong midband analysis and imagery, clean if sharp treble rs matched to a good if occasionally wooden bass 

855 G Trails the full LP12 significantly, but pace, rhythm, timing etc. still in top class, and bass tauter than of old 

2642 G+ The classic reference is improved by the Lingo but charming character remains. Ekos is well made and suited to many decks 

185 G A remarkable product at the price, surprisingly articulate and confident 

250 G A long time leader in its category, the '3 (with excellent RB300 arm) sounded nicely 'musical' in a balanced and coherent manner 

185 G- Quite lively and detailed but not t11e strongest on subtlety, with slightly lumpy bass. Motor breakthrough audible 
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Turntables- integrated continued 
Product £Price Comments -

A Roksan Radiusff abriz zi 740 G Design is subtle, refined and easy on the eye. Musically it offers exceptional performance with a minimum of fuss 

Roksan Xerxes 33ffabriz zi 990 G AI its optimum with a relatively inexpensive arm/cartridge unless upgrade to full Xerxes is contemplated. XPSII PSU 

A Roksan Xerxes/Artemiz/Artaxerxes 2114 E Superb, highly integrated and synergistic in nature, suitable for use with any good MC. Will not suit all tastes, however 

A Systemdek 1.920 235 A- The motor unit is derivative of the Rega Planar 2 with a Moth arm. Up tempo even bright at times but never lacks enthusiasm 

AA Technics SL-0033 

A Technics SL-0033 

A Thorens T0-300tffP90SF 

AA Thorens TD166 VI/UK/RB250 

Thorens T02001 

A Voyd Reference 

A Well Tempered WTAT 

150 A As witll the 0033 though better value. P-mount cartridge 

180 A Quartz controlled version of the DO is short on sound quality but not features. But it did have fair focus and some depth 

760 G Excellent middle ranking esotenca. with strong all round abilities rather than excellence in particular areas 

280 A- Refined and articulate sound with well focused imagery, suitable for use with good MM and budget MC cartridges 

650 G- Similar to T0320 but much dearer - why? Sound is comfortable but not very detailed 

5950 E Voyd's flagship, equipped witll three substantial motors, a Lexan platter and brute PS. A strong contender for world's best 

1690 G+ Intriguing/challenging design Musically it is not ideal, but has a limpid quality and a lack of artilicialrty that sets standards 

9 

9 

12 

7.5 

7.5 

11.5 

15 

7.5 

Motor units 

J'G-� 
"'"'q .. qJ'G-6 J'o,�,. "t.S,. 'qb,l,· 

Product £Price Comments 
A Michell Gyrodec 

A Michell Syncro 

Origin Live Oasis A 

A Pink Triangle Anniversary 

A Pink Triangle Export 

A Pink Triangle Little Pink Thing 

Revolver 

A A Systemdek IIX/900 

A Systemdek IIXE/900AP 

A Voyd 0.5 

A Voyd Valdi 

Tonearms 

697 G Sweet and natural sounding player, well suited to Rega RB300. Aesthetics, and the acres of clear acrylrc are very distinctive 

325 G A happy blend of qualities endows the stylish Syncro with a blend of subtlety and force - the mailed list in the velvet glove 

495 G- Rather coarse sound lacking resolving power - bullively sound may appeal. Industrial appearance 

1495 E Possibly the most detailed, clear and neutral deck around. Likeness to master tape is uncanny 

890 E The PT TOO with built in PS. Retains features of great transparency and neutrality. Review sample had high ish motor noise 

500 G+ Semi suspended, leads the field for clarity and neutrality at the price lt also looks good. Excellent value 

200 A Nicely balanced, but unimpressive timing and lightweight bass made this deck rather average for the price 

230 G A high performance budget turntable which is particularly strong at fine detail resolution and imagery 

388 G+ The acrylic platter'd IIXE is one of the most capable budget decks on the market, good resolutron, dynamics and timing 

3368 E Hallway between standard and Reference Voyds with the latter's platter and bearing. Superb finish, colourful and dynamic sound 

955 VG Acrylic plattered twin motor deck is remarkably capable, revealing and neutral, for dynamics rt's 11ard to beat at the price 

Product £Price Comments 
A Airtangent 1 B 

A Alphason HR1 DOS 

A Alphason Xenon 

A Audio T echnica AT -1130 

A Kuzma Stogi Reference 

A Linn Ekos 

AA Moth arm 

Nairn Aro 

AA Rega RB300 

Roksan Artemrz 

A Roksan T abriz 

SME 3009 Series Ill 

A SME 309 

A SME Series IV 

A SME Series V 

3000 E A complex but superbly built arm for high quality systems, giving excellent stereo and resolution 

490 VG S-shaped arm sounds smooth, but nevertheless reproduces transients with fine attack 

286 G+ Trimmed down HR100S, has infereor bearings and a simpler finish. Sounds crisp and coherent 

I 4 I G Well suited to most cartridges. Smooth and tonally neutral, if slightly lacking 'balls' 

1000 VG Large. solid and well made arm, gives exceptionally clear sound with just a hint of brightness 

1297 VG Superb, stare of the art design whicll builds significantly on predecessor lttok's strengths 

95 G+ The ultimate budget arm? Refined, detailed, sweet and natural 

780 G Unipivot designed for Linn LP12 and Troika, a little brigllt and congested but has a strong followrng 

139 VG Despite its modest price it sets exceptional performance standards and could be used on many high end turntables 

690 G Interesting design which worked a treat on the Xerxes deck. Fits Rega cut out 

190 G+ Targetted at the Xerxes, this is a good alternative to the Rega arms in many cases- a trifle bnght 

319 A+ Comprehensively adjustable and very well made· suited to higher compliance carts 

568 VG Beautifully made and finished, fully adjustable, a highly neutral performer 

828 VG Superb engineering and finish with a finely balanced sound, impressive stereo focus and low coloratron 

1232 E Excellent in all respects, this arm arguably sets the standard for prvoted arms regardless of price 

<r.r,_r "I'J,.� 
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PERSONAL MESSAGES 

Pernicious and perturbing 

P 
ressure on pages elsewhere in this issue left me with 
little space to expand on the overall findings of this 

month's speaker group test. This proved to be one 
of the more interesting in recent memory, 

providing a salutary lesson that there's still a great deal 
we don't understand about the subtleties of loudspeaker 
performance. 

I've now been doing the Choice loudspeaker reviews 
regularly for four years, which is significantly longer 
than the typical product cycle time followed by most of 
the leading speaker specialist manufacturers. Given that 
many new designs are basically revisions and updates of 

Paul Messenger 
ponders four years 

of loudspeaker 
testing and a 

pre-war source of 
sample variation. 

already established mod

els, the more recent group 
tests not only review the 
latest loudspeakers but 
also provide evidence for 
and against the long term 
consistency of the review 
methodology. 

Happily, the signs so 
far are positive. Both 

measurements and sound 
quality judgements show 
pretty good correlation 
between the old and the 
new, though I'm not 
naive enough to believe I 

always get the right 

answers. Loudspeakers 
and their room and 

system interactions are so 

infernally complex that 
any single or multiple 
reviews are bound to be 
subject to some structural 
bias, while the juc<lge

ments themselves inevitably reflect an element of my 

personal taste and priorities. But the achievement of a 
measure of consistency over the long term is at least part 
of the battle, and allows the experienced reader to 

interpret our findings according to his own perspectives. 

The design intention 
One constantly exasperating aspect of the increasingly 
trendy and popular compact floorstanding loudspeaker 
is the pitiful way floor spiking arrangements are usually 

engineered. Threaded inserts with serrated outside edges 
are normally banged into pre-drilled, undersized holes 

in the woodwork of the base. As soon as you try to 
tighten up the locknut, these tear the wood and rotate, 
rendering the spike useless from a mechanical coupling 
point of view. 

The steel plate (Royd, Ruark) or rail (Naim, Rega, 
Linn) approaches are obviously more costly to imple
ment, but are much more satisfactory for consistency, 
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long life and predictability. However, I'm sure a low cost 
T-nut, as used to bolt (rather than wood-screw) drive 
units in place, could be adapted to work well with spikes, 

and certainly perform better than threaded inserts. 

Speakers, spiders and spikes 
At least poor spiking is relatively easily detectable-and 
soluble, given the requisite will to do something about it. 
A different consistency problem highlighted during this 

group review looks potentially even more pernicious 
and perturbing. It cropped up during the Mission 751 
review, which turned into something of a saga. 

The original samples gave disappointing listening 
test results, and a second pair sounded substantially 
superior. The only discernible difference turned out to 
be a slight but significant variation in main driver 
compliances. Indeed, since the drivers concerned are 
sourced from Denmark, Mission is an innocent party, 
and reacted quickly to our discovery by immediately 

imposing extra quality control checks, so samples now 
reaching the shops should all be of the 'good' variety. 

My concern is that this compliance variation is appar
ently pretty typica I of general industry production toler
ances, and the sonic consequences are liable to affect any 
reflex ported design (albeit to unpredictable degrees). 
The Mission problem was detected by our mutual alert
ness, but I've no means of knowing how many other 
models, now or previously assessed, might have 
performed below par because sample driver/port 

tuning missed the design intention. 
Sealed box systems 

are unaffected, be
cause the enclosed air 

volume controls the 
driver compliance. 
Ported systems, how
ever, rely mainly on a 
corrugated disc of 
resin-impregnated 
fabric called a spider 
to control the main 

driver compliance. 
The speaker's low 

frequency behaviour is a composite of driver and port, 
but the mechanical behaviour of the main driver is a 
complex interaction between its own natural spring-rate 
and the counter-spring mechanism of port/box. The 
latter is inherently highly accurate and controllable, but 
variations in main driver compliance are bound to have 

unpredictable consequences. 
As long as people demand lots of efficient bass from 

small boxes, manufacturers will supply ported enclo

sures- 19 out of the 22 tested in this issue, for example. 
In order to ensure optimum performance consistency for 
the customer, what is surely needed is something more 
predictable and linear than pre-war origami. 

Mission's 751 
has opened a 
can of worms 
for ported 
designs. 
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Stripped-down Rotel amp� a £200 highflyer 
Rote/ RA-935BX 
AmtJIIfler. £200 
ii.;; s�ilds �· Roier�·6�cl9�; �p · · 
reputation; detailed and forceful 
Against Won't suffer poor source 
equipment gladly; needs thorough 
running in to smooth its sound 
veidict ***** 
Something of a departure for Rotel, a 
no-compromise, mininnalist amp for £200 . Raw excitement is mixed with 
a tight, hard-hitting bass to create an 
amp that'll please lovers of a wide 
range of musical styles. Worth very 
serious consideratK>n indeed 

Is it a hotted-up RA-930AX? Is 
it a stripped-down RA-940BX? 
Actually it's neither. The Rote! 
RA-935BX is a rather different 
amp from the rest of the compa
ny's integrateds. There's no phono 
board for a statt, so turntable users will need to look elsewhere, and 
tone controls are also absent, while 
under the lid nestles a hefty power 
supply designed to increase the 
amp's current delivery capability 
for greater attack and slam. 

Let the amp run in for a few 
days - a straight-from-the-box 
'935 sounds bright, harsh and 
unattractive-and the effect of the 
big power supply soon becomes 
clear. The RA-935BX may only 
deliver the same power (40W per 
channel) as the pricier RA-

Rotel'a RA·935BX 
plays music as it's 

meant to be- crisp, 
detailed and inher
ently 'right'.There's 

no phono board, so 
rear panel inputs are 

line-level only 

940BX, but the simpler signal 
paths, allied to the greatly increased 
clout on offer, make this new 
£200 amp a considerably more 
punchy performer. Reviewing the 
RA-940BX last September, we 
wondered where all the excite
ment had gone. But with the new 
amp, there are no wonies on that 
score- here we've a three-dimen
sional view of proceedings with 
none of the '940's "niceness". 

If a track sounds lush and warm 
through the '935, that's because 
it's the way it's meant to sound. 
But load up a disc bubbling with 
energy and the amp drops down 
a gear and really motors. 

Yet while the new Rote! pro
vides weighty, highly mobile bass 
and crisp midrange and treble, 
with excellent definition in the 
-upper reaches of drumkits for 
example, this isn't one of those 
an1ps mat hurls the lot at you in a 
relentless fashion. Instead, the pri
mary concern is the music and 
that's where your attention is 
focused. But if you want to listen 
more closely a'nd find out what 
the bass-player or drummer is 
doing, me Rote! will give you all 
the infomurion you're after. 

However you're more likely to 
be hearing all this detail on a sub
liminal level, as part of an overall 
delivery of the music mat's inher-

ent!y "right". Noticeable, too, 
when you listen closely, is the nat
ural soundstage. Whereas some 
an1ps in this price band tend either 
to make the music sound a little 
"shut-in" or over emphasise cer
tain -performers, the Rote! leaves 
you in no doubt about their posi
tioning, without drawing your 
attention to what it's doing. 

Listen to a solo singer backed 
by an acoustic band or an orches
tra, and there's a natural projection 
of the vocalist with the backing 
musicians spread behind. Every 
word is clear, with little fear of the 
music swamping the singing. Yet 
the atmosphere and balance of the 
whole is preserved. Whether it's 

. UteLemper singingKurtWeill's 
songs or Eric Clapton's Unplugged 
session, you're listening to the per
formance, not the recording. 

"Load up a 
disc bubbling 

with energy 
and the Rotel 

amp drops 
down a gear 

and really 
motors" 

What's more, the Rote! pre
sents classical music with weight 
and authority. You wouldn't 
expect the Rote! to deliver "front 
row of the stalls" sound pressure 
levels with just 40W on tap, but 
within its limits it conveys hefty 
dynamics without struggling for 
breath. If you like your classical 
music on the Wagnerian scale, 
you should check out Rotel's 
value-for-money pre/power 
amps, but at sensible listening lev
els, the '935 will do very nicely. 

Stripped-down it may be, but 
this Rote! still provides inputs for 
three line-level sources, two tape 
decks, plus separate record and lis
ten selectors. The volume control 
is split for separate adjustment of 
the rwo channels and there are 
two sets of speaker outputs. 

To be blunt, the RA-935BX 
is everything the RA-940BX 
should have been -detailed, musi
cal and involving. As an alternative 
to the RA-930BX it makes sense, 
too -it's just £20 more expen
sive and the performance is in a 
different league. True, it won't 
perk up a laid-back system- it's 
extremely revealing of what you 
use as a source - but it has the 
makings of the perfect foundation 
on which to build a high-perfor
mance set-up without pushing 
your credit card into meltdown. 
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